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PREFACE

The Project on Clinical Education--sponsored by the Section

for Education of the American Physical Therapy Association and
supported by the United States Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW)--was designed "to develop methodologies for as-
sessing effectiveness of clinical education and establishing guide-
lines'for clinical staff development." his annotated bibliog-
raphy is one result of the two-year contract.

Those of us associated with the Project and the members Of .

tie Executive Council of the Section for Education of the Ameri-
can Physical Therapy Association hope that both this bibliography
and its companion piece, the final'report fulfilling the contract,
will contribute significantly to improving the education of our
physical therapy students, who are the primary focus of our ef-

forts.,.

This annotated bibliography is presented with the hope that
it will stimulate and encourage new faculty' members and that it
will,refreph the outlook of our more experienced faculty in physi-

cal therapy. The content.should be helpful to all educators in
the health professions.

Several individuals contributed their considerable talents
and much dedicated work and interest to the development,' of this
bibliography. Jan F. Perry and I coordinated and directed the
efforts of the readers, Jean S. Hetherington, Joy A. Hembel, and
Flora Taylor, who also performed many of the writing duties-., A
fourth reader, Frank Crowley, participated in the earliest Phase
of the reading. And'W. Clark served as both a writer and as edi-
tor. The camera-ready copy was prepared with diligence and care
by Mary Lou Heiinick and Frances T. Faught.

Our thanks go -0 the staff of the Division of Associated
Health Professions, Health Resources Administration, HEW, for
their funds, confidence, and personal support.

Margaret L. Moore, Edd(.."
Project Director (1974-1976)
President; Section for Education (1973-1976)
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INTRODUCTION

i This annotated bibliography encompasses many education and

health relAted books, articles, pamphlets, and Reports which were

identified and utilized by participants in the Project on Clinical

Education, Section for Education, American Physical Therapy Asso-

(4.-

ciation,'during the tour of.this two-yeir federally funded ac-

tivity (1974-197E0 deali g 4th the clinical education of physi-

cal therapy students. (It is a planned-for outgrowth and natural

by-product of the Pro ect, envisioned- at the,:outset as both a val-

liable adjunct to the study of clinical education and a-separats

product to serve a useful purpose of its own. That such a bibll-

ography should be preserved and made available to others was a ..

high priority of the participants in the activity. The full text

off` the final report of the Project on Clinical Education will be

available as a Separate document.

The content of this bibliography is not limited to materials

pertinent only to the interests of a specialized group of practi-

tioners or educators. The Project was guided always by the realize

tion that an examination of the present and future direction of

physical therapy clinical education would necessarily involve in-
. formation and literature from other health sciences, indeed from

the whole Lisld of professional health education, clinical and

academic. Consequently the items inventoried here were drawn

from a broad range of health and education literature. The sole

criterion for inclusion was the applicability of the subject maC-
...t

4c erial, directly or indirectlyi-to clinical education. Any uneven-

vness of representation should be ascribed to the fact that more

publishing takes place in some health fields than in others and

that many materials which appear as reports of workshops or stud-

ies are not retrievable.

The erature annotated here reflects the contemporary

trends in education in the health professions; it deals with cur-

rent manpower distribution and maldistribution;.it covers the

subjects .of clinical educatisn site selection for placement of

students, and the developmiWof faculties, curriculums, and clin-

ical programs; it focuses on community health care and the health

team concept; it offers much about adult learning and inservice

and continuing eduoAtion; and it includes an exploration of edu-

cational evaluation techniques and devices. No effdtt has been

made to offer critical judgments of the various items or their

authors, except in occasional instances vbere comments on the

appatent usefulness of a selection are included in an entry.

V



Reading for the bibliography, as well as the writing, was
done by a group of special consultants selected by the Project
Director. Their assignment was to produce annotation& which would
convey to the users of this.`book factual, condensed reviews of
each item. An effort was made to focus on recent contributions
to the literature without excluding older valuable source books.and
hallmark studies with direct bearing or influence on later
writings. 1

The subject area divisions were derived from the require-
ments in the scope of work of the contract and include: (1) Edu-
cation for Health Care Delivery, (2) Clinical Faculty, ( -3) Clini-

cal Education Process, (4) Evaluation, and (5) Costs drid Financ7
ing. For identification of narrower subject areas there are a
few subdivisions.

Entries are numbered consecutively from 1 to 57t.

each section the presentation is by author's name(s), arranged in
alphabetical order, with books, articles, pamphlets, and reports
not separated. In cases where a selection may be applicable and
useful in more than one subject area the annotation appears in
the area judged most applicable, then is identified by number at
the end of other appropriate topical sections. For books,,reports,
or monographs authored by two or more persons, the name of each
author is included in the index. In the case of multiple author-
ship of journal articles, the index provides the name of Cite first
author only. e

As indicated at the end of several entries a number of anno.
tations were borrowed from Fostering the Growing Need to Learn.1
We should like to express our apprec ation_ni-th4limerican Asso-d;
elation of Community and Junialf-Co eges- for permission to reprint
annotation number 49, which appeared in CommunitypColleges and e

Primary Health Care: Study of Allied Health Education (SXHEk
Report.?

1Fostering th,e Growing Need to Learn, U.S. Department of

' Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Division
of Regional Medical Programs, Bureau of Health ResfUrces Develop-
ment, Rockville, Maryland; 1974.

4
2 Ma r y E. Hawthorne and J. Warren Perry. Community Colleges

and Primary Health Care: Study of Allied Health Education (SAHE)
Report, Washington, D.C., 1974

vi
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EDUCATION FOR HEALTJH CARE DELIVERY
Programs, Educational Sites, Curriculums

Allis, John G. "Orientation of Consultant Physical Therapists to

Public Health Practice." Physical Therapy, 45 (January, 1965),

57-60.

This article focuses on the new imPortance of the physical thera-
pist in public health, and the subsequent expansion of the tradi-
tional role of the physical therapist to a broader function as
consultant, organizer, and administrator in community health pro-

grams* The author describes the greater responsibilities which
derive from the new role.

A rid, surveyed a small group of physical therapists presently
ctive in public health to obtain information which would be help-

-
ful in establifh/big*ae6.06Active orientation program for other phy-

sical therapists entering the field. He was able to identify some

of the influences that had motivated the public health physical

thdrapist as well as the.academic preparation and experiences they
cited as most usefulgto them- He makes recommendations for physi-
cal therapy programs, based on his findings.

2.

American Association of Junior Colleges. Extending CamPus

Resoureft: Guide ro Using and Sdlecting Clinical- Facilities for

Health"Technology Programs. Washington, D. C.: American Associa-

tion of Junior, Colleges, 1968, 28 pp.

This bodklet was Aesigned to assist college personnel in plannfhg

and developing health technology programs. Guidelines and criteria

are presented in order to facilitate the task of selecting clinical

facilities appropriate to and consistent with the dbjectives and
philosophies of the health technology programs which are being
developed.

. .

3. .1

American Hospital Association. "Statement on Role and Responsibil-
ities of the Hospital in Rroviding,Clinical Facilities for a.001-
laliorative Educational Pfogram in the Health Field." Chicago,

111.: American Hospital Association, 1967.

t
p this "Statement" the American Hospital Association discusses the

/Role of the hosRital,and-its governing body in deterMi*ing;the

. ,
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goals and urposes of the institution and specifically in deter-

mining ethe these goals and purposes will include the use of
the hq Atal's facilities and,services for,formalized/educational
puripses. The various determinants of suci a decisfPn which are

set-forth include: the preliminary considerations a hospital's
gove,tning body must make; the relationships between the hospital,

it staff, and the school; resources which the hospital must have-,
available; the formation qf/contracts and agreements for the'affil-
iation; and the responsibility which the hospital shares with the
educational institution foi continuing evaluation of the program.

4.

American Occupational Therapy_Adsociacton. "Guidelines for Estab-

lishment of New Field Work Experience Center," n.d. (Mimeographed.)

'This material is available.' the AOTA (6000 Execut /ve Blvd.,

Rockville, Maryland, 20852) for new field wok cente s fbr occupa-

. tional therapy. The gpiaelinesinclude_pedures, protocol, acid
suggestions for establishing centers.

5.

i9fferican Orcupational-The-rap)%asociation-Cammittee on-Basic-Pro,
lessional Education. "Standards and Guidelines for an Occupational

Therapy Affiliation Program." erican Journal of Occupational

Therapy, 25 (September, 1971), 3 4-16.

The set Of -guidelides-deseilbed article defibevstandards-
to apply to every aspIctor activity related to the philks'ophy,
function, and evaluation of the clinical facility. ThatAOTA Com-

mittee on Basic Profisional Education warns that inAmplementing
the standards set faith by this committee the direct r of occupa-
tional therapy pl ybe-afflilatihg-facility must-in prat =ilia
standards in accordance with the "Essentials of,a Accredited Cur-

. riculum-in OccupFationa1l Therapy and the Standards'of Clinical -

Practice;

6.

Americanyhysical Therapy-In-ale-don. "Standards-for Physical

. Therapy,Services, Adopted by the Boardrof birectons February 1971."

Physical Therapy, 51 (December,

Care011y enumerated and explicitly , the standardeencompass

a comprehensive set of guidelines,for s turing physical therapy

services. They provide, initially, for a written statement of

------purpose-fnt a writ-tor'organization-plan-, -a-- qualified direetori-and-

a satisfactorily planned.and equipped physical plant. These are

f011owed by recommended standards related primarily to the sdmini-
,



stration of the services, i.e., guidelines for .perio¢lic review,

fiscal management, 'individual treatment plans, coordination of
physical therapy care with

and research'

7.

Anderson, N. A.; Corli
Latham, M.; Nort n, H.
Tracy, G. D. "Tea

-
Australia, 2 (Decembe

otter services, continuing education,

s, L.; Davis, A. E.; Hennessy, W. B.;

G. Rundle, F. V.; Saxby, H. M.; and

ealth Centres." Medical Journal of

2, 1972Y, 1312-16.

This paper was formulated by a sk group of a teaching and eader-

ship seminar organized by the New-South Wales Faculty of t Royal

Australian College of General Practitioners which took ce
February 12,18, 1972. The members report on a conce Aeveloped/
by the task force which relates tothe training ttUdents in/
medicine, nursing, and allied health fields f. aed manpowet at

the community level. It incorporates a pl., stablish "teach-
ing health centers," physically and adm vely separate

entities from-associating,hospitals. sk grout believed that

revising curricula to include apprp at trainin in familY'and -

community medicine, followed by vOtational trai ng for tho*e
electing general practice and/TaMily medicine, could supply future

community needs. They prop te the community ' ealth center, allied

with a tiniversIty and t ng center for t general practitioner

and family physiCian.: center they.env ion Would provide

teaching-learning experiences for undergr auate students inmedi-

cine, community n ing, social-work, siotherapylicCUPa- /"
'tional thefapy mphasis would be on_ 'reventatiye pediCine, and

the center w d'strive to promote.t 4accep-tanci of the teal*

.,-concept in dical care. This repo lenunierates all of the funs-

Lions wh coUld be encompassed in the three areas of service,

resea ' and.beaching,.and provides plans to implement the ,*

pro design.

{Area
of of N

Th

/

ealih Educati minters in North Carolina."- The UniVersity
rth Carolina at Chapel Hill, July 1, 1973.,

s pamphlet, supported in part by the Bureau of Health Manpower
ucation, National Institutes of Health, describes the';AHEC (Area

afth,tducation Centers) program conducted'by'the Univeitity of
Nprth Carolina at Chapel.Hill,'whichAn 1972-began reeeliang 'a .

live-year $8:5 million grant from,the NIH for developing a state--

wide network'ofAHECs. AgECS'ip NotthCarOitia are Centered at
five community h'spitals and are training-personnel for .26 counties:

Their specific aftivitiesoentern'these,fiye efforts toward
betterAdistribution of heaithianpower: (1} Support of Aysicians-

----"''
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currently in practite, (2) training of medical, dental, nursing,
Pharmacy d public health students in the community hospitals
across the State, (3) developient of area-wide capability for
(health manpower training, (4) development of outreaqh from the

community hospital into the geographic area to be served, and
(5) development of 'regional family nurse practitioner training
programs. of

9.

Aroskar, Hila Ann. "Change Procilpses Shauld Involve Baccalaureike
Nursing Students." Journal.of Huteine Meation 13 (January,
1974), 26-30.

The author recommends more trainingin baccalaureate nursing pro-
grams to prepare nurses to play roles as "changd agents." An
account fb giyen of a public health nursing urse at Villa Maria
College, Erie, Pennsylvania; designed tb givrstudents background
and knowledge about the health agencies in the community--their

problems, and their relationship at all levels to the community's
health care problems. Students were offered field laboratory ex-
periences with the various agencies and institutions serving the
area. From their own observations they could see opportunities
for the professional nurse to be instrumental in effecting bene-
ficial change, as well as see the limitations and frustrations
that lie in wait for those who work to bningbetter health care
to the community.

Blood, Helen. "Developing Community Health Content in Physical
Therapy Curiitu,lum." Physical Therapy, 50 (June, 1970), 1226-38.

-This is a review of a program at Stanford University which focused
on a commitment made by the faculty, to emphasize community health -

care in the physical therapxocurritulum and to evaluate the
results. Theauthor describes the curriculum changes which were
impleMented, at well as the students' clinical experiences ani the
types.of\patients they cared for in a public health environment.

,A pcist-graduation follow-up study of three participating classes
was made to assess the value of the out-of-hospital work exper-
ience to determine the degree of carryover of the curriculum con-
tent. It was determined that more.effor 'st be made to develop
evaluation methodologies and,to.coordirta learning experiences ,

physical therapy students receive in dif tclin3cal facilities.

11,

CadY,John F. and Anderson, Carl -T. "The Preceptorship im Allied
Health Education: Short-Term Results of a Program-to Influence the

4
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Distribution of Allied Health Manpower." Journs&of Allied Health,

'3 (Winter, 1974), 34-39.

This article reports on a preceptors onsored by t School of

Health Related Professions and the School'o Medicine at. e State

University of New York at Buffalo in conjunction with the L es Area

Regional Medical Program. It was hypothesized that the maid

bution of health manpower between metropolitan and rural area waS
related to lack of knowledge on the part of the health science efu-
dents of the possibilities offered in rural practice. Thus, the

"immediate objective" of the program sips to "give health science
students experience in a rural setting which would increase their
knowledge of rural health care, to increase the students' awareness
of the parameters of rural practice, and to expose health science
students to disciplines_ other then their own in a rural primary

care experience." Findings of the study demonstrated that students
in allied health have generally negative perceptions of rural prac-
tice, thlt these perceptions differ significantly from,those held
by physicians currently engaged in rural practice, that after an
eight-week preceptorship to a rural setting students' attitudes,
became more favorable, and that Chia change in perception was
-accompanied by an increase in the number of students who intended
to practice or would consider the possibility in rural areas. The .

authors recommended that these 'results, although preliminary and
from a relatively small sample populatidn,' warrant serious consi-
deration by schools of allied health.

12.

Clapp, R. Wo aoldasn, Charles; and Madison, Donald L. "The Federal

Health Agency,as Preceptor in Community Medicine." Public Health

Reports, 85 (February, 1970), 151-54.

The authors report on, the development of a highly desirable 6-week
(or longer) preceptorship progra.offered by the Public Health
Service'for students iia'sthe health professioni. The program is

designed to expose stoaents to the broader concepts orsocial medi-
cine, and offers P... a practical, working, field exposure so that

, a student can determine firsthand the potaibilities for,pursuing a
career in coimunity medictfie or health service's administration."

,t)

13.

"-Classificationa of Health Eitre Inatitutions." Journal Of:the,

..^American'Physical Therm As tion. 48 (March, 1968),447-54.

This article, e specili contr -ion to the journal,\attempts the

long-needed 'integration ana di rentiatioims of term4mplogy, defin-

itions, and easenstial -CharaCtert*tici'4f thekumerous and varying

:amlth care inititUtions;, geieratlaome cere'inatitntiOnil,personal -

tare institutions, and Sheltered aireinstitntions.

- A
5
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14.

Cloud, Harriet H. "Dietetic Traineeahips: IV. Role of the Alabama
Dietetic Association in Developing Dietetic Traineeships."
Journal of the American Dietetic Association. 64 (May, 1974), 517-
19.

The need exists in Alabama for increased traineeships (12-month
program) for graduates in dietetics, as evidenced by the fact that

:many graduates are not accepted,within the state for their intern-
ships. The Traineeship Committee of the Alabama Dietetic Associa-

------- tlon collected data on graduates in need of traineeships and on
inititutions qualified for training students, sent guidelines to
instituti , had "brainstorming" sessions with dieticians about'
traineeships, subse9uently made "recommendations concerning
institutionalpol ies affecting trainees."

I5. A

Clough, M. H. "Effect of'a Clinical ROtational Experience in a
Rural Virginia/Community 6tr-Sesicr Physical Therapy Students' Ex-
prealsed Interests in.Rural Practice." Unpublished master's thesis,
Virginia Commonwealth University, 1973. c

The results of the clinical education program reviewe# by Ms. Clough
indicate that no statistically significant change in tnterest pat-
terpi tpok place in the experimental group of 16 students who parti-
cipated. The findings support results of other studies which have
found that a requiredpreceptorship is not an effective recruiting
device for rural practice. Although students working in the rural

/placement felt they had received a, valuable learning experience, and,/
most of them were enthusiastic about their,work with the patients, .

in general there was a negative reaction to rural practice. /

16.

Coggeshall, Lowell T.' Planning for Medical Progress Through Educe.-
tion. Evanston, Association of Ameritan Medical Colleges,
1967, 107 pp.

Coggeshall's report for the Associatioh of American Medical Colleges
was a hallmark in the field of medical education., llthough the sub-
ject matter is primarily oriented towards -tfedicine, this work is

t consbantly referred, to in publications-conceraiageducation for the
Various Wedical and allied health fields. The !wort "briefly out-
lines the perspective within which American medical education has
developed, the mslor trends related, to health can that are now
emeiging, and their impliCations for medlital education and the work
of'the association. The report gives specific attention to ihs
past -and present roles of the asepciation,'and the steps the.associ-
ation should take to channel its'future development along the lines

,r 15



that 411 enable it io provide the positive and effective leader-
dhip that the field of medical education will inevitably require
in the years and decades ingediately ahead."

17.

Connelly, Tom, Jr. "Health Care Process: Teaching Models for

Allied Health Students." Journal of Allied Health, 4 (Winter,

1975), 39 -45.-
!

The author describes inidetall the model for the "Kentucky
January" program the community health care project utilized for
trainilig allied health; care students at the University of Kentucky.

An environment for total health care is' a means to teach the scope
of Aneric influences on a community's- total health And to provide'
students the opportunity to understand cooperative, health care de-

livery in th real world."

q"'. Connelly outgines the three interacting snbsystens4hich comkrise
the model's environment (structural environment, the environment

iof the patient/recipient, professional environment); the factors
;affecting the health -of the individuals served by the project ,

.
(physical and social); and the twomajor factors which define the
dimensions of the, system (resonrced and organization).

18.

Corallino, Natale Criss. "Physical Therapy Assistant: The Need,

the Standards ax'd the Resources for a Program." UnpUiAished

master's thesis, California State College, 1971.'

This naatees thesis is a lather unusual attempt to tompile sta-
'tistits.and information concerning educational programs'for physi-

--cal therapy assistants. Included -in this paper are problems and

definitions of it based; a discussion of the need for physical

therapy assistaxt rograme; a section of research and findings re-

lated to existing hysical therapy assistant programs by the author

himself; standar for a'program (a compilation of known standards
and guidelines for physical therapy assistant progr/ms); a re-,
source and reference guide which include, books, journals,'period-

icals, films, and associations' and miscellaneous publications,-
are provided to aid the instructor as well as the student.

19.

v

Council of hill:lull-Therapy School Directors. Community Health

Aspect. of Physical Therapy Education.' Edited by Nancy Laszlo,

Lydia Holley, and Barbara White. Proceedings of the Annual Insti-

tute. Chapel-HiII, N.6., October 28-Novembei 1, 1968, 127 pp, and L

Appendix.
*
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This Institute includes a thorough as well as varied discussion on
../the community aspects of physical therapy education. The lectures

and discusdions reported emphasize the changing social e ironmentf
...,

with its mandate to physical therapy and its. educators to recognize
and understand these changes, and to, become intimately involved in
preparing the profession to adapt to them. Of particular note are
reports from a number of different schools of physical therapy,
which haveparticipated in various experimental programs in com-
munity health.

20.

Deuschle, Kurt W. ,"A U4versity's Response to Demands for Care:
Community Medicine at Kentucky." Journal of Medical Education,
44 (September, 1969), SpeciallIssue, 755-61.

The University' of Kentucky School of Medicine outlined the following
objectives for developing graduate medical education to meet carom
ity health care need's: (1) The university muqt be committed 'to..

'health care needs of the community. (2) The scientifig(base in com-
munity medicineiust be expanded. (3) Academic leadership's.; be
developed further to provide the educational progrOs and Imo ela in
community medicine. (.4) Community medidine"must ple disic'ted Coward
the improvement of the health care system in society.

21

)Dunlop, John Ti "Some Facets of the Economics of Health Care De
ery." Journal of Medical Education, 45 (March, 1970), 133-38.

'The author, a Harvard professor of political economy, ident es
five aspects of present medical arrangements which ,are ape. to
change: research, financing of care, capital flow,devel nt of
paramedical-type personnel, and the delilAry system. H says that
perhaps ten years from the time at which he was wrttin there may
be a new form,of the medical care system in the Unit- States. It
is his belief that universitx_leadership must take mmand,of the
changes which will must be made. Dunlop Blab ates on some of .'
the .changes he sees Whir, 'Mich include:

--new directions 'research, recognizing t interfaces between
health, educati housing, transportati , and pollution;

--consideration of a national. insurance s =tem;
---possible means o financing new medics; facilities;
--developmeneof mo e paramedical perso nel in junior and commun-
,ity colleges with emphasis on cooper tion from medical schools;-
and

-:-developient of more out-of-hospital facilities.

8
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22.

Ellis, Roy G. "Education of Future Health Personnel." Australian

Dental Journal, 17 (February, 1972), 70-72.

, Ellis' observations, made in an address in Adelaide in October,
1971, focus on the changing scene in health care needs in Canada.
His remarks apply to the issues facing health educators everywhere,
however, stressing the need for unive'sities to bring the training'
of allied health personnel in touch with consumer demands and human
needs. He commends the contribution being made by experimental

programs in community msdi e. To. rovide further new dimensions
and meet future iequiremen s in the education of health personnel,
he develops a list of the oncerns facing university administrators:
greater output of primary personnel, better communication among
professions, opportunities for interdisciplinary experience, and
broader clinical experience, to mention a few. Ellis speaks direct-

ly to administrators because he feels that they are the ones who
must take the responsibility for expanding university health
science centers, so that'the centers may funcgOn as coordinatord
and consultants in ths delivery of health can*.

'23.

Estes,,E. Hirvey. ''"Medical Education and Medical Care inUnder-,
served Rural Oka: Journalof Medical Education, 48 (December,
1973), 118-20 , 'f'

..
This article reports

A
on a system of health clre4tried out is two

small isoltted communities in North Carolina: The purposeofthe
system wae.the 'provision of primary care to people whose urgent
nzvis'were met by regional hospitals, but whose health'needs at the
day-to-day le'vel of home nursing, and other out-of-hospital medical

concerns were largely unmet.. The Department of Community Health
Services at Duke University set up a program in which community

heals workers were recruited from the community itself; the depaft-

dent Ambers studied the community's problems, offered short-formal
courimiato the workers, and began to work with individual patient

problem in the community. They found that the patient problems
Mere bees they had expected, but that the community problems were
inot.1%,fr*om this phase they moved on to atfOrmil program `to teach

rural health problems. It is designed to be a teaching laboratory
in;Shich medicaL students, nursing students, and an Occasional phy-
siktan's assistant design and work on,projects., utilizing the help

add approval ofi-mlocal community health board. The department
,hers have concluded that although all the problems they have con -
fronted are complex, the problems demand solutionsanti that_meditel___
students and__Other_health-mtuclOnza-cin-bm a tiarf-iii -the solutions

=---through direct experience. The students have encouraged them to

, expand the program.
#

1..
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24.

Evans, Robert L.; Pittman, Joseph G.;-and Eeters, Richard C.
"The Community-Based Mddical School--iteactieu; at the Interface
Between Medical Education and Medical Care." New England Journal
of Medicine, 288 (April 5, 1973), 713 -19.

The authors consider the working relationship that a community-
based medical school must establish with local practicing physi-
cians in order to gain acceptance and work successfully in the
community health care system. They point out the fundamental
necessity for medical school faculty to understand and acknowledge
the health needs of the community. They stress the importance of
developing shared responsibility for the sdhool's policies and pro-__
cedures and foi effectively using the abilities ofthe community
physicians:'

25.

ti

A 1
v

Fenderson, DougImis. "Health Manpower Development and Rural
Services." Journal of the American Medical Association, 225 (Sep-
tember 24, 1973),1627-31.

Fenderson ,reports on three health manpower programs set in notion
within a one-year period in 1972-73 directed in large measure, to
rural health care. The programs, issuing from the Bureau of Health
Manpower Education, include: (1) 11 long term contracts negOtiated
with university, health science centers or medical schools for de.

of area health education centers in 26 different communi ies;
(2) partial support for 39 physician's assistant training projects,
and (3) a small program of "Other ManpOwer Initiatives." Another
program, indirectly related to rural health manpower, is a coopera-
tive study by ejght recipients of BIM grants to research through
computer technology the functions performed by physicians, to deter- '

mine those functions which Could-be transferred and performed by
other trained personnel.

26.

,Funkenstein, Daniel H. "Implications of the Rapid Social'Ohanges in
Universities and Medical Schools for the liducation of Future
Physicians." Journal of Medical EducittiOn, 43 (April, 1968), 433-54.

This author recommends thatmedicaleducation-develoi 'Ili/Si-gent cur-
riculums for students i-ilecting different area, of study in the medi-
cal field. fie suggests the following three,aremm be developed: (1)

forscientist -physicians (biologists or physical scientists),
(2) for psychiatrists, and (3) for social-scientist-physicians
(thoser who will engage in re -organizingheilth care delivery and
altering human behaiinr)..

19
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27.

Goldstein, Harold K., and Horowitz, Maris- A. "Health Manpower

Shortage or Surplus." Journal of Allied Health, 3 (Spring, 1974),

93-99.

The authors gathered the material presented in this paper from

studies completed by the Center for Medical Manpower Studies at

Northwestern University and sponsored by the Manpower Administra-

tion, United States Department of Labor. The focus of these .*

studies was upon the utilization of health manpower and the struc-

turing of health occupations. The major assumption was thit there

is 'relative shortage of health manpower. The authors found that

the current-data appears to support the estimate that a shortage of

health Workers in the United States still persists, although it is

"somewhat contrived." They also project that such a shortage will

continue to exist through the 1970's. In conclusion, it is warned

that the health system is in a state of rapid change with respect

to the kinds of personnel it requires and that "If the trend con-

tinues and_10ulatory service and extended care facilities continue

to expand at-tbe'e1pense of in-hospital patient facilities, adjust-

ments must be made in programs and course openings to accommodate-

'the educational needire-f-V4hoe4hMare to care for the verticaLand

aging patient."

28.

Grossman, Judy. "Community Experience for Students." American

Journal of Occupational Therapy, 28 (November - December, 1974), ,

589-91.

The author points out the need for student' of decupatienal therapy

to receive-training which will enable them to meetthe current
demands on all personnel in our health care system, i.e., training

which will provide leadership and programs for primary prevention

and health care at the community level. She suggests curriculum

'changes in clinical education to require that student' pefOi-le

first in the traditional structured clinical education Program for ,

a specified period of time, then participate in an experiential

program in a community setting. Tb illustrate the types-Of-pieiimp

she_besin mind she del:tribe-ea field experience program in preVenrr.

tative pediatrics. The structure of this program or any field ex

perience in the community would be designed to allow the student to

progress from working under the guidance of i supervisor to working

independently as the implementir of his own prolectl

29...

Grupenhoff, Joho'T., and Strickland, Stephan P., oda. Federal

Laws: Health/Environment Manpower. Washington, D. C.: The

11'

i.
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Science and.HealthCommunications Group, 1972, 329 p0.

", This comprehensive source book'deals with health manpower resources
and the Federal government's role in insuring adequate numbers of
health professionals. The editors and contributors regard-the
passage of the Comprehensive Health Manpower Training/Act of 1971
and the Nurse Training Act of 1971 as climactic points in the last

. decade's health manpower legislation, and, as the go ernment s
first explicit decision to-increase the number of ph cians.' In
addition to these tw cta, discussion includes: Fede 1 support
for health-manpower opment; allied-health and public- health

,trailing programs; Veterans Administratiqn health-manpower training,
and environmental- manpower training and-environmental education
-The gpendices.are nearly 200 pages of basic source documents, in<
cluding the President's 1971 Message to Congress on Health, reprints
gf_important legislation, and excerpts from Congressional committee
,reports on pending Legislation.' (Fostering_ the Growing Need to
Learn)

30.

-
Hartigan, Joan. "Trends in Nursing Education." Annals of the New
York Academy of Sciences, 166 (December. 31, 1969), 1045-49.

The author discusses briefly the trends in modern health care which
have brought about the "complex and sophisticated armamentarium of
equipment, facilities and health personnel constituting one of the
major capital outlay items in the national budget (third highest)."
In nursing, as in other health professions,mthis fast-changing )

scene demands new levels of sophisticatiod and techniques.

This article addresses some of the major issues involved for nurs-.
ing educators. These will necessarily include: (1) coordinating-
the professional nurse's role with the several-different types of
nursinipractitioners,(2)-designing education programs to provide
both bedside nurses and nursing practice leadership, (a) blendipg
the exeess of required technical knowledge with a better comprehen-
sion of basic principles, (4) striking between the spe-
cialization and Gestalt approaches, (5 promoting the development
of new technologies along side the traditional, and (6) developing
learning experiences and teaching curriculums to encompass the new
nursing roles in -he community setting.

31.

Hatch, Thomas D.. "The Changing Stenein-Allied Health Professions
%Education.", %lima' of American Dietetic Association, 63 (July,
197)), 16-1k

In a point4y-point survey of .the changes and problems in allied
. health education,,the author makes a strong case for removing the

12 ,
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educational barriers AL-divid9. the.health'edimatAnn field and
for working cooperatively toward better and more !festive academic

and clinical training programs. He cites exparlsion of the allied

health fields, emergence of new occupational categories (e.g.,
physical therapist assistants), costly dxpansion in interiship
programs nd clinical education, and uneven distribution of man-
power. The coordinated efforts of health educators must be-direc-
ted to these primary concerns,-along with the lesser problems of
coordinating credentialing, career mobility (utilizing persons ,
already employed and those who are employable), and-developing
improved equivalency and proficiency testing.

32.

Hawthorne, Mary E., and Perry, J. 4/erre:I. Community.Colleges and

Primary Health Care: Study of Allied Health Education (SANE)
Report: Washington,--43. C.: American Asa/Elation of Community and
Junior Colleges, 1974, 293 pp. -

The SANE report was initiated In 19'73 at_the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges to determine ways and means to
make primary and ambulatory care accessible to all Americans. The

.staff recogniied that effective Planning would hZve.fo-take4laele
at all levels of governmental agencies. Further, facilities and
manpower must be developed at' the community level, and this could
be achieved partly through development of the existing community
and juniw college programs, The study recognizes-the need to
begin by identifying the_exist-ingpotential in the United States'
allied_hcaIth and nursing educational system, and by providing
colleges already in that systeiHwith accurate information and the
technical assistance necessarytoi their full development. The

book describes the. entire study project and makes recommendations
for mounting the sequence of steps to a nationwide collaborative

effort. Included is an annotated bibliography-containIng more
than two hundred documents related to allied health and nursing

education.

33."

Heap, Mildred F. "The Need for Effective Selection of Personnel

in Physical Therapy Departments." Physical Therapy, 49 (January,

1969), 3-14.

The author reports results of a pilot study which was carried out
to discover from.physical the4py personnel (working at three dif-
ferent levels of joh responsibility) whether they, considered their

!physical therapy education adequate preparation for effective per-

formance in their jobs. Based on interviews with 100 physical
therapists and supportive staff members,it was apparent, that more

formal in-depth courses on supervision and administration are

- - 13-
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needed in programs for physical thwiapl,sts_, onboth die under-

graduateand v laduate,eyels. Npt one.phyaical-therapist inter-
viewed had receiNied .instruction in formal physical therapy educa-
tion which he or she considered adequate for effective execution ,
of admin1sbrative.ddties,,suptvision, interpetsonal/relans and
interdepartmental -activities.4 '

'34. '

,Hendee, W111,67 '1A.Collaherative Program in Allied Health

/I.

Traihing." ;Journal of Medical Education, 46 (August, 1971), 658-65.

The author describeS a model pr'ogram in. radiological technology
which has been established in Denver,-,Ctlorado, by the Community,

(7% College of Tender, the4;niversity,of*Color4dO_Sehobl Of Medicine,
andfourteell'Donvey hqsgitals with facilities for diagnostic radi- f-
`olosy, radiatipd theTapy, or nuclear medicine. The program, which
involves coordinated classroom and tlinical training for students
who are working for- n associate degree in'radiotechnology, WaS
designed ;o help +e ethe)hospitals' increasing inabilities to
provideiadequate training for radiological technologists as well
as fulfill the t'iation,'s.currentneed'for more well-trained tech-

'nologists. Hendee discusses plans far.expansion of this program to
selected comiamities and other areas of specialization together
with the propbsed development of a "career ladder approach" in
which students may discontinue education anywhere along the "career
/adder" and Later resume it without penalty.

C.

Holder, Lee. "Delivery of Health Care: Implications for. Allied
Heal/h Educator .V Journal of Allie44AIL12,12('spring, 1973),
68-75.

This ar cle deals with the. broad idhjeot of health care delivery,
exploring the major aspects of its-implicatibps for allied health
educators. Theauthor organized three -subject areas Which demand
attention: designing the system for delivery of health care; de-
termining the roles of the health personnel to provide th
power; and formulating the prograMs' which will work effe
train health teams to deliver-Improvedeare.

36.

' Holley, Lydia 5. "A Component of Phy,sical Therapy Education."
Physical Therapy, 44 (January, 1964), 23-25.

Ms. Holley-deScribes two facets of public health: public fieslth

as a Thilosophy and ptplic health as a specialized field of health
practice. The one major area which the author believes incorporates
both of these concepts, and is the final consideration in surveying

.4
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the publiC health 'content in' physical therapy curriculums, involves
the broad consideration of medical Card' today and the trends-10
medical care fp-. the immediate*: future. These 'considerations are

discussed.=

37.

Steven. "Some.lhoughts On Primary Care: Problems' In Irople-

--.'inentatti64"." %InternatiObal2jOnthal of. Health Services, 3 (Spring,

1971k; "!

,
"this Pa,Per.tOpthis upon '!definitions 'of primary care., the dimensions

of atal1,ealtr,4e ErIsis in general and Pf, the printery- care' crisis
in particular, ;the_ impditance of team °practice in primary date, .the,--'

necessity Lereaiing 'the social physician as team leader.. ana-'some

changes, niatrative,. fiscal and philosophical, w,hich appear. to

.be 'nee.esss in medical education .in order ,to begiti_maiting 'to solve'..'
..,::thapritaar r. e crisilt:/.'," Emphasis ii on ambulatory care servi,ce.
"' and driiticatin the-physician to act aS befd of -the-health care team.

, . -

'.., .- ...

- Kirschhati0;" Thomas H.,- liia:ExPeriment. in he,cliFai EdUcatiph." Anieri-,-

can.,;bour4).:of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 119 (June .1974); 32E1-'21..

Kifschbaum traces the development of some of he-receofe frends fn a

medical.education pert%oent to his primary interestjin this arti,d10:,

Which is aprograta at Michigan State University College of'Humgn

Medicine designed to affect' an. aligpment of medidal growth

wit'h the interests and assets of -the community. The progrea.outline.1.
'ncorporates two years of traditional sCe'ntificpreparatioti, with
emphasis on the student as self..echicatot., early patient -Contact. ana .

t. the need to -evaluate health care. effectiveness: The first two years
are followed-by clinit al. four different citiea: in ceia-

tral iiichigan, involving twelve hoaPitals-Witfeh participate in five

residency 'programs.. The author describes the organization of the

proggam,, the roleof the cormounity physicians, the role of the

-medical school facuJty, and the reliar for students; and communities:

4i
f

Knowles, John*H.,. Teaching" Hospital. Cambridge, Mass.:

. Harvard 'University. Press, 1966,-152 'Pp.
; -0

,1Cnowles's book addresses the, broad subject 61 the university-

. affiliated 'teaching hospital, with attention to the areas of teach-

lug and providirtgqualitypatientsre-.determining the function,

! tole', and ftnarltng-iaf these two 'primary activities,- anti above all,

coming .6: grips with the responsibility 'of the medical school and

" teaching hoipital to a cost- and service-conscians public. The book

-- consists four lectures by different *authors. The last----orte;---
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entitled "Medical School, Teaching Hospipl, and Social ReAponsi-
bility,"'by the editor, contains a forw, rd-thinking approach to the
need for regional, planning in medical
nishes a pertinent discussion of the
must play.

40.

ducation, and Knowles fur-,
entral role the university

Levine, David M, and Bonito, Art ur J. "Impact of Clinical Training
on Attitudes of Medical Student : Self-Perpetuating Barrier to
Change in the System?" Britis Journal 'f Medical Education, 8
(March, 1974), 13-16

This study( rellaes to the ilcreasing /pressurepfor changes in the
delivery of medical care d how d tors' attitudes will affect the
success of any changes. n an of ort to determine how physicians
may be more favorably influence toward,change the authors consider
when and how their attitudes toward change are formed. At the Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine A'self-administered questionnaire was used
to survey a total of 741.respondents: 363 students and 378 '

physician-teachers. Teu/Likert-type statements were used with which
the respondents could Adicate agreement or disagreement of varying
degree. Two propositions were tested: (t) that systematic varia-
tioqs in doctors' Attitudes toward changes in the economic and

Ill
anadministrative gization of medical practice can be demonstrated

related to di nsions of their professional behavior (1.e., their
current and future attivAies, their specialties),; (2) that the
start of the medical student's clinical training is a turning point
in th educational, process, beyond which the student doctor's atti-
t s toward-changes in the organization of medical practice are
,i entikal with those of the staff group whose professional involve -
mentment is the s e as that aspired to by the student. Results ingwed
that both,prop itions can be supported (but the second one 04dY
partially). 'the implications fin. change are ominous, for clinical
education would ibem to be producing professionals whose,expe0a-
dons will.match exibting attitudes in the medical profession,
which are incongruous with the anticipated changes in medical prac-
tice. /

41.

Levitt Edithe,J.; Sdhumacher, Charles F.; and Hubbard, John P.
"The.Effect of Characteristics of Hospitals in Relation to the
Caliber of Interns Obtained and the Competence of Interns After One
Year of Training." Journal of Medical Education, 38 (November,
1963), 909-19.

Twenty-four hundred (2;400) National Board candidates in 321 hosAi-
tals were surVeyed for this study. The measure of (the caliber of
interns at the beginning of their internships was based on National
Board scores on Part6II (by those who took At as they graduated

16
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f m medical school), and the measure at the end of the internship
as based on Part III scores of the same individuals. The effects

of six cospital characteristics were considered: (1) medical
school affiliation, (2) straight vs. rotating internship programs,
(3j hos pital size, (4) administrative control, (5) internship sti-

(6) percentage of internships! filled. The authors report in
full on their findings. In part, and with certain-limitations, the
evidence indicates that hospita awing a.major teaching affilia-
tion with a medical a obtain interns of significantly higher
caliber and that interns in affiliated hospitals score significantly
higher on Part III than interns in non-affiliated hospitals.

log

Light, Israel; and Frey\Don C. "Education and the Hospital: Due
Responsibility for Allie Manpower raining." Hospitals, 47 March
1, 1973), 85-88.

/'
In this article, the autho entify problems in the'educatibn sod
training of allied heal sonnet. They concentratenn the'unaill-
ingnesiof education t utionsto commitady moreof fa2ir
undergraduate -pro: to oc pational orientation than is absolute-
ly necessary, hospitals seem equally unwilling to recognise \'
the need for e sophtsticate background on the part of many of \

their emp ees. After identi ing problems in this area, the
' author commends working relationships so 'that educational institu-
tio and'Clinical facilities:yip come to realize "that to produce' '\
t numbers and kinds of allied health personnel required to deliver,
competent health care and services to the nation's population, they. -

must consider themselves as integral, partners and must share human
expertise, physical.plants, financial costs, and all other resources
necessary to do the'job."

Lysaught, Jerome P. An Abstract for Action. New York& McGraw-Hill,
Book Co.,-1970, 167 pp.'

This ier,the repoft of a two-and-one-half-year study begdn in 1967
by the National Commiiiion on Nursing and Nursing Education to exa-
mine the Changing practices and educational patterns in nursing to-
day and the probable requirements in professional nursing over the
next several decades. Some Significant recommendations include:
(1) that nurses be directly involved in health-manpower planhing_at
all ernmentel and regional levels;'(2), that promotion be granted ,

the basis of acquisition oficnowledge and demonstrated competen6
in.perfqrmanee; (3) thathealth-administrators promote excellence .
in nursing practice by provlding sufficient -staff, by discharging
appropriate nuraini functiopi, and by evaluatinuthe !wising plan
or care; (4) that local healtt-care"gacilitfes adopt continuing

.'education programs and flexible employment policies ;, (5),that



a

ins ions For nursing education provide lic ed practical-

nurses th career ladders leading to academic .egrees and regis-
tered lic re; and (6) that all statelicensure laws for nurs-
'ing be revi to require periodic review of'the individual's
qualifications :4condition for licensure renewal. (Fostering

the Growing Need tiil.tarn)

.44.

-:-

Madison, Donald. "The Student lth,Project: A New Approach-to

"Education in Community Medicine." lbank Memorial Fund Quarterly,
,.46 (July, 1968), 389-408.

-I. . , .

The "new approach" at the tine this author w Afriting was the
Student Health Project, designed to spotlight t deprived comun-
ity and the absence, rather than presence, of the 1 model of

medical care:- Instead of placing clinicalspudents in community
with well-organized, properly functioning, exemplary hea services,
this'projeVt attaches pre-clinical students .#1 the health p (es-

sions to community agencies in which the students can see clea
the failure of, existing services to meet the needs of patients.
Their assignmeat is to identify deficiencies and work toward im-
provements, giving direct assistance to patients by guiding thee
through 'the labyrinth of available health and welfare -services. AnAu*example of this concept of approaching c 'medicine is the
South Bronx (New York) profect- 'The author ides a detailed
overview.of the Bronx project and states that Student Health Pro-
jects should have a place in futureplanning.

45.

-

McTernan, Edmund J:, and Hawkins, Robert 0., Jr., eds. ati;ag
Personnellbr the Allied Health.Professions and Se St.

Louis, Mo.: The C.V. Mosby Company, 1972v 2

inttrestin are the khap.terta.by Pascasio;

YOung, Atwell, and Boatman.. Pascasio's chapter dealA with the'
selection, 4441.ua.,..t.tufkAiu4. igilizatiot, of- clerical resource's,

strestinethat"these resources skould be viewed for their value in
initial learning, reinforced or continued learning,:as well as for
their contributions.to the idternship portion of the curriculum.

chapter by qung discusses ways to recruit, utilize, and retain
er whileAtwell's chapter concent on faculty develop -

mitt the improvement of existing facu d the development

()tley fac Ralph Boatman, comments upon ca ng education,

systematically co eying ;the. elements of a short- continuing

education pr9gaar, and ts a model for administering toiatinu-

Jug education._

d
. .
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46.

Moore, Margaret L. lliteriastitutdonal Agreements for Clinical
Education in Physical r-dp." Unpublished Ed.D. dissertationo
Duke University, 1971, pp.

Through a review of th _ecature, 'an analysis of a questionnaire
which surveyed educational administrators, and opinfons developed
at a workshop sponsored by supervisors and clinical faculty at the
University of North Carolina Division of Physical Therapy, Dr.
Moore explored the need for written agreements or'contracts between

' the university and its clinical centers. Her dissertation, based
on substantial evidence that. such a need does exist, was written to
recommend the form in which an agreement should be drafted and to
present guidelines for developing interinstitutional contracts
governing physical therapy clinical education.

47.

Moore, Margaret L., and Parker, Mabel M. "Experience with Written
Agreements for Clinical Education." Proceedings of the World Con,
federation for Physical Therapy, Seventh Internationa)1 Congress,

Montreal, Canada, June 1974. London: World Conlede tion for Phy-.
aical Therapy, pp. 67-73.

This paper is a report Of a foll91-4 Study op the experiences of
clinical and university educators in physical therapy from 1970 to
1973 in developing written agreements with clinical centers. The '

original study is reported in Form and function of Written Agree-
ments in the Clinical Education of HealthProfessionals, published ,

in 1972, by Moore, 'Parker; and bourse.) Results of the study-in-
dicated that the development of' tiritten agreements has proved to be

time-cansuming but well worth the effort. Both groups of respon-
dents felt that entering into contracts had .resulted- in clearer
understanding, assisted in identifying additional resources; and
improved the storking.relationship between the clinical faculty and
'the'universixy.

48.
,ow..

Moore, Margaret L., and Parker, Mabel M. "Public Health in Physi-

cal Therapy Education." Journal oflhe American Physical,Therapy,
Association, 42 (September; 1962),570-73. .

.

. ,
.

.
.

The authors, who urge publl.c health content in cAriculum for. pllyr-
, .

sical therapy students; d@scribe the program designed for student

physical therapists at The University of North Carolina at Chapel
, Hill. The public health clinical and .experiential aspects of the

Chapel Hill progrA include the-following: participation, in hone

care services; participation in pat .t referral-planpini for
.

i

I.
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O.
follow-4p assistance, write-up and preparation of home instruction,
following patient progress; and affiliation with physical thera-

pists on the State Board of Health. Important benefits derived by

the students, rom thestr-activities and assqqations are summarized,
and the skills required of the physical therapy students serving in

public health programs are defined.

49. .

Moore, Margaret Parker, Mabel M.; and Nourse, E. Shepley.

Form and Function of Written Agreements in the Clinical Education

of Health Professionals. Thorofare, N.3.: Charles B. Slack, Inc.,

1972, 81 pp.
t -

This book reports the outcomes of a workshop in interinstitutional
agreements in which a dationally selected group,of physical therapy

and other health professionals participated. Its focus is on the

three parties involved in clinical education, namely, students,
clinical educators, and institutional educators; it emphasizes the

VUct that affiliation agreements should be jointly developed by
the parties concerned. and that agreements should be documented in

writing. Results of the workshop interactions are described in
detail and translated into useful guidelines, including the profile

of a contract. Useful for all allied health educators, but espe-
cially important to those involved directly in clinical education.
(Community Colleges and Primary Health Care: Study of Allied Health

Education. (SAME) Report)

50. \N\

Murphee, A,lke H.; 4anks, Sam A.; and Reynolds, Richard C. ."The
Community Health Clerkship: Profile of a Program." Journal of

Medical Education, 47 (December.f972), 925-3b.

Thin-is-a description of-aprograM at the University of Florida
qllegeof Medicine designed EOprovide student experiences in
community,settinks. Fora five-week period of clinfeel.rotation.
the medical student'is offerlda program in'which he practiced in
areas of his own choice -- ghetto or city hospital, ruraraitfing, ,

student health center, mental health hospital, or Other logistic
choices available to the program, or he may elect2to serve a pre-

ceptorphip or externship with a familrphysician. Such a.program

constitutes aclerkship which has broad,objectives.for ndreas-
ing thepOltudent's awarenesp of community t nonmedicalCressurces,

for developing his sensitivity to the,influence,44locial factors
on his patients, and for illustrating other variables affecting

health care delivery. ,.

The authors present an account of the problems of administering -

the progrhci, and an evaluation of the results. They conclude ghat

despite problems "a deliberately flexible approach ham been
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achieved and should continue to a learning experience providing
necessary ntw dimensions is medical education."

51.

Musser, Marc J. "A Public-Private Consortium: Health Care Delivery."
Hospitals, 47 (August 16, 1973), 35-37.

Musser suggests that the Soldtion to our hpaith care delivery prob-
lems can be found if we coordinate efforts of the federal and state
governMents with thoSe of the private sector. He cites specific-
examples of working relationships developed successfully at the
community level between the Veterans Administration healthcare
system_and facilities and services already existing in the commun-
ity. Other examples of the efforts made by the VA describe inr
stapces in which VA hospital resources and facilities have been z v,

made available for medical training programs, and for use by com-
munities which l ;ck their on facilities.

National Health Council add American Association of Junior Colleges.
A Guide for Health Technology Program Planning..' National health

New. York, apd American Association of Junio! Colleges,
Washington, D. C:, 52 pp.

.

This publication presents a guide to the building a strong pro,-
grams in health technology "WiEhin two-year collegiate institutions
through the collaboration of junior colleges:with health practi-
tioner associations and community health faZilities," ,After-
stating a number of assumptions made, in drawing together its pro-:
grIm guidelines, theGuide presents a-fairly thorough step-by-step
pr6gram planning cycle. A section is included which discusses what
the health facility administrator and'the health practitioner sficiuld'----
.know abOut the two-year college and.its prograds. Checklists of
the ."role perlformancesArwith which health facilities and health
piactitioner associations supporting health technology prograds
should be famtliar are also given.

53."

*.k
NationafLeague for Nurstng. The Changing Role of the Hospital and .

Implication for Nursing Eaucation. New York: National League for
Nursing, 1974,48 pp. (Publicaticin No. 16-1551.)\

; .

,

This pamphlet includgi a series of papers which were presented at
the Andual Meeting of the C6uncil of Diploma Programs held at
Kansas City, Missonri,'May 1-3,,1974: The papers-which directly

3
address nursing education deal with implications of the changing
hospital for tht nurse's expanding role, for continuing education
and self-education for nursing faculties, and for program and cur-
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riculum planning. The Council also heard a paper.on nursing.
judgments and their moral and legal implicatiolirs- The partift- a

pants focused irk the "main on specific schoors apd their individual

problebs.

54. ' \ro

_National League for Nursing. Guidelines for Assessing the Nursing

Education Needs of a Community. New York: National League for
Nursing, 1968, /1 pp. (Publication No. 11-1245.)

'

,
These guidelines provide information for potentialpolicy.zakers
or program developers of nursing education at the communi. level.
They are presented in a quesciod and answer format* dealing with' -.

such basic questions as ."Where is the study to be Mader:, "Who'
will undertake,the study? " 'and "What 'is to be studiid--in tht com-,

munity, and, in nursing education ?" ,
.

55..

(--
National League for Nursing; Council of 1Baccalaureate and Higher

Degree Programs. "Arrangements 'Between -an Institution of Higher

. ..-

1 . .

Education and Agencies Which Provide Learning Laboratories for .

Nursing
Edu..

cation." Nei; York:, National Lague for Nursing, 1973,.

-8 PP. . -, . :
I, i ,,

- .

-This 14 'a cOmprehensive guide to pint planning between the college
of nursing and the outside health agencies with which the. -college

arranges for student nurses'' laboratory;:expertenbe -It spells -:out=

- : in_n el/-definid terms ,-.che rq,les and -,reqponsibilities of the acade-
I.

1,-,.-..- . mit faculty 'and.the staff 44-t- 60 Arril tat14% agenby. -Cooperative

$ `" .- viinniag-; mutual respect and agreebent on common- purpose,
to prOVide' [fie "best posaihfe attis,ing.. care, .!se 'f tresAgd 4s...the

-foundations upon which all policiel add prat ic4-ltdsr,t*StqX-4:.:- -,./-%:-,

. _

.-:. 4.

56. . -
,.. 1

.__ .

"Parrish,- Henif i:' "MEaticto-e -at-the hardid, Committee- Report nn
,

' _Health Sciences Education -in SObth Dakota;"" ,Southllakop Jou-rt.:tar--

of Medicine, 24. (November', 197.1),- 29-'34. - ._ - ' -.-: .:"

, ,
- ,a

. .
. .

The authai,lavorbly-critiques the report of the coMMitteejWhip

t aMpi-led, fnfoTMation. about 0:t prohleMs of -he lt# science educe-

t ion in the state- arid" the distributionZOU'manpOwer ..' 4 critical

-2-actor _pointed out by, the committee and discised-j4 the authbr

.
reiteratea' the needo keepsstuderips in` the- s ate for their clin.-,-

- 4ca.r.ec4ii..itton ,,- de too' great_ a, ii'maher yho eave for internships;

fesidencTes -(or even the third and foUtth ...years of .medical school) .

do not' return to the state:' :- -
,

.

___,---.4-

at-
.22 '.
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.57.

Pascasio, Anne. ."Crystal Ball Gazing: Let's Look Ahead Together."
Physical Therapy, 49 (January, 1969), 15-18.

What should a physical therapist of the future be able to do?
Tiaditionally, physical therapists have been clinicians in hospi-

tals. However, new (1969) trends already indicate that the number
of in-hospital physie4,-therapists sill decrease as therapists re-
spond to the demand for physical therapy services in out- atient
centers, home care agencies, and out-of-hospital situat ns. The

field of.physical therapy will need resdarchers and educato
treatment areas and in physical therapy education. Curriculums

will have to educate physical therapists to fulfill the needs of
society, and the new findings of the profession. The individual
physical therapist will need to become an effective teacher of
patients, physical therapist assistants, and aides.

58.

Pellegrino, Edmund D.L"Regivalization: An Integrated Effort of

Medical School;-Commuility and Practicing Physicians" Bulletin of

the New York Academy of Medicine, 42 (December,.1.966), -

. .
,

The author' iacusses the profound transformation of medichlcare
in the Unfted.States, induced by the awakening of UniversitiesPto
their role in public service and community action and the public't
decision tcrt.establish health as a major social goal. Contiibuting

to the transformation is the increasingly Widespread belief4 that
the maximum of new knowledge must be brought to bear for each
patient, inikis own community and, if possible; independent pf his:
social ktatus of ability to pay. :The, author believes,- however, ',

that'achievement'cf these goals ,will be impossiblewithout an
integrated.effort by teachers, investigators, and the community of. .

,-.practicing physiCians to develop a "Regional Concept" which-would
integrate the practicing elements with the. regional and investi-
gative elements in the me al care system. The author feels im-

mediate stepsmust'be take to reach these goals, and-he presents

'a number of suggested lang-term activities.
_,..-

59.

Phillips Diniald F. "Laboratory'for Medical Education." Hospitals,

47 (March I.,' 1971), 77-82,,

The program of medical education 4# scribed in this article is
offered at'a new public medical.school which is one of the six f

schools comprising the Health Sciehce Center of the State Univer-',

sity of New York at Stony Brook., Dr. Edmund D. Pellegrino, the

University's deanfor health-services; instituted an innovative

23
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sNstem of medlcil ydutation committed to (1) thefullestq:levelop-
ment of interaction with the community, (2) the design and opera-
tion of new models of patient care toTtffer tshe best possible care
to every -patient in the community, and (3) a less rigid and. tradi-
tional curriculuM.geared to student needs and interests and more
consonant with the principles of graduate education. He Structured
the curriculub around a core design.to teach two "languages ": - a)

basic sciences, b) clinical. The characteristics of the curricu-
lum include: a high degree of flexibility with.multiple pathways
to the MD degree, a common core of basic clinical science, exten-

. ded-experiences in_the community and In independent research,
early patient contact, and study in relevant disciplines such as
sociology, psychology, anthropology, engineering. The concepts
Dr. Pellegrino embraces and.the design for his program are fully
described.

60.

Phillips, Donald F, "Reaching Out to Rural Communities.",
Hospitals, 46 (June 1, 191.2); 53-57.

This article was based upon the proceedings of a Conference on Hos-
pitals and Rural Health Services held at the American Hospital
Association headquarters, December 14-16, 1971, "to sensitize hos-
pitals to the need to become involved in planning the necessary
elements of health services in rural areas and to identify changes
in the hospital's role." The topics under discussion included
finding a definition for the term "rural", an effort which pro-
duced 'little agreement, as pure numerical definitions are decep-
tive and o r definitions -prove nebulous. More fruitful discus-
sion took e on the subjects of the role of the hospital asaa
social agency, physician shortages, university involvement, para-
medical personnel, rural mental health, and health maintenance
organizations.

The author reviews a number of programs operating in. different
health education centers designed to providehealtlservices in
rural communities. He describes continuing efforts to recruit
physicians for rural practice, problems and obstacles of attract-
ing students to rural communities, and at leasf two examples of
programs producing 'measurable success.

61.

Phillips, Theodore, and Swanson,. August G. "Teaching Family Medi-

cine in Rural Clinical Clerkships." Journal of American Medib0,1 -

Associat00, 228 (June 10; 1974), 140910.

The six-week clerkships described in this-article were used for
instruction of undergraduate medical students in famtlymedicine
at the University of Washinaton School of Medicine. The clerk-
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shieldemonstrated to the.devekopers that selected familyphysi=
clans excel at teaching management of cotomon clinical problems,
doctor- patient interactipn, use of community resourcs, perception
of the demands made by apatient"s-environment, and practice.man-

,
agement.-

The adthors reviewed the findings after thelclerkship prpgram had

operated for three years. They'found that 64 percent of those who
fartilated'were pursuing family practice, training or were in
rural geneKal practice. Seventeen,percent (17%) were in "other

'"yrimary Care" training; 8 percent were'in specialties; and 10 per-
cent were undecided or their choices were unknown.

62,v

Physical Therapy'Clinical Faculty Institute. -Community Health As-

pects ofPhysical Therapy. Edited byAdelaide L. McGarrett and
Kathryn Shaffer. Proceedings of the 1071 Physical Therapy Clini7
cal Faculty Institute at Boston-Bouvg College of,Allied Health
Professions, Boston University, 65 pp.

The Physical Therapy Clinical Faculty Institute surveyed the role
and function of the physical therapist in'community.health programs
and addressed the problem of shortages, in both programs and man-

power. Emphasis was placed on the need for developing community
health experiences in clinical education to prepare physical thera-
pists to perform rehabilitation services in the home setting and
in the various kinds of out-of-hospital facilities. These pro-

ceedings include a set Of guidelines developed by the participants
. .*fond of the preparation of physical therapists for their

-expanding roles.

63.T i

Rode, Edward A. "Shared Training Becomes- a Reality." 'Hospitals,

47 (March 1, 1973), 149-55 passim.
--,

The author describes the disparities-foUnd(in the nursing assis-
tants training programs surveyed in 22 hospitals in the Kansas

City, Missouri, area. In an effort to develop a shared program
for training nursing assistants the 6Oard of the Kansas City Area
HospitaidApsociation (composed- of 36.member hospitals) charged

a task force from their association to coordinate hospitals,
schools, and other agencies to produce a single training program
_acceptable to all hospitals and off4ring uniform training to all

'Students. The article describes in detail the composition of the
'task force, the progress-of iti work, and the program that,evol-

ved. The advantages of the program were evident to hospitals and
,7stu4ents. Students 'were assured- that their training was accept-

able at all hospitals and,in 14 months the nine participating
hospitali reported a total saving of $100,000 as they decreased

25
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staff turnover and utilized the students in the training program.

64.

Schiller, Sister Rosita. "II. Exploring the Feasibility and
Planning Traineeships in,Michfgan." Journal of the American
Dietetic Association, 64 (May, 1974), 512-14.

This article reports on'am ADA (Amlrican Dietetics Association)
traineeship program in Michigan which came about as a result of
a conference at Michigan State University. to: (1) explore.the
traineeship as an alternate pathway to becoming a professionally
qualified dietitian (the traineeship, unlike the traditional two-
year internship experience, is concentrated into one year), (2)_,
assist in identifying interested dietitians within the state wtp
have the potential for providing approved dietetic traineeship
programs, and (3) familiarize dietetic seniors graduating in 1973
in Michigan with this alternate pathway.

The author lists "ten commandments" she distilled from the guide-
lines for planning traineeships which were developed by speakers
at the conference, and describes spe ific planS and programs in
the Michigan traineeships.

65.

Geraldine L., and Robbins, Sandra t. "III.,A,Dietetic

Traineeship by Consortium Effdrt." Journal of the American Diete-
tic Association, 64 (May, 1974), 515-17.

This article describes the development and structure of an unfunded,
twelve-month dietetiA.traineeship sponsored by asonsortium of five
sponsoring hospitals and nine affiliating institutions. "Tke uni-

que feature pf this consortium is its metropolitan area health
facility base with 4 binding structure of-governing documents.
The educational plan and organizational structure are reviewed
against the backdrop of the financial considerations of training
in today's tight money market."

66.

Seivwright, Mary Jane. "She Expectations of Baccalaureate Nursing
Students Concerning0Their Clinical' Experiences in Public Health

Nursing." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1968.

This is adreview of the literature relating to the theory that
students who receive some of their training in field placement
areas about which they have held preconceived negative assumptions
can be influenced to alter their thinking and to select those
areas for service after graduation. Ms. Sei ight cites the
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study of seven New York baccalaureate nUfTing programs which docu-"
mented students' negative attitudes toward nursing and caring for
the chronically ill and the aged. She is concerned that'nursing
education is guilty of "curricular unreality " -the[ the need is
clear in the schools for more acknowledgment of the relatfbnship
between attitudinal problems of the students and insufficient
health care delivery for large numbers of patients.:.

"It seems almost unbelievable that in an age when the
trend is toward care of a larger number of persons, in-
cluding -the chronically ill, in their homes or other-than-
hospital facilities,- most nursitg'students still receive

* the laxgest prolortion.of their training in hospitals
corinefor thecutely ill."

0

Her conclusion is that if the manpower needs of the health pro-
fessions are to be met-the schools mdst change their curriculums
(theoretical content and selection of learning activities) in .
order to exert a' more positive-influpice on students' attitudes
toward all fields of-health service.

67.

10'$hepard, Katherine-F. -"-Family FoCus." American Journal of Public
Hearth, 65 (January, 1975), 63-65.

1 4

lamilp3Ocus" describes an educational-service-research program ,

.devel4ed in 1971 by the Division of Physical Therapy, Stanford
University School of Medicine, in cooperation with.'the Mental
Research Irfstitute, Palo Alto, California. The program-is design-
ed "to provide a transitional health care experience for patients
in an acut' care hospital." The Family Focus program has enabled
the Division of Physical Therapy to expand the social science
aspect of the curriculum for master's degree .students in physical
itherapyt, with the primary objective of develoOht "increased
awareness of 'find ability to work with the patient in the, behaviorql:

social context of his family and culture." An on-site "home" acts,, -

as' the teaching labOratorjr, as.students learn how to inter-

personal felationships in the family; how to work effectively in
the framework of the family's established coping behavidrs, 'and
how to deal with cultural communication barriers.

68.

Sheps, Cecil G.; Clark, Dean A.; Gerdes, John W.; Halpern,
Ethelmarie; and Hershey, Nathan. Medical Schot%s and Hospitals:
Interdeliendence"for Education and Service. Journal of Medicalg
Education, 40 (teptember, 1965), Part 2, 169 pp. .

This monograph is the repdrt of a notional study of affiliatiqns
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a7t
between medical schools and *-VItals, conducted by members of the
facul;y-of the Program in Medical Hospital Administration and the

- Health Law Center of the graduate Schqol of Public Health, Univer-
:sitY of Pittsburgh, at the suggestion Of the Association of Ameri-
can Medical/Colleges.. The attention of this, study was focused
upon medCal education in terms of the mediCal student, since this
is the Portion of education for which,the medical school has full
responsibility and over which it exercises most contror.:'..The
continuous and rapid development and expansiaq of, medical Sebools

--(new and already existing), the authais felt, emphasizes the Con-
.* timing need for.sound affi-Nations between medical schools and

hospitals as a basis for sVisfitctory medical education:- Through-
out the book the authora discuss eight,essential elements to con-
sider in the school-hospital affiliation: (1) ehared_goals, (2)
faculty and hospital staff appointments, (3) patiOts and.
yeacing,,(4) medical students and patients, (5) interns and
'residents, (6) 'patient care, (7) research, and (8)afffliation'-
.agreements.

69-.

Smith, E. _Bromics- "Needed: A New Order' in,Student TeaChpigThat
Brings Joint Accountability foi Professional'Development." jmr-
nalof Teacher Education, 20 (Spring, 1969); 27 -36.

.Firs1 describing the advantages of "Cooperative Clinical'TOaching
Centers for Programs of Teacher Prepatatton.and InstrucOonal 1m- -
provement in the Cities" and advotating=teamAeaching? Smite pro -_

to a list of the essentials involved in the "seh
University Collaboration." _The:author stresses that, effeof.',

collaboration, contributions of tine-, staff, and ey'must be
equally divided between'the nraYersily and the. it*cil--teaching.'
center, and suggeSilt-that a joint steering-committee (unposed of
equal numbers from both-institutions)`set policy, develop plans,
and review activities of the program. ,

70.

Smythe, Cheevbs McC.; Kinney, Thomas D.; and Littlemeyer., Mary H.
."The Role of the University in Graduate Medical Education." Pro-
ceedings of _the Confirence Qouncil of Academic Societies. Journal
of Medical Education, 44 (SepteMber, 1969), Special-Issue, 723-906.

The Council of Academic Societies, addressing its own members and
the Association of American Medical Colleges, reports on the
changes, both required And recommended, that are essential to

'the succeeiffur:tratning-of future-phyapians in oti changing */the
The conviction that the present system of medical edu- -

w
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cation is not flexible enough was foremost among their.impertives
--for change. In the pages containing '.'Summary and Conclusions"

(850-54) .the authors describe, our country's rapidly changing ideas
about medical care and the ways in which the' universities must
broaden rhe:training of medical graduates so that future physicians
wilt-be able to provide advice and expertise in planning and imple-
mentIng health care in communities, in new and different ways.

71. c

Southern RegIbnal Education Board. Expanding Opportunity Through *

Sharing Faculty Resources: Institute for Higher Educational Op-
portunity, Southern Regional_ Education Board./ 1975, 21pp.

.. ,
d'

This pamphlet presents matertala4developed ft m discussio0..110,101
-between Southern Regional EdlicatiOn 44(494441001,4041r,
ministrators and faculty froM colleges and uniVersftiaS71located.in
areas where steps have been taken to initihte.jointllanning5tpro-
graMs in higher education. Materials from these discussions are
presehted undey four major heading6t, the potential benefits which
ma& result from interinstitutional utilization resources;
bars*ers-to achi4Ving cooperative programs; types of arrangements
whe-may be developed between institutions; and suggestions for
planningprocedurel.

72.

University of.North Carolina at,Chapel Hill, Division of Physical
Therapy. ThQ Role of thePhysical Therapist and the Training Needs /
of Those Working in Pediatric Prevams. Resort of Special Project /
No. 465, Division of Physical Illerlpy, School of Medicine, Univer-/
cStY of North Carolina et'Chapel Hril, supported by Maternal and
Child Health-Service, Health Services and Mental Health Administra-
tionj Public health Service, Department of Health,Education, anpf
Welfare, June 1969 tb July.1970, 54 pg..

e

The purpose Of this, project, which 1.7as planned by the Members of

the Pediatric Teaching Committee of the-Division of Physical Ther-
apy,at the University of North Carolida at Chapel Hill was to
"determine the role of phybicalrherapy in pediatrics and the
training 'needs of physical, therapists involvedin pediatric pro-
grams." Four Objectives were identified as a means of attaining
this goal inctudIng: the determination of the present role of phy-

therapy.in pediatric programs, the determination.of4rhe '

resent needs:of physical therapists working in pediatrics,,the
determination of the future-role and needs of physical therapist .

in pediatrics, and finally, the intention'of making this project

available to others% "This report reflects the views relative t
roles and needs, of a representative cros, Section of phYLcal
therapists working in.pediatric settings/throughout the United

0- States." - ,7 1 - -
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71.

"
University of North Carolini at Chapel Hill, Health ices Re-

search Center. "Nursing Student Utilization of Clinics Experi-

ence Settings in North Carolina." Sponsored by the General

Administration, The University of North Carolina. Prepared by

the Health Services Research Center, The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill in cooperation with The University of
North Carolina Area Health 'Education-Centers Program, February,

1975.

This repost presents data obtained from-an analysis of question-
naires completed by the deans of every school of nursing in Nbrth
Carolina and an analysis of responses to questionnaires mailed to
the administrators (or directors of nursing) of every hospital,
health department, and nursing home in the state. "The purpose

of this study is to help identify the utilization and projected
utilization of clinical facilities by nursing students as settings .

in which these student's obtain their clinical experienee."

74.

The University of the State of New York, The, State Educationt-De-

partment. Guide to Selection of Clinical Facilities for an

Associate degree Nursing Program. Albany, New York: The State

Education Department, 1966, 27 pp.

This well-organized guide, was developed.as an aid to college per-
sonnel in selecting appropriate educational settings for nursing

stunts. It ifas felt that thi guide would also help agency
officials to understand the tYPeand.quality of clinical facili-
ties that can best serve student needs. The guide-"includes a

4
* section describing th actual criteria recommended fpr.such pro-

grams, as well as a checkliht for survey and evaluation of a

facility for the use of, college personnel. The checklist'in-

cluaes the Institution's A. General Attitudes; B. Attitude

'Tbward Patients; C. Attitudes Toward' Nurses; D. Clinical,Faciti-
; ties; E..Equipment and Supplies; F. Records; G. Staffing Patte

H. Duality of Nursing Care; I. Hospital and'Medical Organizat n;
J. Auxiliary Services; and K. Summary.

75.

"University of Washington Faculty Endorses WAMI Pro ram; States

Take Over Costs." Association of American Medica Colle es Edu-

cation News, 2, June, 1975.

This articlerbriefly deiEribes a program be .n five.yelus ago in
Washington; Alapka,Montana,:and Idall,wh oh takes its name N 41)

-from the initials of these four states. ere is only one medical



V.

school to sere all four states, the one at the University of Wash-
ington in Seattle (though some students take part of their basic/
science requirements at a local university). TheliAMI program re-

quires that students from the four. states take at least onesix-
week Clerkship at one-of.fourteen Community Clinical Units in
remote areas, in the hope that these students will return to

home states to practice. The federal government is subsidising the
clinical costs for the program, which has been well eccepted due to.

its heavy emphasis on evaluation. This article enumerates six long-'-

--',range.evaluative goals of the "Community Phase" of clinical train-

ing and describes some of the current characteristics of the pro-
gram. Students have responded favorably, to the high faculty-

student ratio and to the opportunity to see a large number of
patients.

"-

V. S. Department of Health, Education, ana Welfaie,Publid Health
Servile, Health Resources Administration. Area Aellth Education,

_Centers.' Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, May, 1973. .

(DREW Puhlicationlio. (NIH) 73-548.)
, ,. .

This publication was prepared to proyide'information on AHEC (Area.
Health Education Centers) activities and projects. The Comprehen-''

sive Health Manpower Iraining Act of 1971 authorized the develop-
ment of the AHEC system, an arrangement that links health service
organizations and educational institutions in a way that serves
both student and surrounding community. Under AHEC arrangements
students from participating schools andihealth occupations train-
ing programs re, eive some of their training in clinical-settings
afforded by p" cipating hospitals and other heSlth care facili-

ties. In th ,way the program provides both training'opportuni-
ties and healtE care capability. r

. ,

This pamphlet describes the structure pf AHECs and the programs
offered; provides information regarding eligibility requirements .

for applicants, and, traces the development' of the AHECs

at the time this was published. 1

77.

Verby, JOhn; Lenart, Gene; and Garratd, Judy. "Evaluation of an

Alternative Clinical Experience: The Minnesota Rural Ph 'sician -/

Associate Program." Journil of Medical Education, 49 (J ly, 1974),

696-98.
__,-r-----

The authors describe a University of
,
Minnesota Medical School pro.-

i , 41 r' medical.students an,uptionpoi
'`spending 12 months with a primiry care phydician in, eruril comniun-

ity in lieu of the - regular third-year clerkship rotationb. Stu-

dents' progress in the program was evaluated at regular intervals
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10.

by a variety of devices, including the students' own written cri-.
tiques of the:program and two evaluations fit which the studdonts

were measured againat.s control group in the regular curriculum.
There were np significant- differences between the two groups of
students revealed by results of their examinations/ Students felt
that the program accelerated their personal groOth, resulted in
increased appreciation of the economics Of health and disease, and
gaie them bettei insight intothe operation of both a hospital and
a medical office. The students' preceptors evaluated the program
favorably.

78.

m-
Vodrabchi, Bahman; Olson,tparl J.; and Ilgt-r-GordOn G. "gelation-
,ship,Between Type of Pediatric Clerkship and Performance anAPedia-

.-tric Examinations." Journal of Medical Education, 48; (April,. -_
1973)-, 356-65.

'This reports on a comparison of the performance of threegroups Of-
medical students (at the University of Illinois) who were'assigned
to three different hospital settings for their pediatric Clerk:
ships. The purpose of the 'study was to measure.the effect of the
setting on thetstudents. 'The settings included university; cOUitty
and private hospitals, where the clerkships differed significantly
in the numhjir,and type of patients seen, the proportion of time\ \\'
spent in various departments,, and the number.of lectures and

,

. rounds scheduled. Carefully $repared pediattic examinations re-
vealed no differences in the performance of the groups from the \
three different hospitals. A second test was undertaken, however, \ '\
which showed that students oho had taken a pediatric elective
scored significantly higher than the Others. Tlis suggests the
importance to program planners of considering more opportunities
for self-initiited learning. In'addition, the implication for '

graduatingmedics1 ctudents is thate_they need not insist on a
particular type of hospital training for clerkships

79.

'Warren, Michael D.' "The Training of Underiftilotei'in the Publit
Health Approach: Public Health, 79 (May, IRO), 198-207.

This British author, writing a decade ago, discuises the difficulty
in teaching.medical,students to think ''preventively" and "socially",
and-prescribes the subjects that must necessarily be included in
the training of undergraduate's in the public health approach. He "

lisps"courses which should be taught in both the pre-clinical and
clinical years the various methods of.teaching which can be em.
ploYed, and concludes, that it is necessary for each teaching hoi-
pital to assume some responsibgity for the health and medical
publene in its own location. He assign, the responsibility for
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designing public health piograms to the heads of the departments
of.preventive and social medicine.

80.

Wechsler, Henry. "-Shortages in Dental Manpower: A Problem of Mal-
distribution." Journal of Dental,Education, 36 (January, 1972),
77-83.

Wechsler describes the social changes underlying the spiraling
.41mand for nationwide quality dental care and adequate dental man-
%wen He cites-a New York State Manpower Survey he had recently
completed which confirms other-studies showing that future dental
students, like medical students, will hive to'be recruited frqm,..
those areas with Shortages. His article covers a variety of in-
centives which could be useful in student recruitment from these
areas, the educational program changes which should be considered
to keep up with manpower needs, and the help which can result from
increased use of dental auxiliary personnel.

81.

Willard, William R.' "The Development of Medical School as a Com-
munity Resource."- American Journal of Public Health, 54 (July,
1964), 1041-48.

Willard expresses his interest in the development of vital Txo-- '

grans in public health and preventative medicine in medical.schools,
and in the position the university medital schools must fill as
the health resource centers foi communities. He cites the schools'
need to help shape the attitudes of medical students whilethey
are in theuniversity environment, in circler to inst4.1 them with,
a sense of social responsfbility, The article traces-the histori-
cal development of medical education. Willard writes authorita-:
tiyely on the subject of the challenge to medical schools to de-
velop community health programs, as he was one of the founders of
the Departmeht of Community Medicine at the University of Kentucky
Mental College. ,

82.

Wolf, Geoige Brown, Ray E.; and Bucher,
"Midi-cal School-reaching HoApit4a1 Rerations.

Administrative Institute of the Association
Colleges. Journal of Medical Education, 40
Part 2; 254 pp.

Robert M., eds. -

Report of the Second
of, Antetican Medical

(November, 1965), '

2n this-1964 AAMC Institute, teaching hospital administrators and
medical school deans Rat together "on an equal basis" in order to
discuss relationships between medical schools and teaching hospi-
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tale. The concerns of the Institute were focused upon the rapid'

growth of Medical schools in size, complexity, costand student

population as well as upon the ever-increasing complexities within

teaching hospitals, particularly in the areas of treatment and

diagnosis and the growing coats af this treatment. The theme of

the Institute as it was expressed by the editors was that: "the

complex, interrelated objectives Of medical schools and.teaching

hospitals must be understood; careful plans must be made for pro-

ceeding towards specified goals; and provision-Must be' made for

evaluating progress.".
-

Articles presented in the Institute whichare of particular inter-

-est included: A. J. Carroll's ''Medical Education Costs in'Hospi-

tals"; E. S. Nourse's °Goals, Principles, and Mechanics of Cooper -
.ation: Topography,'Problems, and Essential Elements of.School
Hospital Affiliations "; R. T. Signer's "Trends in the Teaching
Holpital: Patient Cafe"; and H. L. Wilsey's "The Need for and the

'Development of Facilities: The Importance of Long-Range 'Planning
for'Medical Schools and Teaching Hospitals."

83.

World Health Organization: The Use of Health Service.Facilitift

in Medical Education. sixteenth Report or WHO Expert Committee

on Professional and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary

Personnel., WHO Technical Report Series 355-. Geneva, Switzerland:

World Health Organization, 167, 36 pp.

The tasks set before the WHO (World Health Organization) Expert

4Eommittee.were to identify allresources in the community (other

than the hospital) "that reprepent those settings in which the-

fnture .physician wait and f6 study ways of en

couraging medical %chools te..use these potentially valuable facil-

tiles for-trainingrpurposes." The Committee, atkanwledged the

'limiting factors,. inherent in teaching hospitals, the.hipbasis

on specialization and on 1.411.viducl patients rather'then upon'the

community, adIrthen -focused on the characteristics and teaching

advapiagsa of the facilitiei community as the logical

teaching laboratory for health-personnel. Tpe "community' con4 ,

.cept is defined ineimo ways: as,i geographical_apd political en-

eity, and, in a pore restricted,pensi,.as a'. limited spetial_group

of pe e in a, neighborhood, factory or school.' The community

set As identified are centers for ambulatory care, domiciliary

e situations, teaching health centers, and the broad array of

public health and social service,organizations. The report

preaents a full diicussion of how best to utilize all of these,

how to build an administrative iystem for central and regional

control and how to plan medical programs and-curriculums with the

comity as the all-important background.
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84.

WorthinghaM, Catherifle. "The Clinical Environment for Basic Phy-
sical TtieraRy education, 1965-1966: Part I: Facilities." Physical

Therapy, 48 (November, 1968), 1195-1215.

This is the second part of the report of Worthingham's study of
physical therapy education and the first part of the report on
clinical environment. It contains Statistical data and some con-
clusions based upon a study of 441 clinical facilities associated
with the 42 physical therapy schools utilized in her study. The

report includes findings in foutteen specific areas of inquiry
into clinical facilities and personnel. It provides a full de-

.scription, 'with 'tables and graphs, of types of facilities and
their affiliations; administrational structure, and number and
responsibilities of professional staff; physical size and scope
of facilities;" and how facilities related to other clinical edu-
cation programs operating in their locations.

85.

-
Worthingham, Catherine. "Findings of the Study in Relation to
Trtnds in Patient Care'and Education." Physical Therapy, 50
`(September, 1970), 1315-32.

This articlr
t

deals with implications which were derived from the
previous five sections of theWorthingham study of basic eduCa-
tion for physical therapy (all published in Physical Therapy).

;.-The report reviews the trends in patient care ;most notably the
trend toward treating more patients in out -of- hospital situations)
and the trends in education for the health professions (particu-
larly a need to find educational and experieflc equlvalents in
health fields so as to effect "a downward tran er of functions
from the higher trained to lesser trained i' iduals"'for better

use of manpower). The-author. Airects most her attention to the

_final section eScribing the'relationship of basic education apd
practice in physical therapy to trends in education and prectiAg
of all the health professions, which is a point-by-point examitia-

1"rtion of the etwandingeducationarrole and health care delivery
goals that physical therapists and other health profesSionals
will have to provide to "meet the .needs of an awakened publiC."

FOR OTHER ENTRIES ketated to education Saa,heatth calm detioeny
see

208, 228, 239; 244, 245, 246,' 266, 269, 310, 313,341,
.515, 540, 541, 542, 544, 560, 564, 570.
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Practice Location and Manpower Distribution

§6.

Andrus, Lan Hugnes, and Fenley, Mary. "Health Science and Rural

Health Manpower'." Medical Care, 12 (March, 1974), 274-78.

The authors deal with the ineffectiveness of our health science
schools in educating, and providing the manpower needed to ad-.
minister to our nonurban population. They address a list of nine
specific problems related to better rural health care delivery,

and suggest a solution for each. In brief, they feel that educa-_

to;s will have to make vigorous effortS to decentralize urban
health science schools, to provide incentives for students to
enter community medicine, and to recruit students and faculty

members from the rural areas.

87.

*Beck, James.D., and Gernert, Edward B. "Attitudes and Background
Values as Predictors of Urban-Rural Practice Location." Journal
of Dental Eddtation, 35 (September, 1971), 573-81.

The authors report on a study which measured and compared the
attitudinal behaviors of dentists-end-student dentists toward ,

their choice of location for.- practice., Two hundred urban

practicing dentists and 194 rural practicing dentists partici-
pated in a mail survey 14 which the student targets were the
freshman, sophomore and senior classes at University of

Loui,sville and University of Kentuckydeetelschools. The find-
ings indicated that practicing dentists had ben inuenced most
importantly by friends, the availability of a good practice
location, and the belief that the community could provide for
the 'needs of their families. Fox the students the influencing
factors were liking the area in a place to live, the likelihood
of eetablishing a practice rapidly and the health needs of the

community. For the most part the two groups displayed' similar
'attitudes toward rural and_urbah areas,, and their criteria for
Selection reflected only'slight differences.

88.'

Bible, Bond L. "Physicians'' Views of Medical Practices in Non--

metropolitan Commenities." Public Health Reports, 85 (January,

19700,111-17.

The AMA .Gouncil on Rural Health surveyed 1,853 randomly chosen'
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physicians in priyate practice in 1967 for this study intohe
problems of distribution and availability of hdalth manpower for
rural areas. Factors influencing choice of location, problems
encountered living in nonmetropolitan areas, and degrees of satis-
faction or dissatisfaction to community life or practice were sub-
jects included in the questionnaire. Based upon .their findings
the authors concluded: A

"Implications for medical school admission
committees suggest the importance of giying con-
sideration to admitting more medical students with
a rural background. In addition, medical schools,
hospitals, and other agencies, in cooperation with
medical societies, should study new methods of
making available continuing medical education pro-
grams for physicians pra,pficing tfirmral communities."

89.

Breisch, William F. "Impact of-Medical School Characteristics
on Location of Physician Practice." Journal, of Medical Education,
45 (December, 1970), 1068-70.

This article records the relationship of the quality and location
of medical schools to the distribution of graduates practicing
in urban and in less urban areas. Results of a statistical sur-'
vey disclosed that.: (a) holding constant the medical school loca-
tions, the highest quality medical schools (those reporting highest
per pupil expenditures and faculty salaries) supplied eight per-
cent-more graduates to metropolitan areas than did the lowest
quality schools; (b) there was a direct relationship between the
population size of the county in which a medical school is located
and the petcentage of graduates who practiced in metropolitan
areas.

90.

Bureau of Etonomic Research andStatiltics. "Sbrvey of Recent,
Dental Graduates; II. Factors Related to Selection of a Practice
Location." Journal of American Dental Association, 87 (October,
1973), 904-06.

This is a straightforward report and discussion of the data
gathered in a survey of dental graduates to'identify the influ-

-. ences,on their choices of practice /ocation. It is illustrated
with tables showing the ranking of determining. factors of:

t father's occupation;' size of city of parenti'residence, size
of city of spouse's parents' residence, as well as a table re-
flecting the results of the'respondents' rankings (in order) of

theiive most important factors which affected their selections

4
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of location.-, /

91.
r. '

Cooper, James K.; Heald,'Karen; and Samuels, Michael. "The De-

cision for Rural Practice." Journal of.Medical Education, 47

(December, 1972), 939-43.

The Congressional enactment of the Comprehensive Health Manpower
Training Act of 1971 demonstrates the concern in'this country
over the insufficient number of physicians in rural areas. The

act authorizes appropriations to medical schools for projects to
increase.the enrollment of students who are likely to establish
practices in areas of severe medical need. In order to identify

these students it is important to know the factors which have
been found to influence a physician's decision about'Where to

" locate. The authors report that the factors can be classified
into three groups: personal, professional, and community. In

this article they present a summary table showing the relation-
ship of each factor to the physician's decision.

92.

Davis, 'Louis E., and Andrpws, Robert B. "The Health'Care System

Looks at Allied Health Personnel." Clinical Obstetx4cs and Gyne-

cology, 15 (June, 1972), 305-18,.

It has been suggested that our expanding health manpower needs
can be met at least partially by the use of. more allied health
personnel to assume some of the tasks of the physician, but these
authors caution Ohysicians;to let experts in organization and job

design fully analyze the situation first. They want to assure
careful evaluation of'all alternatives, and they urge,, that re-
design of the health care system structure and organization pre-
cede creation of any new jobs or occupations.

93.

DuVal, Merlin. "A Program for Rural Health.Development." nal

of the American Medical Association, 221 (July 10, 1972), lb-141.

,Providing and distributing health manpower must be the paramount
concern of program develspers for rural health systems. The

author describes-"prese'niPhealth problems and inadequacies, as

well as the unbelievably high costs of health care. He says,costs

hive been made even more devastating by "disorganized, ineffi-
cient, ineffective health arrangements, with emphasis on acute
sickness rather than health maintenance," In its efforts to find

solutionssto all these problems, the government has inaugurated'
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a number of health care programs through the establishment of
Health Maintenance Organizations, family health centers, a
National Health Service Corps, Health Manpower Acts, and emer-
gency medical aid to needy areas. /he author also discusses a,
number of community programs in progress.

94.

Fahs, Ivan J., and Gibilisco, Joseph A. "Factor's Influencing
Dentists' Choice of Practice Location." Northwest Dentistry, 51 ,

(January-February, 1972), 11-15.

The authors report on a study which was part of the Health Man-' s'

pdwer Study requested 114,the Minnesota Board of Regents to aid
the University in deciding whether to expand its facilities for
medical and dental education: The influences on practice loca- ,
tion of dental graduates were o! major concern. Those cited,in-
cluded climate, the possibility orpost-graduate training,,educa-

,

,
tional advantages for children, familiarity with area, and avail-
ability of good hospital facilities.

In the view of these authors these factors may not be the same
factors which exert the strongest influence over the decisions
of future dental graduates. They believe that attitudes toward
practice location will be altered as population centers shift,
and as progress in transportation puts desirable facilities in
easy reach. They suggest that influencing factors be kept under
study and that means be determined to modify the factors which
create makiSstribution of health manpower,

Foy, Donald F. "Mechanisms for Influencing Physician Distribu-

tion." Paper presented at the Ant al Conference of the Woman's
Auxiliary to the Student American Medical Association, cos Angeles,
Calif., April 27, 1972, 14 pp.

In this paper Foy is concerned with the continuing problem of
physician maldistribution 'in this country. He points out the

need to identify.ways..to encourage physicians and other health '

professionals co choose careers in the inner cities and rural
areas.. First he:reviews three commonly apcepted facts: that
physicians Who practice tn'hnderservid areas ale usually native§

of this 'kind of enironment, that etfosure to isolated practice
during medical school can be infldential in the'student's choice
Of practice-location, and that communities without physicians

can be encouraged to make their environments more attractive to
gliy14,ciaps and trliell,families. Forms of inducement currently in :

use to attract professionals,to the needy areas include forgive-, °

tress of student loans, community.devetopment of medical faoilities',.
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and guarantees to physicians, rural preceptorships, speci 1

tuition and losn considerations, and government sponsored m-

munify health centers. Foy concludes with descriptions of some

specific programs. Two of these,.."Project 75" and "Urban Doctor

Program" are desi+ed to recruit and train minority students to
wOrk-in health care facilities serving the needs of underprivi-
leged Another type of program offers a decentra/i-
zaflonf medical educliion, allowing first -year students to take

basic sciences in colleges and universities, throughout a region,
and providing actual experience in community medical -care with

practicing physicians. The American Medical Association involve-
ment in these programs and in other areas. of health care delivery

is discussed.

96.

Greenberg, Suzanne B., and Ladish, Joseph. "Geographic Mobility

of Allied Health Professionals." Journal of Allied Health (Spring,

1974), 100-02.

This article reports a study carried out in New.York state to
determine a methodology for identifying patterns of geographic
and occupational mobility of graduates of selected allied health

education programs. The methodology of the study consisted of
the identification and location of graduates of programs in nine
allied health categories by response to letters mailed to a com-

plete list of educational institutions offering allied health
programs in New York. The findings of the study indicate that
allied health Personnel trained in New York are not geographically
mobile, and that Although a number of graduates moved out of New
York State soon after graduation, many returned to locations near
the schoOls in which they received training. The findings appear

to support the position which some educators and planners have

held that training programs attract students from, nearby aieas
and graduates can often be expected to remain in the area to
serve local health needs.

_SS

Haunt, Milton W. "Problems and Trends to be Faced as Allied

Health Professions Evolve." Hospital Management, 112 (August,

1971), 20.

The author' identifies kome of the problems which face the allied'

health professions and suggests some solutions. The probleis
'idetitified include the lack of coordination at'a national level

between the allied heialth discipl1es, the overlapping of pang
alied health disciplines', the decrease in public confidence,
the maldistribdtiott of allied health perbonnel, the high costs

of allied health education (which are often placed upon the

e
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patient), and the need for leadership in developing a team-approach

for medical care. The author suggests that "the time' is ripe for

leadershipOkin the evolution of the allied health profession) and
concerted action in taking the first steps."

98.

Hansen, M: F., and Reeb, Kenneth B. "An Educational Program ',r

Primary Care." Journal of Medical Education, ,45 (December, 1970),

1001-15.

This paper has two purposes: (1) to define a health system model

in operationally useful terms, and (2) to-propose a set ofhypo-
theses relating properties of the 'health system to health` outcome.

The authors describe a health system model,having three fiXinical.

"sectors":- (1) primary care, the unique site of entry into the
health system, (2) consultant of-secondary care, and (3) sub-
specialty, categorical or tertiary care. They present some general

hypotheses which provide a set of overall objectives for the de-

velopment of educational and clinical programs, followed by spe-

cific hypotheses which relate to the three sectors in their Model,

The article concludes with an outline of the curriculum of the

Program in Primary Care at the University of Wisconsin Medical

,School, designed to organize the'educational codtent of a clinical

)discipline to primary care. The model hypotheses described in

this paper were used as guides in the development of the program.

99.

.Kaplan, Robert S:, and Leinhardt, Sam el, "Determinants of Physi-

cians' Office Location." Medical Care, 11 (SeptethBer-October,

1973), 406-15.

These authors report on a survefkof physician offices` in the city

of Pittsburgh to test the assumption that the number of offices

in low income and black urban areas is small and correlated'with

the low income levels. This assumption was not supported by the.

authors',study. The cta they analyzed indicated that the near-'

Hess of hospital's and the presence of sizable areas orcommeicial

zoning were the principal factors which influenced physicians'

office locations. Income of an_area exerted no influence one way

or the other, although physicians' offices tended to be fewer near

concentrations of blacks.

100.

Kissick, William:L. "Effective Utilization: The Critical Factor

in Health Manpower." American Journal of Public Health, 58 (Janu-1

ary, 1968), 23-29.
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The author is an advocate o .improving or increasing the level
of health services by making changes in Cite utilization and
organization of manpower rather than by increasing the numbers
of health professionals. He discusses the improvement in utili-
zation which could be brought about by 1 downward transfer Of
functions to auxiliary personnel, by application of technology,

' by career mobility, by development of'educational.programs
geated to the downwatd transfer of functions. He is a proponent
of core curriculums as the means to avoid repetition of learning

'--141--co.b.i744....Pte-errticle concludes with a discussion of
the problems to be anticipated witli both-consumers'and profes-
sionals if such changes'are undertaken._

101.

-MacLeod:Gordon K., and Pressin, Jeffrey A. "The Continuing Evo-L
lution of Health Maintenance Organizations." New England Journal
of Medicine, 288 (March 1, 1973), 439-43.

This, is an informative discussion, of Health Maintenance Organiza-
' tions, concentrating on theiT structurthehenefits which

they offer to the community. The article also discusses the use-
fulnets of HMO's in the teaching- training of medical trainees,

'wild are afforded the opportunity to learn to practice in a way

that is truly relevant to their needs and to the needs of the
communities.they will eventually serve. In the abstract of their
article, the authors state, "Of the various health-care systems
currently available to the American people, health Maintenance

Organizations most nearly meet the objective of providing access
to high-quality comprehensive medical and health-care services
at the most reasonable cost possible. Preventive services, early
ditease detection, diagnosis and treatment of illness and injury
are all equally emphasized in the HMO!....Basic principles for
developing an effective HMO include pre-payment, a contractual
responsibility between the plan and its members', and autonomous
and self - governing `physicians' organrzation,'physicians' payment

influenced by shared financial responsibility,'integrated services,
troluntary enrollment and comprehensive coverage. h

'102.

4111..

Mason, kenry R. "Effectiveness of Student-Aid Programs Tied to
a Service Commitment." Journal of,Medical Education, 46 (July,
1971), 575-83.

This study project was ,confined to scholarship and loan programs
sponsored primarily by state governments and state medical asso-
ciatiOns. - Its - {principal concern was the experience of aid pro-

grams in which medicai, students agree, Co practice in rural com-
munities upon' completion of training, most often called "forgite-

.
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ness programs" -- the term referring specifically to the cancel-

lation of the principal (and/or interest) received by the.physi-

cian in exchange for his engaging.in the rural practice of medi-

cine for a stipulated period'of time.

Study findings dealt with 17,states which had such forgiveness

programs; 11 of which had been'in existence long enough to have

-g significant number of physician-borrowers:who had completed

training. Overall, in the majority of states there was about a

60 percent rate f follow-through, where physicians stayed oh to,

practice in rural areas.'' Educators concede that if only 50 per-

cent fulfill the commitment to remain this will be a reasonable

yield. Newer programs may produte better resuLfr."

103.

Meskin, Lawrence H.; Bjella, Gary N.; Kenney, James R.; and Geier.,

John G. "Factors in Choice of Dental Practi,cei.nca on: A Survey

of University of Minnesota Graduates, 1950-62." Nor hwest.Den-
.

tiotry, 47 (March-April, 1968), 102-06. 0 4

In this survey of University of Minnesota'graduate dentists from

the classes of'1950, 1953, 1956, 1960, add :1962, their choices

of Practice location were examined in an effort to determine why

dental students, who were entering the dental school in an equi-

table proportion from the state's geographical dental districts,

were not returning to all arpas.in equal proportion. Data from

the study showed that certain groups of students are amenable X.n,

practicing in rural locations, if they are (1) unmarried, and'(2)

from a rural background.
.The investigators concluded that a con-

centrated effort should be made on the part of the dental school,

to reacquaint rural students with the opportunitits available-to

them in rural.practice.

104.

Parker, Ralph C., Jr., and Tuxill, Thobas G. 'IThe Attitudts of

-Physicians Toward Small -Community Practice." Journal
of Medical

Education, 42 (April; 1967), 327-44.

The findings of a study made in New ynrk State indicate that there

is a criticalyeriod in a young physician's career affecting his

decision,about location. This occurs during his internship and

residency or during very early years of practice, at,which time

he is influenced by'the size of the community in which the teach-

ing hospital is located, by the teachers and preceptors in the

Iducational program, and to some degree,. by 'his wife. His own

origins, his, attitude toward small- or'large-community living,

an&,his specialty also-govern his decision, The authors urge

medical,. educators eounselling
their students to take into con-



sideration the needs and Acsodyces of the communities outside
the medical tenter environment. They see a trend developing
toward locating in medium-sized communities, where young special-
ists can enjoy an association with good,hospirals but avoid the
competition of big-city practice.

1054

Parker, Ralph C., Jr.; Rix,' Richard A.; and Tuxhill, Thomas G.
"Social, Economic, and Demographic Factors Affecting Physician
Population in Upstate New York." New York State Journal
cine, 69 (March 1, 1969)706-12"

This study of rural counties in Rochester, New York, explores the
relationship of the density of physician population to economic
and population factors. Given the unfavorable Conditions prevail-
ing at the time they were writing, the authors predicted no trend
toward improvement for the future unless there were Serious efforts
made to recruit, finance, and retain student:-doctors for these '4areas. They explore in detail the factors affecting physicians'
attitudes toward rural practice, and they make recommendations for
providing health ,care through efficient use of all health personnel.
They advocate establishing a system centered around rural health
centers and uniting doctor's in group practices and partnerships.

106.

Peterson, Osler.; Andrews, Leon P.; Spain, Robert S.; and Greenberg,
Bernard G. "An Analytical Study of North Carolina General Practice,
1953-1954." Journal of Medical Education, 31 Part 2 (December,
*956), 1-165.

The authors report a hallmark study of general practitioners in
Northlfarolina during the years t9'5-1954, which was designed be'
"reveal the extent to which scope, training for..and organization

. of piaCtice influenced its conduct." In order to accomplish this
goal, extensive information was colledted concerning the following:
thegeneral pragaitioners' patients; the background of the general
practitioners themselves, including theirpremaical and' medical
education, training, and experience; the care patiente received
from these' physicians; informatiOn on theOrganixation,facilities,
and personnel 4vaiiable to aid the physician; information on the
city and area of the physician's practice and its medical activi-
ties And fAcilitiep, the` specialists available and study oppor-
tunities; as wellaa information about e miscellaneous group of
facts which might influence the physiclap to alter his work. The
authors feel that the study revealed tuch_information concerning
the'problema of the general prectitioner",.perhaps the most signi-
Want,of which was the finding'of the great importance graduate
training in internal medicine plays in giving a physician a com-

,
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prehensive viewpoint and emphasizing the basic technique of diag-

nosis. Further areas of investigation which were indicated by

the results of this study are alsb identified.

107.

"Priorities for ,Increasing Availability of Health Services in Rural

Areas." Journal,of the American. Medical Association, 222 (December

4, 1972), 1284-85.

This article presents a summary report of the joint activities of

the American Medical Association's Council on* Rural 'Manpower and L

Council on Rural Health in their attempt to foster a-,coordinated-

systems approach to meet the health,needs)of medically deprived

areas. Included in this report,is a briefsummary of the problem

and a list of methods proposed and used to place physicians and

othei health professionals in deprived areas. The report concludes

that no simplistic solution is applicable to all medically deprived

locales, and therefore, each area will be required to produce plans

which incorporate approaches adaptable to its needs. Of prime im-

portance is coordinated planning between multiple communities in

a logical health service area in order'to develop "health-care

systems on a regional basis to attract and be -able to support the

needled health manpower and resources." The councils list activi-

ties towards this end, to which they have given immediate priority.

1501Muels', Michael E. "FactOrs Influencing Primary Care Physicians

O Select Non-Metropolitan Locations." Unpublished Ph,D. Aiseer-

tation, School of Public Health, Department of,Health Administra-

tion, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1974.

This dissertation contains a comprehensive review of the litera-

ture relating to the factors which influence physicians tn.loCate

their, practices in rural areas. This is followed by a report of

a survey'of medical school graduates designed to identify the fac-

tors which influenced their choice 'Of practice locations. The

study utilized two mailed survey questionnaires. The first sur-

vey of-7,500 members of the United States medical school 'gradating

class, of 1965, was followed by a second mailing to all of the

rural primary care physicians identified in'theinitial,survey,

and to a control group, of all of the urbad primary care physicians

who indicated that they had'ever seriously considered entering

'rural practice. The paper includes tables summarizing the id-

fluences on physicians' location decisions and the-author's re-

commendations on how to ,increase the number'of students witn.tural

backgrounds and to expose students to rural practice during their

training.
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109.

Taylor, Mark; Dickman, William; and Kane, Robert. "Medical Stu-
dents' Attitudes Toward Rural Practice." Journal of Medical Edu-
cation, 48 (.0ctOber, 1973), 885-95.

'authora report on 4 200 medical stu-
'dents (and the spouses T.Ji0Sc ..ho aro mar -rigid) predoi'in-
antiv rural states in an effort to assess their attitudes toward
rural practice. There were strong correlations oetween a student's,
background and his location plans, and it ...as. yarticularly evident
that the wife's background was a strong influence on tnose'plan-
ning to locate in rural communities. There was also a strong re-
lationsnrp between interest in family practiCe-'-and plans for rural
practice. The findings point to'some fairly obvious coasiderl-
tions' for filling rural health manpower needs, and the authors
stress the importance of directing federal, regional, and state
resources toward the establishment Of a few rural training models
of considerable depth and breadth.

110.

U. S. Department Of Healtn, Education, and 'Aelfare, Division of
Comptehensive'Health Planning, Public Health Service. Factors
Influencing Practice Location of Professional Health Manpower:
A Review of tlie Literature, by Josephine'D. Arasteh. DREW Publi-
cation No. (HRA) 75-3, 1.:asnington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, Jui, (Distributed by National Technical Information
Service; 1. 3. iipartment of Commerce .PB-236 950.)

Air
This publication is a teview of the literature. on t-he geographic
distribution of health manpower in'the United States. It is in-
tended for use by those concerned %.ith any of the plans, policies,
or programs designed to affect the choices made by health profes-
sionals in locating their practices. Published_ references anth
current studies are cited. There is a discussion of the effect of
licensure and certification on the mobility of health professionals .

and of the legislative efforts and other proposals presently under
consideration to remedy maldistributdon.

Warner., Anne. "NEC's Manpower Distribution Protect-- Finding Ways
to Inte'rest Students to Practice in Shortage Areas." Journal of

. Allied Health, 4 (Winter, 1975), 27-34.
4

This article describes pjojects in several locatiorg in this
country' designed to remedy the problem of manpower maldistribu-
tion. It is hoped that examining the effects of the operation of
these projects will provi seful data and resource information
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for planning future programs. As the projects are presently in

, progress the accumulation o data is incomplete. Ms. Warner de-

ICcribes each of the seven projects (e.g. the Appalachian Kentucky

Study, Rural Maine Project, Inner City,Project in New -Orleans).

It is not-her in.teneton in this article to ahalyze the factors

which are producing the need for, the programs.

112.

Weiskotteni Herman G.; Wiggins, Walter S.;_Altenderfer, Marion E.;

och, Marjorie; and.Tipner,4mne. "Trends in Medical Practice.

An alysis of the Distribution and Characteristics of Medical

Colleg Graduates, 1915-1950." Journal)Of Medical Education, 35

(December0960), 1071-1121.

This report nn aduates of the class of 1950 is one of a classic

series Ofpublishe urveys of every fifth class of medical College

graduates in the U. S. The surveys are designed to provide medical

educators with information useful to their program planning. The

data collected includes information on characteristics and distri-

bution such as age e 1950 class had the oldest average age at

a 'graduation of any clasi-sUrveyed); type of practice (group, partner-

ship, other); specialty, if'asy, and its relationship to age and

other factors; teaching and/or research activities; practice loca

tion and its relationship to various influences; And proportion of

graduating physicians from public and private schools.

FOROTHER ENTRIES ketated .to pitaaice tocation and manpowe4

di4tAibution 4gA at4o:

573.
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CLINICAL FACULTY
Preparation, Behaviors, Roles.

.113.

Adams,yilliam R.; Ham,"Thomas Hale
penry A.; and Weisman, Russell, Jr.
Teaching in a Clinical Clerkship."
39 (February, 1964), 164-74.

; Mawardi, Betty Hosmer; Scali,
"A Naturalistic Study Of

Journal of Medical Education,

This article describes a pilot study of teacher-student interac-
tions in the.clinic which employed a somewhat different methodo-
logy of evaluation. ,Teacher-student interactions were observed
and recorded acid then the instructor was questioned about his ob-
jectives; categories of behavior nere'derived from.the.observed
behaviors. Then the observed behaviors were categorized according

, to what the instructor had been emphasizing, o r how the'emphasis-
was made. Teachers were rated on effectiveness of their emphasis.-
The authors point out that this kind lickvaluation can be used to
determine the emphases ofia clinical education-'program. It can
also identify he effective and ineffective aspects of an indivi-
dual instructor's performance; enabling his placement in the area
of his best performance, and, at_the same time, gerting.him to '

his weaknesses and increasing his awareness.of objectives.

114.

American- Phypical Thitapy Associatioh. "Standards for the Physi-
cal Therapy Practitioner, Adopted by.the Board of Directors, Febru-
ary 1972." -.Physical Therapy, 52 (June, 1912), 647-49.

This set of standards covers'a broad range. Included in the Board's
adopted guidelines are the practitioner's responsibility for stand-
ards in these areas; personal qualities, professional cohduCt,
patient management, administrative skills, interdisciplinary re-
lationships; professional griowth and continuing competency, re-
search,consultatiom.

115.

'Association far iudent,Teaching. ,"The College Supervisor: Stand-
.

atds for Selection and Function." National Education Association,
Washington, D. C:, 1968, 16 pp. (Library of Congress Catalog No.

- 68- 29666.)

This pamphlet includes point-by.-point descriptions of the role,
characteristics and responsibilities, as well as the criteria fot

48 ,
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selection, of the college supervisor of student teaching. ¶Jorthy

of mention is the emphasis on the need for well-qualified super-

visors who have (preferably) had. some formal prepaiation for their

demanding roles. Other important considerations in filling the

role' of supervisor are that graduate students do not make good

supervisors unless they themselves are being supervised while

being trained to supervise, and that if supervisors must assure

roles of heavy responsibility they should be granted a correspond-

ing degree of status.

116.

Baines, Tyrone R. "The Faculty Supervisor." Implementing Field

Experience Education. Edited by John Duley. New Directions for

Higher Education, No. 6, Summer 1974. San Francisco, Calif.;

Jossey-Bass, pp. 39-44.

The apthor, director of the Public Administration Internship Pro-

gram at North Carolina Central University in'burham, North Carolina,

wholeheartedly endorses the use of field experiences as learning

devices. He presents in this article a description of the role

of the faculty supervisot to illustrate the complexities of that

job and to support his view that it should be separate from that

of the program administrator.

An examination of types of field experiences, broken down into

three categories or models, is followed by a detailed description

of the manifold`anifold duties that may be required of the effective super-

visor: (1) design program--define goale, provide continuous super-:

vision and monitoring, provide ConAtte tools and procedures for

.
evaluation;.(2)'secure approval of program (there is more commit-

ment if progiam carries credit); (3) select and supervise students;

-AA) establish host agencies and maintain relations with them; and

.(5} act as troubleshooter.
_ _ _

117.

Barham,V. Z,. "Identifying Effective Behavior of the Nursing

Instructor Through Critical Incidents." Nursing Research, 14

(Winter, 1965), 65-69..

Barham describes the collecting of 362 critical incidents of ef-

fective and ineffective teaching behaviors in an effort to identify

effective behavior of nursing instructors. This study was carried,

.out through a program of group interviews with 178 respondents,

who included directors, instructors, and first and second year

studerits in associate degree programs in California. Nineteen

teaching behaviors were identified.
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118.

Blumberg, Arthur. Supervisors and Teachers: a Private Cold War.
Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1974, 182 pp.

The author suggests that the relationship between teachers and
their supervisors should change, from one of mutual defensiveness
to one of openness and supportiveness. -Defining supervision as
help, Blumberg notes that teachers who consider their supervisory
experiences productive, think of their supervisors as human beings
first and as supervisors second. In the discussion of the various
problems of supervision, this book stresses that, in order for
supervision to help upgrade the quality of teaching, all concerned
must stop making untested assdmptions about the attitudes and moti-
vations of others.

119.

Boyle, Kathleen. "Values of the Practice Component of Graduate
Study Received by Beginning Teachers in Baccalaureate Nursing
Programs." Unpuolished Ph.D. dissertation, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1971. (06, no. 5077.)

Ms. Buyle's dissertation deals with the attitudes of new teachers
on nursing education faculties toward the clinical education they
received in graduate curriculums of a few years agb. They had en-
rolled in master's programs to prepare themselves for jobs as "clini-
cal specialists," only to'find afterwgrds that jobs were not avail-
able. Subsequently many of these nurses found themselves teaching
in baccalaureate nursing,programs, and this study documents their
feelings or unpreparedness for.their,teaching roles in light of
the fact that their graduate study had included nO'student teach-
ing. ,

---This paper is also a review ©f literature from the gederal field
of education,' with in-depth exploration of the "apprentice-master",
conformist pattern of practicum vs. the well-designed "laboratory"
experience with specific educational objectives.

120.

Canfield, Albert A., ed. Competencies 'for Allied Health Instruc-
tors. Gainesville, Florida: Centerfor Allied Health Instructional
Personnel, University of FlorPda 1972. 24 pp.

Expert opinion was gathered,to del\ermine the kinds of abilities,
attitudesi 'values, and skills essential to effective teacher be-
havior in allied health. The survey identified all areas in which
'the effective teacher in the health field must Sunction. T

0
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author presents a definitive list of competencies based on the
'needs of these- various roles the instructor must fill. Froi

these competencies a list oef goals for an allied-health-reacher

program was prepared. These are set -forth in an item-by-item

description of desirable competencies.

121.

Clissold, Grace K. How to Function Effectively as a Teacher in

the Clinical Area: a Resource Unit. New York: Springer, 1962, 111

pp.

Although this book is very general, Of special interest is the
emphasis it places on the difference between the classroom and

clinical teacher, noting' that in the clinic, the nursing ih-

structor has no authority oyer the environment and is responsible

for the education of the student as well as fa the safety of the

patient.

122.

Conine, Tali A. "Teacher Preparation Based on FunctiOns and

Opinions of Educators." Physical Therapy, 53 (August, 1973),

876-82.
1r

This is the'report of 4:1 survey in which 212 physical ther;py

teachers were gi'ven the opportunity to list- Ghe courses or pro-

cesses which they had used in acquiring their teaching knowledge

and skills, and how they would rate their importance in teacher

preparation. The.three processes ranked most important and most

often used were: clinical teaching, teaching and learning by

trial and error, and imitating other teachers. The areas con-

sidered most needed for teacher preparation were: methods and

techniques used in education, and specialized knowledge in their

fields.

123.

Cunningham, William G.. "The Impact of Student-Teacher Pairings

on Teacher Effectiveness."' American Educatiatial Research Journal,

12 (Spring, 197,5), 169-89.

This article focuses on a dimension in evaluation of teacher

effectiveness which has received relatively little attention, i.e.,

the analysis of student characteristics as they relate-to-analyzed

characteristics of their teachers. Most studies imply that a com-

bination of certain desirable behavioral characteristics in teachers,

ptoduce teaching,competence a high order. Cunningham is

int rested in what may.be learned from'a,study of the interaction
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of,certain types of students with certain types of teachbrs. It
is necessary to, accept the psychologists' evidence that different
individuals react -differently to similar stimuli. This study used
an analysis of variance procedure to show that a certain type of
teacher was significantly more effective with one type of student
than

iwi-61

another. The.implications are that combinations of cer-
tain types of students and teachers in the classroom could be ef-
fected for the greatest liicelihood of teaching success--matching
students and teachers.

124.

Davis, Carol M., and McKain, Ann E. "Clinical Education: Aware-
ness of Our 'Not-OK' Behavior." Journal of the American Physical
Therapy Association, 55 (May, 1975), 505-06.

This is a brief exhortation to clinical instructors in physical
therapy to examine their behavior in the clinical setting and to
decide if it is of the "OK" quality for students to model upon.
The authors stress the importance of the teacher-stdn'tt
ship in attitude development and cite the fact that new. - graduates
of physical therapy choose their clinical instructor over all
others as role roadeLs for their own behavior. The'The clinical in-
structor must, therefore, examine and understand his own attitudes
and behavior in order to effect whatever changes. might improve his
example to his students.

125.

deZafra, Carlos, Jr. "Psyche of Successful Teaching." Clearing
House, 42 (December, 1967), 240-41.

The'article suggests that the psyche of outstanding (as opposed
'.to mediocre) teachers is composed of six elements: individualism,
dedication, creativity, maturity, empathy., and stamina. For the
successful teacher who completely devotes himself to teaching,
the rewards.- include an added significance and enrichment of life.

126.

Diaz-Sugo, Yolanda. "Relationship of the Clin'ical Supervisors to
the Schools of Physical Therapy." Unpublished master's thesis,
Stanford, University, 1956.

The purpose of the study reported in this thesis was to determine
the status of physical therapy clinical supervisors (clinical in-
structors) in relation tq academic preparation, faculty appoint-
ments% remuneration, and responsibilities in supervision. The
data reviewed and summarized was obtained from 740 questionnaires
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returned by clininal,supervisore, all listed as members of the

Section for EducStion of the American Physical Therapy Association,

and represents the information from all usable-questionnaires

(there were 210 in the total mailing). The findings of the sur-

vey can be-stkmusrized in'five general conclusioAs. (1) The aca-

demic background of physical therapy school clinical Supervisors

was found to be comparable to that deemed necessary for similar

responsibilities in nuraing education. -(2) Status created by aca.:-

demfc rank s important to clinical supervisors, for the rank is .

a symbol of prestige both within and without the clinical facility.

(3) Extra remuneration for supervisory duties was not a factor in

supervisors' appointments or satisfaction#3. (4) The responsibili-

ties of-Clinical supervision and the arrangements for relieying

supervisors of other duties were so varied as to appear not to be

significantly consistent. (5) The fact that even a few (7)

viduals failed to appreciate any advantage in having students in

their facilities suggests that the schools should develop this

orientation.

127.

Dorman, Gerald D., and Hoover, Norman. "Teaching the Teacher to

Teach." Medical Journal of Australia,l, Supplement 7 (June-3,

1972), 61-63.

The authors predicate this paper on the conviction that education

is a science and an art and that medical educators must be taught

the scientifit skills of the teaching profession. They recommend

that teachers be taught 'how to improve their teaching in a com-

bined approach, using graduate medical education ("specialist-

physicians being the primary purveyors"-rthis would combine "under-

standing of educational methodology with advanced knowledge of,

content ") and "the development of a limited number of highly de-

veloped centres for educational studies in medicine." There is

a brief discussion of the direction medical education must take

if it is to supply the programs to fill known health needs, in-.

chiding a look atthe role technology should play.

128.

Eckert, Ruth E. "New Tasks'for Teachers: The Changing Personnel

Evaluating Teething and Learning. Edited, by Robert C. Pace. New

Directions in }Usher Education No. 4, Winter 1973. San Francisco,

Calif.: Jossey-Baas, pp. 41-57.

This article describes the personal characteristics and profes-

sional attitudes needed'by teachers who expect to meet success-

fully the demands of today's more student-centered education.

The effective teacher need, to be more socially and theoretically

oriented, more enthusiastiC and flexible, more nurturant,



of students and better organized. He will have to perform capably
in a number of roles: (1) dreamer ("delineator of the possible"),
(2) designer (personal program designer, for individual students),
(3) developer (partner and guide in business of learning), and (4)
diagnostician (evaluator pf letrning, reviewer of goals). Looking
ahead, it is imperative that educators develop openness to change,
new and diversified faculty, and more effective evaluation methods.

129.

Flanders, Ned A. "Personal-Social Anxiety as a Factor in Experi-:.
'mental-Learning Situations." Journal of Educational Research, 45
(October, 1951), 100-10.

The author considers the influence of teacher behavior on student
learning, citing findings in experimental learniTg situations.
The conclusions can be drawn that ipterpersonal anxieties created

by negative teacher.behaviors can disrupt the learning process,
and that extremes of directive, demanding, deprecating behavior

can_produce withdrawal, apathy, aggressiveness and even emotional ,

disintegration of the student.

130.

Gamble, Thomas E. "The Practicing Physician's Involvement in the
Training of Medical Students." Journal of Medical Educatibn, 49
(April, 1974), 331 -37,.

This study records the attitudes of 20 practicing physicians to-
ward an innovative experimental medical education program in which
they were involved as nontalaried clinical faculty. The program.
was conducted at the University of Illinois College of Medicine.
It consisted of a guided study curriculum in which fist -year medi-
cal students approached basic sciences through series of clinical
problems. Each student, assigned one physician as an advisor and
one as an evaluator, worked with the volunteer physicians for four

/ hours per week. A survey of the physicians' attitudes showed they
/ had positive feelings about the following: (a) continuing edyca-

tion benefits to the physician through involvement in'teachipg;,.

(b) pedagogical implications of semi-independent guided study cur-
riculum as compared with a traditional program; '(c) their avail-
ability of time for involvement in such a program; (d) impact of
teaching involvement on practice (introduction ofttudents was not.
disruptive to hospital or patient); (e) personal and profettional
reaction to teaching role.

131.

Glass, Helen Preston. "Teaching.Behavior in_the Nursing Labora-
tory in Selected Baccalaureate Nursing Programs in Canada." Oh:-
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101111,-..

published Ph.D-,--4-issertation, Columbia University, 1971, Disser-

tation Abstracts 32, 3152-A.=

Designed to provide generalizations about teaching behavior and
to find imglications for the preparation of teachers and profes-
sional nurses, this study used the Grounded Theory, formulating

its categories fromrits research data. Because the teachers, who
are nursing school faculty, are guests in the agencies where etud-

e s affiliate, it was found that teachers are apt to isolate,
the" elves and be defensive, thereby cutting the students' options

and d ouragingstudents from developing any social responsibi-

lity. -o, because teaching-strategies are often a result of

the time p ssures from the agency or university scheduling,

teachers tens to concentrate only on the present, ignoring the ,

past or future .rientations for the students. This work concludes

by urging furqe study of the risk and timing faCtors which in-

fluence teachfi b avioein the akipcps.

132.

Goin, Marcia K., and Kline Frank M. "Supervision Observed."
Journal of Nervous and Ment Disease, 158 (March, 1974), 208-13.

The,investigatien described in
tinguish differences in teaching
identify the qualities-that make
gators videotaped_five different s
chiatric residents in meetings with

.supervisors had been identified cons
"outstanding" and three as "moderately
videotape (videotaping was selected as, a
observing the ordinarily 'private atmosphe
Supervision), the observers arranged three
the investigators alone, (2) the participant
with an investigator, and (3)_ the participant

with an investigator. The'analysis that folio
the outstanding supervisors "made more didactic
patients'and technique than did their moderately

parts. These supervisors were also neither extre
nor authbritativgly.directive, but-seediddLto find a

of actiVity. Their residents also heard them as mak
helpful; information-giving comments about the techni

the principles of psycho- therapy. ".

The authors point out that these findings are of patticu
interest running Counter tp the view (in psychiatry) that lint -

cal teacher-supervisorseshould provide residents with free m to
achieve their -own emotional growth, and be'afforded this op rtunity
with little or no didactic instruction.

his article was an effott to dis-
ehavior and to specifically
teacher outstanding. Investi-
ervisors of second-year psy-

eir student-resIdents. Two
ently by the residents as
od." To study each

ens of objectively
of psychotherapy
ettings:.(1)-with'
supetvisor together
esident together
d showed that ,

omments about
ood countet7
ly paisivo.,
middle ground

g more

ue and
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133. /

Greben, Stanley E.; Markson, Elliott R.; Sadavoy, Joel. "Resident
and Supervisor: An Examination of Their Relationship:" Canadian
Psychiatric Association Journal, 18 (December, 1973), 473-79.

This article deals with the, desired relationship between psychia-
tric resident and supervisor and provides guidelines for deyelop-
ing beneficial clinical relationships which apply as well to other
areas of health education. The authors describe the following
optiium conditions to enhance the learning experience of the resi-
dent:

(1) The general atmosphere should permit a fret exchange
between teacher and student.

*(2) As the student is already at a high level of post-
graduate work, he should take the initiative in im-
proving his own skills; while availing himself of
the teaching experience at hand.

(3) An atmosphere of informality between student and
teacher will make learning more pleasant and more
effective.

(4) The student should be'exposed to a variety of
training experiences to enable him to approach the
question of learning from different_directions; i.e.,
provide him with rounds of various kinds, large con-
ferences, small-group conferences, as well as one-to-

\

\
one meetings with his individual supervisor on a
weekly basis.

(q,, The student should be brought into contact with
,many experienced therapists for his fullest develOp-
ment, but with only a few supervisors. He will choose
ipletmodels and develop, in time, in a manner suited
to" his own capacities.

(6) Supervisors bestituited for the,task will be active
practitioners in psychotherapy;,they will be Com-
fortalge working' intensively with patients; they will
be able\to allow' the resident to develop in directions
which are best for his own needs and talents.

134. \

. \
, .

- \

Hall, Vernon C. "Former Student Evaluation as a Criterion for
TeachinOuccess." Journal of Experimental Education, 34 (Fall,
1965), 01 -19.
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'Hall reports on a study of teacher behaviors which asked former
students (1217 college_ undergraduates) to evaluate teachers they

had experienced in prior years. His rationale for this evalua-

tion waA that the long-term influence is the important aspect in
measuring a teacher's competence, and that former students' evalua-
tions of their. teachers can help identify the criteria of teacher

success. The method 'employed in the survey was a request to stud-

ents to submit: (1) the names of three of the best and three of
the worst teachers they had ever experienced; (2) the years and

schools in which the teachers were encountered; (5) subjects taught

by these teachers; ,(4) a list of,the perceivedarfects of the very
best and the very worst teachers; and (5) a character sketch of
the, teachers Dated very best.-arld, very worst'.

Teacher behaviors which emerOd f:rom:this survey to describe best
and worst teachers 'are presented in Aran. It was found that

best ,teachers are'remembered more often as having both academic

and persbnal influence: MotivatiOnyas the most important area
in which the best teachers had influenced their students. The

worst teachers had left no lasting impression other than negative.,

feelings about the classroom experience.

A sample group, of these "best" and "Worst" teachers took the Min-
nesota Teacher Attitude InVerptory, which produced significant d'if-

'ferences in rank
to

Che two groups, but the scores were not

reliable enough to make individual predictions. Hall then had a .

groUp submit to interviews with rim (the questions and criteria are

included on page 19). He found that in this interview the best and

worst groups were clearly differentiated by their response to his

questions. It is hii belief that his method shows great promise
for developing criteria of teacher success.

135.

Harbin, Calvin E. "The PETE Catechism." Rave 'Delta Pi RECORD

(October, 1973), 1-3.

This is a short.introduction to Performance- Based Teacher Education

or PBTE. The basic difference between PBTE'and traditional teacher

education is the emphasis in the former,4on the learner's

to perform specific competencies rather-than to attain grade's,

the ability.to achieve behavioral Objectives. The author includes

a discussion of Performance Based Teacher Certification and the

relationship of PBTE to accountability in education.

, 136'.

'Hicks, E. Perry. ,\"Changing:the Roleof the Cooperating Teacher."
Journal of Teacher Education, 20 (SummJr, f969), 153-57.

57.
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This article describes a program conducted by the College4of Ed
cation at the University of Rochester during 1966-67. The ob c-
tives of the program--to improve student-teaching, develop /core
of cooperating teachers, and establish setter relatiOns 1;tetween'
the university faculty and the schools--were all met. /Cooperating
teachers were involved in planning program by seging on the
advisory committee for-the college's teacher education program;
they were also made associates in teacher education in the College
of Education. Their functions included participation in the methods
courses taught at the University and in an in-service workshop on
the newest trends in their field, as well as working with student-
teachers in their classrooms. -The overall 'reaction among students,
staff, and cooperating teachers was enthusiastic. Particularly
satisfying to cooperating teachers was the increased degree to
Whichthe,college supervisor worked with them.

137.
7".

Nillsman, Giadys M. "But 14.10 Supports the Instructor ?" Nursing
Outlook, 11 (July, 1'063), 502-05.

This author must be described' as very concerned with humanizing'
pursing education. She urges sensitivity to the emotional needs
of the clinical instructor In nursing, particularly the new in-
structor, who is often "thrust into a situation' where expectations
are- not defined and where she feels ill-equipped to manage."' The
article emphasizes the value of being positive and giying'lots of
praise and encouragement and of making.it safe to bring feelings
out in the open. The article,focuses on support fot the instructor
''but'also tells the instructor how to-support the students.

,

138.

Isaacson, Robert L.; McKeaahie, Wilbert J.; Milholland, John t.;
Lin, Yi G.; Nofeller, Margaret,; Baerwaldt, James W.; and Zinn, Karl
L. "Dimensiohs of'Student Evaluation of Teaching."° Journal of
Educational Psychology, 55 (Decmber, 1964), 344-51.

The authors sate that we must know the dimensions on which teachers
. yaw before we clan identify which teacher behaviors make crucial

differences im students; actilevement of educational goals.. This,
article .deals with identifying the dimensions, of teacher hehavior.
as it is perceived by students. Factor analysis of a number of
rating scalesled the authors to conclude that the most clear-cut
dimension on which college teachers differ has to do with friendly
sympathetic rtlationships.with students.' By administering an
evaluation InstrUment containing 46 rating items and one "midi.
tional commente question Co about 1200 students and factor. ana-
lyzing the regults, six behavioral factors affecting relationghips
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with students were identified: (1) general teaching skill, (2)
overload tendency (assigning too much work), (3) structure (course
organization), (4) feedback (voicing concern over quality of work,
validation), (5) group plteraction, and (6) student - teacher rapport.

139.

Jacobson, Barbara. "Rcie Modeling in Physical Therapy."- Physical
Therapy, 54 (March, 1974), 244-50.

This article explores the comparative influence of the classroom
instructor and the clinical tesc4er as role models for,physical
therapy students. The author cites the fact that although the
clinical therapist is commonly believed to be the more influential,

, no physical therapy research literature isavailable to support
this belief. In her own investigation, Ms. Jacobson posed the
question, "What is the degree of agreement or amount of similarity
between,the,perceive4 professional characteristics of the recent
gradu4te and the two types of physical therapy role models?"
-Ninety -five recent graduates were asked individually to choose
characteristics pf: (1) herself as practicing therapist, (2) her
model female physical therapy classroom teacher, (3) her model

clinical supervisor. Their select onS indicated the similarity
in characteristics to the clinic del,to be greater than the
(perceived) similarity to dip ac c model. The author feels

' that the findings indicate a significant' socialization value in
clinical role modeling and she recommends that the role of the
'clinical faculty be emphasized.

140.

Jacobson, Margaret Davis. "Effective.and Ineffective Behavior of
Teachers of Nursing as Determined by-their Students.' Nursing
Resear.h, 15 (Summet, 1960,, 218 -24.

The study described in this article had two objectives: cly to

relate effectiveness and ineffectiveness of teacher behaviors
tofactors like motivation of the student to teach,"ratio of
faculty to students, level of teacher's academic prephration,
and the grade level of the student, (2) to compile a list of
critical requirements for teachers of nursing.

It-was Ossible to find a relationship between the level of the
-student and the reporting of ineffective incidents '(seniors
port more), but other relatiomShips were not established. Six

major categories evolved into which the critical incidents could
be classified. with a'high percentage of agreebent. These were

(1,) availability to he students, 12) apparent general knowledge
and professionalcompetence, (3) interpersonal relations with
students and others,(4) teaching practices in classroom and clinic,
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(5) personal characteristics, and (6) evaluation practices. Fifty-
eight critical requirements are listed under the six headings.,

The study involved collecting 1182 critical incidents ',of effective
and ineffective behavior of teachers of nursing from 961 under-
graduate nursing students in five different university schools.

141.

Jensen, Alfred C. "Determining Critical Requirements for Nurses."
Nursing Research, 3 (Winter, 1960), 8-11.

This research was conducted by collecting critical incidents from
a sample group of 21 nurses enrolled in the author's class. The
purpose was to develop a profile of the effective nurse; The re-
spondents were asked to think of a particular perion who was in-
effective or effective and give illustrative behavior. 'Eighty

critical incidents were collected from which the author con-
structed a profile of the effective nurse."

142.

Jensen, Alfred C. . "Determining Critical Requirements for Teachers."
Journal of Experimental Education,*20.(September, 195I), 79-85.

Tnis is a report on an early critical incident study in Which 500
critical incidents were collected from teachers, administrators,
and teachers in training who were asked to describe effective and
ineffective behaviors of elementary and'high school teachers. The
author describes p rtrait of an effective teacher Which emerged,
organizing the effecti teaching behaviors into three categories
and fisting them indivi wally either as: (1) pergonal qualities,
(2) professional qualit s, or (3) social qdalities. The full

list is included.

143.

'Martin, Jane R. Explaining, Understanding, and Teachin:
York: McGraw HillBook Co., 1970, 248 pp.-

The book deals with the philosophy of education and stresses the
responSIbility of the teacher in choosing his methods of teaching,
emphasizing that in order to understand human activity - -in order
for the learner to adopt the agent's behavior--the students must
take the agent's point of view. "The claim:being:made herethat
one educational task,isto get students to acquiTe or make their,
own- certain ways of liVing, acting, etc.is neutral.:.on questions
of institutional,setting and method" and "on the organization of

the wriculum." Thus, the educator is free to choose the way

dr
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of understanding which he wants his students to achieve: "He

has freedom to select and to discard ways of understanding as
educational goals...(and) he his freedom to come up with inter-
esting and novel combinations of ways-of understanding. His task

...is...potentially creative."

144.

,

Metz, Robert, and Haring, Olga. "An Apparent Relationshap Be-

tween the Seniority of Faculty Members and Their' Ratings as Bed-

side Teachers." Journal of Medical Education, 41 (November, 1966),

1057-62.

This article presents an analysis of student evaluations of the
teaching effectiveness of 23 clinicaViculty members for which
ratings were collected over a period of three years. Scores were

found to vary inversely with 'a teacher's seniority (the number of
years elapsed since graduation from medical school). The mean

scores of teachers who had graduated fewer than 2Q years before._'

was 3.76, as compared to 2.86 for those who had graduated more

than 20 years earliera difference statistically significant at
the .01 level. The authors include a discussion of the_ fallibility

of the data and of possible alternate interpretations that could

account for their finding.

145.

If . )

Petrusich, Mary Margaret. "T er of TeacIrs: A New Dimension."

Peabody Journal of Education, 46 (January, 1 69), 211-14.

The author discusses the role of the teacher if future teachers,
which is defined as giving students "active, memorable learning

experiences." Thus, the teacher must acrusrl-M" che----abs.t-ract_and_

synthesize many things into a whole which can be recalled by the---

student through an assortment of stimuli. Petrusich concludes

that a truly great teacher does not need methods courses; rather,'

he needs the freedom to be creative and to inspire creativity in

his students.
I

146.

Pohl, Margaret L. The Teaching Function of the NuiSing
tioner, 2nd ed.'Dubuque, Iowa: W.M.C. Brown Co., 1973, 129 pp.

1

Providing a general introduction to the field of teaching frcVn a

nurse's viewpoint, this book is most concerned with'the practi-
tioner teaching patients - and -co- workers. It discusses general

principles of learning and teach111g as well as exatines informal
and structured teaching methods, including teaching through super-

,

vision.
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Pos"Iumd,Allar. 3., a.1.1 Barbara,,,:.. "Effect of Faculty
Per,nalit) on J..:..upatioal lAerapy tud,,nts." American Journal

)r.Lupational Therapy, 27 l'oenher-December, 1973), 480-83.

;oc.e>:cd t,ac pirsonaliti caarac-
tLrIstics liTct :Jose fou,1 in t7,ei teac4rs were the stud-
enls most likely to ac,Ieve academic success. In a study tnev '

cunduz:ed using a small sample group of students and faculty (20)
found not only teat tne evidence did not support their,hypo-

thesis: out tna; tt'e reverse was true. From this findiag they de-
do,ed 'that students develop individual personality characteristicS
not influencedbv faculty models.

Ramse:., Gilliam R. "Role of toe Agency Supervisor." Implementing
F1,11 Experien4 Education. Edited by Jonn.Duley. New Directions
f:r Educatipn, No. 6, Summer 1974. San Francisco, Calif.:

,se:-Bass, pp. 45-54.

TI--autnor present,s comprehensive guidelines for defining the role
an function of Eue effective field supervisor. A field study pro-
grim requires tnat tne Agency supervisor be both a supervisor and
a :eaLner to ti,e worker - learner. -He must relate the world of work

---p--.4t2 the woYld of learning, acting as interpreter. At the same time,
he must be tne administrator who meets the objectives of both the
educational Institution and the organization to which he is accolint-

,

aple. To meet these demands he must follow certain practices: (1)

be specific in planning, (2) participate in recruitment and selec-
ti,n of students for his facility; set student standard-; (3) supply
ne.essary support structures for students, (4) orient tudents
quickly and efficiently and define,their places in t organization,
(5, establish a schedule, (6) interpret experiences th students,
ap,.! (7) see the ptogram to completion and evaluttici -Ile east re-
memberas- well, "Tne,"Swervisor, whether or not he wishes *uch a
role, becomes a part ofthe studthit's image of what it m(ans to
1,e_om, a professional' in the world of work."

Sc.Ineb1-; rtha E. '"From Clinician to Educator." American Journal..
of Occupationai-TheraPy, 24 (July-August, 1970), 329-35.

True article toreats the lack of preparation for teaching that exists

educators in occupational therapy, "educators" meaning both'
aidemit and clinical faculty members. The author gathered in-,
f,:rmation about this problem from a questionnaire administered to
177 occupational therapy faculty members in 33 different schools.
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'She found that 4 out of 9 new faculty members'for that year had
had no prior teaching experience. Sixty percent of thcl-respond-

ents listed teaching as their primary responsibility--and reported
that they had acquired their teacing knowledge through a system of
trial and error, by imitating former teachers, and through attend-
ance at_workshops, seminattN- and institutes on education. Some re-
ported experience in practice teaching and apprenticeships.

Schnebly suggests that the responsibiility for teaching clinicians '

to be educators must be met by the individual with ability, inter-
est And experience; faculty development in the hiring institution;
the graduate school in general education; and the continuing edu-
cation programs in the profession.

150.

Schweer, Jean. Creative Teaching in Clinical Nursing. St. Louis,

Mo.: C. V. Mosby Company, 1968, 324 pp.

Schweer urges-the clinical nursing educator to be creative and, ac-
cept the challenge of change. In addition to introducing a variety

of teaching approaches and educational media, she stresses the need
.for cLSnical teachers to use available time and,e0ipment to their
best advantage, so that the students can learn through self-involve-
ment in individually designed learning experiences. The book's four
major parts discuss (1) the concept of creativity as the foCal point
for clinical teaching, (2) the at sphere which fosters creativity
in the teacher and students, (3) en actual clinical teaching in terms
of planning, selecting, supervising and evaluating the students'
clinical experiences, and (4) the teacher's responsibility to self,
profession, and community.

151.

Scully, Rosemary M. "Clinical Teaching of Physical Therapy Students

in Clinical Education." UnpublAhed dissertation, Columbia

University, 1974, 177 pp.

Using the grounded theory (in which one uses the data to formulate
theory, rather than using data to vearify preconceived theory) this
study was designed to generate conceptions about what clinical physi-
cal therapy teachers do, why they do it, how they feel about it, and
what facilitates or restrains them. Categories developed from the

retrieved data indicate that clinical teachers view their function
ad a pacing of students toward professional competency, witb,the
least risk to patient, profession, student and the institution. The

clinical teaching situation is defined and the behaviors of clinical

teachers are discussed. Scully concludes by suggesting wdys'this
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.information can be of practical use for clinical education.

152.

Scully, Rosemary M. "The Role of the Coordinator of Clinical Edu-
cation." Section on Education, Newsletter, American Physical Therapy
Association. Spring, 1966,,pp. 44-47.

The clinical coordinator should be a faculty member who can devote
full time to working with clinical instructors, students, and aca-
deMic faculty to bring about the best possible cooperative effort
between the physical therapy school and the affiliation centers
for clinical education. Ms. Scully describes the coordinator's
role and responsibilities, the setting, and the objectives of the
clinical experiencein a comprehensive examination of clinical
education.

153.

Stritter, Frank T.; Hain, Jack D.; and Grimes, David A. "Clinical
Teaching Reexamined." Journal of Medical Education, 50 (September,
1975), 876-82.

4'

The authors reported on the findings of a questionnaire survey of
medical students a\tile University of North Camolina at Chapel Hill
and the University c Alabama at Birmingham Schools of Medicine,
the purpose of yhich\was to determine what faculty teaching behav
iors facilitated student learning of clinical medicine. In order
of their helpfulness and importance six general teaching dimensions
emerged:

(1) Providing 'a personal learning environment in which
the student is an active participant;

(2) Exhibiting positive attitude toward teaching and
students;

(3) Concentrating on applied problem- solving rather
than, factual material;

-(4) Using student-centered instructional strategy;

(5) Presenting a humanistic orientation;

(6) Emphasizing references and. research (least helpful).

154.

Tyers, Frank 0.;Tierce, William S.; add Waldhausen, J. A.
"Alternating Periods of Full-Time Clinical and Full-Time Teaching-
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Research Responsibility Versus All Things to All People at All

Times." Journal of Surgieal Research, 16 (February, 194), 124-30.

The authors' present a cogent argument in favor of alternating an
1E-20:iemic surgeon's time between periods of clinical practice and

periods of-t.eaChing-research responsibility. They feel that-the
insistent demands and responsibilities ofpatient care in clinical
practice preclude any reasonable expectation that the surgeon can
simultaneously devote an adequate amount of time to his teaching,
and research responsibilities; ergo, separate the two areas to
allow the teaching surgeon time in which to give his best attention

to each.

155.

Worthingham, Catherine. "The Clinical Environment for Basic Physi-

cal Therapy Education, 1965-1966 Part II: Staff." Physical

Therapy, 48 (December, 1968), 1 3-58.

This is-the second part of the Worthingham report on clinical environ-
ment of basic physical therapy education, presenting a comprehensive

description of the clinical staff surveyed in 441 facilities used

by 42 schools. All data pertinent to individual teaching and pro-

fessional experience, and their relationship to the clinical environ-

ment, are piesented and analyzed.
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156.

Adams, William R.; Ham, Thomas Hale; Mawardi, Betty Hosmer;
Scali, Henry A.; and Weisman, Russell, Jr. "Research in Self-
Education for'Clinical Teachers." Journal pt Medical Education,
49 (Dec,mber, 1974), 1166-73.

These researchers conducted an experiment to ascertain whether
an 8-week course for clinical teachers would result in discern-
ible changes in the individual teacher's awareness of his teach-
ing style. Five researchers and five instructor-students .(phy-
sicians) took part. The key to the course was observation: the
instructor-student first observed the interaction of preceptor,
medical student and patient; then he in turn assumed the precep-
tor role himself in order to be observed by a course leader.
Course participants found excellent teaching value in seeing
other preceptors at work and in discussing together their obser-
vations,

.

157.

American Medical Association, Council on Medical Education. In-

structor,Preparation for the Allied Health Professions and Health
Occupations. Task Force on InStructor Preparation, Advisory
Committee on Education for the"Allied .Health Professions and Ser- -

vices, Council on Medical Education, American Medical Associa-
tion. July 1, 1971, 33 pp.'

Noting that allied medical instructors are "educated in terms of
core curriculum, career mobility,'behavioral objectives, profi-
ciency examinations, microteaching, individualized curriculum
and the domains of the learning process," this repqrt is designed
to aid prospective instructors and those establishing prpgrams of
instructor preparation. It includes a list of schools offering
academic programs for instructor prepatation, statistical tables,
a bibliography, and available grants, as well as descriptions of
tht programs at ten schools.

158.

Anderson, J,.; Gale, Janet; and Tomlinson, R. W. S. "Training of
Medical Teachers." Lancet, 2 (September 7, 1974), 566-68.

This article describes the workshop approachof a course offered
at King's College Medical School, London, to help medical teach-
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ers teach more effe(tively. The workshops' aims are defined

thusly: "(1) To assist the practicing clinical teacher to
achieve knowledge and understanding of educational method and
the relationship between definition of objectives, methods of
evaluation, and teaching methods. (2) To encourage the teacher
in Chose attitudes towards his teaching which will contribute to

the aims of students and ofMedical education."

Working in small groups, the participants perform tasks based on
real situations which they have met in their medical schools.
All.aspects of the educational process are presented and ar-
ranged to illustrate their interrelatedness: teaching methods,

objectives, psychology of learning, and evaluation. At the end

of the course the students plan and make an educational film to
illustrate the ideas demonstrated and taught during the workshop.
Evaluations. are carried out pre- and post-time of the workshop
and nine months later.

,159.

American Physical Therapy Association, Committee on Continuing

Education. Effective Continuing Education -How To. Washington,

D.C.: American Physical Therapy Association, 1973.

This pamphlet deals with the problem of "professional obsoles-
cence" and the need for effective continuing education in physi-
cal therapy. It is generally accepted that the half-life of med-

ical knowledge is 5-10 years. Consequently it is estimated that

the health professional must spend apprbximately 20 Der cent of

his workingitime in continuing education. Eight different symp-
toms are given from which to make a'diagnosis of individual pro-

fessional obsolescence. The pamphlet presents a step-by-step
set of guidelines to follow in planning a program of continuing

education. These include information on defining objectives,
locating resources, designing learning experiences and methods
of presentation, keeping records, developing a budget, and.evalu-
ating educational objectives and long-term benefits.

160.

American Physica' Therapy Association"Committee on Continuing

Education. "Guidelines-for Continuing Education for Components

of the American Physical Therapy Association." Physical Therapy,

52 (April, 1972), 405-07..

Included in this brief article are clear definitions of the prin-
ciples of continuing education in physical therapy and a descrip-
tive outline of objectives, funding sourCes, and evaluation

needs.
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161.

Bamford, Joseph C.; Gromisch, Donald S.; Rubin, Samuel H.; Sall,
,Sanford; and Rous, Stephen N. "A Project to ImproveFaculty Per-
formance and Enhance Student Learning." Journal of Medical Edu-
cation, 45 (September, 1970), 709-10.

This brief article de'scribes a pilot study begun by five medical
school faculty members who wanted to determine the feasibility
of providing medical school teachers an opportunity to acquire
knowledge in medical education. Volunteering to take part in
,group study sessions and activities which included self-improve-
ment through a group process, development of a teacher evaluation
form, and an in-depth study of ward rounds as a student learning
experience, eacH member presented lectUres, conducted seminars;
and'gave demonstrations. Presentations wile videotaped. Group
members feel their project has been successful. A teacher evalu-
ation program has been,insfituted, and more faculty members are
coming to see the value in Understanding basic educational the-
ory. The original volunteers are serving as resource people in
their departments as the project expands.

162.

Barker, Ben D:- "Administration and Evaluation of Continuing Edu-
cational Program." Journal of the American College of Dentists,
36 (July, 1969),. 171-78.

Barker, a dental educator and administrator, stresses the neces-
sity for reappraisal of continuing education in dentistry, and
urges that specific steps be taken to insure creation of effecl
tive continuing education programs: (1) increase the involve-
ment of practitioners in the planning process; -(2) clearly de-
fine objectives; (3) emphasize quality, by appropriate evalua-
tion of programs; (4) coordinate the efforts of schools, soci-
eties and other agencies; and (5) assume professional and finan-

8. responsibilities through organized societies.

163.

Beckerman, Marvin M. "Educational Change Agent: A New Univer-
sity Extension Professional Role.",.., Adult Leadership, 21 (June,
1972), 39-41.

.

,

The author recommends creating a role of extension educational
specialist inside the university, to ac.t as a change agent in
designing and initiating hew programs within the institution.
suggested for second role is a specialist to perform is an
outside agent fot extension education to help define and identi-
fy needs of the extension service consumers. The two persons
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would work together as an inside-outside team.

164.

°

Borg, W. R. "The Minicourse as a ehicle for Changing Teacher
Blhaviorl ;,,,A Three Year-Follow-Up tuay." 'Journal of Education-

t--al Psychology, 63 (December, 1972), 572-79.

Borg describes the evaluation of a self-instructional package of
teacher training materials aimed at developing teachipg skills.
Teachers who had used the instructional model, referred to Al "
Minicourse #1, were tested immediately after, four,montha after,
and 39 months after they had completed the training, to compare
the level of teacher performance on each specific skill covered
in Minicourse #1 at each of four checkpoints. In each instance

ananalysis,of variance revealed that on the pdstcourse evalua-
tion the subjects were significantly abdve their precourse level

---;un-all ten behaViors.

Since Marta, r e Teacher Edudation Program, Par`. West Labo-
al Resear h and DeVelopment', has been con-

develo t and evaluation ofminicouraes, an
researc on micro-tescang initiated' at Stan-

ty in 19 . The minicourse model consists of an

al film ich describes and illustrates specific

teachi handbook containing "microteach and reteach

les s,".and videotape for replay and self-evaluation.

165.

Browdt Clement te,, and Uhl., Henry S. M. "Mandatdiy Continuing

Education: Se se or Nonsense?" ,Journal of the American Medical

Association, 3 (September 1, 1970)0 1660-68.

The authors believe that mandatory attendance at traditional pro-,
grams of continuing education for physicians, which they consider

inadequate and ineffective, is stifling the development of mole
adventurous and innovative programs. They urge that continuing

education be :igned to relate directly to improved patient

`care. Brown and Uhl suggest a two-fold approach:, (1) identify

apecific iciencies in patient care in the hospital setting

and pro de programs for correction; (2) establish communica-

tion or consultation between family physicians ,or common**.

s ialists and specialists at university.or r ional medical

enters. To implemedt the first step they o er the "bicycle"

approach to continuing educatiOrit which re tea the patient care

cycle to the education oycle by using t :hospital chart audit

system of identifying problem areas inpatient care. A study

of this c ion at the Chestnut Hill Hospital, Mile-

, is report in, detail. 'To- solve partially the second,

ratoiy flir'Educati
centrating on th
extensi
ford Univer
instructs
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or quantitative; problem in educating physicians they subscribe
to the establishment' of a consultation communication network, .

which the authors feel should comprise use of two-way closed,cir7
cuit TV for consultation, and perhaps in conjunction the use of
WATS line telephone service.

166.

Castle, C. q and Storey, P. B. "Physicians' Needs and Interest.
in Continuing Medical Education." .Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association, 206 (October 14,,1968),'611-14.

. ,
This article prnvideaa summary of a'stody conducted in the state

' of Utah which surveyed medichl practitl%ners to determine needs
and to coordinate glanning.for a continuing medical education
progam. The authors' conclusions reinforce the belief held by
medical educators who advocate that continuing education must
come. in direct response to the expressed needs of physicians and
that physicians must be helped to identify objectively the areas
in which continuing education can effectively improve care of
their patients.

167.

-Connell, Karen J. "Organizing Short-Term Teacher-Training Pro-
grammes. Development of Educational Programmes for the Health
Professions.' Public Health Papers No. 52. Geneva, Switzerland:
World Health Organization, 1,973, lip. 93-103.

This paper offers guidelines for planning-short-term teacher-
training programs, making recommendations about staff planning,
selection of participants, and program design. Especially help-
ful is its'disciission of die "learning unit" which has been
found to be useful for focusing on a specific content area and
can be used as the main instructional, element in such short-
term programa; these/Instructional packages require the learner
to apply the new Wormation or skill to his regular work, and
increase the probability of the pArticipants' use of the new
knowledge.

168.

Darby, Dean W. "The Dentist-and Continuing Education -- Attitudes
and Motivation." Journal of the American College of Dentists,
6 (July, 1969), 165-70.

0-

This article reports that a survey of dentiO implies that prac-
ticing dentists feel there is a weed for a nationwide coordinated
.continuing dental echication,system to provide a sequencezot: one-

to-two-day comprehensive4 well-organized programw-gftd-tbtftes,
flexible enough to meet the diversified needs of the practicing
dentist, and mobile and economical enough to provide a practical
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method'Of reaching dentists at the community level. It is impor2'''''

tant that the programs be "planned as a-continuum . . . with all

element& carefully integrated and under coordinated'leadership'
--

at all levels.", The article describes selfinstructional methods.

\presently being developed'WhIch lend themselves easily tp_adiP-

tatiOn in a variety of fqrms formedia'prpaentatim:1---Ittese
elude programmed instruction utilizingt-l'aimulation,/problem-
solving, case-studies, and self=generated group diacussion."

169.

A

Dimond,- E. Grey. "National Resources for Continuing Medidal

Education." Journal of the American Medical Association, 206

(October 14, 1968), 617-20..

The author argues that the Regional Medical rogivARM19 for
continuing education is suffi ient on the r giOnal level, but
that resources and facilities already in e

al level must'be coordinaiecliwith the RMIP
wide network to involve all/Physicians i
tion programs-. He suggests that,the Nat

dine, with its National Medical Audiovi
erans Administration, with 103 nations
(and perhapi an additional one like
center of a national prOgram guided
ty. Dimond Outlines de'tailed sped
and programs of each linit.4He.ep

stenee on the nation

o establish a,natio
active medical educ

onal Library of Me
ual Center, and t
graduate medics center'

),-Could function at the
a single advisory facul-

ications for the functions
aks plainly about the problems

of reaching and stimulating medal practitioners, and about the

typesof programs which'are necessary to provide continuing edu-
cetion of profess-116nel quality and lasting value.

/

179. /
/

,

Do)ahue, Rob t R. " egional'Cooperation in Continuing Educe-

',,wont" So Dakot Journal of. Medicine, 27 (February, 1974

This = a rep t on the plan of the--AaViSofY- omm

uin Educat of the South Dakota State Medical

Oil with he necessity of continuing medical education. The

,Associ recognizing, "With the half life of total medical

information estimated at something less,than fiv
comes absolutely imperative thee that the_ hysiciah du Any,Ais-

cipline continue to add to his store of knowledge n 4
''Systematic manner," devised a plan conSist;ng of (1) a redo

tiim award to support participating physicians; and (2, the,

establishment of ll'educational tonters for Post-geaduatOse41-

cal bducation(in private community hospitals).
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It is recognized that an impOrtantjunction of Heal0Education
Center, as recommended by the Carnegie Commis onis continuing
medical education and that the director of m 'cal education can
help develop programs; such as hospitalmoe lily seminars and can-
cer cliniCs; which will improVe health c delivery.

171.

Dryer. Del-nerd . "Lifetime earning for Physicians, A Report
-from the Joint Study Comm ee in Continuing Medical Education."
Journal of Medical Education, 37, Part 2 (June, 1962), 134 pp.,

This is a ge era]. Article relating to continuing education for
physicians. In At the author advocat establishing a national
Wan to ad niater a progiam which ould 'stress the application
of practic 1 iethods utilizing 3tn ledge and methods from the
areas-of 'edical education, the behavioral sciences, and tHe
technolo y of communication. He gives specialattention to the
concept of learning as an individual achievement, and consistent
with teat basic tenet, he urges that the individual's require-

- ments for continuing education be integral with these five cri-
<-teri--tezi of practicality: personal-satisfaction; freedom df choice;
eon inuity; accessibility; and convenience. '4

'Fost , Gosalyn. "Here's,How In-Service Education Works."
Modern Hospital, 115 (October, 1970), 95-98.

p

author dedcribes the in-service education program for nurses.
t Michael,Reese Hospital in Chicago where classes are offered

once a month in specialized.departments. Ideas for the classes/
are supplied by the staff, who identify specific needs in the
'various departments._ The result-asinstruction tailored to meet
these identified neeks,,thereby insuring good motivatigp for
learning.

In-service education serves several functions: (1) to provide
Orientation for all personnelin the nursing department; (2
to teach skills to nurse assistants and other auxiliary rsing
staff; (3) to provide continuing education for all n ing per-
sonnel; and (4) to deVelop,i4mesdership capabil es of head
nurses, or potential bead nudes.

. ,

173.

Hiemstra, Roger, and Long, Roger. "Survey-of 'PeltVeraus
''Real' Needs of Physical Therapists." A4uat-Education, 24 (Sum-t
mere 1914), 270-79.
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,
The authors report the results of,a study. on the'at:ility of 100

phySical therapits in Nebraska to determine their needs for -:on-

tinuing edUcation. Two types-uf needs were 'identified, "real"

.and "felt." Real need was defined by the answers to a paper -and -'

pencil test-of knowledze and Practice or by the choices selected
from hypothetical situ tions which matched their own exper1ences.
Felt need was definAdby individual selections of courses in
which the physical Tliera ists felt that they would want to parti-

cipate it given the opportunity. 1-4. study confirmed 'that the

physical therapists could identify-i variety of needs for continu-
ing education, but that there is a difference between real and

felt needs. Statistically, the null hypothesis (i.e; that there
is no correlation between the two) was not rejected.

416

174.

Hightower, Ann' B. "Continuing 'Education in Physical Thefapy, "."

PhysicAi,Therapy, 53 (January, 197.3)., 16-24.

iVe hundred active physicals therapists Wire surveyed in a ques-

nair'e investigating their current continuing education ac-

tivit s, obstaclet Co continuing educatibn, and Perceiyed needs

for con nuing education: Physical therapists in this study,_spent

a mean of .11 hpurs per month on continuing education (b6t

standard dev Lion for this figure was 19.92). Their most fre-

quently used me ods of study "were (1) supervision of students in

the'tjinical sett g; (2) contacts with colleagues; (3) demonstra-,

tions, ward rounds, inics; (4):'journal reading;and(5) group
discussion, inservice education, and study groups. .Recommenda-
tions included development of TV, videotape, and telephone-TV

tieups.

. .

175,

Hospital Research and Educational Trust. Training and Continuing

Education: A Handbook for Health Care Institutions. Chicago,-111.:

HdOpitalResearch and Educational Trust, 1970, 261 pp.

.

This basic handbook for personnel development through training and

cqntinuing education within health care institutions describes the'

technlques involved in. developing Programs, from needs determina-

tion to evaluation. It covers how to mane a pkill inventory and

survey of learning needs; how,t6state learning objectives; hoW

. to esignia specific supervisory development program in a repre,

seht ve hospital situation; hoii to prepare the Ustr,uctor's

guide th a detailed plan for program aelsion);.how.toiuse teach-

ing tools, such, as puzzles, rating scales,.and games; how to use

the case at , role play, and in-basicet-aercise; and'hOw,to pro-

duce and use v ious types of audiovisual media. There is discus-

-sion of both entr ce and exit interviews and handling disciplinary le

, ,

'
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a

situations. A .1.rpto-tai se(tion is included op the training of
nurses',aidvs, and.i'le work of food service personnel, '.ard Clerks,
and housek.eepers is anal,;zed. Vor,er,o-us Illustrations, che,_klists,
e'Yer,ise, and case studies are inolvied. Most chapters hive lists

rea,lir2s, 3n,1 there is i bibl1o2r3pht 31d an IndyN.

This publication 21;es OCt3SiOM to call aftention to the tealth of
a,thoritative, 1Jw 'r reasonable .ost -aterials available fror
the A7eri, in l,spitil Association, which can be surveyed by gettieg
the latest "01-3,yr Furl for AHA Publications," available upon request
frof AHA, 840 N.. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago 60511. Virtually'all as-
bL.ts.both of health rlanpower continuing eduLation and training
(ex.ept - edicai education) and all related factors are included.
For exarole, the "Order Form" has sections on "auxiliaries and vol-
unteer service," "careers,'' "health care delivery," "library ser-
vice," "meddcal records," "nursing," "personnel administration,"
"plannirig,"i2d "prepayment and utilifttion." The section on "edu-
cation and tFaming" includes more than 25 items, including the
valuable publKations of the Ho "tal Research and Education Trust.
Among thele latter are Corresp d ce Education andthe Hospital;
Programmed Instruction an'd'the Ho ital;,And four sets of "basic
training orograms for food sery ce workers, housekeeping aides,
nursing aicf and ward clerks. Now that the American Society for
(Hospital Education and Training, n affiliate of the AHA, has been
established (in 1971), additional terials are being produced.
(Fostering the'Growing Nee to Learn)

176.
1

$ /

Houghton, Celia. "Where Teachers Help Teachers." Teacher, 92
(January, 1975), 55-57.

f

This is a mini-review of the role and objectives,of "teachers'
centers which have been developed around the country. The
author ,cites It; particular the Center at Greenwich, Connecticut,
. which, like others, was established by'teachers who were encour-

aged by the suctess of sumer workshops and Zeit that they igould
profit fro' furthei sharing their mutual concerns through work-
shops and seminxrs,. Sfich

icenters
now numbe n.the hundreds.e.i.,

Programs are designed to ntlude'personnel (Par rofessionals,
I- administrators, etc.) at-a117 levels. CoMmunication is initiatedw,with o and with area schools and universities, to

NI. enrich Programs. Local colleges Offer credit to partici-
pants in these programs end teachers can get;inservice Credit.

, The author assesses the value of the'centers in these-words,
"Te'achers' centers will Rbay. 4.1.4' ,role in eduCational progress"
if they encourage confidence in teachers' abilities to make

. their pwn solutions and, if they bring about recognition and sup-
.

port of teacherg 'as the central figures who must design, imple-
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rent and support (h.inge and developiient."

177.

Muntet, Elizabeth. The Cooperatinl Teacher at 1.:ork: Case Stud-

ies of Critical Incidents. Tea,-her EauLation Series. Edited by

Margaret Lindsey. New York: Bureau of Publication, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1962; 103 pp.

This book contains 26 ,:asereports destribini! incidents which'
involve the tocrperating teacher's .irking relationships s'with the

student teacher and the collece to cher. The author developed
this case book as a -eans of stimulating discussion about stu-
dent teaching in five specific drt s related to the cooperating
teacher's role: '(1),scle,tion of tht cooperating teacher; (2)

relationship between cooperating and student; (3) rela-
tionship betWeen caperatin4 te., er and his school;. (4) evalua-
tion of student'byoon4rating le cher; arij-(5) rewarding the
cooperating tea, leer. ,nuestions f rItiscussion are provided at
the end of each report.

178.

Jason, Hilliard. "Vfective Medi
ournal,of Medical Education, 38

al Teachers: BOrn or Made?"
(January, 1963), 46-47.

In this brief Presentation the a thor offers his opinion that
good teachers are made. He art,u . that teaching is not prized

T
or rewarded enoua in the medica fields, and that effective
teaching methods need to be iden ified and comniunicatecito pro-
spective teachers. ---,.

a

179.

r

Jordheim, Anne. "An Extension Course in Wisconsin." Nursing

Outlook, 12 (August, 19'64), 45-461-

The author relates her experiences as the instrtctor of al,exten-
sion course designed to bring nurses (two-thirds of whom were in-
active when they started the' course) up to date in their profes-
sional knowledge and skills. The course, which had the support:
and assistance of the University of Wisconsin, was presented Lk
12 two-houi- sessions and used a variety of teaching methods and
tools--prepared packets of printed. materials, films, exhibits,
demonstrations of 'new equipment and techniqugs, lectures fTom

tside, role playing, panel and group. discussions. Students
desired practical experience could arrange it through a

hospital. The results were excellent. Some of tile parti-

returned to nursing after only a few classes. The class

decided to meet eery six months for a continuing'
w trends.

0
wh

loca

cipant

as a who
review of
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180.

Kerr, Dorothy. "The MO6t Promising Manpower is the Manpower That's
.Already There." Modern Hospital, 115 (October, 1970), 90-94.

The author urges better utilization of hospital manpower thiough
development of effective inservice education programs. She cites
two pribary reasons why hospital programs have been less than ef-
fective: (1) those in charge of the programs usually have no
background in education; (2) hospitals are relpcfant to budget
enough money to support inservice education. This article de-
scribes the goals of inservice education, the needs of the staff
which should be met, and the necedsity of providing trained edu-
cators to administer an adequate program.

181.

Kidd, James Robbins. Financing Continuing Education. New York:
Scarecrow Press, 1962, 209 pp.

Kidd suggests that the problems concerning the financing of con-
tinuing education are the same as those of paying fgr any fori of
education. Thus, he points out, one must ask (1) how much reve-

-Noe is needed? (2) how much can the student.pay?, (3) which forms

r(4 financingyill not compete with other kinds of educatioar and.
) will the financing chosen have an ill effect on the quality

of the education? He further comments that continuing education
ought to be regarded "as the price of well-being or even of sni-
vival." Following a discussion of the relationship between cor-
porations and continuing education, the author notes that there
-are many more sources for support than are presently in use.

182.

Union, Curtis C. "The Adult Learner, A Review of Recent Re-
search." American Vocational Journal,45 (September, 1970), 67-68.

The author describes briefly the effect of age on adult intelli-
gence and discusses the motivations of a ults.tip continue with
eduCktion or to take continuing ,educatilm. ourses. -Research
shows that in general adults who -have bee ut of school fewer
than 12 years return for reasons of eco cs, while those who
have been out of school for-a longer riod return for self-
"palliation. They learn well wha they want to learn, and they
'do best when they take an active part in the teaching-learning
process. 0

183:116.-

Lewis, Charles E.; and Hassinein, Ruth S. "Continuing Medical
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Eddcation: An Epidehiologic, Evaluation." New England Journal of

Medicine, 282 (January 29, '1970), 254-59.

This reports the results of a ten-year study "on the utilization

and evaluation of continuing education offered by the,University

of Kansas." Among the findingsvererr (1) during 1956-1965, 57

per cent of the 2,090 physicians practicing in Kansas partici-

pated in coursed of continuing education offered by the State

Univeisity; (2) half of the recorded courses were takenaby seven
per cent; (3) internists took the most 'courses, and participation

in metropolitan areas was lowest; (4) unrelated to physician parti-

cipation were class standing in'medical school, maternal and peri-

natal death rates, and regional rates for certain operative pro-

cedures. The authors cite changes they deem necessary to make

continuing medical education more effective: (1) involve the

-physician actively in areas where he has been made aware of his
deficiedcies; (2) reorganize the pattern of medical practice to
relieve the physician's presdnreof practice and the cost of the -'

education; (3) periodic relicensIn might be required but only af-

ter the first tvechanges havebeen,made. In a letter "T6 the

FAitnr" in the Jovrnal Agra 9, 1970 Robert W. Christie, M.D.,
questioned both the criteria used in the study for determining.

the effectiveness of continuing medical education and one of the

authors' conclusiods.4.-MP :mid that "the most valuable means of-

carrying on continuing education is practical work," and that

rathpr thanift.rranging the physician's practice, thecontinuing
education programs should be rearranged. (Fostering the Growing

Need to Learn)

184.

Marchesini, Eriki H. "From Head Nurse to Supervisor." Nursing

Outlook, 11 (June, 1963), 421-24.

Me. Marchesini provides a description of the training she re-

ceived in an inservice educatiog program in nursing administra-

tion to prepare her for a position as a supervisor., The program

lasted two years, providing instruction in the ipanifold problems, #

skills and opportunities involved in the different 'areas of a

supervisor's responsibility--making rounds, counseling, evaluat-

ing, teaching, interpersonal relations, and communication.

185, ... ;73

Marshall,Minna.H. "Ineeivice Programs-*Require Effective

Up." Nursing Outlook, 12 (August, 1964), 42-44.

The author, on the inservice educktion staff of Los Angeles Coun-

ty General Hospital, describes one of the hospital,:s, inservice

programprograms. The progr involves a series of four one-day work+.

shops for registered nurses.. Each day's-workshop focuses on a

different aspect of hurling responsibility: planning patient
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management, ward teaching, planning patient dismissal, and final-
ly, counseling and interviewing. Marshall stresses the impor-
tance of effective follow-up, offering suggestions on how to in-
volve nurses in planning the evaluation of inservice programs.
She notes that self-discipline must be encouraged so that nurses
will continue to perform as instructed, long after follow-up has
ended.

186.

McGehee, Edward H.; Clark, James E.; Copp la, Edward D.; Gonnella,
Joseph S.; and Levit, Edithe J. "The P ad6lphia County Medical

. Society Self-Evaluation Examinatkenr. Journal of Medical Educa-
tion, 49 (October, 1974), 993-95.

In this self-evaluation study an examination consisting of 100
multiple choice questions was administered to 525 physicians.., Zn
a follow-up survey 75 per cent of the participants-staterhat
this self-assessment bad resulted in some modification of their
behavior in practice. Many said, the experience pOintedput,td
them areas of'weaknesses in atheir knowledge or performance and
enabled them to identify specific areas of study'in which they
needed to further their education.

The authors include cost information about conducting their
survey.

187.

McGuire, Christine; Harley, Richard E,; Babbott, David; and But-'
terworth, J. Scott. "Ausculatory Skill: Gain and Retention af-
ter Intensive Instruction." Journal of Medical Education, 39
(February, 1964), Special Issue, 120-31.

A continuing education program for practicing physicians iko re-
ceived intensive instruction insausculatory skill was followed
up with a.study to evaluate thi post-course achievement in gain
and retention. The authors hypothesize that periodic reinforce-
ment would be necaAsary to maintain initial gains.. Their eyalua-
tien suggested that additional study to test this hypothesis was
indicated, and they planned to conduct another prograi using al-
ternatime methods of instruction,

188.
,

. Miller, George T. "Continuing Education for What?" Journal of
Medical Education, 42.(April, 1967), 320-24

- *

Continuing medictl education alould mean continuing self
eduCalion not continuing instructiona shift away from preoccu-

,,
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pat ion with courses and Methods toward ,a concern for educatimial

diagfflosfs and individiarlized therapy. Continuing education should

lead practitioners to a study of what they do, to an identifica-
tion of thd)r own ecluiitional deficits, and to the establishment
of realistic priorities tar their ownedu(ation..t1 program's. One

means of accorplishing this is to delineate the hjAltli needs of

the population served by ti practitioner or hospital staff, 'per-

haps by weighting three variables!* diseast incidence; individual
'digability produced by these discases; and social - disruption, or '

the degree to which illness affects the family and related social
units. Once health needs have been determined, in inventory of
:aT15115Elliresources can 6e Sevelopell. If 4t berilvs clear that
little can influence the outcome of a frequentlyencountered
problem, ed.ucc,Itfonal attenyon can be directed to other things

about which something can he done, while research continues on
problems remaining to be' solved. Prwctitioners also need to be '

involved in an analysis of their use of the ,available resources.

(Foster'ing the'Growint Need to Learn)

189.

. .

Miller, James C. "Cohoter-Based and Computer-Planned Continuing
Medical Lucatiow for the Future." ,Journal of the American Medi-

cafAssociatrion, 01),((9ciober 14, 1968), 621-24.
7

Millvr report% in this article on thedevelop-ing electi-onir net-
works of information professing which.have befeme'ever more im-
portant to the availability and quality of continuing'educatipn

in medicine. He cites three major programs: EDUCOM (open to all

'rcliscipliri'eg);. (2) REMEDIAL (Regional Medi41 bill System); and
(3) EDUNET amore encompassing than EDUCOM). He reports that _a

subtask fol-ce,on continuing education in the health sciences
'working on applications of new 'technologies, while the entire
task force is working on a computer oet0,ork program of self-

testing for health sciencescyrofessionals, This latter network

of -orb -line terminals would provide an opportunity for an indivi
dual to test himself (privately and At his convenience) to iden-
tify his own strengths and weaknesses.' If he wished to correct

any void in his current knowledge he could thed eject toreceive
(over the Iletwork) documents; programmed instruction, television,
or other educational aids Or materials.

190.

Pascaslo, Anne. "Cdtitinuing Education for Quality Health Care!'

Physicaj Therapy, 4,9(March,I99), 257-64.
"

The author'd-eiscribes the dime'nsions of continuing education and

reviews familiarrikahods. The'emphasis in this article is dn-the

need to engage more allied health peesonnel,in'cooperative ef-
forts in continuing education knot only for the puipdse of ac-

,4
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quiring skills and knowledge of practice but also for learning
interpersonal skills): Dr. Pascasio cites a recommendation of
the Committee for Continuing Education for the Health Profes-

, sionS, in 1966, that programs be'built based on inquiry into pa-
tient care in which several professions are involved: "When the
goal is ,learning to work together, the proceis of study itself
constitutes the educational program." There is support for the
belief that the focus of coordinated and effective health care
continuing education should be patient-centered and that continu- 1"--
ing.educaion will have to include education of the patient him-
self.

191.

.Petty, ThoMas L.; Neff, Thomas A.; Neff, Louise M.; and Tyler,
Martha L. "A Program for Community Training in Respiratory
Care." Chest, 64 (November, 1973), 636-40.

The program described in his article utilized members of the di-
vision of pulmonarrmedicine in.a medical center as well as the
full compleiient of facilities available in the center and,the
existing facilities 'at the community hospitals in the area. Be-

fore the prograM' began a questionnaire survey was made of all the
area-hospitals to establish the level of respiratory care. Based
on these findings: and in response to requests frOM the community
hospitals, the Program provilled "circuit riders" during the first
year who presented new ideas"through slide demonstrations. From
this 'the program moved on to.encoMpass 3-5 day workshops, annual
courses which attracted up to 30Q physicians from all over the,
nation and overseas; community hospital in-house instruction fgt.
_development of comprehensive respiratory care programs, and the

-ilevelopment.of a visual 'aid library" serving a two-state region.
The projram resulted in a marked change in the number of respira-
tory care services available in all of the hospitals,replying to
the original questionnaire.

192.

Pirnie, F. Anne. "Why, -What and How of Inserviccat-icon;"-1!""
Nursing-Outlook, 12 (January, 1964),'47-51,
0 '.

o
,i

..

The author'describet an inservice education program for tees at
the-University'ol California Medical Center, whey e was assis
Cant director of inservice education. Her cle draws heavily
Irom1Knowlagt Handbook of"Adult lAucation ,e fie U.S. She cites
the'compelling,damands for expansion .of inserViceedswatinn...S.4.___---
the rapid changes and advances in hospital nurping, in'tichnology,
and in professional specialization- ,In developing programs'to .-"

mtefithe learning, needs of the staff she suggests a lift of ob-1 .-

jectives which incorporates enlisting the participat on of staff

90.



in planning and carrying out the system of evaluation. She con-

cludes with two questions the program director should consider 'in
judging the success of an inservice program - -Will the program
directly or indirectly result in improved patient care? Is the

program valuable enough to justify taking nurses away from pa-

tients?

193.

Porreca, Anthony G., and Sleeman, Phillip J. "The.Adult Learner:

Learning Ability Versus the Media." Jburnal ofjContinuing Educa

tion and Training, 1 (May, 1972), 301-08.

In the study described in this article students with different
reading, listening and mental abilirieg and'Ocioeconomic bark-
grounds were taught economic concepts. One group used an over-

head projector and a second group used programmed textbooks.
Findings were significant beyond the .05 level: (1) post-test

achievement and retention of principles were greater with the
programmed textbook; (2) S higher degree of retention of basic
concept understanding occurred with the use of-the overhead pro-
jector; (3) students with high reading, comprehension, and lis-
tening abilities achieved more inboth cases than those with low

abilities in these areas.

19b.

Reynolds, Helen E., and Drake, J. C. "8 Year(as Director of In-

service Education." Nursing Outlook, 11 (February, 1963),

98-101.

THepe authors drew on their experience at the Research Hospital,
Kansas City, to enumerate detailed aims, objectives, and goals
of inservice education.' They relate specific suggestions for ad-
ministering an inservice educatiOn program to their generalphi-
loglophy, and present a checklist of fine recommendations, re-
minding the inservice director that the real criterion for
uating aR inservice program is whether it is contribpting, di-
rectly OT -indirectly, to improved patient care.

. _

195. .

Ritvo, Miriam M. "Human Relations Training fot Supervisory Per-

sonnel irCHospitals." Nursing Forum, 2 (No. 3, 1963), 98-112.

This article presents an inservice hospital training program
which foduses on the quality of interpersonal relations in super7
visory positions, a'program designed to improve the effective-

ness of both the individual supervisor and the group in which ilie

functions. Participants are eocourngfd to learn about group

/.
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dynamica, to b*Iild new values, and-to experiment with new ways
of thinking and behaving. The program, which Ms. Ritvo conducted
for 32 different hospitals, took the form of a seminar, in which
she tried to change the way supervisory personnel interpret hos-
pital experiences and problems and to help them develop the extra
"vision and insight their robs require. She worked with groups of.
about 15 supervisory personnel in-two-hour meetings which took
place once a week for a period of 15 weeks. She describes her
teaching plan and methods. In conclusion she offers evidence
that the program has been well received and that it possesses
the capability to produce lasting effects'beneficial to the par-
ticipants.

196.

Rogers, Jennifer. Adult's-Learning. New York: Penguin, 1971,'
222 pp.

This boOk suggests methods and materials from which teachers of
adults can choose. Whereas the first half of the book is "about
adult students: who. they are, what brings them to classes, how
they feel in .a classroom, how they react td different teaching
techniques, how they learn most easily, how they behave in
`groups, and with what sorts of teachers and teachi methods they
are likely to feel happiest," the second half of the book is
"about the practicalities: the advantages and disadvantages,of
carrying out particular teaching strategies such as 'discovery
_learning,' programmed instruction, case studiet or projects.

.

These chapter also deal with problems such as the planning of
resources, finding ways of giving indiVidual attention to stu-
dents in classe$ of widely spaced ability, and creating active,
lively methods cif learning."

197.

Shaw, Jane. "CommPity Resources Aid Inservice Education Budget '

And Help Provide DOersity of Courses." Modern Hospital, 119
(November, 1972), 97*99.

The author discusses he inservice training prdgram at the-- Univer-
- sity of Chicago hospit ls, where hospital officials have capital-

ized on the avAilabili y of community resources to enhance the
_hospitals' own inservic capabilities. The program taps sources
-such as the-Chicago Boa of Education, local junior colleges,
and federal and state ag ncies. By cultivatipg these relation-
ships outside the hospit s it is felt that employees-benefit'
from the diversity of con ributors to the program, whi e at the
samq,,Ttline the hospitals' rden of responsibility- cost
$ignificantlyreduced.
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198.

Squire, Lucy Frank. "On the Training of Teachers in Preparation

and Presentation of Radiological Material." Radiology, 110

(January, 1974), 105-108.

This study advocates the establishment of teacher- trainiIg pro-

grams for the teaching of radiology in medical schools. In or-

der to assist the beginning teachers it suggests assigning a
senior radiologist to oversee and advise the apprentices in a

basic course of instruction. This would include guidanne-in
classroom presence, classroom attitudes and relationships' with

students, and the how-to's of Oloosing teaching material..

199.

Stein, -Leonard S. "iclultLearn g Principles: The Individual

Curriculum and,Ndtsing Leadership." Journal of Continuing Educd-

tion in Nursing, 2 (November-December, 1971), 7 -13.

-Stein presents two major principles of adult education: WI
adults who want to learn will learn; (2) adult educators evoke,

learning responses and arrange learning opportunities. Dr. ';

Stein uses these two principles to develop eight items for con-

sideration in the development of adult educat.ion, programs.
These items include (1) learner should be aware,of his capabil-
ities; (2) previous learning affects new learn ng; (3) need for

motivation; (4) effective use'A learning ski ls; (5) the ,

adults decline in (6) stre reduces adult

learning; --rage tends-to reduce acceptance/ of new viewpoints;

and (8) t e learning process must contribute to various goals.

Storey, Patrick B.;Williamson, John W.;/and Castle, C. HilmOn.

Continuing Medical Education: A New Emphasis. Chicago, Ill.:

American MediOI Association, 1968, 128'pp.

This book stresses that continuing medical education must re ate

to improving clidical practice. The authori point out that the

objective of improved patient care must be carefully defin so

that there will be; (1) criteria of high equality care; (2 a

way of measuring whether or pot these criteria have been et by

the results of a physician's practi6e; (3) a method for analyz-'

ing the clinical process that has failed to measure up to e

desired criteria; (44 a method for upgrading the,physicia whose

clinical process does not meet the'desired criteria; and (5) an

evaluation of the method used to upgrade the physician. Active

participatiOn in the _program of the "physician - learner -' is en-

courage44-
.
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201.

Swansburg, Russell C. "A Design for an Inservice Education Pro-
gram." Nursing Outlook, 13,(March, 1965), 40-42, 7/

'Swansburg's article addresses the necessity for inservice educa-.
tion programs for Air Force nurses. Borrowing from other sources,
and quoting an earlier article in Nursing Qutlobk, by F. Anne
Pirnie (January, 1964, pp. 47-51), he describes a design--founda-
tion,fiamework, structure and maintenance- -for building an inser-
vice education program. He fashions an acronym on which to hang
the programYs requirement--SOLOs, or statements of learning ob-
jectives. Based on these SOLOs he provides a detailed outline
of the methods by which to fulfill the objettives. His program
includes testing of participants on their knowledge of current
journals and other reference materials, debates, panel discus-
sions, presenter .ions by consultants, lectures, discussions and

-even games.

202.

U.S. Department of Health, Education,and Welfare, Public Health,
Service, Health Resources Administration. Fostering the Growing
Need to Learn. Rockville., Md.: Division of Regional Medical
Programs, Bureau of Health Resources Development, 1974,1 160 p

.7

An abstract of thisybook's'contFnt rsads as follows:

"Fostering the Growing Need to Learn is ,a critical study of,con-
tinuing education activities by leaders in health manpower educa-
tion and adult learning. The series ormonogrephsane7440 itdm/
annotated bibliography are intended to aid decisiOnmakert in
the health care field in deteloping and utilizing health manpower
to improve the quality of health-gate:--

This reference guide analyze& and proposes approacfiWio continu-
ing education andPenables decision makers to jetraditional
pitfallg, advance successful efforts, andrefi cou-rage sound -inno-

vations."

Fostering the Growing Need to Learn was produced by the Project -'
continuing Education for Health Manpower performed by Syrac e
University pursuant to contract No. HSM 110-71-147 with, the Pub=
lic Health Service, Department of Health, Edisation And Welfare.

203.

,.
Verner, Coolie, and Davison, Catherine V: Ps cholo ical Factors
in Adult Learning and Instrbction. Florida State University
partment of Adult Education,, Research Pnformation'Process

84
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Center, Tallahassee, Florida, ],971, 30 pp.

This monograph is a review of_bitasic psychological principles re-

lated to adult reaming. It was written as a companion piece to

another by these authors in, the' same series, entitled Physiolog-

ical Factors in Adult Learning and Instruction. The chapter on

designing and managing instruction receives the authors' fullest.

attention; other chapters deal,with,"the stages and conditips
of learning and instruction" and "remembering and forgetting."
It includes eleven references' for additional study.

204.

Watts, Nancy T. "What Can a/PhysicarTberapist Learn from Practi-

cal Experience?" Progress in Physical Therapy. 'Proceeding's of

the WorAd Confederation of Physiotherapy. London, England, 1970,

pp. 10:6-117.
A

The author hoped with this paper to provoke much-needed research
on the factors in day-to-day practice influencing professional

competence of the physical therapist. In general., the effects of

practical experience can be measured by comparing increases in c
petence (cognitive, affective, motor) with losses or decreases in
competence that,,occur after graduation and separation from theup-
to-date knowledge, skills practice, and supervision of the coni-
cal education environment. In a survey of professional clinical
teachers, the importance of continuing contact with students was

found to be the most significant single factor affecting the.pro-
fessional competence of practicing therapists. Without this con-

_tact_increases in competence developed on the job tended to be

diminished after three to four years.

205.

Williamson, John W. "Priorities in Patient-Care-ReSearch:and

Continuing Medical" ducation." Journal of the Ame teen Medical

Association, 204 (April 22,1968), 303-08. ,

This article reports on a-stu y un rta en toe tablish a prior -

it 1st of patients' medical Conditions from lch to define

_.----areas of patient care in whieh tesearch, educ tion, or both,

could be most rewarding. Six top-ranking d ease categories

were identified which "revealed areas of e rational needs rang-,

ing from those.w, ere little instructional ffort seemed warranted'

to those where mediate action seemed i icated." After three

tears the still was judged to have impo tantimpfications for
e author.details how or-continuing education fOr phylkicians.

ganiling a,central educatiod0Commite
to implement this approach can.res
possible nu9hei- of physicians, as

a5-

and coordinating Ifforts
in involving the-greatest

1 as other health care team.-



members, in evaluating medical care and participating in etluca-

tional programs to improve patient care research.

206.

Williamson, John W.; Alexander, Marshall; and Miller, George E.
"Continuing Education and Patient Care Research." Journal of
the American Medical Association, 201 (September 18, 1967),
938-42.

The authors are physicians addressing other physicians on the
related topics of continuing education and patient care research.
Their study reveals a number of basic findings: -.(i) that con-
tinuing education and patient care research are complementary;

(2) that deficiencies in patient care are due to "multiple deter-
minates"; (3) that "in the evaluation of educational effective-
ness, measurement of what physicians actually do is more impor-
tant than recording what they claim they should do"; (4) that
sometimes nonverbal educational stimuli are more effective than
information and logic in improving behavior; (5) as "educational

.

effects are often short-lived, a continuing cyclic effort seems
essential if desired'levels of performance are to be achieVed and
maintained."

207.

WorldHealth Organization. "Training and Prtparation of Teachers
for Schools nf Medicine and of Allied HealtgSciences.: Report of
a' WHO Study Group.", WHO Technical Report Series 521. Geneva,
Switzerland: World Health .0Thization, 1973,'1-32:

This report treats the pretent needs of the health field for
trained teachers of medicine and allied health sciences. The
study group which prepared this WHO Technical Report agreed that
while there is no proof that teacher training programs make bet:
ter teachers, a case can easily be made in support of providin
some background in "educational science" to health edu ors
There is a challdhge from educators and studentt al

-pi evaluate the aid ways of teacher.preparation, and her
dance that defiCienCies exAst in numbers of t
sionals dnd 'in education practices. This
types of teachers. who need teacher tra
professions teachers, educstional s c

and teachers'who train teachers). A/t
described and a plan for staffingis

FOR OTHER ENTRIES netated t
Aee aao:

45, 136, 503, 50

e to e-

is evi,-

ne. ealth profes-
deniilies the

ng ! .grams (hialth
141 a, 'educational leaders,

er training program is
utlined.

clinicat Sacutty continuing education

508, 512.
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-CLINICAL EDUCATION PROCESS
Objectives, Principles, Methods

208.,, .
.

-\___T_

Adams, WilliaM R. 3:The Psyc i rist in an Ambulatory Clerkship.'

for Comprehensivle Meditel Car inoa New turriculun." Journal of

. Medical Eddtation, 33 (March, 1958), 211-20. :.

ThIS article describes a'psychiatric clerkship for teaching tom,-
1Prehensive care which focuses on the .group clinie.as the center ,-

Of thecurriculus: Through the clinical' experientfthe stiffener

phychiatrist laartis that he cannot isolate the emafional'hattt
of his patients from their other health.probless. In the clinic

setting the student-teacher relatiobahip_crikbe used to fullest,.

- agIvantage, the student's activities and' ineesesits are at their
. peak: and the student-'s undesirable defenses can be ideni?tied

'and more carefully hadled:
.

209. -

Allen, Rebecna., "A Student's Sumobary of Clinical Experience."
Section on Educatten,Newsletter, American Physical Therapy
Association, Fall, 1967, pp. 0-40.

yritingtfrom her experience as a student, Ms. Allea-selected'
the cliikical.teaching techniques she recommends--basieslly, a

esbalance of clikical practice and lectuies (the, lectures to .

serve as review -of old or introduction pf new material). She

suggests plenWof repetition in skills practice, and advocates
independence in patient. treatment planning and practice, empha- ,

sizing at the sameotipethe *need for adequate supervision and
supportivelritfcism by clinical insSrUctors.-'She points out
the value:6F students' encoutering as, many disorders and types --,
of patients as possible, but stresses the necessity to avoid
fleet$mg encounters and to allow sufficient tine for estabIisim..

ina treatment goes. .

US.
.

*

Mexican Phyitcal Therapy Associatien, 'Office of Vocational Re-

habilitation. Clinical Mutation for Physical Therapy. Pre-. /

ceedings of the Anoka' Institute, Norman, Okla., April 16-21, :"(7.,

1961. Sew York Aperican Physical Therapy Association, 1961, /4

126 pp. .
.

.

14: . .
'.
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Among the papers presented atthis Institute were Beatrice F.
Schulz's classic article on ."Developing Objectives for Physical
Therapy Education,""and Susanne Hirt's "The Importance of Clini-
cal Education,'' which stresses that the clinical experience
shouldorovide magirlum opportunity for developing confidence .

and self-,1rderstanding as well as competency in skills. This
document 31§o contains Wilbur Moen's "Survey Report " which re-
veals the students and graduates all WentfPore opportunity
and guidince during clinical affiliations." In addition to the
panel discussion'ffioderated by Barbra White ("What Should 'Be
Accomplished During a Program of Clinical Experience?") and o
articles on ;he advantages and disadvantages to a clidiCal
cility providing a program of rliniial education, other anti-.
Iles include discussions-. on plahning programs for clinical edti-
catidn and the relationship between the educational institution
and the affiliatins clinical facility.

211.

American Physical Therapy Assdeiation, Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Ad7inistration. Learning Experiences in Physical Therapy
Education. Proceedings of she Annual Institute. Norman, Okla.,

18-22, 1966. New York: American Physical Therapy Asso-
ciation, 1966, 208 pp. 4

This Institute dealt with learning, and theimproceedings con-
tain articles such as "Predicting the Effectiveness of Learning

3'Experispees",by Watts and "The CognIti,ye Domain in Learning" by
Gonnel/a. Of particular interest is Watts'; "The Affective Do-
main in Learning" which Stresses that students see themsellks

-as their teachers see them, and points out instructional meth-
ods for teaching in tie affective domain. Also ipcluded are
summaries_of workshops on planning experiences for cognitive,
affecti-ve and motor learning.

\\.
,

4,
Andrew, Barbara J. "M Approach to the Codstruction of Sim-
lated Exercises in ClinicalProblem Soving:" Journal ofMedi-
cal Education, 47 (Becember,.1972), 952-58.

The author pr6poses a problem-solving model for uWineedical-
clinical teaching. She describes fully the bhatarreristics
that should be provided in the model. for accutate simulation of2
cynical cases and'disbusses all the learning features and con-
Amonents of such a teachin( technique. The student engaged in
this simulated exercise part4ipatesstep by-step in patient
care from description of a patient and tif-complaints, through
diagnostic work-up and management of thezmpy: to follow -up of
the patient after treatment.

, 88
, 1
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.213.

Barrows, H. S. Problem-Based atning in Medicine: Rationale
and Methods. Education Mono 4, Faculty of Medicine, McMas-

University,-Ontario, Cana 1973, 63 pp.

This monograph introduces the_philosophy of problem-based learn-
ing and offers models of,methodologies developed for medicine.-
Included are examples of the problemsolving method applied to
both simulated and real patients. stressing that problem- based'
learning is appropriate at any level of education, the author
notes that whereas it first consists of 'close supervision while
the student acquires basic skills aad faces, it later progresses
into'unsupervised responsibility of patient management and leads
to continued study on the postgraduate level.

214,.

Bendall, Eye. "The Learning Process in Student Nuries--2--
Some Problems and Variables." Miming Times, 67, Supplement
(November 4, 2971), 173 -77.

This is a report of a specific investigation, designed to study
three variables: "(1) that in terms of learning as measured by
attainment test scores, there will:be no difference in swan
scores of groups having theory first or practice:first in a
given area; (2) that in the same terns, groups havtng,theory
and practice in an area within a short time of each other will

, score significantly more than those having a long tits between,
'irrespective of the order; .(3) that the educational level of
students will make np difference in this context."

The results df the study indicated teat the firstrhypothesials
true, but that theory followed by practice within a short t

interval produced superior results. There was some Oaf' 'ion

of the second hypothesis, that'the time.imterval between eoki

and practiee is important. A short time interval incr -ed

'.1earning efficiency. The third hypothesicauld not tested.

215.

/
sing, Robert K. "Requisites for Relevance:

.r)

Ch$nging Concepts

in Occupational Therapy." Annals of_tbe New k Academy of -

9
gciences 166 (December 31, 1969), 1020-210...-....-----.

"%L.
44;. .

author identifie
.

s and discusses the ':hrie reApi;e

t

1s tea for relevance in occupational the py and cupational

rapt' education: (l a lolntion to e contradiction' In the
. -changing desigp_of our health care teas and the utiXimaiion _:

ofioersonnel; (2) a realignment of els of education am

1
,..r-1-.......... _
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training; and'(3) comprehensve,'cooperativecontinuing educa7
tion.

Bing presents a design for a twd'year associate degree certifi-
cation-of- proficiency program for occupational therapy assis-
tants, offered as an experimental+program in Galveston, Texas,:.
through a cooperative effort by Galveston College and the Univer-
sity of Texas Medical Branch. He describes in full the primary-
objectives of the program, as well as the program's academic, and .

clinical...structure. The'program was designed to follow four
study tracks--general education, basic health-orie'nied sciences,.
associated health occupation's core education, and individuS1-

ized clinical education assignments--with strong emphasis on,a
,health team concept throughoupe

216.

Bloot, Denjamin S. "Learning for Mastery." Evaluation Comment,
1 (Na i,' 1968), 1-12..

This describes a general apprbach to education-and evaluation
which stresses the importance of individual potential,foi
ing. Basic to this approach is the premise that any student catv.::"
conceivably Attain mastery of a learning tas if he,is given
enough time. Bloom espoused a system in.which a student working
in 11 lea'014group is allowed to set his own pace, pro -
vi tutorial hprp where possible, and judged by leVel of ptr-
fo rather than in relation to other students. Testing is.
frequent, always with full understanding of- learning objectives
add criteria for judgmeurt by learner and teacher. The accent is
on building the studentYs confidence, providing him the best
learning resources, and ultimately, givin13 him recognitinn.of
his-individual achievement. .

.
Brackett, Mary. "Hospital Nursing Service--A Practice Field for,
Nursing 'S;t-uents-." Nursing Outlook; 8 (October,j0470), 557-59.

ThiS is a general discussion of the conflict between nursing
schools and nursing services which arises ottt, of the difference
in their 'goals: the school,of.nursing exists to teach students;',
the nursing service exists to care for patients. The autilpr
cites the need for each tomake known its own philosophy, aims,
and objectives and to work independentli, of the other. 4,Biefly,

the schools should not explbit the head nurses by usingithem to
provide all the instruction, and the nurglit'services.sfiouid'Aot
exploit the students by using them Lb comOksateltf-in0Y- *: '''''
staffitg. L
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218.

,
Brown, Amy Frances. Clinical Instiuction, Phlladelphia, Pa.:

W. B. Saunders Co., 1949, 571 pp. =

I Having been expanded upon by the autfior in. her 1960 edition Cur-

,
riculum Development, this book is not as useful aWtheslatter

one. However, it includes models of certain test device's which
A.

, are useful in evaluating clinical learning experiences and mak7es
helpful suggestions about the evaluations.of the clinical stu-
dent and of the clinical teaching program itself.,

219.

Brown, Amy Frances. Curriculum Deveropmene. Philadelphia, Pa.:,

W. B. Minders Co., 1960, 851 pp. , '
114 .

Concerned withtthe development of nursing curriculum and relying
heavily on Tyler, this book, provides a detailed examination of

the principleS of curricului planning and evaluation. It also

discusses methods of-clinical.instru-ttion and the inservice edu-

cation of inexperienced ward instructors, as well As'the plan-
ning of clinical rotation and the orientation of,students to a

facility. The book is a-sivitagn,and expansion of the author's

1949 publication, Clinical Insfruction.

220.

# .

Brown, Reynold F.; fume !!t=ee M.; Margulis, Alexander R.; ,

Jones, Malcolm D.; and Ross, Steven E. "The Concept, Design,

and Operatign of a Radinfogical'Health Science Education Unit."
Radiology, 100 (July, 1971), 79-83,

The radiologica} education unit described by these authors con-
sists of a classroom and laboratory with manhines, where examina-
tions are simulated. Also developed and desribed is the use4oi

"learning files," designed like self instructional packages, for:
teaching radiological -physics and diagnostic interpretations.
Education offered in this unit is to augment, not replace,

. ;

ital education.
b

221.

Butte, Josephine T. "Clinical Education et the Universtty,of

Maryland." Section on Education, Newsl4teryAffierican Physical

Therapy Association, Fall, 1967,pp. 36-38,

- In accord With findings of a study which surveyed retention of
interest in subjec't fields by beginning scOdents in institutions
of higher learning,Ithis program was designed at the University

.

491.
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of Maryland to nurture the students' interest throughout the
Jour-Year physical therapy program. Objectives are outlined
/separately for each year of instruction with imphasia on student'
involvement at the earliest opportunity. It is believed that
the freshman and sophomore response to clinical instruction is
especially important to Whether,students maintain interest in
the physical therapy program.

1( :224.
0

.. 2

Burnside, I. M. "Peer Supervision: A-10thod of Teaching:"
.

Journal of Nursing Education; 10 (Novebber; 1971), 15-22.

The authoi.., acting as Ov rseer, organised eight students in the
last quarter of their M A. nutsing studies to supervise each
other in a program -to- et-the-efficacy of peer supervision.
She records her succe _with this d -role mettpd of teacher
training. The stuatt's.tadiv experience as student and
as supervisor,-together wi the evaluation comments received
from the supervisor/ov eer, combined to help the group define
a list of objectives or-the roles they were-preparing to fill
as teachers.

223

Butler, Helen'F. "Education for theAessions: Student Role
Stress." American Journal of Occupational-Therapy, 26 (November -
December, 1912), 399-404.

, )7f ti

Students in the clinical environment are subject to greater anal,
ety and tension than employed therapists. Clinical students he* '
a greater morale problem than academic students. The author
makes specific recommendations to foster better understanding

N:64gtween students and clinical faculty in order to create .a-less
pressurized environment for learning. ---

224.

Butrov, Vale N. "The Education of Medical Personnel in,the
USSR.' Ameridin Journal of Public Health, 64 (February, 1974),
149-54. #.

. _

In the USSR t nistry of Health directs and coordinates medi-
cal education with the activities of the state health care'sys
tem. Medical education is divided into two areas: training of
physicians (future and ihservice)'and training of auxiliary per-
sonnel in the health field (the'latter category includes pharma-
cists, dentists, obstetricians and others). 'The fatilities, medi-
cal education schools supplemented by curato-prevehtive estab-

lishments (bases for practical training), serve both groups.

92
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-Educators are strong proponents of improving methods to integrate
teaching of theoretical and practical subjects. Overall, the
systei heavily emphasizes keeping abreast of both technical ad-
vances in teaching and technological and scientific advances in
medicine through periodic continuing education for/ teachers of
tedical education, for practicing physicians and fOr auxiliary
personnel.

225.

Callahan, Mary E.; Addoms, Elizabeth C.; and-Schulz, Beatrice F.
"Objectives of Basicjhysical'Therapy Education." Physical- Ther-

apy Review, 41 (November, 1961), 795-97.

The bjectives presented here were spellcd out tha proceed-

ing of the Council of Physical Therapy Schop Directors held in

Chap 1-9e/1, North Carolina. The Council's:aim was to express

in mo detailed terms the general defAnftions which describe
the areas of.responsibility of the practicing physical therapist.
The five major categories of physical therapy educational objec-
tives are service tothe patient, education of self and others,
management of a therapeutic clinic, establishment and maintenance
of good interpersonal relationships, and continued growth and de-

velopment. With these for a base, the Council developed the fol-
lowing expanded list of objectives (-For further development at a

later time) and a discussion of eacht (1) competency in prac-

tice of physical therapy; (2) growth and'development--personality
characteristics; (3) art of communication; (4) professionalide-
velopment; (5) human relations; (6) social, conscience and con-
sciousness; (7) management and administration; and (8) personal
health,

226.

Callahan, Mary E.;'Decker, Ruby; Hirt,
ces, eds.-.PhysiCaljbetapy FAucation:
Washington, D.C.: ouncil of Physical
American PhyscaIelberapy Association,

Susanne; and-Tappan, Fran-.
Theory and Practice.

Therdpy School Directors,
1968, 102 pp.

This document reviews the philosophy of 'physical therapy educa-

'tion, the,design of objectives, learning experiences and evalua-
tion protedures, as well as teaching. Designed, to offer sugges--

tions "to teachers as well as those respqnsible for developing-a L

curriculum in physical therapy," the various chapters describe
the determination of objectives, the selecti64pa60,design of ,

A .
'learning experiences to meet these objectives, and the-4tvelop.,. - - ,..,,

1PCS'ent of evaluation processes to determine if objectives have

en lt,ccomplithed. Although the work emphasizes classroom educe-.
ti n, the authors also deal with clinical -education, noting that
its goals'are "to assist the student:* to correlate clinical

.. . ..
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practices with hasik soiemes; to acquire new kn wledges, atti-
tudes and skills; to develop ability to observe, o evaluate, to
develop realistic goals and plan effectiye treatm t

to accept professional responsibility; td, maintain ''a spirit of
inquiry and developd pattern for continuing education."

\

A
Carrol, John-B. "A Model of.School Learnin Teachrt.:College
Record, 64.(May, 1963), 723-33.

This article presents a conceptual model whicb probabiy contains
a-11 elements accounting Por success or failure in schooi\ learda:
ing (exclusive of attitudinal and emotional elements). The
author separates factors present-in the individual, namely, ap-
titude, ability and perseverance from factors present in condi-
tions external to the individual, namely, opportunity and,\qual-
ity of instruction.

'7.

228.

T
Christman, Luther. "Education of the Health Team.' Journal,of
the American Medical Association, 213 (July' 13, 197 ), 284-'8

Christman wants health educators to focus their atte tion on Ole
changing social scene and its implications for chang in the d -
livery of health care. He feels strongly that the wo king rela-

.

tionships betWeen the health prifessions, long based On terri-
torial imperatives, must give way to a willingness to Collaborate
and share values and obje5tives. He suggests that more ''shotild

be done to arrange shared learning experienceA for health,pio-

ensuing years when continuing education programs should mpha-

fessionalg, during their basic years of preparation and\11 the

size the team concept.. Christman' propOses models of care coil-
structed to fill the needs of the patients and, based on a'strat-'
el, cobperation between participating health team me rs._,
Each discipline's skills and competencies would be brought to- \
gether to carry patients through the periods of diagnosis,
treatment, and rehabilitation. In this article he consider the !.

benefits to health education and to patient care that would\re-
sult.

2-29.

Clemen, Sara J. "A Model, for Educating Supportive Personnel:
:'he Dietetic Technician." Journal of the American Dietetic As

. sociation, 64 (April, 1974), 401-05.

The aut addresses the subject of paraprofessional education- -
in t F instance the training of dietetic techniclans--and Prce

.94
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vides in the 'procesk a useful model for the training of allied
health'personnel'at,all leveli. She escribes a program de-

signed at Pennsylvania State Universi y within the Food Service
and Housing Administration Program. te chief objective-i-s-.to

provide.a program which will interre ate operation and Suh ct

matter in such a way that the "modern work - while - studying stu-

dent" can effectively and competently translate theoretical
knowledge to the emariding situations in the health care facil-

ity. Emphasis i§ on career Mobility and communication among the

three levels of dietetic personnel. Theseducational model uti-
lizes a seminar -practicum combining a 15-hour-a-week work exper-
ience, self-instructional modules, anda 2 1/2 -hour` weekly semi-

nar. The author provides a full description of what these com-
ponents comprise, how they are coqrdinated, and some of the
problems which are encountered in implementing this less conven-
tional-teaching model.

230.

Cogan., Morris L. Clinical Supervision. Bostpn, Mass.:, Hough-

ton Mifflin Co.; 1973, 236 pp.\ \

This book is about how to make in-class supervision of school
teachers moeffective in accomplishing improvements in.the
teachers' classroom instruction. Of particular interest site

Chapter-'iii, which stresses the importance.a the supervitor's
knowledgeof his own patterns of perception and the use o self-,_

knowledge in forming judgment's, and Chapter'xiv, which discusa-,

sea how to plan and carry out conferenceshetWeen the supervisor
and the superviege.

231.

Cogland,Shirley. "A Method of Clinical Education--Simmons Col-
lege." Section on Education, Newsletter, American Physical
Therapy Association Spring, 1966s pp. 43-44.

The-stethod_O'f e nical educadortecl,,,by this -aUthor'empha-
sizes the val of-eontinuity in'ctinical instructien. The pro-

gram's fodr nd a half years of instruction are .ssupervised by a

single fa lty of physical therapists who' teach the students in

bots Classroom-anal the clinic. The feasibility of this pro-
gram hinges, upon the proximity of the clinical facilities to the
school,so that faculty members are able to move readily between
the two,hnd upog keeping classtsize spill, so that instruction
is indixidualized.

-a
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232.

Coleman, James S.; Livingston; Samuel A..; Fennespey, Gail M.; et
al. "The Hopkins Games Program: Conclusions from Seven Years

, of Research." Educational Researcher, 2 (August, 1973), 3 -7. r'

After describing the two -types of learning processes--"experien-

tial" and "information-processing"--and pointing out the weak7L
tresses of each, the author present the results of the study Shey
condOcted of simulation gam s as learning methods. Their con-
clusions reveal that the mos effecti change in attitude is
produced when the simulation ame foll s a formdt with a well-
defined and explicit identifi tip 'roles.- Other ele-
ments affecting tie efficacy iffit=pla ng include the amount
of time spent piayimg the game a

employ knowledge or skills related to attitudes and/or behaviors.
the degree to which players,

233.

Connelly, To
4erdisciPlinar
1, f915.

/
Jr. "Kentucky JOluary--One More Approach to In-
Educat n." Health Team News,.1% No. 7,Febrgary

This is a brief scription of a clinical education program used
at the Univers y of Kentucky in the...project called "Kentucky
January:" S _or-severraudentsrin their final semester of clin-
ical educat n are placed as a team in the "real-world" of a
local community for three w ks of on-the-job health care deliv-

4 ery. Foremost in value to .t e student is his, introduction to
the concept of teamwork, the tationale for which he learns while
-experiencing the responsibilities and opportunities teamwork af-
fords,. He 'enters the community program with defined goals, but
withOUt formal instruction to guide s,interdisciplinary activ-
ity. In eve uating this program afte two _years the developers

4, feet/that the nursing and madiCal technology students, involved
have learned t interact more effectively. They also cite the
fact that approximately 12 Students have returned to their k
tacky January sites fox employment.

234.

Connelly,'Tom, Jr.
Methodology."
46 -49.

t I ranplation of Teaching Models

ofAllied Health,. 4 (Winter, 197

This ,one in a series of articlesby
.

Ala'lly,wh h describe
.

community. health project called "Kentucky Jan ry" initiated
by the University of Kentucky-and- developed as training program
,for allied health students.' He cites three ice rtant points for
,health-educators to consider in translating t e models of their

96
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program into methodology:
4

(1) The t'mihg of teach ng'the model concept should bp syn
chron zed as closel as possible with the students'

fiel Nexperience.

) The fac lty shoUld receive a technical training p gram

on teac ng and tr nslating model concepts.

e students -h.uld be Kequired,to complete a " aper-
pen" project owing the application of modeL ,.ncepts
to their real life experiences.

235.

Coppernoll, Penny S., and Davies, Dean F. "Goal-Oriented Evalua-
tion of Teaching Methods by Medical Students and. Faculty." Jour-

nal of Medical Education, 49 y,_1974), 424 -30:,'

The authors describe a questionnaire survey of randomly selpeCed
third- and sixth-term students and faculty members-at the/Oniver-
sity of Tennessge Medical School (60 of each). The study wag de-
signed to determihe the ratings given to nine different teaching
methods for developing specific student competencip, and to
compare the ratings of the students with those of the faulty.

instruction, studying old testsconferehces, laboratory
The teaching methods, included clerkship, lectures, self -
instruction,

independent study, class notes, and seminars. 'the

competencies for the student'included the development of profi-
ciencies in six categories: (1) communication; (2) factual \
knOwledge; (3) Rroblem solving; (4) labor4tory and*clinical4, \

7skills; (5) inidative; and (6) professi al behavior. The__--'1,

findings indicated hat traditional methnds of instruction were/
rated lower by both acuity and Atudentii than were less tradi-

tional methods. The ighest overall rating went to the clerk-

ship method. Indepen ent study and self-instruction also had

high ratings. The cor elation of responses from students and

faculty was fairly high..

236.

Coppola, Edward, and Gonnella, Joseph A. iNondirective Approacn

to CliacarInstruction in Medical School!" Journal of the
American Medical Association, 205 (August f/, 1968), 487-91.

This.article outlines results and implications of a clinical

teaching experiment. Volunteer students iale'surger$, clerkship'

tflteged in a one-hour-per-week discussion group,for which,
students chose thdrtopic. The instructor then posted a'llst of
pertinentreferences, and the students met Without theiclinical,

. .
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a

instructor) in a tape.recoided symposium oh the topic. The ,

tapes i;ere monitdred for errors 4n factual infsrmation or omis-
sions of pertinent material and theP,a discussion was held with'
he instructor present to superviie. .At the end ofthe cleric- '

ship" students who,participated in the experimental discussidns
performed similarly on the comprehensive examination to those
who had'not partidipated in the seminar session. Equally indic-
ative of the favorable results, they .elected to continue the
sYmposinm.on their own time because -of the personal stimulation
.amd benefits they experienced.

. -
.,.. 4 .

.

.
.

The implication is that linfcal education designed to foster
t

academic independence instills attitudes and learning skills
valuable not snry in clinical education but in continuing educa-
tion after medical training is completed as well. 0
237.

. .

Cosh, Patricia. "The Demands of Modern Physical Therapy-on Phys-
ical Therapy Curricula." Progress in Physical therapy, 1 07o. 3,
1470), 249-53.

- . 111

The author discusses the necessity fohysical,thcrapy.educators
to utilize modern eduCational theory and alder in undergraduate.
'Curricula,:to integrate.preclinical and clinical education ef-

and to"asauSe respOnsibflity.for'de;eloping adequate
'postgraduate curricula and research. Cosh stresses that ex-
cellence at aFr levels iessential to the professional survival
of Wysical.therapists as full complementary members O:1''tfie men -
ical team...Her article presente an excellent summary tit the

* idel fa'phyaical therapy clinical:education. .

.-23S.

Council dt -Physical Therapy- School Directors: -Development, of

Objectives, Learning Ziperiences, aid Evaluation Procedures for'
Courses in Physical there*. 15.roceedings of theAnnwal'Istf-

.

cute:. Madison; Witt., Noveaker 6-l0, 1961; 288 pp,

. At this Institute, with the Help of consultant's Christine'
pccuire and Dr. Laureac&Fisher, peiticApants were engaged in
settfaCbbjectiVes, planning.learninexperiedces, and figuring ,

-- out ways,of evaluating a program of education fbr e unit od as4
.... bulatfon, The baeleedocaMoneI principles involved are very
...iiiIple..but the reader might find tbe_tpecific auFgeations for
!:the unit on ambulation helpful as-illustrettops:-.There is a. -lot

i of.esphbals on the dlinical experience :of.90 with geit .. :.

.prObleas:' This 'TnatitUte wan intended tile ils voodel let,
l'facultrdeveloisent, ind.mq4b.o, the work,O Institute took :
..place Ca stu'd'y tittuimi -..

.: ,
A : .1,
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239.

Crosby,-Marion H. '..The'Sta&sof Patient Contact as an Experi-
ence in the Preparation ofTeachers of Nursing in the Area of
Specialization, Nursing of Children." Unpublished Ph.D. dis-

-sertetion, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1968.

, Ms. Crosby gives a brief history of the trends it nursing
medicil clinical education.' The modern emphasis of health care
delivery dh-out-of-hospltal. nursing requires changes from the r-
training that itt an earlier time was almost entirely hospitalkj )

baged. The author calls for more individualizatiOn is planning ' //
a student's yearning experiences. She also raises the question.
of selecting the best time for'field work and recommends con-.
cUrrent academic. and clinidal education with: a portion ofthe'
libical education following the academic phase othecurric-:
ulum. .

240.

Cuban',- Larry. "Teacher and COmmunity." Harvard Educational
Review, 39 {Spring, 1969), 253-77.

A summary orthe article states: "Though there are many reasons-
for the current gulfs which separate school, community, and
teacher-training institutions in theNipter city, this paper sug-
gests that a limited view of teaching and an inappropriate train-
ing model may be primarily at fault. A tripartite teaching role
involvift-Arstruction, curriculum developmett, and community .

involvement, is described by the author as an alternative, and 4

he outlites a Chool-based training project in Washington, D.C. '

operatitg on this conception."
t .

0
Itinagement by Objectives." Physiotherapy, 58

7
.

The atithor,esponses-the.nanagenent concept based on 'objectives
metier thanstrsditiotal'e\oncepi built on the existence and
adceptatCs. of managerial\aUthority.' Cumin destribeivirnagelent
by objecti;es as that 7which's!ol.icits the Cooperviioe and conlit-
neat:of lbordinates and con4itntrates-cal improving the ietsUrable

'results egiected'of e i,each ndiOdual worker. -to bring about ')this

'effort 'toward individual ochtetesent bapreagnis a *et of four
guidelines!' '(1)clarify the broad requiremopti of the joilsi-,(2)--

Establish apeciticAutergets* fo* period; (3) provide, -
" supervision. and guidance doringothetarget ,period;' a$ (4) pro-:

vide an appralaal'et thCresuits1V
'1,

S -
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141. -

\ b-ay,_Donns J. "A Sysfema Diagram for Tending Treatment Plan
American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 27 (July-

August, 1973), 239-41%

The systems diagramdesctibed in this article outlines 4 step- .

-by-stet-detailedtreatmentPlan leading to the goal of final -re-
habilitation of,the individual patient. The plan functions as
a means of. communication between clinical supervisor and .

_ lent, as well as a teaching tool for treatment planning.
. .

243

Denson, J. S., antrAbralamsoni Stephen, "A Computer-Controlled
Patient Simulator." Journal of the American Medical-Association,

. 208 ('April- 21, 1961), 504-08, ..

The 'authprs describe the features and functions of the, computer-
controlledmanikin celled ."Sim One," the.patienti simulator de-

, _. signed to assist_in the instruction of medic& students,
terns and residents. This "simulated patient looks like a liv-
ing person, :breathes' frith cbest and abdomen, has carotid and
temporal pulses synchronous,with an audible heartbeat, and can
he veotilaed by bag and, mask or tbroup an endotacheal air- -.

simulated patienf are recorded andvailable typed and graph-
ic

way. . . . Each maneuver of tile stiOnt.apd 70:eresponse.of the
A

ic *form for immediate reinfoaent of the learning experience."
. Such a learning device allows a student' learn at his own

rate, moving from simple skilla.to the e complex, while if
fording his supervisors a saving in yime as well as ample Oppor-
tunity fo assay the student's perfof.ance from-the print-out,
The access to the,pritt -out at y point in the student's train-
ing provides the instructor with an accurate and objective eval-
uation of progress: The simulator also makes possible time and
motion studies of virtually all themanual treatments and
involved in patient.9afe. .A11:of thse'benefits ate-possibler"
without in any wavdiscomfortimg of inconveniencing live pa-. ;
tienta.

. -
244.

hle,Kuri'il.; Bosch, leSuel'1%; Banta, H. DavieLand-UA, ":
Bess. "The Community Medicine Clerkship: A Learner-Centered

Journal of-Medical Education, 47.-(Decelber, 1972),.
'931*

Mil...Article explores an innovative p4priewdealsaa as a mai-
cal clerkship at Mount Sinai School of-Medicine, where the 'fake-
ulty introduced community Medicine, in contrast to clinicifsed-:-''

ai an academic distal:61e. A format is follows 8 *tick

100



allows; the student to choose from three rimary areas of com-

munity service. 'He has the'responsibi ty from the outset of

- his six-week clerkship to participate n the building of his

own progr and to specify his own o ectivest Meeting fre-

quently with his assigned tutor and her faculty and students

in a small group--all'of Whom Irk ogethgr under a faculty co-
_,-.0t4inator--each student's progress s followed closely.

= Although all community health pr rams are Mot developed enough

to support the systematic asst: nt ofd students, there is evi-

dence that students are well re eived in the community. Their

impact on health programs has, oduCed positive developments,

and most importantly, large n -rs of students are involved in

the process of change.

- 245.-q
, .

-4euachle, Kurt W.,,and son, Fredrick. "Community Medicine-

Comes-ofage." Journal o Medical EduCation, 43 (December,

1968),.1229-37.
a

_

---This article reviews a rogram developed through the Department

of Community Medicine the University of Kentucky College of

Medicine. The progr involved using communities as field lab- .

nded to expand the interest of medical

',students from the tr itional doctor-patiept relationship to a
practite based on,ew reness of medical and social problems of ,

people previously b and the reach of established health care

progtads.r Though iginally designed to teach undergraduate

medical students, he program has grown to includeresidents
fellows, in a ariety of educational projects. Field pro-

.- JeasorShIps.have een established as full-time academic posi-

elms at the c ity,level,to provide teaching, research, and,

, service, and. to correlate the needs of .the community with the

-:.teiching objec vei'of tlie medical center. The'state system of.

ommudity col ges provides students the opportunity to obtain

. th irst years of health training., ite authors present a
examination 9f the advantages and disadvantages

=
ered in .administering this Prograd,' and an asseis-

ment..of i gains .to be detived for continuing educatioh, coat-

muniti: th programs, and the community college systeM,-as

veil as or the Participating physician trainees. '- ';
,

246.
..

,

on Ruth; Dervitzl,Nyman t.i.. arid Nelda, 'Helen M.- Hand--

f'-'4417sic4,1 'Merit* Teachers. New Tork: Ailericon_Physi-

1.-ca .ThernyJotexrciation,,- 1967, 505.-ii.. ; .._
, . ,
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This valuable handbook was a direct outgrowth of the APTA-VRA
Institutes hOd annually between 1958 and 1967. There is a
brief introductory section' which touches upon prdgram locale,
progrAm facilities, and program phases in physical therapy edu-
cation...as well as the preparation and resp.onsibilities,of t

physical therapy educator; -but the major focus is pn the edu -
tional process in physical tilirapy, with.particular emphasis on
principles which apply to the clinical edutation phase. General
educational principles concerned with developing objectives, es-
tablishing criteria, planning effective learning experiences,
and constructing measurement Aevices.are discussed. gwiterip,
learning experiences, and medWUrement devices are developed for
sample objectives and suggestions for planning learning experi-
ences are outlined.

247.

Dickinson, Ruth; Freeman, Alice; and Peteet, Jean..
Connection? Goals-->Learning Activities-->and Back
1igton, D.C.: National' Institute of Health, P%IElic
vice, Department of HealthEdncation and Welfare.
102 pp.

.

What's the
Again% Waih-
Health Ser-
June, 1973,

This publication focuses oa,the importance of effective clinical
education in physical therapy, urging educators to relate
planned learning experiences more directly to educational robjec-
tives. The authors cite the need for close analysis 'of the'meth-
pds and principles of clinical education, iterate the necessity
for students to be apprised of the specified goals of their .

clinical experience, and offer a full set of guidelines for ob-
jectives, criteria and evaluation. .

Included is the description of an evaluation instrument for rat-
ing objectives of clinical education, and a detailed report on
its use at each of seven different clinical facilities. The ob-
jectives are organized under two comprehensive categories: (1)

professional.a.Oustment, administration, and teaching; and (2)
patient treatment.

To plan programs with the capability of_fulfilling the objec-
tiVes a.number of im#04tant criteria for designing effective
learning activities are enumerated, the section on effective
learning activities also includes illuminating comments made by.
students on their particular clinical experiences as well,as
comments from clinical educators on their rewards and frustra-
tions as instructors. Actual lesson ,plans are reprOauced to,
aid Clinical educators.'

A final.setion on the bases for evaluating clinical performance
offersa disctissien of defining-the essential and measureble

102
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elect is of abet ct goals and a list of the behaviors essential

to e achievem t of the:objectives on the aforementioned eval-
.

ua on instram t.
.

I ...

8.

tey,-John "Cr.'s-5 Cultural Field Study.'.' Implementing Field

Ex'erience ucation: Edited by John buley. New Directions

for Higher Education, ?o. 6, Summer 1974. San Francisco, Calif.:

Jossey-Ba s, pp. 11-22.

This ar cle describes in detail the-four-year program -leading..
to a b. helOr of arts degree in liberal education at the Justin.
Morri College of Michigan State University. Theprogram, de-

signe "to help students become effective and humane autonomous

lear rs,"...stresses the,Atudent's personal involvement and re,

spo ibility in the deiigning of his education, and utilizes a
di= inctive field study program.

ree types of-field experiences- are defined (1) cross-

ultural learninv, (2) pre-professional experience; or (3)sO-
ial action involvement. Skills the field study program is de-

signed to develop in the students include.(1)information gath-
ering; (2) cultural undeistanding; (3) listening, speaking, and
non-verbal communication; (4) commitments to persons and-rela-
tionshipsz (5) decision making; CO-self-understanding; (7)
self-reliance; and (8) written communication.

.

A one-day field experience and a preparation' seminar of.fivejo
six weeks preceded the term off campp. The student is *nstruc-

teein John Flanagan's "Critical Incident Technique," a pro:
cedure for describing incidents in-his field Study experience.

249.

Duncan,- Burris, and.Kempe, C., Henry. "Joint Education of Medi-

cal Students and Allied Health' Personnel." American Journal of

Diseases of Children,- 116 (November, 1968), 499-504.

This article is based on a pqper presented at the'1968 meeting
of the Alherican Pediatric Society, "Symposiut-II a-Iniroducing
the Medical Student to Future Forms of Medical Care of-Chil-

dren." The authors srongly recommend that medicakeducators
provide the opportunity for physiCians to acquireawareneas of
the social and psychological factors which influence an indivi-
dual's health and to recognize the contributions which other
health professionals make to the delivery of health care. They

want to, see the concept "Students who learn Cogether, work to-'
`'father" translatedinto a core curriculum for allied health stu-
dents, into joint seminars for ;the various.health professions,



and int.o field work and training exercises outside the medical
center (in the patient's setting rathef than the hospital'set-
ting) to teach teams of multidisciplinary studehts. Their arfi-:
cle includes discdssion of the problems, of coordinating educa-
tional efforts in the health professions and some of the solu-
tions -they propose,

250.

Dussault,-Gilled. "The Development of a Middle-Range Theory of
.

Supervision in Teacher Education Programs." Unpublished Ph.D
dissertation, Columbia University, 1969; Dissertation abstracts
31, 3386-A. 4 ,

This study presents a theory of the teaching function of super-
vision in teacher education, which is based on Carl. R. Rogers''
theory of therapy and personality change. ,The middle-range the-
ory predicts that 22 variAbles in the supervisee's personality
and"behaviorewill.be changed if five conditions artiPmet through-
out the laboratory-experience. Also included are a review of.
the literature and research on the teaching function of teacher
education supervision from 1931 through 1968.

251. ,

Eichen6ergep, Ralph W., and Gloor, Robeitl. "A Team Approach
to Learning Community Health." Journal of Medical Education,
44 (August, 1969),655-62.

This article traces the development of a program,initiated at }
the University of Kentucky School of Allied Health Professions
which offered an orientation course in community health tolEtu-

c dents of allied health and health related professions'! Classes
Were organized into small groups- -five senior students in physi-
cal therapy, one in dental hygiene, one gradugte student in
clinical nutrition, and one'studfnt in administration. The
course, supervised by faoulty members from different departments
but .coordinated by one individual, 'consisted of 14 weeks .of 4
_vne-hour lecture and two two-hour seminars each week to teach
theoretical consIderationa of community health: Practical ex-,
perience As gained during a final three weeks of full-time
field study which was coordinated with a senior, medical studept!s
community clerkship. The authors include an informal evaluation
Of the prograb and offer some'short -term conolOsions.

2
252'.

r.

Etten, John F. "Flexible Programming in Student leacher Prepara-
tion." Peabody Journal of Education, 46 (January, 1969), 21547..

115
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e author recoMMende that Ireshman,'sephomore,, Arjunior stu-

4 dents, not only seniors, be assigned to Schools for practiceN,r
student teaching, and that the assignments be madr"a6cording t.ti

the individualstudent's level of ability'and responsibility.
Etten cites studies which indicate that student teachers benefit_
from being members of teaching teams and that studente\exposea'
to the classroom early in their education perform better during

their senior-etudent. teaching. Flexible programs, in which

there are many options open to the student,.are suggested.

253.

Felton, Jean Spencer. "The Cliiical*TOuch in Teaching: Explor-

%. ing Human Resources." Physical Therapy, 47 (A041, 11167)..

285-88.

The teaching-learning or interview-teaching style of instruction
is a technique used in physical therapy education to explore
human resources within the framewoik of anunstructured,spon-
taneous interview whose participants are an instructor, a physi-
cally disabled invitee who is the subject, and students: 'The
role of the studenE is multiple: heis learner, listener, par-
ticipator, and evaluator. Described by one.student as an "ice

breakei," the intaxvtew,isometises a physical therapy student's
first encounter with a handicapped person. The encounter if-

fords him.the opportunitrto experience a-sense'of the relativ-
ity of health as well as to leers skills. of interviewing.

'254.
.

-

Field, MiChael. "Stuaentowih and. the Clinical Teacher."

Journal of Dental. Education, 35 (lay971), 306-07:

.

.
The Authoris'observations about how.to.create a clilatg for sty-

.
.dent growth in-the environment of a)clental clinic apply with
equal usefulnese to-clinical:settings in general._ In the man'
he stresses thatthe relationship:between teacher and student
must be based on mutual respect, And that.the.teadher's respon-
sibility is to foster id 'awazoneSS,with*n the student that fie'il
.free'fO'communicatee learn, and Aevielop his capabilities'as a

- unique individual. He warns agiinat overemphasis of inatruten--

tatidn and technical prdcedures.

. . .

255.
,

1.
Fisher, NOrma, and Harden, Robert. "Length of alitical Affilia,

tient A Discussion." Section imr-Eaucation, Newsletter, Ameri-

can Physical Therapy Association, Spring4-107, 2244.

:th5 41.
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The disdOssion centers on the important period_of time desig-
nated for a physical therapy student's supetvised practice in
the'cltnical affiliation. The'adthors present arguments for
clinical' placements lasting six 'months or three monthd. Sup-
porting. the longer clinical training period, Robert Harden con-
tends that three months is not enough time for thestudent to
"acquitg, learn, accept, recognize . .".physidal therapy s.

Hefivors a six-month clinical program to include abroad abge .

f esseciatilits, with experience in: a cerebral palsy center,
generil hospital, specialty hospital) rehabilitation cen r;. .

private practice, infirmary and outpptient clinic, public ealih
department, home health program, and athletic training prog am.

On the other hat& Ma. Fisher suggests that students in .a clini-
cal program,of six months duration are saturated and uncomforta-
ble in their cOnriduing student role. She contends that three
to four months-in the clinical affiliation is sufficient if the
'time is well-organized_and judiciously soda. Supervisors
favor four to six weeks of full-time.clinical fixperience,

sayCand feel that students approach their highest level of
comprehension to that period'ot time.

256.

Fruchtl, Martin Mary& "New Curriculum-Design in Medical Technol-
ogy Education." American Journal of Medical Technology, 34 (Oc- ,
tober, 1968),; 601-12:

.

-The author-presents a curriculum for medical technologists which
_replaces the traditional 12-month block of, clinical experience

(coxing after three years of course work) with a study-work cur-
'riculum consistingof a fbur-year course of study.combined with

nine months (three summers) of actual work in a clidlcal,facil-
,

ity outside the university'hospital The author suggests that
dine months of exteroship takes the student out of the classroom
and, into a mediCaI environment at intervals, assists the student
finAtcially, staggers his science coorses,alleviates the cost
of trainingfor the affiliateChosatals, and does away with
what ooze teaching-teChnologists in -tbe affiliating hospitals
feel-is a burdensome an&-untetunerative teaching clibre. She of-
fers for consideration these andothertdvantages, Strongly rec-
ommending that latibratoty experience in an dttside clinicaf facit4'"

'Ity,under supervision of certifiedteohnologists is of benefit to
both studej(ts an faculty.

257. 11 '

,
.

. " .*

gsge;11. L. "Theoriii of Teaching." 'tbeories SfLestning'and
liastruetion.-Edlied by Ernest.R.. Hilgard. ChiCago,

.
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Le

"University of Chicago Press, J.944, 430 pp.
'

Noting that learning theories b#come more useful when they are
transformed into teaching then es, the author of the study de-
scribed in this chapter examinid.Ways in which teaching theories

could be formulated. Conclusions of the study indicate that many

different teaching theories are necessary to describe how teach-
ers cause students to learn; furthermore, approaches used in de-
veloping teaching theory will influence research. The author

notes that already three research movements have been classified
according to three families of teaching theory: cognitive struc-

ture theories, 'Identification theories, and conditioning xbeories.

258/ii

Gape, Robert M. The Conditions of Learning, 2nd ed. New York:

Holt, Rinehart an4 *Winston, 1970,'407 pp.
*

The author identifies and ad lyzes eight types of learnihg:
signal learning, stimulus- response learning; chatning,...veebar.

association discrimination learning, concept learning, rule

learning, and problem7solving. He,describes the conditions.1*
der which these types can be buioltinto a-hierarchy of learning,,
the more complea ones resting solidly upon the more basic; he
describes how, conversely, in the teaching and leaining.ofthe
more complex activities, one can deduce, or infer, thelore-
condiriOns. The last cha r, "Resources for Learning," applies

all this to communication instruction, media for instruc-

.tion, desiining-inbtruction 'ing media, and modes of instruc-

tion. (Fostering the Growing Need to Learn) , "

_259.

Gagne, Robert M. "Educational Technology and the Learntng.Pro-'

cess." Educational Research, 3 (January, 1974), 3-8. 4

The author sueyeys educational technology, "a body of technical
knowledge about the systematic design and condOct of e cation, .

bated upon scientific .research." This scientifiCappr chto
learning requires that categories of "learning outcome
defined (verbal, intellectual, cognitive., attitudinal of effec
tive, and motor), and the appropriate type of instruction be-
chosen to erect the specific. desired learnA outcome. Learn-.

ing proCesses, gar phases of instruction,'are-described as (1)
introductory phase, (2) initial- guidance, (3)' application, and

(4} feedback: A diagram is, presented to illustrate the theofT
bf-informati?nlrocessing as it applies to learning and memory.

I-----TWarticle.conctudes with a discussion df how media can be.ef-

fectively utilized in instruction.-,

! .
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't 260.
.

Galeener. Janet T. "Providing More Meaningful Clinical Experi-
ences Through Group or Multiple Student Assignment." Journal v
of Nursing Education, 5 (April, 1966), 29-31.

- ,

The author suggests that thepdifficulty in providing' nough pa
tientsin any single unit demonstrate nursing care problemi

..

concurrent withothe'sabject content of nursing students' ckass-
room studies tan be overcome by making grow assignments far
clinical teaching. As an additional.incentive for' considering .multiple assignments, she cites the problem presented by the

,,' increasing numbers of students assigned to each instructor.' Her
1 article describes a System designed to allow two, three, four

'or more students to provide nursing care for ,single patient,
and outlines the specific functions involved in the roles of '

both student and instructor. The main disadvantage as Galeener
sees it, that the nursing studelit would never see the patient as
a whole, can be minimized if the instructor offers appropriate

Gershen, Jay, A., and Handelman, Stanley 1. "Role-Playing as and
Educational Technique in Dentistry." Journal of Dental Educe- ..

tion,.38 (August, 1974), 451-55,_
.

. ..

. .

4 The 'role-playing described in this dricle wAajlerformed in a : '-- ,_-
pilot study to evaluate the feedibility.of'ntiiizing tole- % .,

playing as a technique in teaching behavioral sciencesend cdm-,
municatIon skills in the areas of dentist- patient and inter-
team relationships. Sessions were designed.In ;which students

'assumed.roles assigned to them in "personelity,prOiile sheets" ,
and enacted, situations which were predetatmined and described
in'"situation sheets." (Ezamplesof theae sheets Are in -, .,.

.'cluded.)..The structure of the Program included au emeluatiqn.
The results were inconclusive, theauthots reporting that the _ -.

'7, evaluation c'onalsted of ail Informal subjective appraisal, Which
.

A ,was favorable,. /but that more work is needed to.determine.the ..

.
value ofjole-playIng.....

.. .
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,.. Gifl,,A.iAnal ,Clark, Joy A.;; Hendrickdob*, F.Aene; and on, . '

Claire L. {'A Student PraCticumIxperience." 'AMerican Journal
of occupatiOal 'Therapy, 28 (Map:June, 1974), T84-87. '. .

./' , i : . ' ,

The authom-diStrille.a 4udeht practicum experience,designid.to.
c offer occuitat*onarthe*y students the Challengeof findintla ' .

tote for ocupattonal- rapy in an environment where ,a program -.

_.,

4.
I " '.. . N ''...I: Z'4

i ; .. 1 °.4
,, 1.

guidance.
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had not already existed. ,Si re were no predetermined,.
guidelines,,the students' asCt nment was fo define the role of
the occupational therapist i the situation (it was a atm, for
diabetic children), establish ob'jectiVet; &Hi plan. and implement.,
the program. The students were successful in their. endeavor
(within-the limitations of%t-betr experience and the 'conditions
of operation) and the experience was considered .valuable.

.

20. .

Gieoiikobert F., and Eichenbergeri Ralph W. "Team Learning in
-Coiotnuni0,44,0Uine for Medic-al- and Paramedical Students."
lit Health Reporia,,,85, (June, I970), 558 -61.

z' These authOrs report °on a community health experimental project
which wa onsored by the University of Renaucky's Medical-
Center.. xperiment, based on the health team concept, placed
four teams tudents of allied health sciences in a communit,
tcr work with our medical students Who were already _in the tom-

. rianaty engaged in their senior clerkships (ttedic-al studenVC. 3 ,!;
worked three weeks irioi to the teates'arrivalana :worked an ad-
dicional three weekswith the team.) :Team members represented
the- fields of. medicine, physical therapy-,-- clinical nutrition,. -.-
pharmacy',..nursinge social' work andrbehavioral science: -They

-hhld ft,equent meetings todiatuss their work, which Included
visiting famines, talkinx with local. Practitionersoand Concict- --

. ing a specified researchproject:. Ati evaluation ofthe teatiiap; ."
preach 44:wet that the;presence of, the team leader, f.e. the,-

ate' atudenr, was esbential to. the fufictioningof the team:
e article includes some diacuasion pf thebenefitp'to opantibi-%

pants .in trash' work, and makes..recommenditions about planning.; .
team:learning, yrojecte. -

:
4, ..."4

.7 ..Sior.oll, illarCH.,; .5toeckie, John D..,; 'and Iapire, Aarort.'. "Teacfi..
ingthe glinical; *interview: ,An-Eiperlmeht with Firat.o/ear :
Students," Journal- of../IjKltal Education, 413 (October, 1974),
957-62. . . . .,... . .

-___

The authors advocate early teaching Orc-Lini-ear 1;rvieWino
',skills to medical stuaenta. They. describe an exp went' In
Whiciri,mbulatory pitienta iii an outpatient cliaii servetraa -the" -:, ---,--

' :1--lubjecta for patient Antervieiis' cOnduc bed by first-year medicat ...".
. , atudents: 1'4,authors` tele the results,,, showed =Oat theAntet'4' °,

viebrs_ could0* effectively carried, ant without cempromisftg tile.-; °'-'
. care of the patienteal' Hawever,--,t,,hey:caut*bne"ciutpatigrit units .'.. -,

._

I will require _some origanizAt,iimr* if they -ate .tb lygovi#e both set- ''' ,!'
'vice and edhcatiort.' / - .

: // / 1 i ..", . 4'
- .., : ... e !ttkliv_. .. , .0..-:
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Griffin, Gerald J.LACipninger, Bober ,

Clinical Nursin Instruction b Televisio
Pitman: Avis J.

New York': Depart- e).
ment Of Nursing Education, Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, 1965, 79 pp.

This book describes ande-ierithental. program in the Department of,
Nursing at Bronx Community College of the City Uni7veriity of New

--:-.1FYorkin which clinical instruction of_nursing students was of-
fered on closed circuit TV. Patients who agreed to participate
in the program allowed the installation of television sets in
their rooms to send sound and picturet-of nursing students' per-

' formpiCe to'a clinical instructor in a monitoringaroom. The
purpose.of thb prottam was to test the use of the-TV teaching
method as a-solution to,the problem-of how an existing number of
mursing'instiuctois could teach an increasing number of students
withoUf compromising the quality of instruction or expanding the
clinical facilities. Aftef the experiment, which took place be-'
tweeh 1962 and 1964, the instructors reported that and -r optimum

,A .cOndition.s...Ty,auld,more Ehah double "the number of stud ts,

existing nutsingfacilitiak -could teach, and- they felt t t the
quality of instruction -was actuallyibproved. The nursing n- ,

airUctioa advocated
on

refinement of the TV method of instructi
.

,

-

.

/ -and its adoption a national basis..
_.

'266.
. .

. . . .

Grimes; avid Stritter, Frank.T.; Flair,
.vMeadricks, ChAijA9 H. "A Residenci*Elective

tiont Venture. ".. Journal of Medical

1975Yr-165-70.;

. . .

Merrel D.t a
in Medical uca-
Education, 0

It is -generally recoFnizedthit'much of a medical resident's

time-in-tte clinical-setting (approximately 20 to 25 per cent
week),is,,Spentln teaching and,supervisingf but

ants are rarely-trained to'be teachers. TB lot .

undertaken to explore the subject of aration,for
Cifeers,inacademic medicine-indite ical student

t designa,threi-month .residency electiie in med-
cives of. feaching,and precapeOg-were."

teti s...wete.0eVelOned (kour\dIfferent unite of

onal tape/sli6 Preapstetiods). ' The author* Ore=
lines fdr- establishing such,a residency, and describe

of his wor
.tbat resi

..atudy..w

pbtenti
. teaching,

ical

identified- and_

selfvflinitr

-sent

-tbis-benefits to be derived' by the resident.,
,

-i67.'
. . . . ..... -. . (

. 'Ran lito'li, Jamia kiI.
Identity Formation
.. S .

..

"Shoe AipectiOrtearnism, Supervision, and '

ire the iNtyckilavri: tekidenty." ,FOchiatric. .)
. . . :'tir ... , -7 ... .

'...r. s
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/
Quarterly, ;5 (No. 3: 1971), 410-22.

This article, devoted to suggestions for improving working,con-
ditions for residents in psychiatry, makes recommendations that
might be applied to other clinical education programs as well.
Suggestions to supervisors include'how they can createleffec-1
tive separate learning units, organize study groups, offer ad
opportunity' for students to learn by observing supervisors, cre-
ate An environment that allows for openness and recognizes the
inevitability of anxieties, and proVide time for informal ex-
changes between staff and residents.

*4

268.

4

,Harless, Willia6 Drennon, Gary G.; Marxer, John J. Root,

\Judith A.; and Miller, George E. r."CASE:.' A Computer Aided
Simulation of the Clinical Encounter." Journal of Medical Edu-

;,-

cation, 46 (May, 1971), 443-48. Y.

The computer aided instruction described affords the medical stu-
dent an,opportunity to experiente simulations of physician-
patient encounters in the clinic. After the student has- re-

corded his decisions for diagnosis ind'treatment kiereceives
feedback from the'computer with which to evaluate his own per-',

formance. One form of feedback offered to him is a cbiaputer,
solution to his problem, sometImei a different solution from
his own. He also receives efficienCy and,proficiency,scores
apd a printed copy of the interactive"sessIon. A library of

CASEs is being developed.

269.

Harrell, George T. "Rural and Small Town Practice:° Future
Training and Role of the Family Physician." Journal of the

AmericanMedical Association, 200 (July 21, 1969), 399-402.
.

This articleofferi suggestions for special programs to meet th
crisis in'medical care dealvery in rural areas. .Dr. Harrell

vocates,the developidentof regionalAlospitals with mobile it

health teams; he suggests a period, -OF compulso4 healt e
service for young people between the.Ages of 18 and ; be

stresses the necessity of-providing rural physic nt with'in-
stantaneous apd adequate commusliCation witp c _...114444i. He .

feels that since physicians' training is IT pital-based, PhIrgiv----..-____,_

cians in rural medicine need the familiar association with a
hospital stoport sysitesk Dr. Harrell describes. a program in , ,

th4 DepartMent of Fa y Medicine, College of Medicine, PennSy1-4
Oania State UniverS ELI, 'designed as an alternative to 'a required

clerkship. Each medical student receiv0 an assignment on the
firist day of the/iirst'year of school to attend a family with at.

. '-

111
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#

I '
least four*liembers (one. ember having a chronic, mess requir-
ing condituingcare)..whon the atudeit will.f011owand observe

-.throughout his four years of school. Be is giv ,,t ,14.0 easing re-

sponsibility-as the level of'his training permits.` tither pro-
gram ie descsibed, at Hershey Medical Center, Penney :

where secant-year students Ire required. to do. an original
problem-solving project', The author also recommends a- medical
tenter brperierict for rwpostgraddate tr&irking programs to keep
the familyluhysician.up to'date in,his clinical skills and the-,
oreticallknowledge, and for ieforms1 continuing education TTO-

,-.1 grans employing self - instructional devices.;

27a. .

.

'Hazard, iH fan R. The Tutorial and Clinical Program. of Teacher
-Education: A Study of Teacher Education, in Cooperation with the
Xaraegle,torporation of Nei.loile. Evanston, Ifl.: Northwestern-
UniversityPress,-1967, 71 pp.

Describing.the Tutorial and Clinical Program at Northwestern
University which replaces general education courses with actual \I,
.teac4ng, this report discusses,rte organization egg. *taffies 1/

of the pladning Obese; the staffing for operitions, the program .

itself -and 4ts students:the research and evaluation design,
procedures, an8 techniques, as well-as the future.directiOns in
prograi development: A basic concept of the program ii,that of
cooperation,.eharacterited by the-. partnerships in responsibility
between different depart*ents of the university4betwe..en the
university and the. schools, and betweiti the untvereier and Other
institutipns and foundatiOns.miteutich ideas cen Weschanged.

0
,

.0 -
Heap, Mildred P. "Use of the Case Study Method in-Teachimg Mapst
agement." ,Phisical Therapy, 50-(Jaar-1970,131 -38.

In the survey ratio-Med in this article over 50 physical there-.
pits responded that"their education had. not prepared them'ade- -

qUataly to meet the responsibilitie4 0 practice management.-
The tpther provides a-diicusstan orthe case study'metto8 of
management fetich designed to help the student appli..prinoi-

,-Aes of management.. fe-deal with the.-actull prObleil of each 1
ease, the physical therapiif learns to identify the key problems,
select. tSe pertinent facts of'the'iase, analyse thesejects,

constrict some solutions,-select` bi most plausible answer, and
. evaluate the-ppoisioa. This inatvidual ease s .than is ex-

mined in thb b oader -contest of significant treat -in
all health fie k, community heals t care-, p fess slices

- within the physic berepy depart and other
or area. Budot planning and this handli a of financial

'.. 16-
,
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sources are another aspict of
in the case_ study method!,

272.
,7,

ianagementieSponsibilitt-Inclutled

Henderson, Algo D. "Irmo long in Educating for the Profes-
sions." Educational Recor 4a (Summer, 1968).190-97-.

The author reviews the cur r innovations taking Olace,ee.
the professional schools a to the chinging needs of society.
Along-with systematic inquir es into existing knowledge, the
thrust of.the change is to make new curricula more relevant:
This is done by linking together theory and practicer7and by,
telphing the student problem-solving techniques he can use in -

,koill'canfos And community experience. Field experiences such
,tas clerkships setOs to introduce the student to professional
prectice`environment --and-atsn-co ,maly--iware of the

-. problems-that confront his profession. In short, professional' -
schools are moving in new and responsive directions as educators
update their thinking about good teaching and learning.

273. .

-

Hill, Willies Fawcett. "DeMocratization of the Instructional

kogram." American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 27 ( lit,
1913); 127-31. Ar

This article is condensed from Dr. H1.1's book, Learnin Thro
Dissuasion. An atstract at the beginning of the article de-
scribes'the teaching method he espouses as follows:

.

"Learning Through Discussion (LTD) applies ths techniques and
concepts of group dynamics and group develdpnent to the class
room. Specifically it .is aimed-at democratizing the learning
process through tke utilization of the discussion group but with
'a difference . . . that LTD discussion is not only designed to
provide growth experiences but'also to accomplish the goal of .

content mastery: The LTDothOd has three major components.
.

One,- tine group cognftiVe mapdis introducedby the instructor and
is a program, of nine,aogIcal Steps through. which the discussion
should traverse to cover the assignment effIcientlyand.saximize----
the learning. Second is the leader and m er'roles that must
be acted on if a successful learnt scussion group is to

emerge. Third is a set of_cr eria that must be developed'and
applied whichdelineates iAliat,eust.take place for learning to
be-optimized. the propel activation of all three factors will
result in an exciting small group experience in which teal and
long-Testing learnings about the sulijedtgliitter will obtain.".

113
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- ..
. .

Hiss, Roland G., and Peirce; John -C.' "ktirategy for Developibg
Educational Objectives in Medicif;e: Prohle g Skills."
Journal of Medical .Education, 49 (July, 1974),

, 0-65. , _

he authors deal with a method for developing two. types of Ub..---
jectives in =edits' education: enabling objectives and perforlor4"
mince objectives. The " enabling objectives" d-escribet-he back- : ..,

ground the student nust acqU,ixe.in order to attain the "perEni-
, sante objectives." The latter are the problem-solving skills .

.upon which the student's ability to diagnose and treat patient
problems is based. ,

. \

2:75. y

.' Bo b, J. David, and Garner, Arthur E. . Improving' Teaching in
Medical-.5choois: -Springfield, 111.: Charles C. Thomas, 1973,

--- '275 pp. , .-.
,- -

!,

.4

These alkhors haVe-ItiVeinlitira handhoqk her development of be-
Navioral objectives and-teaching methods. The lengthiest treat-
ment fs given to teaching methods: lecture, discussion, inde--_
pendent study and self-instfuctional materials. For each of
these thereis a selected review of pertinent research and a-
Aliscussion of the techniques it uses. A section-on methods for
the evalqation offstydents and instruction concludes the boot.

:276.
,

D. -R. Principles of Training. Oxford: Tergamon
7Prels, 1965, 156 pp.

:AUG book surveys results -of recent research on training (primar-
ily skill performance:and product oriented), both in Britain-and--
.the United States: Chapters deal;With-yarions aspects of the
--theory of learning skilled tasks, discussing topics it'd), as

kinds of Eeedbaek, yfiugljnd^:verbal,g4idance, ind the condi-
tionsef'practice:--Holding pointis out that the trainer must-
carefully analyze the test find -out the factors

,.. affecting the learning 4:the particular skill involved; and'
arrange supply qt iaVbriatioo to the learner in the skt#70.6.
feekive tanner.

277.

_Hoover, Lorettft., and Moore, Ainee N. "'Dietetic Coil-Pat':
An Educational Model Simulating Computer lissIsted Dietetics." -

Jonrnal.of'the American Dietetic Association, 64 (May, 1974),
500-04.'

N,
. .
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IMO article rtports on the use of an edugptional model which
can simulate complex computer applications, to teach comietence

related to computer-assistedfood systems management. It in- _

eludes a full technical description of thelkimulator. Worthy
of mention, perhaps,- is the fact thatOlse of such a model can

permit simulated computer instruction-at institutions which
otherwise might not be able i'iPprovide the computer learning
experience.

PO
278. _ _

4

lint, Thomas H., and Spivey, Bruce E. "Lecture Versus Nonlec-

ture in Teaching Gastrointestinal gathology." Journal of Medi-

cal Education, 46 (June, 1971), 524491.

From a random selection of students in the sophomore class of
the University of Iowa Medical College the students in one group
received instruction which consisted of lectures plus laboratory
sessions while the other group received instruction Only by lab-
oratory sessions. In a test given at the end of the course tt)e

lecture gtoup scored higher. However, in atestgiven two month's
after completion of the course both,groups scared poorly, with
the-group which bad received the lectures scoring slightly -better

titan the nonlecture group,

279. .7.*".116"

lk King, Thomas C.; Maxwell, J. Gary; Ilchafds, Ralph C. ;.Stevens,

Laurence E.; and Reemtsma, Keith. "Research is

, .

Surgical Education: Innovation, ad Evaluation.' 'Journal of

Medical Education, 43 (March,'1968), Special. Issue,

4 -
This article describes an experiSental approach tuclinital-edu-..
cation which was tested and evaluated-fn 'a surgical clerkship

-designed to focus on three Critical elementi. These were (1) -

_sharing with the_student the planning and responsibility for his
-ctinical-tapertenee; (2) accepting the fact-of indiVidual vari-
ation, and difference in fulfillment needs, of each spudent;

' ,and (3) developing, above all,. the student's probl-misolving

skills. Students in this experilientar'Oragram, gived a more-
responsible role' in detereioing their objectives andmileveloping

, -their skills, reacted in *positive and productive. Facnl-

-_ty response was enthnsi4stic. The authors preient.ip dets114.he
evaluation of'the program, and the results Of copparisone'snds
between students in-this program and those in the previons--: '

year's non-sspertmeotal program. Students lathe experieental,

progr new grading systak, one which they felt bet-
ter re ected the learner-oriented approach of their clinic

ionic
, .

end one which guaranteed that no student could be

atled thont.hastrg'first been apprised of.the reasons loll big

work was UnsetisfactOEy.' , .

-
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180.

Knoepfil, Isobel. "Clinical Affiliat
Section on Education, Newslettsx._
sociation, Spring, 1966, pp. 38-41..

Physical therapy schsols usually require students or clinical if-
filiations to prepare cite reports. This author Calls for ex-
pending the routine case report from what is sometimes an ever-.
aim in "busy work" -to a vehicle of broad educational benefit to
student and supervisor alike. She believes the case study could
be expanded id scope to develop both the student's communication
skills and his technical training.'

-- .

28L

KnoWles,' Malcolm. The Addlt Learner: A Neglected "Sleciei.
lioneton, Texas: Gulf Publishing Co., Book Publishing Division,
1473; 197 pp. . .

This useful book explores*various learning theories in depth, _ -,

giving an overview_of a large number -of theories-, both asOanitp---
tic and organismic. The author contrasts learning' theories based
on studies of animals and children sOrththeories based on studies. .

of adults, including theories Ocrpepabotherapy. He discusses an
andragogical theory-of learning in some detail; appearing to
ifavor its tare as- a -bail*. fur adult - education. Assizigori.
is kifferentrited: fro* pedagogy by its recognition.of the fact

leaser decreases in dependency and helplessnesaas
Increases ate. There is -a discitssidn of iples1 con-.

scipts,...and theoria of teaching. which also- deala-urth:the
the tiaciseifsiocludies-tpaching through modeling. A final

chapter"is devoted ,:to-1-the appl,liatiOn'..401isitosies of
-ene.-tiaaching to Ausar.resource develOpment: book contains
appenZiCes, -about Nkinpai; bilhaSibral-parecligne, .differeq.t44
psychology,. lifelong' edictition, 'the fai- if

.'tional develop:Debt, 'and ways of learnini- (reaotiv Warners pro-,
active), .

_

- f Krause, Robert L, -, And'SPenn,djames,*-21***MerialOns4n'Cit4io7'
_:..vaecular Education. -Application a Electronic Tiebnoloey KS

Tnachiiig and. T-esting.!.! Apprican Journal of -Cardiology,. 32- - (Sep -'

--tieb4iTi '141,4.435Lp,, ,%-

aaileXibtut an U.lettronic and,,televiaion;teachincfac-
'41ty;- With- is eitistACtt tun:W*404;pound.. pals*,
data fro patimmtA,to, 41137'. '300 .014ente, et.a,,Kime. This
systeirianife;aited 'for cliair 'itickiateieg-instingip<on

44
..i.0 '11la t.
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-all- educational)evelml.Experience with this method in a single
--academic-year deMutistidteajhat itis capable of enhancing the.'.

learning of clinial.skill4i incteasingstUdenit-patient contact
time,%and evaluating the.clinfcal skills of entire.c1isses.

.. / _

,.. :

r

Lambertsen,-Eleano, C; 'EdocatiOn fdr Nursing Ledership._
delphfa,-Pa;,:. J.'13-...1.1PPincotE. Co., 1958,-197 pp..

;.. .

The purpose Of this:1)odk is /"to identify ,principles of profea.,'.,.

sidhal education and to identify 2ea6ing experiences on:the.
busit' of these principles, WhiCh will facilitate the development*
of-competency -iti the.functTa-nl'of leadership f.ndtitsing prac-

',Stressing-that learning does not nerestatily'oCcur "bg.7*

cause thelearner,is exposed toan,envirotlinetit for. a periOd of .

time and repedtedly perforMS isolated activities," the authbr
notes 'that learning ekOtiences,allould t4, selected on the bails

of the student's:ability to become increatingly'competent and. .

.self-directive. In order to encourage the development of the
main objective of clinical education -the "ability to evaluate
andimpTement theory" of-nursing.practice*-the author proposes
that learning experiences be planned, do'as xo develop.intellec-

tual as well'as Manipulative Skills. Thus, dilly Seminars and',
cooferences,(following-practical.experien9s) sid-the'Student in.
'developing hisstills in observing and identifying the patient's
-needs4nd.problems, while case'studies assure that the-student'.
can directly apply the4princlges bf nursing to concrete sitne-t

'.-tions. Since in the beginning of clinical experience the-stu7
,dent has trouble resolving conflicts between the theories of

nursing. cake and actual.' practice; and because it.is.at this

'.stage Ahai the student adopts the values and ittitydes.of the
profeSsional role, the student should be exposedto daly-highly

tompetent nursing care. It is hoped. that, as the student pro -

gresses, "she realizes her preparaelon is not meant to'encourage
0?ecurrent practiCe,' bUt, rathert,give hei the background in

order to improyies:urrent practice..'
. ,

,

.0-11nd, Amy'1:- "AnTxplOratory'Study of'PredrEtive Factors for
'Spcces'in the 51161cal Affiliation Expetience."`American Jour-

of(lcopAtional Therapy, 26 (April, 1,970), 222-26.

At the time of this.stddy, a yvview'of'the literature relating
to-selection of students in nursfAg, physical therapy, and oc-
cupational therapy revealed that there was no battery of tests

which-effec'lively'predictgd success clinical or hospital

"46praotice. The author chdie.to,ex' re.-,the,posstib,1.7.1ty.cif Pre-

dicting success in clinicil.occupational therapy by using grade'

117
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point, average and/or the following instruments: Allport-Vernon- -

lindzerStudy of Values Edwards Ptrsonal'Preference Schedule,
'and .0e Strong Vocat.innal Interest Blank. The scores on these,
instruments were compared.tv the students' pores on the Report
on Performance in Student Affiliation (supervisor, rating). Tak-
ing into account the variables in the number of weeks spent in
the clinical.sptting,'the differences in raters, and the small
number of graduates and undergraduates in the study,, predictive
equations were found for each diagnostic area of occupational
therapy (general medicihe and surgery,, pediatrics, psychiatry,
etc.). It was found that a studenh's grade point average was:
the'best4singie predictor.

The
?

author had the :following recommendations: (1) define the
role and ;function of occupational therapy in the total treatment
program; (2) effect the accreditation of clinical affiliatioq

centers, to !promote and' maintain standatds of education; (3) in-
.

..%Itestigate instruments other than those used in this study; (4)
establish a grade point average higher than that of the univer-
sity isa whole as requirement for admission, to clinical ffilia-
tion.

Lindsey; Margaret, and Associates.. Inquiry into Teaching Behav-
ior of Supervisors id Teacher Education Laboratories. New York:
:Teachess College,Press, Columbia Univeisity, 1969, 272 pp..

This monograph, which Is the.first in a series of three, exam- .

thee "the current and predicted nature of professional aboratory,
experiencesin the education of teachers. It reports some ex-

.', plOratory studies of the teaching behavior of persons supervis-
ing in l,aboratories and concludes tith a consideration nf,the
status' of knoeledge Oith regard to supervisory behavior in pro-
'essional laboratories." Many of the studies analyied the A/Or-.

' bglbehaiior.ofsuperyisors during conferences with students.
mfiereaS,others examined the conference$ between the.college
supervisor.and the cooperating teacher. _chapter vii, by Norman
Mertz;l5ointsoilt.thAt In emerging schemes of lahortutoty educe-

,
.tion'the, troInet or cooperating teacher serves as a guide to the
student yho is responsible for determining his own objectivei

. and also for evaluating his attainment of theseonlectIves.

Thus, the-cooperatink teacher' assumes the -role of 'supportive
u- therapist, not unlike that of the college supervisor.

284'.
.

Lindsey,'Margaret; Mauth, Leslie; and dtossbarg, Edith. Improve
ing LahoratoryExperiences in Teacher Education. New York:
Columh#n University Press, 1959, 262 pp.

118 t '
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This boak'descilbes the development' of'.a research project de:-.

sighed tCstudy thi value of laboratory experienced for student

teachers.-The study explored the relationship between lab
perieaces and the'ascribed objectives of human development

courses. The authors discuss various problems elWountered and

note the necessity of having (1) a.detaileddescription of the

laboratory experience.'as perceivedby the atudegt and those who

have worked with,Aila; (2) pre-tests and post-tests to measure
both the attitudinal and'cognitive effects of the experience;
and (3) techniquei for observing, recording, analyzing, and in-
terpreting student behavior in_real situations.

287,

Line, Jennifer. "ease Method as a Scientific. Form of Clinical

Thinking.' American Journal. of Occupational Therapy, 23 (July-

August, 1969), 308-13..
-,

The author discusses the merits of the cape study-method for

clinicalteaching and presents an example. An outline from

which to develop thecase method includWauggestions for estab-

lishing the frame of referenhe for each case, collecting data, -

and c1assifyiiig.the case appropriately foeigreatment planning.

Linke,btarles A:;Fiarik, iiiin.N.; Cockett, Abraham T.,K.; and

Netto, 1. C. #ernon. "Case Studies for Medical Students."

- Journal ofMedical. Education, 48 (June, 1973),,584788,

_ This artiele,Eiggesta a method of clinical teacfiing utilizing
hospital case histories: /he easi"Studies are those-of patients-
previously examined and.treated in the haiiital. Students re-

ceive a patient's pertinent history and hlipbysieal examine-

_tiara and laboratory findings; then, based:no iheirperceptions

of the-patienes'problens they give opinions and reconmedations

lor further studies and treatment.' A

28TD,

Little, Dolores, and Carieyali, horik. "Complexities Of Teach-

ing-in the. Clinical Laboratory." Journal -ursing Education?

11 (January, 1972), 15-22.

a
g.

The authors first point out that. the clinical iituation gives

'the teacher .responsibilities and.stresses which are not found in

the classroom or laboratory, noting t'hab physicalimen-emotional

fatigue ate dolmen occorrengeep,..The mtic1ealiso'commenti'mpon

thefelinical instreetoeslunctieisabich they divide into.

three aipeeti: (1) the preparition of the antronmett-ind thitt

.t. e

119 .
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,
stu dent for the learning experience; (24 thefacilitating of,the .

learning during the-experience;_and (3) the .follow-uP whick .

cludes evaluation and podification'of the plansfoi the future.

290:

MacNeMEfra, Margaret. "Talking with Patienti:, Some-Problems Met
By Medical Studdnts.r. British Journal of Medical Education,
(Mirth, 1974), 17 -23. ' .

Ma.iscliemara observes that atude;tediscuising comMunicatiOnf-.
'problems they have with their patients usdalWaTe revealing
much about themselves- and their own problems ofsco,sunication.'

'0, This'article explores different methods of learning:the alt of
talking with patients. 'The abthor describes learning from .

that

experience with. patients, by'usthg pitient managenent.tasee
from an instruction manual, bisimulating patient/doctor ei=
counters, andby.particiOnting in sessions with ,stud sand
ulty. She suggests that the:leat technique can be eveloped' for

.the greatest effectiveness.

291.'

Mager, Robert F. De lin n At .Leerfiln Belmont, .

Calif.: Fearson Pub shers,.1.96A
*

104, .

. If

-The auth:Orargues'convincinglythat the:e'ffect a course or-edu- -.'

catianal progranthas -upon the learner's attitude tOwatflearning
is store important in0the long run_tban ihat he leirna'speCifical7 ,

* 'IL-Ai-41:1ring the experience: '. In his usual lucid, concrete way,
.

Mager,explains how the development of: favorable attftudeiinward
'learning can.be7,nidea_spepific goal, translated into a specific
.objective.and evaluated as precisell as ethei objectives,,- (Fos-

. 'tering the Growing -Need tip. Learn)
...'.

.

292.
. . ..

i

Manning, Philip R:: ahrahamson,.ttephen;,add'Delinis, Donald A.
. "Comparison of Four Telchios Techniques: ProgriimokiTixt, Text-
book, Letture-Demonstration, end Lettuce-Vorkshop."-aufnil,of
Medical. Education; 43 (March", 1968), 35S-59:,.,, - ,.. . .

. .
. ...

in this cOmpariaon4bf teaching methods the authors conclUded
Nthat-there was`noeeidence that any technique as inferior to
any other. They felt it was impossible in this study' ehick in-

:, :volved 148.phisicians and three instructors) to measure gradivnor
. of technique effectively. The":#iticle-psovides'seme%useful fn=' `

foriStion concerning cognitive. Boils. Thauthota"tite the-need -.:''.'
.', isr-phynigiansiohave,adequate opportunity to acquire scts,

gifirintderscandink of ptincilile.'s generalizatiinus imitoesspte,
.,.. and lekrn procedures in the most effeCtive and efficient sty:.

.,,
.: :-

126,
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293.

McCarthy, William H., and King, Thomas C. "Evaluating Patterns

Of Surgical Clerkshlp Programs." Journal'of Medical Education',

.43 (March, 1968), Special Issue, 367-71.
.,

,

The authori report'on igooparison of students' experiences in

'Surgical tlarkships at four different clinical facilities. They

'found no significant differences in educational.outcome. -None'

'9f the aspects of hospital environment which students. complained

aboutlieemeddo have interfered with acquiring knowledge and

skills.

4.

tlj

In lett, students-reaching their surgical clerkship in the last

quarter of the academic year were found to have already achieved

most of the clerkship objectives before enteringthe.clerkShip.

The authors, under these circumstances, suggest that either the

objectives be changed'or that students use the time for elective

study.

294.

McDougall, Gray, H. W.; .214Nicol., G., P. "The Effect of

Timing of Distribution of'Handeuts. on Improvement,of Student

Performance." Britiah-Journal of Medical Education; 6 (June,

1972), 155-57.

The authors' report on an experiment conducted to,,,determine the

'hist timing of the distribution of lecture"handouter'andthe

extent t6 which the. students' knowledge' Of .the subject Was imr

proved by their use _Students in a fieMaioldgy cootai'were di-..

vided into two groups, one of which received handouts before each

lecture and aqother whichreceiyed them after the lectures. Re-

suite showed that af'tbe end'ofrhe three-week, course thegroup

given, the handouti%before the .lectures. scored significantly bet-

terthan'the other group, hut, in the end-of-term eiaminafion,

the difference ',torten the two groups was insignificant.. Both

groups were tested before -the lectures began and scored poorly;

both lisd strikingly improved'scores at the end of thl6term,,with
, ,

-no significini'difference bettieen the7:two.grouper. '

The concluilon is fhatil distribution-of handOuts prig to iec-'

turbo appears to,pe tore favorable, but the benefit ilay be'etiort-.

lived.. It was not clear: gime' ihera.was no control group witty. =

out-handouts, whether handouts have any intrinsic value a' teach

ing aids. . -

McGlothlin; William J.. Patterns of Profestual Education. New

. ' .nve .

:'-'.. 121
*

.
-. ..-
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s'York: PUenan and Sons, 1960,!tfePP.
'

e '
.

The purposeof this book is to describe.policfes,and practiced,'
i.e...t4epatterns of.lpr6fessional education. McGlothlin organ -'.
Azestis subject ih's rogical segue:Oil presentation of infer-
mation relittng to educational aialS;JteaChing,rethods,'curricu-
lunN'clinical instruction, and faculty. Chapter tit, "Methods'
of Instruction," deals with-tlesirooM learning, clinical teach-

ind with various types bf,on-camppe and off-cimpue exgeri-
entinl programs acwell. The author destribea.rhe'diseinotilre
features of-internships ip nursiag:,,medigitte, clinical psychol- z
psy,._ teaching,' and: social work. The'booi'concludeOwith a dis-
Pus:lion of.ProfessionalethicwOO which ihe'alitbOr Compares
several, professions' approaches to:the teaching'of that Subject.

.296, : '
:

. , . , ,
, .

.

McCown., Hely* L., and Pauit, Gixald W. "Comiuter-hssiiied In-
struction in Phaisichi Therapy: 46. Pilot Program:4 Physical TherL .

epy, 51 (Octobert,' 1974, 1113-20,
. ,

.

,

For this' study' of computer-sssisted...instruction",e-prOiram Wan.,,,:. ,

specifically designed for prelentationtoa'grohp of v phyaiCal,..
thezapy students: and 14 graduate phirdical'theipPists.t The of -, '

fecal/t:al of the program las evaluated by Pomparing'the re-...
sults-of tests-administered during the program, immediately af-.
ter the program; and two' weeks after the conclusion of the pfo- .

gram. The method appeared to b.effeciive in terms of time cost
to 4tudents, ead.produced definite ieerning gains.' The subjects
'received the progran welland lauded its convenience. .
s ,

,'Computer- assisted InstructionOffers thwptudent theoppoXtunity
to lehri at hisown.ratte apd.to enjor.the,henefite of one=to*one'
teachihg. Olowever,.the cost, seea flit extensive' course- develop- .

sent, and dependence on machinery and etaineepersonneleref4P-- r

.
.- tornwhich limit its practical) city for extinhive use. .. .

...

297,...'

licievitt, Rosia:errifEerr. -"A Student Center.pd Approach for-Bac--
' calaureate Noising Education." WnpubliohedPhDrdissertattpai,`

Te5chers College, Columpia-Miversity,19/l, lasiertatioab-
straots 32, 1681.-E.

'

.

-, 1 . ,

-Oittetips an alternative iethod tp".40Claseropn teaching 0U:tiers-
JOS, the'eutber41.asents:e m6dil.of i studeaticentera4jearaogi

!Asia on the needs'pf a'profiesion in a rapidly, change
ins woad. The ifudy discusses the changing trends in edtipaiton

. , for thi_heilthfield and suppoita ipdividAelised'edweittou. '''-

. - 4 .
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. , .

, NCTernani'EdMund-ir. "Clinical'Instration in Affiliated or Co-

operating Institutions." 'Handbook,of College andulyersity Aa-
minlairation. Edited by Asa Smallidge KnOwles, New York:'

McGraw -Hill Book Co. 1970. . ..Co.., .
. 3.1, . . ...

'
McTernan statesrthat the edUcational program mast be the res til:.

sibility of one institution: .In the case of a cliuital:af lia?';' ."

tiou,.the program is the responsibility of the educations in--
stitstion, whtleO the case. of an academic affiliation the

control rests,with the hospithl, students Coming_tot academic

setting under the terms of. the contract agreement.- -- both , .

.,,-,case's communication must be facileb order to Co tantly.eV01-i

uate the program, receive and.considetsuggeetek° rovement# ;:. v,

from all parties concernea, anc0.integiret*r#Yi° Iv
tive policy should be determined by a co* It

can ditide upon the affiliation agraement;* ify-oteratiOnal

policies and procedures of ttle program, n the content Of ::'

the affiliation-agreement, are-to be co idered_by the Committee.

of the Educational Director and the C nical Department 'Head from

the Committee on Adanisfrative-Pole ., The affiliation agree-

ment, which should be drawn up us g legaPcounsel, dust include

the following points: data cov red by the agreement, scheduled,

facilities, communications, a demic considerations, student con-

siderations; faculty and st _f considerations,snd fiscal con-10

siderations such as student payments. .

, /
/

//
. -

Millet, George E.; Abrahamson; Stephen;-CohenTra S.; G ser,

Harold ?; Nernack, ROhett S., and Land, Adelle. Teac and

Learningoin Maids' School. -Cambtidge, Mass.: Mary dyniver-

sity Press, 1961, 296 pp. ' _

. -.

. . .

,This reference.book on teaching and Seaming, e of the first -'.

",deeigted formedical educators, is important -s a soutce of ap-.

plications oeconteipotariprinclples of:e cation:'usychold*n.

end methodology for medical faculty. It#Sim is to encourage re-...

0amination of traditional methods of education in medical
'schools-bY4liggesting improvements and-,poititing out new practices.

This was a pioneer workfar-sighted, pyactical,- and welt-Acne.:

':It remains very useful 'awl is still frequently referrad.tostoday.-
.

._...-
'

'The bodk.is dii,ided into four 'Parts: 11.5 the medical student (a 1

t:',

ldidcUssion of the-Problems of selec on and admission, 'end of *- ;

0-1,eliffiets-df
sorest on personality t(2).the,process of learnT

ins (a prieentation,O4 elementary learning theory,-and principles,
,

of 'learning); (3) the tools of instruction (primarily claseaudm'

-instruction); and (4)'theMvaludiiimebrrearning (a Veil-
_ ,

..

.. , .

.1(
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. .

--- .. ' ,.-...... ,,,
--, .. ' ,-

organized ov#-iview of rite-fieid).-_The in-depth dii-clission of '
Stress and personality., has sianireimpiicationa for cj.inical teach-
ing; furthe suggestions and guide line* i Ott ..c1.1"nical .teachers

k t..e. offered- in Chapter ix. -The section on evaruatic;p; in addi,-"-
.-. -..tion to...ciyvering the -usual._ toPicS *of- evaluation as a generdl. .

. `prtarc'ess.4 measurability, obseryaeitntcols, and rater error, in-. .
cludes-slitailed discussions of tat,t4iimate..weinsurement and grading.

-.: . .- . ., .
'300. .

e_f WaI1at -.E: " Applica tion -of Adul;. *:earning 4rocedures to
an Orthapedit.freblem:..*Major Objective-DevelopingCompetency itr

Orbhopedics.'' 'Southern MediCIal Journal 67, (March; -1974).: 319*-22.-

The author paskaarizes' the general principles, of aduTt education - ,. ,as espoused -by such .educators crS-Getzels Gibb'S; and McKeach,ie; ^

then he apt:afros these. to the specific goals'Ifo teatifirci ',firth/S-
O.11c residerrti.;- *were cif his student as an adule:--1-earner, the- instructor in orthopedics° as concerned with his

influenc.ing behaviefalresponees for years that lie ahead
is he is with teaching content-O.-I-his material. The .contest

-must be halanced with- -the; process, since in process Jiver
poittuilky for. learn.ius new ways. The following applicationiof
adult *earning grocedirei Are pzescribed and developed in-detail:,

-.

`'(1) Set up self-directed instrtiotinuar.i.inits stith spelled-
out objectives (Gibbs says, VoslortaUsc he set and .the
search organized by the; learnerl'). Application. of
what is learned must be appaient to the strident "at

.dice' (".Learning must be etgerienge-ceriteredd).

%

(2) Devise pre:CU:Cal testing methods t-OrYdetermine how obi
jectire are lieingkitrt-hcith in retention of iaforma-
tion,an changes of attitude.

(3) Establish an -open-end: timetable. Once- object ives _have,
been clearly.defined rhthe student set his own Pace.'° -/.-

(4) ',Apprjr methotiolod for changes in itiOtivaton.,':-The teach.-
tr has!the opportunity, especially late in th%tesi4encY
program, ;to stiepelate studecleis 'receptive'
to differences in means to 'solving `ploblems anorthe

workshops fo loping the atudenes Competence'.
teacher shold6Orovide discusitons, peer-re;fiwas And

-(5) SCress princfplas,:in,coniiht material, rather ,than.
. training the studeht.to'folrow recipei or rigid guide-.

lines..

.

1.3,5
et,
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301.

*bore, Margaret L., and Flowers, E. Sue." "New Staffing Patteri,
' for EducatiOn,Service, and Development." Physical Therapy,

(February, 1974), 141-4/. -

The authors describe a team approach to physical therapy, in a
program implemented at The University of North Carolinap,.pChapel.

Hill, which combined academic faculty and clinical staf into

teams related to medical specialties. Paft of the rationale be-

'hind this'increased contact between fatuity members and clinical
instructors was to bring together the, competencies of both for
the educational benefit of the student. Other objectives were
to improve patient Care'andto develop a ploier, more productive
relatiodship with attending physicians. It was found that-clini-

cal staff,membersqierived some continuing education benefits, but,

no data on the actual effects of the team approach on the,educa-
tional procest were reported.

° 302.
,

Mooth, Adelmi E., and Ritvd, Miriam M. Developing the\Superwis -

or Skills of the Nurse: A Behavioral Science A roac NeW

York: Macmillan Co.., 1966007 pp.

This book was writtetc to aid developers of the inservice

tion programs for nurses. The authors state, "We' chanpi

twin theories-that.supportive, participativeisuperizision
, 'adult teacher-learner partnership elicit the highest-prod

and morale." They employ the case method of instruction,

ing for discUssion a variety of supervisory situations'tha
Wally occur, ed in hospitals.

*duce -

the
d

ctivity
ffer-

ac-

1

Morgan, William L.; Engel, George t.; and Luria, Milton W. 'The

General Clerkship,: A CouralkDesigned to Teach the Clinical Ap-
peach to the Patient.", Joanal of Medical Education, 47 (July,

1972), 556-63.

The course diacri
l&Arniag of .basic

the physical. exami
supervision of an
the first five ,wee
on skills, leaving aside the volume of knOwledge to be-acquired

until after the basic clinical techniques Iiiave been mastered4 _

d by these authors focuses on step=by-atep
lioical skills (interviewing, and conducting
lion), always in amal1 groups under direct

natructor. The emphasis throughout most of

s of'=the clinical instruction period remains

136
-125,

t,
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^

egiei in Clintti/Teaching."' Americas Journal. of Occupt 1

1Wers, Cordelia; Shannon, Philip-D.: and Sundstrom, C. lt.rnialt-

Therapy, 23 (January-February, 1969), 30-34.
.

This article focuses on educational concepts and teaching strat-
egies employed in a 36-week occupational, therapy clinical aflilia-
tion which offers a program designed to provide all phases of
O.T. clinical instreetion id a single center. In the center (Let-
terman- General San Prancisco),'studehts move through a ,,

Progression of six'mais of essential treatment experiences, each
one deveseete.introdUce them systematically to patient condi!.

_ .tions of increasing complexity: g Addition, the majority ot-
cases-under consideration in each unit are related, making learm-
ing -experiences more understandable.

% : 'f
Reese authors believe that the single-ceater approach to elimiCal
education offers advantages to faculty and'stwdetta.. They'Acr\,
fide: `-.(1) Centactlpetween students and faculty over an extended
-period menus sniper-idiots gain better knowledgeand understsuA4*

. of indieidmil-stutiemts; -nndusdfsplication of-superainakclim-s,, -

Sindeits an* haleieipooit
''b1 fat all- the tion gained and carri*forvard

. :titian ie:OsItlinical.vogperienme; (4) consistent superataion'Can
provjkl.

SOS.:

la

a

4MIMMEN

Neihery,,Joan,C. EducatiOhA.Proposal for Change.'
Proceedinjs of the World.Confaderation for Phveical,Therane, --

Seventh International Cingress, Mintreal. Canada ,Syne 1974.
London: Wotld Cenfederatinsufg: ?Wield lberapyi lop. 59=66.

Neiheri bef1evwthitchanges must'-'he sedin physicar=rberapy
clinical' education in ordertnfulfill the damendS eadi'on'the
sederk-day physical therapist bY4oday'er'bealth caid:neediN' Sbe
reports on a study of clinical education conducted in 1971 in
whicliabe soilcqed Inforiation froe.tht4e academic
faculty imeherasrespdoifhlefor cl*ical-educatinn;-0,4piral
siructord in affiliating agencies; and phystcal-therapy students . -

,1;entening the clinical edbcaiion phase-of their haste edocitipn. :

--.441d second survey of Academic faculty resOonsible for'Clinical e4u-
.,-"^Apationwai aide to 1973tp update dita cadet:Vans sphool corric

:plunks. 'In.this paper $etbery presents a.full desiription of the
data collectim-talrees instruseasi and statistics generated
hy the respondhs. _She #41yies the findings is detail; prodee-:
Ins daft about aath.of the- three groups questitead. her Fopos-__

` 4s for change incloe the recomeendati9n that the 'kers
'cal education" be ahandolea in fever df "internship,* !bleb eneld.. 'a'



A .
'

not restrict learning experiences to clinical practice. The in
ternshtp she advocates woulid stress learning experiences in con-
imitation, teaching, research,.and administribton, 'and would last
for a_ wan period of six mdne.07-She proposes Cha6' Curriculums*.

--be kept flexible to allow for individualization for each
.

,cipating.institationand-intern aril she recommends-a sininum
wage-for the intern, with consiCreTationof tuition being paid
'to the internship institution.

366,
.

Newsom, R. go; Eischens Rogerci-isid 1.4;64, RilifaS R. "Intrinsic
Inddiiv iii Differences: A-Basin fff2EnhancingInstructional gro-
gr Journal of Edubational Research,65 (MarJunp, 1972),.
387-

.

An abstract.at the beginning of the artiClessussarfies the con- , 4

tent as fol ows: "Individualization of instruction is often sc-
claimed as esirable edutational strategy, but the santerby
-which to imp i this strategy has remained elusive. Part'of
the problem resides in the feet that individual diffetenCes- 7

among learners ire complex and extreaeIy diversen nature. It:

is` propiiii4 that the Moat eignifliani'differsAitiasopgOibilt
are perirseive-in- lair:lens 'situations ere 'turfs-sib ' iadivi

dual that result from the interaction' of
tmique`biwhesical and neurophysiological factors with each in-
'dividual's unique-sociohistorical background. The use df
prototypic- learner mOels appears to give great pronisi for ac-
-knowledging these individual differences_ and for developing in-
dividualized initructidmal prbgrass for typical Classrom subjeCt
natter." . I

. 397.
4

NOM:;.ynn Jaeger. "An Interdisciplinary Educational Program
-fo,Occupationa/ Therspy,bnd Physical Therapy Students." Aseri-,

Oct tional' Thera 27 (Ohtober, 1973),,404 -05...
.

_The author explores the concept of a tare ourriculun in isplement-
..iini0:0Ange to bring about a singledepartsent,for teaching oc.%
..2:cuphcional therapy-ash physical therapy. She .solicited opinions

from 34 heads of occupstional, and physical therapYslepartnents.
The response was overvhelaingly in favor of.establishiag a core ,

---eutticelus to' serve (Interestinglt, bit/waver, fewer than -

:'half,of these thought.thnf-such a progOas would contintsi-stO pra;
duce'the sine csiOei-of tlinieiin prOd4c4by their separate
prOpsis.) 4

- i

At

. ,. _

.-- r, 7 ---..44.
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_

The-author argdes the need for.cenatructing interdiscIpIinart

programs and.presents a program plan. .06viouSiy,:elitinasing ./

duplication in the teaching of basic..scieme6s would benefit both

disciplines.. In addititn,-thehathor feel( that all the studeats
would grog in awareness of their rol s-in the total health/onte-y;
picture and develop better underst ng,Of the roles play d,by
their,collgagueS. Her program stie ei.achieving:cope,t in
essential skIIIi.rather.than fulfi ing specific prograa.re-
quirements...

.1

308. ..
* ,

_
. .

North, Frederick A. "Learning Clinical Skills Thrcnigh the'Use.
. .

. of Sq.! -Teaching Films." Journal d'f.Medical Education, 47,: 4
4- .." ,-(FebrUarf; b967), 177780. ,

4' -. .
-. ,

,Tgis.describes some of the advantages found in using.short-tnath-;.-- it
-- ing films aS devices for instrtictiotin__clinical eduCati910-,.At r

-"': - the University of Rochester School MedicineMedicine medical Students -_:'
and pediatric house-officers used the "films to teach,theiselvei -,-
the skillaInd findings of thep0esoll neurological asd deYeT00-
mentexalination. 'Based ow.their effectiveness, theaufh0,,rat__.,

tosietaWftietter--441,0-earfonog,theit-Atsetutaitsm. ..11124;''ot,,y
)catelifdt.npPortnniriesfOrtnictiogClinicalattilts that-f"---17.
qnird db4eTvation_gnd execuiicrrof esm0.*x Movetioli*,Mniklittg ',

\'. the student to view habisNrior repeatedly, and v4iTatnge..l.rnical.
.

es), ,, --.,4,
_ --. N,,material at ,his own.conVenienne-dnd-pace.. .

., -.-

4 ":-..

,
10 .1,' - .- 4..

North; Mirf Yo041. "IndivOully Paced "American
- 3ournat of OccupatApnal TherAPY, 28 (Marsh, 1914)714IL-30. 4-- ----'411'.

A ' A:"-- --; -.''
This- autliMidisecika n'iirrog-rAm- pi-South Oklahoma City Junior

. .

0411ege which casts "an approach to learninx experiences adapta-......

blp to de individual learning styles of Occupatibnal thecePY
technician students. Individually paced Instriacticat.,-(in) 011 .

ables swdents to progress as rapidly or,asillowly as tzhpi;-pres--'t

earningipeed.allows." This method -mikes use of leartdox -. .

packets and multimiedLa instrUction.as pill at individmal:tesv- ,,1
'ing agd challenge examinations -by which- students can -receive ..c' /'

'cli ." ' Zcoutge 'credit:t. ..,
.- ,

--
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,

_Pellegrino, Edmund b. "The Regionalization `of Acadeuit.Medicine:
The Mertliorphosis of a Coricept."' Journaj oe,Medical Education,.
4448 (February, 1973), 119-33.- r...
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This attire-SAVinces persuaslie and comprehensive Urgumenti for

- "ereiting resionalcatha pealth education sentersBEC),
:institutional networks designed to integrate manpower production,

health care delivery and health Oterresearch. Proporients,of----.

.tNIC'point out that at university hospitals opportunities are-:
lacking for-eltalCil training in secondary case and family care,
primary and_fillt-content care, Tong-term care', and health main-
tenance: Airlduiiithmsltb-nneds that sin not being met and for

which the bulk-of health professionals should be trained. (In

other words, university hospitals chiefly provide highly special-
ized care.) The argumept can also be made' shat aeadesic

Aims in uni4ereity hospitals are not suited r 'Motivated to

teach all of the roles sequired-for adequate.h0alth care.

Other advantages to be found in regional health.centerC include
. a broader baie for_contimuing education benefits, t . a bet-

ter perception of efficsayi efficiency, productivity, and costs

_.'of 'delivering health care to a variety of populations . . .

(p. 124),'aind a greater capacity for manpower production (ak the
academic center. fills the need for leadership in organia6ng and

:superviSiag these extensions) 4

t
"'""':s'llte'Nealtirt'Sf.,iencesAoniortiuszatStonyllicook;NnwTork.,..isci:ted

as a model of the type -of Center the' author advocates.-
-

31P,

Eliot*. ?ma Pigori, Faith; andTribou, Nitwits. Profes-

clitnal !Wein§ Practice: -CaSeS-and Issues: New-fork: *Draw-
look Ob., 1967, 537 pp.-.

,

,lheautbots of this tvo=parr-st designed it as a working tool
to -Insist mnrsipgstudents and graduates to develop-the many

---skills,whiefi lust be learned -for professional nursing practice.
The-hOW4 Amtended,use by students and teachers is evidenced by
two complementary -sections, Students' Text and Teachers' Text.
_The authors employ the eve report sethoi of,instruction because
that feel it beat Utilizes a teachei-student relationship which
recognizes cooperation, communization and decision making as the
mapatial goals lb -sell-e4pCation an4 mutual learning. In the

. _Students' .Text there are partial descriptions of ten different
patient cases ftou which the student receives only enough infor-_
nation to allow_ his to make short-tern treatment decisions-. The

,Teachers' Text providestbe visaing facts which to base fury

ther assessments. From all.facts together, in consultation-with:
teachers, and drawing from his understanding of ell thiperiph--
oral conditions in the case, the student formulates the issues

_- for ahort-tera and long-term action.

w.
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,

' '

Pinkstori, Dorothy; BockhaUaer, Sandra L.; andGardner-O'Laughlin,
Karen.% "ktandard for Basic Education in Physical Therapy: A
Took for Planning Clinical Education." Physical Therapy, 55 .

tAugust, 1975), 841-49.

0'
s

.
.

.

.

This article describei the clinipal education program for physi-
cal therapists at Cleveland Metropolitan General Bespital.

.

Using theStandards for -Basic Education in Physical"Therapy as
the basis for organizing and-implemetting the program, the pro-
gram design concentrates on the evaluation and communication
'processes. ,In addition to including the reasons tor using thiS
particular approach to clinical inatructidn, the authorS. offer

:A preliiinary subjective evaluation of the program.
41i_,.:.

313.

'Katz, Charles IC "A New Effort Begins to Integrate Medical
Education and Se vices; Lessons Apparent for United States."

Association of Ametican Medical Colleges Education News, 4,
,April

'

1975. .

.

The airihor degcribes the design of a medical school, fecehtly'
established in Israel whose objective, is educating aqd 1povid-
ingsphyiicians,for primary.and continuing care in the community.
Tothis purpose community physicians were recruited and trained

,,to be faculty members, and from the beginning'of training, stu-
dents are assigned for one day a week to-i'community health
facility. In an effort to overcome the elitist attitude in
many, medicil schools, tie, new school emphasizes learningfrem

health-care,delivery teams and seeing the contritutione of the -

, -community medical doctor. The author recommends Moore integrat-
,

- ing of"community medical doctors and medical center specialists
in American schools "to.make service in community Mire attrac-
tive and eliminate the cbnscious or unconscious bias of classi
fixation of physicians Into a two-tier system."

314.

PUrtilON Ruth. Th'e Allied,Cealth Professional and the Patient:
Techniques of Effective Inverpctibn. Philadelphia, Pa.: W. B.
Saunders Co., 1973, 229' pp.-

'This book offers "guidelines for interaction which are ration-
ally based on theory and sensibly'flexible,in application."

.

Purtilo points out that clinical education is needed in order
`,for .the student to acquire the skills and 'attitudes ntcesiary
for professional preparation. Skills discussed include lotor

,
116'
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skills as well as those in the areas of interpersdnal relation-
ships, teaching, administration, and research. She also notes
how student anxiety can be reduced by the clinical instructor's
counseling card stresses the importance of clinical education,
-citing the results of a questionnaire which'inditate that,stu-
dents were more positive toward their profession dug to their
clinicalexperience.

315.

-.Quinn, Mary Ellen.- "An Investigation of Undergraduate Field
, Study Experiencei at Michigan State University." Unpublished

Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State University, 1972, 174 pp.

The investigation-conducted ty Dr. Quinn for her dissertation
was a survey and analysis of undergraduate off-campus learning
experiences in American colleges and,universities. Ths purpose
wasp) gain insight into the current skate of field-study pro-
grams in order to write guidelines and recommendations for fur-
ther development and implementation. Data were compiled to pro-
duce information about what programs are availabli',:ts what ex-
tent their design.and evaluation meet stated goals, what prob.-

,i_lema the institutions face in implementing programs, and how the

'students evalusteAheir:experiences. , _ f, y
,

The findings ideptified a number of problems, chiefly in the
consumption of faculty t!me involved and in institutional costs,
but the author also found that students are enthusiastic,-which
she feels justifies continuing efforts to provide -field study

experiences'. She presents a list of guidelines for future de-
velopers.

'316.

Quinn, Mary Ellen,,
Implementing Field
New Directions for
Francisco, Calif.:

and Sellars, Loui;e.
Experience Education
Higher Education, .No

Jossey -Bass, pp. 31

"Role of the Student."
. Edited by John Duley.
§, Summer, 1974. San

-38.

These authors deal with the recent develgPment of'field experi-
enceeducation as it affects and 'increases the responsibilities,
freedoms, and demands that are conferred or imposed upon=the stu-
dent. An interesting range of field experiences is desCribed.
The student's role, as he endeavors to become "an independent,
self-initiating learner," is defined in a set of eight subcom-

ponents: (1) initiator, (2) problem solver, (3) tultural anal-
yst, (4) interactor, (5) information source, (6) free agent,
(11-value clatlfier, and-(8) communicator. Several obvious con-
clusions are drawn--that thereis a need on the student's part
for maturity, and a need on the educator's part for strong

- 131
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guidance;/and'in addition, a cloSe look should be taken at new
defiMitions of the rples of edch.
,

317.

Ramsden, Elsa L. "Behavioral Science in Medical Education: A
Learning Model." Journal of Medical Education, 49 (December,
1974), 1182-83.

The author recommendi a prograM involving videotaping of student-
patient encounters in the clinic. She suggests that tapes pro-
vide a worthwhile, means for medical students to observe, study
and discuss (with peers and supervisors) their interpersonal
transactions during patient interviews.

318.

Ramsden, Elsa L, and Dervetz, Hyman L. 'Clinical-laneihion: In-
terpersonal Poundationf.." PhySicit-theramy, 52 (October, 1972),
1060-66:

This article focuses attention on the clinical educator and the
components of the teacher- learner process in the clinitalaet-
ting: The author explores thi interpersonal behaviors of'eeach-'
er and learner and the characteristics iwthe clinical setting"
conducive to learning. It is essential first of all that a de-
partment of:physical therapy be committed to the philosophy and
importince'W clinical education. Students bring to this envi-
ronment the stimulus and impetus for maintaining and.continually-
upgrading the level of professional practice. Clinical instruc-
tors act as agents of change--diagnosing the needs for change.in
the learners, examining the pertinent facts, determining and ap-
plying new behaviors, and providing emotional support for the
students. during the learning-changing process.

319.

Rausch, Verna L, "Does 2. Plus 2 Equal 3 Plus 1? A Comparison
of Graduates From Two Curricula in Medical Technology." Ameri,
can Journal. of Medical Technology, 40 ('June; 1974), 285-301.

This.evalbation of gfaduates from the.two types of curriculums
was carried out by comparing the last two groups of students
graduated in the old curriculum with the first two groups gradu-
ated in the new. The clinical requirement in the golms. 1 type
curriculum was alull year (52 weeks). secand-corriCulua
the requirement was revised'to a 2.plus 2\.program, which offered
two years of structured laboratory diperience integrated with
clinical instruction (20 weeks each year). Measurable data were
obtained op 57-65 percent of the total number ofiptudents. The '

4 13Z,
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author describes detailetail the methodology employed. Attention-
,

.-1.

is paid in part eider to the grading of responses to 131

included in a forced rating scale questionnaire, addressed to

each graduate's supervisor. The study demonstiated that "the
shortened clinical experience phase was, not detrimental to the

students' abilitt to perform satisfactorily."

320.

'' * .

Reed, D.'Cramer. "Integrated Teachi ng 16r Medicine,and[Allied , / ,

Hialth."- Journal o.f Allied Health, 2,-(Fall, 1973), 159=-62.
"

_- '''',.,-*t .

414 'f't
r . ,.,' r- , ,4' '4,..'" ,- r-- ,.. d.

The author reviews Jappart ,Of W6'ieat.,Concept,in health , 4

0,4--t--.-,enrcrdercie'riand'suggests that. it anrealietic,tolplanipra- \

grans designed to foster theleam app/21bath unleas students, row\
the vatious health disciplitios learn ow to function together,''
by training together. Reed' urges_thht health educato4 concnn \ f

trate their efforts to prdvide a4'facititate cqoperAtile learn-

ing. He advo4ates/Seletting facU t; ra with dual,' capon 1.7

bilities in clinical and al ed ii" th\dfacfP;inda 0,he y f

promulgate the team /concept and to pr di Shared xperiepc

He urges, that healtho/ieams bisiffor ed community ddY'oppor , ',

tunities to gain Un er,stand14,ort e'Contrihutionimade 'each,,,: X'

discipline., At the undergisauate'l el he' feelis that,ea ef-,r,

r forte can be made to-brIng together. tudent0 the4ea h'reia#,

ted professions, through clubs eadto herahAl.sd act 4e13-,/

321. 7
//

Reichsman,'Franz; gowning, trances E.\; and Hinlaw, J. R. /"Ob--,,,r

Ae rvation'efrUndeftraduate
0110 Cal Teaching in ctiOn." Jour-

nal of Medical Education, 39 (February, 1964), Special Issue,,.'

147-68.
.

This article is base, a study of undergradOate
,

clinical teach-

ing at the University UT,,Atochester Medical School: "The,,authors

produced a list of objectives and a list of, the aspectaorteach -

ing and learning they/felt,Were the most important e1eMents In

constructing effectiYe methOds'of,clinicat education:

322.
/

.
, . .

_

Ripley, HerbertiS.; Johnson, Merlin H. and' Scher, Maryondar'

i. 1.tvaluatiOn of Paiient Care When Shared by Medical Studertits
and Resident Itsychiatrists."'"jouronVockedicalLEdueation, 49 .,',

f ^ 4

(March, 1970;145-52.
, ,'

-

/
1

( ,

Thin etticle 'descri 'es the ,.iaspects of t presence o cliniCal
tudents, in a-Ysych &try-clerkship' on h with care 4 livery,,, and

tliiabfritvel'-st nrn lend:instructors, to operate * a team in ' .
.i...,-

i

c i
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ittyk involved psichiatry residents.

Iii 'thnsupervisor is o lige& "to understand' and to foster thcre-
,etive's§irit and the constructive ability" of those hesis super-
-Vining. Also included ern lists'oflearning stages for the new
worker and of,clin4cal feirnifig objectives.

lobinsbn, Sereta. "Clinical Inference-in Medical _Education:- A-
Loqk,at Teaching and Tyaluatin Problei-ScriVinitkilli,." Paper
repented at t g of the American Educational Re-

,

AeasttrAssikkation; Washington, D.C., April 1, 1975, 45 pp.

The author has searched the
literature to determine what is known

about the nature of the problem- solving process and what are the
best and'aost.effeetive ways' of teaching and evaluating problem -
solving skills. The paper is presented as a synthesis of the
relevant literature addressing itseleto teaching and evaluating
prCblemaolving. The inquiry process, problearoriented records,
and simulatea patient management problems are covered, the lat-tir in paiticularli great detail. Ms,'Bubinson concludes that
simulated problems are most useful in formative rather than sum -
native evaluation and cautions againsetheir use for'grading pur-pqaes.

-324.

Rutan, Fred M. "Comparison of,Self-Instruction and,Lecture-
Denonstration in Learning a Physical' Therapy Skill." Phyiical
Therapy, 53 (May) 1973);-521-26.

.Thin was a comparison study of the effectiveness of learning to
perform a physical therapy skill (EDE) by lecture-demonstration
or by:the use of slide-sound self-instructional

equipment. It
was found that thernwas no significant difference in petformance,
'or in attitude toward the learning proceduie.- The author rec-
commends that self- instruction materials be developed and wide
available especially for continuing. education, where they could
provide worthwhile advantages in convenience,.

A325.

1.

Schmidt, %Loren M. 'Supervisioni' A Sharing'Process." Child
.Welfare,152 (July, 1 73), 436-46.

A 4iscuision of tilt. elationships between social workers'and
theirn.enupervisorn, t is article points out that the role of`the

.8604 ,iior is tn exp dite, educate, and enable, 'the author dis-
cusq0i why thane be g supervised feel threafened and notes that

r
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-326.

r

,Schuck, Rohe* F.I Watson, Charles G.; Shapiro, Alvin P.; and

Barnhill, Bruce M. "The Use of Behavioral Objectives inthe
Development and Evaluationof a Third-Year Surgical Clerkship."

. Journal of,Medical Education, 49 (June, 1974 604-07. /
Thie.is a study of behavioral objectives use to evaluate a .

surgery clerkship to piovide data for making changes in the pro-

, gram, and to evaluate the student's. Details of the processes

of identification and evaluatiorc of objectives are described.

`The authors were able to report that identifying objectives of
the program afforded the following advantages: J1) provided,
direction for teaching, and designing curriculu*; (2) improved.
student, faculty,,and course evaluation; (3) enabled elimiop-
`tion of repetition in some=teaChing areas, 'and rginforcement in
areas of weakness.

327. tchwah, Edward, Jr., and Schwab, Reiko. "Facilitating At-

titude Learning." AHIP News, Center for Allied Health Instruc-

tional, Personnel, Universit of'Flbrida, Gainesville, pp..-5-7

(date and issue unavailable).

The assumption that affeCtive learning will toilet( cognitive

learning, the authbr states, is a myth. Attitude is "a learned

predisposition to react in,a particular manner,'positiVely.or
negatively' toward a person, "idea; or object." (p. 5)

In order to teach attitudes there are certain preiCribed prin-

ciples of instruction. First is identification of,the attitude

to be taught. Then the teacher must provide: W. "informative =

and pleasant'experiences with the attitude,object" (an attitude-

'
'object it the target of the'attitude) (p. 5); (2) exemplary

'modelsi (3) an identity with a gra*, so that the commitment of

the group to a particular'attitude is a positive influence; (4)

'opportunities to practice the desired attitude; and finally,
(5) encouryAgement to cultivate the attitude independently.

328.

,-Sheehan, T.' Joseph. "Medical School Climate: Comparati4e Facul-

ty and Student Views." Journal of Medical Education, 45 ...(Novem-

ber, 1970), 88047.

. .-

Selected students,-basic scientists, apd clinikal faculty at

Case Western Reserve University were asked-to Comfolete an-instru-

ment consisting of 30,-contrasting adjective pairs separated by

a seven7interval'scale'bY'inaicating their de$res of positive

or negative rtsponsnto the first, second and.fourthyoars of

cidical school at Case Waters: ,Some of the adjective pairs
-

e '
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usedas scale anchors on this climate rating scale were'as fof-
lows: boring/exciting; impersonal /personal /;guided tour/quest;
locked- step /individualised.

Three conclusions were reached: (1) the.basic science faculty
were more negative about the first year of medical school than
were clinicians; (2) fourth-year students'and clinical faculty'
rated the fourth year of medical school in the same way; (3)
the fourth year of medical school is viewed as avery different
year from the first or second years.,.1,

329. ,

"Simulation: A Special Report." Association of American Medi-
cal Colleges Education,Neve 2, April, 1975.

Three models for learning'by simulation_are dealt with in separ-
ate articles. Each was designed for use by medical students
either to supplement clinical experience or to precede it anti
prepare the students for.their first'patient.contact. The'
first technique discussed provides faculty-prOvided simulated
medical cases prepared in realistic models. The second model
described Is a self;-instructional lab "where medical students
use simulated parts of the body and machines to enhance lear6.ng

.

skills." The'third simulation is a model called "Sim One," which
pefforms effectively in three areas of instruction!' respirator
application,.pulse and respiration measurement,:and induction
of anesthesia.

33Q.

Skipper, James K., Jr.; Mulligan, Jack L.; and Garg Mohan L.
"The Use of Peer Group Review in a Comdunity and Family-Medicine
Clerkship:" Journal of Medical Education, 49 (October, 1974),
91103"

This article briefly describes results of a projettinvelving
medical students in a Clerkship who audited medical records arid,

evaluated the medical care being prOv1de4. The'plirpose was to
,make the students more knowledgeable about the.Professional
*Standardi RAM Organization, but the evaluating project led to'
a procesa of self-evaluation which resulted .in changed in their
own.behavior,particularly in the area of keeping patient me- ,

ords4 The end, result of .the review project was that It hackie-
'a case of experiential learning.

331.

Spencer, David S., and Connors;'Edward J. "These Manegers Ilene -',
fit Ftem Long-Term Training Program." Modern VOPitaiL 111

. .., ,
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.(0Ctober, 1970), 100-02.

The authors present a two-year program for management training

which they, initiated at the University- of Wisconsin Hospital to

improve management capabilities of personnel the hospital.

For the first six Monthi of the program attendance at a-regular'

university'-course was required one hour perweek. 7or two to,

three hours weekly the participants took part in middle=
'management seminars integrated by.the hospital administration

and conducted by individuals from insidg or outside the medical

center; these were correlated with the classroom instruction. '

The remainder of the course, approximately 1B months, consisted .

of developing' individual talents for the fulfillment of special-

ized madagement goals in the'hospitalt Participants receive&

instruction in theory of orgahization and management, and con

ducted an in-depth-study of selected. functions within the medical

Center.

332.

"Standards for Basic Education in Physical Therapy, Adopted by

4,the.Board of Directors of the Ameritan Physical Therapy Associa-

tion., June,1971." -Physical Therapy, 52 (May, 1972), 521-25.

In an outline Of competencies to be developed by the student of

physical therapy, the Board ol Directors classified three broad

'categories:

1. those In common usage in physical therapy service 1,

thrqughout.the country in Which the student'should devel-

lop a level of skill adequate toallow safe and effective'

performance;,
_ .

2. those utilized primarily in specialty areas of physical

4",-14-,*,( therapy servicda-ifi'which the student should develop

knowledge,of'concepts add principles;

4

.,
.

/3., .those rarely used. in current"Ohysicaltherapy services,

but which .students should know .exist; students should

reFognize possible contributions of these activities

to patient services.

,

.

Upon completion.ortherPhysical therapy program, a student

shoeld possess competencies in the following categories: (1)

individual.patient services in the area.* physical health;

42) individual,patient services in the area of psychosocial

- health.; (3) communitation; (4) administration; and (5) profes-

sional growth. _ ..........

/

ProViding these standsrda'slrves a dual purpose: to mike avail-
,. ,

,
'.'

,

R,
4 ,

1
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able a set of practical guidelines on which 'faculty and adminis-
,trators of existing and projected educational programs can base
realistic planning, self-assessment, and review of facilities
and curriculum; to ensure that' public interest willbe protected
by facilitating and strengthening the accreditation process.

333.

, 4 '

Stein, Rita F.; Steele,,Larvy; Langhoffer, Howard F.; and Fuller,
Magdalene. 'AMulttsedia Independent Approach for Improving
the Teacher- Learning Process in Nursing," Nursing Research, 21.
(SeprMaler=Octobei, 1972), 436-37.

This article describes research Shfch was designed to identify
learning experiences in a multimedia approach to nursing educa-
tion. The experimental group worked independently, supplemented
by class assemblies, whereas the control.group was taught by
the traditional classroom-laboratory-clinic method.' Results
indicate that the experimental group was more satisfied with
the course, experienced more, interaction with the faculty, and
enjoyed the Classroom environment more than did the control,
group. Yet, the assumption that the-tNeulty-student ratio would'

.defline due to the multimedia.method was notfound to be valid:

'334.

Stritter, Frank 'F., and BowleS. 1..ompSen/ "The Teacher as
Manageri A,Strategy fOr Medical Education." Journal of Medical
Education, 47, (February; 1972), 93-101.

e

The approach, to clinical education described in this, rticle is
a systems approach in.which the instructional system is learner-.
oriented Ind the teacher functions as imanager. The authors, pro-
vide detailed directionsier setting up thii,system4 implement-
ing its operatidd,,and evaluating its effectiveness. TO illus-
trate the teacher-manager system, an example of its use in an
'Introduction to Surgery-Clinical Clerkship is included, and one
particular case,of devdloping An objective is examined in detail'.

335.
7.

Stritter, Fiank T.; Burford, Hugh J.; Johnson, Stmart,R.; and-
Talbert, Lutlisr M. "Documentation of.kthe Effectiveness of Self-
Instruttienal Materials." Journal ormfidical Education, 48

ti
(December.- 1973), 1129-32.

'

The authors conducted a survey ofselkinstructional study to
determine whether student performance was'higher when the courSe
nbjectivea were taught using'the-traditional hpproach.oflecture,
seminar, and textbook, or when the same objectives were taught

.
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with self-instructional materials.,. The results showed that the

students learning through the use of self - instructional meteri-

e all scored significantly higher.

,4

336.

Siumaki, Alfred J. "Changing Needs in Physical 4heriPy Educa-

tion." Annals of the New York Academy of Science, 166 (Decem-.

her 31, 1969), 1017-19. ,

*lased on a cOriculunrstudy of physical therapy at the Medical
College of,Virginia, the author suggests two' major areas for
consideration in the future development of physical therapyechr.

Cation: (1) the need for developing leaderphip skills, to pre-
,pare%the students to assume roles in areas requiring supervie-
ory, consultative, and administrative capabilities; and (2).'the,

need for correlating the academic and clinical aspects Of the ,

program. (The study showed evidence of needless repetition and
:contradiction, poor correlation between basic science and clini-
tal teaching, and over-emphasis on standardization, which did

not allow a student to pnreue speciallintereste.)

.337._ a
4

Thompson; Monne.
a

"Learning: A Comparison of Traditional and

Autotutorial Methods." Nursing Research, 21,(September-

October, 1972), 453-57. ,

The author'reportsson a study of 40 second-year nursing,students

at the Evanston, Illinois, Hospital SChopl of Nursing) who en-1

gaged in a program to teat the, iffectiveness of.teaching medical-

surgical nursing using a self-instructional film/tape modular

method. The media approach Was combined with patient care,

weekly conferences andfteminers with faculty. Fifty-five pei,

cent of the students preferred the media method to A traditional

method. There was no significant,difference in learning, not 1,,

any significant difference in retention of learning one Me

Later., The faculty, found a dumber of benefits in the self-

instructional method which they believed 'resulted in better '

teaching.

338.,

Tyler,'Ral0h W. isic Principles'of Curriculum and Instruction,

:Syllabus for Education 3054 Chicagp, 111.!Unimeraity of Chi-
, ''cago Ptess, 1950, 43 pp.

Tyler44, ayllatus pdtlinea the necessary steps for developing' a

'
curriculum, pbinting out ,that the school must establish its
ellucitionaf Rurposes; select educational experiencei which will

1

1
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achieve these purposes, effectively organize these experienteS
according to'the concepts of continuity, sequence and integre.-
tion,and.evaluate tbeeffectivenesi of the experiences. He
urges that objectives be farmed tolndicate both the behavioral
and contentaspectsrthus, the objectives can serve-as a basin
for all the further steps in curriculum planning. Tyler's ¢rin-
ciples have greatly influenced many subsequent publications on
curriculum development,

339.

\

U.S. Department of Health, Education, andielfare, Office of
Education, Bureau of Educational Personnel Development. "Learn-
ing Environments --OR- -Rooms for Thought," by Lawrence M.
Stolurov. Chapter vii, How Teachers Make a Difference. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971, pp. 123 -56..

The author soresthat there are-two differing concepts for de-
scribing a student's relationship with the "source of infos:ne-
tiod that provides educational experiences' --one which-vievs----
teaching as a "process,of intervention" and the other which con-
siders teaching "a process of interaction:" This chapter deals
primarily.A.Tith the latter. In this concept of teaching, which
is transactional and supportive instruction, the teacher mSnages
the environment so that thejearner's initiative is maximized and
`the teacher's role as the-user of teaching methods is minimized.
The concept bolds that "it is fore important to structurelearn- .-
ing environments that embiace content and-values while develop-
ing thinkiag rather-than force-feeding large amounts of informa-
tion for unidentified . . -Purposes." The author lists steps,
necessary in designing learning environments for transactional

; instruction (includits4eveloping a hierarchy of behaVioral ob-'
jectives based on R k analysis, from which instructional se-

. quences can be designed evaluated), and stressed that learn-
ing should be planned so that.there is a process of transference
to the learner. Aboire all, the chapter points out the inportanCe
of focusing on student need which necessitates relatidg "indivi-
dual differencesto methods or strategies of teaching . . if

!_tiastruction is to be prescriptive or individualized."

340.

Watts, Nancy, T. "Education as Planned Behavioral Changer" De-
fining Clinical and Educational Objectives. Edited by Barrie
alern. Proceedings of the Ohio Occupational Therapy Associa-
tion, 1969, pp. 13-37,

Of special interest in this article is the following list of
criteria for predicting an effective learning experience: (1)
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the experience lets the student practict the- behaviot; aud'rork--
wiEh content of the objective; (2),itins appropriate to tjae
student's background and level; (3) it gives the student satis-
faction;. (4) it fulfills more than one objective; (5) it is de-
signed for minimizing hegative secondary effects; and (6) it is
practical in relationship to available space, time, equipment,,_
and perionnel.

341.

Welsh, Kenneth S., and Deusc hle,Kurt W. 'Developing a Community
Laboratory for Medical Teaching Prograp: A Case Study." Jour-
nal of.Medical Education, 43 (September, 1968), 969-77.

This article trates.the development of the community laboratory
teaching facilityestablished by the university of KentUcky De-
partment of Community Meficine to prepare students to deal with
community_ health problems--serving not only medical students
but also nursing :and social work students as well as those from
other disciplines such as engineering, education, and biology.
In 1964, the developers of the program undertook tl-est,aplish a
day-to-day working relationship with a community close to the
University (to make travel feasible for students and faculty)'
and suitable for the purposes of the program. After selecting
the community, they obtained the endorsement and cooperation of
health agencies and practicing physicians and set-up a carefully'
constructed administrative system. By June, 1966, five cate-
gories of students had been introduced to the community labors:
tory. .The authors describe and appraise the program and sug-
gest its implications for the future.

342.

Wentworth, Lee; and Connella, Carmella. "Exploratory Study of
Current Clinical Education fOthe-"Physical Therapy CurriLlum."
Unpublished paper, Division of Graduate Studies, Sargent Col-
lege of Allied Health Professions, Boston University, 1970,
19 pp

These' authors. initiated a multiphasic study tg evaluate the phys-
ical therapy-clinical education model in terms of present prac-
tice and future trends; and to test the, model against principles
of learning. They wanted the study to answer the question, "Is
the model still compatible' with societal needs, professional
needs; and learning theory? Or should we redefine and redesign
-clinical education to better meet the changing objectives?"

The authors drew a few.general conclusions about changing trends
in physical therapy education from the data collected in their
survey, although the survey was still incomplete at the -time
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they'wroie. They cite changes in schools' emphasis. of modalities,
an increasing emphasis on evaluative techniquei and program plan-
ning, newly developed types of clinical education experiences,
and curriculum-changes designed to meet the physical therapist's
new responsibilities in administration, reseal-eh, teaching and
supervision.

343.

-

Whitcomb, Beatrice. "MethOds of C1nical Instruction in Physical'
Therapy." Physical Therapz,-31 (April, 1951); 129-34.

This arttcle is a discussion of methods of instruction for the '

clinical 'practice phase of the undergraduate program, espeeially-
those methods which'relate to teaching supervisors.. In an out-
line of methodology Ma, Whitcomb` includes the teachnes (1)
preparation for clinical presentation; (2) preparation of the
student; (3) presentation of information; (4) encouragement oi.
the student to gat& sufficient practice; and (5) follow-4i.
She emphasizes the need for careful selection of clinical teach-

. 'ere, urges coordinating clinicalinstruction-(rhen.possible) with
the didacticiestruetion the student is receiving ithe class-
room; and stresses the importance of helping the student -develop

'desirable personal and professional standards of conduct.

344.

Zentmyer, Robert Kenneth. "Training of-Allied Health Personnel:
A Practical Approach." Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology, 15
(JUne, 1972), 333-42. %

The author;-a Lieutenant Commander in the Navy Medical Service
Corps, urges leducatori in the allied health field to constder
the superiority nf military-trained health personnel in certain
areas. He believes the difference in military and civilian
training is a matter of the military's having adopted :a more

' practical approach--"action-oriented" training. He prescribes
practical training based on well-developed course objectives.

345.

Zimmerman., Jack M., and King, Thomas C. "Motivation and Learning
in Medical School: Evaluation of the Student-Centered Group." ,

Surgery, 54 (July, 19631, 152-56.

The report of this study was offered by the authors as further
evidence that students ink StUdent.-centered-learning-grouvic-
quiirmore factual knowledge and improve their 'critical thinking
to a greater degree than students in a more traditional group.
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FOR OTHER ENTRIES Aetated to ainicat education pnocezz zee atzo:

9, 23, 33, 34, 38, 40, 44, 61, 65, 66, 67, 78, 79, 83, 86,

113, 114, 116, 119, 123, 130, 136, 139, 147, 150, 151, 159,

175, 182,. 191, 196,6203, 204, 348, 349, 360, 373, 382, 383,

384, 399, 463, 466, 469, 541, 542, 544, 559.
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EVALUATION
Approaches, Processes, Techniques

346.

American Physical Therapy Association, Vocational Rehabilita-
tiOn Administration. Evaluation in Physical Therapy Education.
Proceedings of the Annual. Institute. Bloomington, Ind., March
17-22, 196f. New York: American Physical Therapy Association,
1963, 108 pp.

The proceedings of this Institute on evaluation are divided into
three sections. Section I is entitled "Components of the Evialu-_

ation Process" and consists of four talks on establishing objec-
tives, developing criteria, developing measuring devices, and
implementing the evaluation paradigm. These talks are an ele-
mentary presentation of the basic concepts of evaluation.

The highlights of Section II are the report by Rosemary Scully
on "Levels of Competency" and an article by Margot Danker on
"Forced Choice." The Scully report focuses on understanding
what the student of physical therapy should know upon completion
of his basic professional education. For what knowledge should
all newly graduated physital therapitts be held responsible,
and 'what level of profici4mcy should be required? Three levels
of competency are described and te'author discusses how to de-
termine both the level to which a treatment technique or pro-
cedure belongs, and the level of skill to be achieVed in areas
such as administration and education. The Danker article pre-
sents a forded-choice scale developed for rating the clinical
performance of physical therapy students. The forced-choice'
technique and the rationale for applying it are discdssed, and
the author describes how she developed and validated the scale.
The reliability of the scale and the advantages antyisadvan-
tages of using it are described.

Section II also includes articles in the Strong Vocational In-
terest Inventory and the Kuder Preference Test, and one on the
professional examination service (Certification). Busted evalu-
ates the Institute its0f, presenting a statistical analysis.of
the results of pri-tests and post-tests on evaluation which had
beeri administered to the 'participants, Also of interest are
some brikf remarks on curriculum accreditation, the clinic in
the'evaluation process, evaluation of self, and evaluation of
a facility.

Section III consists of'special workfhop reports and panel sum-
maries. Group leaders presented some suggestions regarding the
use of evaluation devices:-
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347. c.

American Physical Therapy Association, Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration. Measurement Devices in Physical Therapy Educa-
tion. Edited by Kathryn Shaffer. Proceedings of the Annual In-
stitute. Chicago, Ill., April 12-17, 1964. New York: American
.Physical Therapy Association, 1964, 158 pp.

. ,

Some of the topics touched upon in this manual of proceedings
are: academic quality of the.university curriculum and faculty;
attitude inventories; taxonomy of objectives; reliability and
validity of tests; history and uses of high-speed computers; use
of closed-circuit television for,demonstrations of patient care;
and institutional self-study. There is an article on "Assess-
ment of Skills," by Richard M. Wolf, in which the author dis-
cusses how to go about evaluating the process of skill perfor-
mance,- describes several methods of collecting evidence of skill
in performance, stresses the importance of summarizing the evi-
dence appropriately, and comments on the construction of rating
scales. Ruth Dickinson's "Levels of Competency" is reprinted
here. The form used for rating the clinital performance of phys-
ical therapy students at the University of Southern California
is reproduced on pp. 85-92, and some reactions based on six
years' use of the form are offered,. both from the point of view
of the university faculty and from the poiht of view of the
clinical staff.

348.

American Physical Therapy Association, Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration. Measuring Student Performance in. Physical Ther-
apy Education: Proceedings Of the Annual Institute. Lincoln,

Neb., March 28-April 2, 1965. NewYork: American Physical Ther-
apy Association, 1965, 165 pp.

The proceedings of this Institute contain information on the'
following: the need for close coordination and cooperation be-
tween clinical and academic faculties, behavioral objectives
and evaluation, the statistical concepts used in determining re-
liability and objectivity, programmed instruction, and the need
for physical therapists to examine what they are doing and why.
The participants used a rating form to rate staged performances
of physical therapists treating "patients" and discussed the
variance in ratings that resulted. They also divided into small
groups and constructed rating scales according to the directions
and instructions of Richard Wolf, Ph.D.

349.

Anderson, Marty E., and Janteen, Alice C. "A Prediction of CliO-

ical Pewformance." American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 19
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( lorth- Aprtf, 190). 70i17 .

/
This brief article reports the results of a Study of a small
sample of occupat.ionaf therapy students which -found no signifi-
cant correlations between any measure of academic,achievement
=and ratings of ainical performance. The authori write, "The
results of the present study are consistent with chOse of pre-
vious studies ,yin that grades and achievement measyres appear to
be ineffective predictors of clinical performance."

350.
.

Bart-6, Arlene R. "Survey and Evaluation of Approaches to Physi-
ciap Performance Measurement." Journal of Medical Educatibt,
48 (supplement, 1973), 1051-93:

"' The purpose of this study is toduvestigate the:dimensioAs of
physician pert.orMance and how they'have been measured. The var-

apprqaches used to assess phyiician performance are re-.
viewed and evaluated, and theit suitability for. specific pur-

411.
,poses is discussed. The focus is on the individual,physician
and his patient (not on medieal,care systems), and'on qualita-
tive aspects of individual perfOrmance. '

The Introduction points out that evaluation studies may focus
on procesS or outcome, and that the process approach includes
evaluation of both technical and,iterpersbnal skills. There
are chapters can technicat_process 'approaches (which include di -
recf observation and use of'medical records), interpersonal pro-
cess approaches, simulated process.approaches, and approaches
for measuring outcome, and a brief chapter on Price's "Quali-
ties Approach," mhich,foduses on discovering the qualities or
attributes of a good physician. A number of studies are re-
Viewed and commented upon.

The author concludes that there is a definite inverse relation-
ship between the quality of a measurement method and the ease
and economy with which it can be applied. The methods that in-
spire the most confidence (direct observation and direct. veri-
fication of-outcomes) are very expengiveand time-consuming.
Methods Ghat are practical to-use on a large scale, such as sim-
ulations and the "qualities° approach (where rating scales are
used'without direct Obstrvation) have serious validity problems
at prehent. Record-based methpds.fall in between en'practical-
ity and economy, but records may be inaccurate and they have an
inherent bias in that the records'are kept by'the person being
evaluated, Barro sees a major need to see the peiformance of
the physician as holistic and to consider interpersonal-process'
perfOrmange.an integral part of performance: .

1'46
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Bassett, Glenn, and Meyer, Herbert. "Performance Appraisal
Based on Self-Aeview." .Personnel Psychology, 21 (Winterc1968),
A21-30.

The authors report on astudy carried out to test-the relative
effectiveness of placing responsibility for performance. review

, on subordinates. Instead of the conventional manager-initiated
interview and forni,_a sUbordinate is asked to'initiate'tfie in-
terview (based on a_aelf=pre ared form) to evaluate his own job
performance. It_was_by isized-.that under.tbese conditions
the results would odeeeri;earlifying and constructive ap-
praisal interviews, less-dgensiveneas on'the.part of the subor-
dinate under criticism; and greater /improvement in subsequent
on- the -job perfoziiance. In general the results supported the
three tcYpotheees.- The authors present an analysis of the find-
ings and some implications for benefits to be derived, by manage-

ment and,subordinaies. -

352.

:tBills, Robert E. "Evaluating Instruction: Where Now?" -
Paper presented at meetineef the University of Alabama Learning
Forum, March 21, 1974., 61imeegraphed.) 7-pp.

,The author takes a critical look at the accepted nodes pf teacher
evaluation. He takes issue with a number of commonly 'held be-
liefs about teaching, and in the process, draws on a wide range
of literature on faculty evaluation. Briefly, his point of view

can be summarized in six argumentithe offers against standard
forms of ivaluatioirwhich he believes are based upon fallaciouS
premises,:

(1) Teachers play more than one role and that role is .not
last_ communication, sq rating scales should not place
undue emphasis on comMenication behavior.

(2) ective teachers are not alike, so success cannot!
of e-single fixed ideal.bed

(3)..--StudEfitgdo not agree on their ratings of instructors,
nor do they agree on what makes an ideal teacher, so ,

ippeirs that ratings are a function only of internal

/

f gmes of reference or verbal systems1 -

.

(4) tudent learning has not been related ta faculty rat-
ings, eo before instructors can be evaluated on basis

of what Is lea ed, individual differences of students

must be Account .for.
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L5) Research on teacher effectiveness end evaluation of
teaching has not yielded conclusive results.

(6) Oveit manifest behaviorof teachers is-not what makes
the difference in ratings or effectiveness.

,,
Bills' major thesis is that when students are asked to rate-the /-
behavior of any instructor, what. they are really rating is his I
"openness to experience ".(cf. Carl Rogers). (He has develope4,'
two Q-sort devices to measure Openness, and Finch (1973) foend
that teaching behavior as. measured by Roman's scale col ated '

highly with openness as measured hy'College leachers Sort,)---
Bills feels strongly that students are highly conternedwith
the quality of their interactions with instructors. He wants po
iee_teacher preparation and college administrators "assume some
respoqsibilityfor positively affecting openness and relation-
ship qualities of instructors." (Finch). Since the eyelkpative
climate can make instructors more defensive and less open to ex-
perience, Bills recommends that self- evaluation he made,the core
of the faculty evaluation process. This woul place the empha-
sis in evaluation on providing useful feedback or the instruc-
tor's own growth, not on weeding out the unfit.

353.

Bloom, Benjamin S.; H4atings, J. Thomas; and Madaus, -George F.
"Handbook oit_fermatiVe and Summative Evalua n of Student Learn-.

.------",ii,yrk: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1 923 pp.

,-7
BloWerbasic views_on education an
hiss "theory of leafigng for maslery; are set forth here. The
distirOini between formative-end summative evaluation are dis-,
cuasedjin_seiee-detailare evaluati, for placement and eval-
vat ce--for-diagnosis., Ibis_boOk's usefonilneis,is limited -by the
,fact that ic,itraim4"A primarily at elementary and secondary'
-schciCITteachers./It emphasizes test construction more,than any
other atPect'of evaluation.

ducational 4objectives, and

354.

Boyd, Joseph L., Jr., and Shimberg,,Benjamin.- Handbook-of Per-
formance Testing: A Piattical Guide-for Test ,Makers.. Princeton,
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 3anuary,'1970, 182 pp.'

This book provides some general 'information about, performance
testa and practical exams, and contains many detailed examples
of performance tests. Some tlternatiVep to work-sample tests

' are also presented, such as the "tab test {omiginallideyeloped
for electrodic technicians) which-Wia the Prototype of simulat
patient management problems for physicians.. Step-by -step

0
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lines for designing and developing a performance test are,of-
fered, including guidelines for the examinee-aid the examines.
The book is More concerned with and more, applicable to testing'
the performance of industrial workers, machinists, mechanics,
and the, ike, than' it is with the performance-of health care '

professionals, and it emphasites product evaluation'rathex than
process evaluation. The .appendix cOntaine a portfolio of

teen different perfartince tests, one of which is a practical

exam for dental hygienists.,

.355.

Brumback, Gary B., and Howell Margaret,,A. "Rating the

Effectiveness of Employed Physicians." Journal of Applied-Psy-

chology, 56 (June,' 1912Y, 241-44: .

These anthorsdescribelNefly a ratingricale for evaluating

,

,physicians which was patterned-after research conducted in a

r` U,S. Public Hearth Service evalgation program for commissioned
officers (COEPR).. The instrument which'emerged,from the COEPR ,

includes a 37-item checklistand'a graphic rating scale". Items

on the checklist were derived froaroritical incidents; but nei-
ther checklist nor graphic scale ratings were, completely tied '

to ,observation, an8 subjective judgments'and overall impressiont
pertained the ratings. It was:found that the checklist and the
graphic rating scale correlated,significantly with each--.other,
and with the.criterion-measure. The validity and rater accept-
ability were compared with the COEPR, showing that the validity
was about the same for both, ,and the checklist and graphic rat-
ing scale were highly preferred'hy_raters to less popular ratinf .

scales such as "forced-choice.fi

356.

Brumbaa,-Gary-and Howell, Margaret A. "Rating Clinical''

Performance." Journal of bedtaPEducatiolj 35 (March, 1971),

179-B2.'

This study describes a cheCklist deVilaped,Or rating the over-

all clinical performance of dentists in the U.S. Pubic Health

Service. A trial checklist of 64 items abstracted frolacritical
incidents was used by each dentist's supervisor to rate 73 den-

tists, indicating on a four-point scale the.degree to which each
checklist item described the'dentist's clinical perfioriance over

the preceding year. Eichdentist was also rated on a different
form, a graphic rating/Scale, by about five work associates,

whose ratings were averaged together. Only the 31 items which 0,

/.were shown to discriminate between a most effective. and a least

effective dentist, as identified by, the work associate :ratings,

were retainedloi scoring. Checkliati scores were found to haSe



./' I.

a correlation of .65 with thework,desoaste ratings, which II
claimed to inditateeatisfattory validity. Split -half reli-
ability was .95, probably due in part t&-halo effect. Work
associate ratings_ yielded an interrater reLiability,of

357.
_

, ,

4

BUrke, Ronald J. and.GOodale, James G. "New Way to -Hate Nurde
-ferformance:" 'Hospitals, 47 (December 16, 1973), 62-68.,

"New way" refers to a ;behaviorally anchored rating scale , 'for -per=
Tormance evaluation. The concept tobe evaluated fts cliarly de-
fined as an observable category of PerforMance. The "anchors'.
(words that give meaning to the numbers on the Kars) are de-,
scriptions of behaviorm,not adjectives (e.g.., 6 = usually does
thus and such, not 6 =,,very-good). These,who will.use the
scales to evaluate nnrseperformance ,(usually ntirsing supervisor)
construct the scales; determine the Areas to evaluate, define
the areas, and desCribe the; levels of performance withid each
area. Anecdotes are collected, Categorized by area of perfOr-
'mance, and given a scale value. The authots, who' are prof$S-
sionalevaivation consultants; have provided, these supervisore
with a complete

t description of-haw to write and select ri,baerv-.-
_able behaviorq to .represent the entire range' of nursing'perfor-
mance. The manner in which to develop their device. and dtrec-

. tiongsfor host to use and interpret its findings,'are offered in
a manual of instrueti;Ons.

388. 1

Cochran, Thelma-C., and Hansen, 'Paul J. "Developing an Evalud,-
."-tion Tool by'GrOup Action." American Journal of Nursing, 62
(iarch,'1962);

, This is aq account of the development by nursing pert-611nel- at-----

patter -Day Saints Hospital of'a deliice,to.evaluate nursing per-
sonnel. Their procedure was as follows: to studY the purposss
and reasonvfar evaluation td study evaluatibn devices current-,

*,ly u4e,ind to compare them with proCedures in use at Letter-
Day Saints Hospital; to-study_attltudes toward evaluation with
an- aye to increasing its'acceptability; and to'develop a new
eialuitian device with a'manual to serve as' an interpretive
guide and as a basis foi rater training.

A list was tade .61 the'charaCtetistics of good and 'poor nurses

by analyzing essays written.bY the nurses themselves, deicrIbing,
vshe best and worst.nurses they knew. Group discuisions later
77reacfiell a consensus on 30 characteristics which thi group felt,,
,ye re all inclusive. A 10-point scale was developed to describe
the degree to which each off, these,characteristics was displayed,
with "toe typicaLadegree",as the:midpoint-% Themanuk defined

.
,
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these. general characteriatlds iq termsof-behaviorsthat could
be observed daily in the hospital environment.

4

It was felt that thit,project improved.atiitudes toward evalua-
ion, served es a learning experience affd lessened resistance

to the new evaluation system. The instrument develoged was

so used for self-evaluatibn...

359.

Conant, RobertM., and Hatch, Thomas D. "Policies for the De-
..., velopment of Credentialing Mechanisms for Health Persolnet; A .

Progress feport - -1974. AmeticatSoutOal df Occupational 'they- 4 i

.aat, 28 (lay7June, 1974), 288-9T. . ,er"-=---7-

(
... . ' ,

_The-authors review credentialing pradtides and policies, supply-
.-

- ing tile bactgrtiond-for their'dibcusSion of the development, of

criterion - referenced eproficiency,examssby the,Diyision of Asso-
dieted Health'Profeasioos, Bureau-of Health Resources Develop-

" , went. .The.need for a comprehensive credentialing program de-% ..,

-: rives from the -need to certifTwOre health persdhnel, The putt-

, licis concerned about health manpower shortages, inefficient
'utilization of health pe sonnel, questionable quality of,ser7o

, ,yicesi,and higher clouts. In"ordet-tp'utilizt the servitas of
.

those'health Professions s who, canhot meet 'the formalkeducatioe- -.,

N
al requirements of the professional organizations /and to satisL--
fy the requirement.of.the federal government 'OA health gerson-,/ .

nel who receive fedeial money for payment of their 'seivioes be 1

certified), the D4HP 'is-formulating long-range,goaia of estab4
.lishing uniform standards that Will increasethe opportunity for
job mobility,- serve aa'a guide fdr the relevance of'forMal.;'`

,

. .

training to the requirementi of the job; and develop preqdiehcy .

exams for credentialing the muchneeded health personnel' "" '' s
,

'''''',4

3p. .

. , .0
%

,
1, . ...

. .)
1 *

, i ' ' !
M

Council-of Physical Therapy Sdhool-Dfreatocs. DevelOptent of

...* Slbjectivis in Physitai.Therapy Education. 4roceediogs of the

Anailii.Institute. Chapel Hill, N,C., November 141-17, 196(

101 pp.
,..

.

.

Articles of interest in these-proceedings'ind ode RubyDecker's
outline of aspects of criafical education to be investigated .by
a survey committee, and-Lawrence. FiSher'sztemarks on the four,. ;-

. .

.caiegories.,#o,be observed'Whedevaloating teaching:' factlal
knOwledgy; methadologyOnterase, and atiitude.,\Fishdr's anti-

,

clf op the "TOrratlarton of Ohjectivesitle fundaiental and is

basedon thQ work of Tyler: .. ..,

' ., :. , .
, ,

. ...4
r : r

4
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361.

A r
Diggory; James,C. ,Self-Evaluation Concepts and Studied., New
.Yorkl ,John Wiley4and Sons, f966, '77 pp.

P

The, author, who is a psychologist, discosSes the philosophical
i . ',and theoretical remifibations.of self-evaluation an'dreports the

results of some of his own psyehologie.al eXperiments concerned
with self- evaluation.-

p .. ,, .
t ' N.

. :
Diggory,introddces his subject with a discussion of the philo-
sophical writings on the "self,," beginning with Descartes, and
6f value theories such as "conAtive achievement." The author
attempts to'delineate object44.4 self7eveluation by contrasting
it with.evaluatio4s basedqn the opinions.of others, and with the
self-'assertions end demands for rreedelition refered to as

."nitte.", . ,.

v-v '

The author investigates the,folloWing conditions affecting s
17 `, pdrson's estima(e of the probability of hie own sucCess: rates.

and accelerations of a performance curve. variability in per-
foriante.from'trial tte.trial; average level of derformance;yand, .
distance and.clarity0eX deadlines, Experiments are reported'
which study haw this estimate Of the probability of'one's own
succese is influenced by witnessing the success=or failure of
4aother individual. The results indrcite.thattwo ordteria of

r ,11-evaluation may be distinguished: self- evaluation may be
'. based on an' objective evaluhtlon of abilitles or solaly on ho-*

. cial approve/. and'acoepterice. Fluctuations in self-evaluatiOn
may produce "Conforming"

6
behavior. ' f-

. -

4

Some of the,other consequences of .changes in selfrevaluetion are: '

functiOnal withdrawal from a hoppLeas task by decriasing the ,

energy sient'on it; the fact that evelnatiOn of a single ability'
which ghangewhen.the ability isbtested may affett:the evaluai
-tion'ofether abilities n6t testedT.end 'en irurepse in death '-'.
imagery associated with failure and'sohsequehtlfowerieg-of self-

,

evaluationf 6 , . ,

- .
. . ; ,

. . ,

;. :
'Thez. elgionship of self-evaluation t o psychopathology,, death,

.

and'suioddets diseussed at some length.

!*
362: A .

4. 0 - 0,... .

Rel, Robert 1...., ed.,-ant NO11, Victor' H., assoc. ed. Encyclo -'

pedia of EbuiationarResearch;d,A.Project of the American Educe-
tiOnel Reseretqh Association, 4th. ed.. New fork:. The Meemillan

'Co., 196'4, 1,,12.2 'pp. ' v*

.,.
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,

This reference work his articles on the following topits of in-
tefest: 'curriculum evaluation; 9easurement in education; mea-

surement theory (including discussions of nominal, ordinal, in
terval, and ratio scales, and validity); medical education;

-marks,'andmarking systems; inservice education, of teadhers; stu-lf

.\''--7---..- fint_teaching and supervision; and.teacher effectiveness.. These
''.-- --- siticles are brief reViews of the literature up through 1966 and

they sometimes contlin a large amount of factual information, as

the case of the article on measurement theory. The emphasis

1.% on research in elementary and secondary school education,
... thoughscolleges and universities are mentioned.

.

63. ' ,

Frvars,:.CrAcei and Gosnell, Doris. Nursing Evaluation: The

ktoSlemikand the, Process; The Critical Incident Technique. Neg

York: _The.Macmillan Co., 1966, 228 pp.
. '

As the s101tite indicates, .a maiorfocus of this book is the apt-
pIilatign of the critical incident technique tp the evaluation

of-performance in- nursing. The critical requirements approaCh
to establlshing objectives is presented, and the use of criti-

, cel,inmidentslo-define behiVior is discussed, as is the devel-

opment of learning experiences consistent with critical re- --

, ,quiremsnts. Evaluation may bein terms of objectives, in term's

' pf the task, in terms of performance, or in terms of profes-

asional%standards; a chapter is.devoted each.Yerious tools
, of,evaluationje.g.,6situation tests) iscbssed in a general

_ -
way

o 4.
..

.

-T64.
A

'Flanagan, John C. Iche CritlicAlIncident Technique.!" Psycho-
siogic4IBulleffil, 51 (July,"1954), 327-58.

.NhAtIFolanagan is credited with originating the concept of the

riJical incident technique. This is his own description'of
how the idea'of analyzing performance through a description of

.csiticAl ineldesalwas conceived, the hiltory of it tade4lopJ-

g went as A technique of evaidation, and a review of art the lit-

_ eratbre from its, inception in the late fortiesup!to'1954:- He

desctibes the tecOnigne in this introductory "C.I.

T. conistOf a set of procedures for pollecting direct obser-
vationspf humarrbetyvior in such a way as to facilitate their

potential userulness in solVing practical problems and-develop-
ing broad Kure hological.paficiples.. procedures

For collecting observed:incidents having special significance,

and meeting systematic41 y defined priteria."

,

Flanagan developed the C.I.T. In response to the nted-fer more
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accurate evaluation of the performance of pilot candidates in
flight training schools in the U.S. Air Force. Determining
critical job requirements by which to select, classify, or train
people for specific jobs was found to be inadequate when based
solely on a list of desirable human, traits. Systematic analy-
sis of.the causes of good and poor performance was needed; first-
hand reports of successful and unsuccessful execution of as-
signed tasks was found effective in obtaining information from
observers. The essence of-the technique in its present form is
-that "only simple types of judgments tre required of the observ-
er, reports from only qualified observers are included, and all
observations are evaluated by the observer in terms of an agreed
*Ton statement of the purpose of the activity."

365:

Gage, N. L., ed., Handbook of Research on-Teaching; a Project
of the American Educational Research Association. -Chicago,- Ill.:
Rand McNally and Co., 1963, 1,218 pp.

This volume is not entirely superseded by the Second Handbook of
Research on Teaching because it covers different topics.. The
major aims of the Handbook are toJaummarize, criticallyahalyza,
and integrate past research on teaching. Chapter 'AI, "Rating
Methods in Research on Teaching," by H. H. Remmers, is particu-
larly goad. Also of some relevance is Chapter xi, "The Teach-
er's Personality and Characteristics,," by Getzels and Jackson,
which discusses the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory; vari-
ous values and interest studies of teachers, projective tech-

' niques, and personality inventories, and summarizes Ryans'
"Teacher Characteristics Study" of lop. Additional chapters
are devoted to patterns of teaching behavior and their origins,
research design, statistics, and the measuredent Of classroom
behavior by observation. These artfdISs041. review a substan-
tial amount of literature on teaching research.

366.

Gaines, W. G.; Bruggers, H.; and Rasmussen, 11: H. "Reliability
of the Ratings of Products'in Dental_Morpfidlogy." Washington,
D.C.:.SIG/Health ProfessionSvEducation. Apzil 1, 1975. Paper
presented at the annual neelIng of the American Educational Re-
search Association.

This report serves as an admonjtion to remind the users and cre-
ators of rating scales that findings will only'be agqisable (re-
iable) as the instruments themselves. The authors recommend

1;
A

thai more time be spent in construction of rating scales (con-
currently making it less necessary to conduct lengthy.training
sessions in their use). They'condocted i study of rating scales

15



used to rate wax carvings of'a tooth produced by each of eight
selected dental students. Seven different raters, using Form A
in the first phase and Form B in the second, phase, were asked
to rate the carvings by the first scale and then three months
later by the'entirely different second scale. Different sets of
students and products were used in the two phases. Analysis of
the ratings showed.that the differences in format led the raters
to judge the same product along different lines when they used'
the less reliable scale. A description ofithe scales anditheir
differences is offered.

367.

Goren, Michael J.; Williamson, John W.; and Cannella. Joseph S. .

"The Validity of Patient Management Problems." Journal of Medi-
cal Education, 48 (February, 1973), 171-77.

The fntent of the study described An this article was to compare
the clinical judgment of ph ans performing in a clinic set-

. ting with their judgemen an analogous Patient Management
Problem (PMP) simulat test, in order to assess the validity
of the PMP. Urine tract infection was identified as the pa-
tient 411ness to studied and two hypotheses were advanced:
(1) that when fronted with a patient complaining Of abdominal
and/dr fla pain, a team of clinical physicians will obtain as
such rel- ant history and physical examination data from aims-
lated tients is from real patients; (2) that `for the same pa -
tie complaint the team will obtain indicated urine cultures as

quently from simulated patients as real patients. Con-

trary to both hypotheses,. the relevant ient histories and
laboratory findings were obtained sign cantly more often for

simulated than for real patients. Thus PMP performance did not
discriminate between poor, average and good clinical performance.
The authors summarize some of the implications and explanations
for the results of the, study.

368.

=Gorham, William A. "Methods for Measuring Staff Nursing Perfor-

mance." Nursing Research, 12 (Winter, 1963), 4-11.

This article describes six evaluation instruments, developed from
a critical incident study, which ask raters (nursing supervisors)
to make judgments of observable behavior in all areas of nursing
performance. Some forms require a,forced-choice, for instance,
a profile checklist in which a rater must select two most de-
scriptive and two least descriptive statements. One form re-
quires that the rater makeApdgments based on comparisons with
all other nurses the rater has seen performing the specified ac-
tivity; one fora calls for rating the nurse relative only to her

15S-
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own strengths and'weaknesses. Two for are based on direct ob-
servation of nurse performance, either effective or ineffective,
while another is a checklist on which the rater marks the beha4-
ioral items observed in a nurse during a day. Findings from
research into the use of these devices at several hospitals are
summarized, but not supported with any statistical detail.

369.

Gdilford, Joy Paul. Psychometric Methods, 2nd ed. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1954, 597 pp.

Twenty-one years after its publication this book is still one of
the most often-cite,and reliable sources of detailed informa-
tion on ratink scale form and construction. It discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of the various types of rating
scales and is particularly noteworthy for its discussion of
rater error and methods for correcting rater error. It also
contains chapters on the statistical aspects of reliability and
validity, factom analysis, and the method of rank order.

370:

Herbert, John, and Attridge, Carol. "A Guide for Developers and
Users, of Observation Systems aad Manuals." American Education
Research/Journal, 12 (Winter, 1975), 1 -20.

This is a well-organized article which presents in detail the
criteria which an observation instrument should meet. The auth-
ors deal primarily with systems for observing classrooms and
teacher behavior In the assarnom.,-bet-the appli-
cable to any type of instrument based on observation. They
write, "If these criteria are met,the developer of.the instru-
ment has provided enough information to enable him and subse-
quent users to make souncjudgments regarding his.instrument!,s
appropriateness for particular pumposed." The criteria are or-
ganized, in three sections: (1) identifying criteria, (2) valid-
ity.criteria, and (3) practicality criteria. Each type is fully
defined and developed.

'371.

Howell, Margaret A.;'Cfiff, Norman; and Newman, Sidney H. "Fur-
ther Validation of Methods of EvalUating the Performance of Phys-
icians." Educational and Psychological Measurement, 20 (Spring,
1960), 69-78.

.

This article is a further study of the U.S. Public Health Service

Efficiency Report, an evaluation instrument for rating the per -
fbraance of mediCal 'care physicians. The report utilizes four
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types of evaluation methods: (1) forced-choice tetrads, (2) a

10-point scale_for rating job proficiency, (3) a 10 -point, scale

for rating personal qualifications, and (4) a 22-item checklist.
It was found that the instrument was highly predictive of work
performance ratings given to medical interns by both supervis-

. ing physicians and fellow interns. The validities obtained were

unusually high, higher than those for the physician sample on

l'hich the report was developed. The forced-choice and checklist ,

sections were found more valid than the other two, and it was
concluded that giving equal weight to all sections of the report
was appropriate for experienced physicians, while using only the
forced-choice tetrads and the checklist was recommended for in-

terns.

372.

Hubbard, John P.; Levit, Edithe J.; Schumacher,'Charles F.; and
Schnabel, Truman G., Jr. "An Objective Evaluation of Clinical

Competence. New Techni ,gues Used by the NBME." New England Jour-

nal of Medicine, 272 (June 24, 1965), 1321-28.

This article is a description of the evaluation instruments used
by the NBME (National -Board of Medical Examiners) for testing
physicians' clinical competence. Nine major areas of clinical

performance were defined, using the critical incident technique.
(Critical incidents totaling 3,300 were collected from 600..Phys-
'clans.) These include (1) history taking, (2) physical eidmi-

nation, (3) tests and procedures, (4) diagnOstic acumen, (5)
treatment, (6) judgment and skill in implementing care, (7) con-
tinuing care,*(8) physician-patient relationship, and (9) taking

responsibility.

Three methods of competency testing were then devised. The first

uses a motion picture of a doctor interviewing and examining a

patient, and tests the student's acuity of observation by asking
him to interpret correctly what he has observed and to draw ap-

propriate conclusions. The second is a test of the student's

ability to interpret a variety of clinical data. Printed repro-

ductions of roentgenograms, electrocardiograms, tissue specimens
and photographs of important physial signs site used. The third

test, "programmed testing," is a form of simulated patieneman-
agement problem in whicti there is a sequential Unfo,lding_cif a

series of.problems requiring step-by-step action. Reliability

of these three methods of testing was detereined by calculating

correlation between half-teats. Overall test reliability was

found to be between 0.83 and 0.87. The test was considered to
have content validity because it conformed to most of the areas

defined by the critical incident study.

(0
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373.

Hutchins, Edwin B. The Evaluation of Environmental Determinants.
Paper presented at the American Psychologfcal Association meet-
ingin Loutrreeptiemboh, 3, 1962. Office of Basic Research,
Technical Report No. L261. Evanston, Illinois: Division of
'Education, Association of American Medical Colleges, 1962, 16 pp.

The,main purpose of this'paper is to describe the sources of
variance in,29 medical school environments, and to determine how
environment is related to the proportions of graduates produced
y the different schools in the different career choice cate-

gories.. Four types of environmental variables are considered:

(1) objective situational determinants (measurable facets which
are institutional in character and can be objectively identi-
fied--these include school budget, size of faculty, public ver-
sus private support, number of out-of-state students=accepted,
ratio of Ph.D.s to M.D.s on the faculty, 'faculty- student ratio,

and "environmental opportunity for the student to play doctor
early in his career"); (2) subjective variables (student report
measures representing the student's perception of his environ-
ment--this Included a 180-item environment inventory); (3) his-
torical variables (such as the proportion °Lay-school's gradu-
ates over a 20-year period who later entered acadeMic medicine);
and (4) descriptions of the student body per se (differential
characteristics of the student bodies as a whole--their abil-
ities, personalities-, values, interests, etc.).

The factor-analysig of the responses to the environment inven-
tory revealed that schools where students are intrinsically mo-
tivated, have opportunities for individual creative activity,
are stimulated to be interested in things othA than pure medi-
cine, and esteem their schools highl, are schools high in the
prOduction of students with research and teaching orientations.
These schools also have high faculty-student ratios.

Average MCAT scores for the student body and whether or not the
school had a history of producing educators and researchers cbr-

,

ttlated highest with careeechoice., Seventy per cent of the
variances in career choice could be accoanted for in *terms- of

public-versus-private and faculty - Student, ratio variables. It

was Pound that schools with a strong department of psychiatry'
produced mote students who chose to go into psychiatry, suggest-
ing that contact with a stimulating and reinforcing teacher with
whairlsie-et can identify is important in choice of special-
ty. Tbeopportunity to "play doctor" was found not to be a
potent variable.
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374.

Isaac, Stephen (with William B. Michael). Handbook in Research%

and Evaluation. San Diego, Calif.: Robert R. Knapp, 1971.

This handbook is a sensible, well-writeen, practical reference,
with .a useful chapteron statistical techniques and the analy-

. ops,s of data.-- In general the material concerns researchmore
than evaluation.

375.

Bally, E. Lowell. Assessment of Human Characteristics; Bel -

man ;-Calif.: Brooks /Cole Pub,lishing Co. (a division of Wads-

worth Publishing co.), 1967, 114 pp.

Althou gh this book is primarily about^psychologfoal assessment
(as of personality traits), it does cont in three chapters which
discuss several aspects of reliabilivi nd validity and which
consider -the, role of the human°judge assessment. The topics

covered include retast.teliability, al mite form reliability,
internal consistency, sources ofunieliability,.validity (con-
sensual, empirical, concurrent, predictive, and construct valid -

ity), scales, and judges UnclUaing characteristics of a

-good judge).

376.

Kindall, Alva F., and datza, James. "Positive Program for Per-

formance Appraisal." Harvard Business Review, 41 (November-

December, 1963), 153-60.

The authors offer a step-by-step set of instructions for estab-
lishing a program of business management by objectives. The

plan $pbraces tke'concept of having the individual employee share
with management in the responsibility for his job. He asflumes

responsibility for setting his job goals and for ieViewing his
performance to determine his effectiveness in achieving the ob-
jeetives. -The article includes a good discussion of the bene-

fits this appraisal method can for the subordinate and

-for the organization. ti

377., -,

Kopta, Joseph A. "An Approach to the Evaluation of Operative

Skills." Surgery, 70 (August, 1971), 297-302.

Kopta notes that it is difficult to document the learning which
takes-plaCe in the psychomotor.domain, and that deficiancieS in
the teaching and learning of actor skills ace unlikely to be

15,
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-corrected without reliable and systematic feedback. To this
end he has developed an obseryation guide "to monitor surgeon.
behavior in the operating room" (p. 297). This impressive eval-
uation instrument has five sections, which are'devOted. to.cog-
nition, attitude, psychomotor skill, terminal result, and criti-
cal incidents, respectively. Special emphasis is given to soli,*
ingthe'problems of evaluating-psychomotor skills'. Inter-rater

. reliability for the instrument, tested on a very small sample,
was extremely high, and a single sample check indicated valid-
ity.

378.

MaCiay, Ruth C. "Evaluation:A/FacUlty and StudentsA Means
Toward Fuller Communication and Greater Productivity." Journal
of Nursing Education, 13 (January, 1974), 3-7.

The author sets forth,four general guidelines for evaluation:
(1) the purpose of the evaluation as a means of facilitating
learning should be known and accepte& by.both student and teach-
er; (2) the standards of evaluation should be understood clear-
ly; behavioral goals based on assessed learning, needs should be
established; (3} standards should be realistic; (4) there should
be a specified the period during which behaviors are obserged
and evaluated.

379.

Mackenzii,,Richerd S. "Defining Clinical Competence in Terms of
Quintity, Qualify, and Need for Performance Criteria." Journal
of Dental Education., 37 (September, 1973), 37-44.

Mackenzie points out some of the flaws in evaluation as commonly
practiced in dental education.- He feels in particular that '

product evaluation is overliphasized'and that there is a need
to'analyze the factors-that contribute to variation in the qual-
ity of the product. He calls for an emphasis on diagnostic
feedback. One should keep in mind the purpose_for which Wee-

.

of excellence is being judged and consider what will be
tantto the patient; for examOle, work efficiency shoul 'be ea-
cured out of concern for,eost to patient. This article/alio
contains a general- discussion of perfOrmande criteria and urges
that the major &Woponents of learning (stimuluecomponints, me-
'gating responses, and obseriable responses) be evaluated inde-
pendently.

380.

Mackenzie, Richard S. "Faitors Essential to Evaluation of Clini-
cal Performance." Journal of Dental Education, 38 (April,
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1974), 214-23.

This is a discussion of measurement, validity, objectivity, ef-
ficiency, and cost, as these factors relate to the evaluation-
of dentists. It considers matters related to certification and
to product evaluation, and makes some very general observations
about evaluation, such as that validity depends on purpose.

381.

May, Bella J., ed., Performance Evaluation: Proceedings of a
Training Institute. Sponsored by the Department of Physical
The,T4py and The Department of Occupational Therapy, Medical

iege of Georgia; supported by Grant Number 1A13 AH00129-01,
D sion of Allied Health Manpower, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare; October 16-19, 1973),-172 pp.

This2lastitute
?
which focuses on the problem of performance eval-

uati6n, was the third in a series of institutes devoted_to_imm___
proving the skills of clinical instructors in physical-therapy
and occupational therapy at the Medical College,of:Georgia and
Georgia State University. The keynote addrese-by DT. Leon Les-
singer stressed the value of criterion - referenced evaluation
and the.need for a humanistic orientate in education and eval-
uation. Linda Crocker gaVe a series f talks' on evaluation.

Her discussion of the tools of measurement in performance evalu-
ation covers the critical incident technique, the observational
rating scale, and simulated Patient Management Problems, men-
tioning the advantages and disadvantages of each. (A simulated

patient management problem' written specifically for physical
therapists is reproduced on' pp. 101-113.) $he also spoke on
the'various types, of reliability and validity. In her last talk
she made recommendatiods to the clinical supervisor to improve
evaluation with the procedures currently in use, recommendations .

to university staff td"idsure proper use of-the instruments they
send to farilitdes, and recommendations for those planning to-
undertake development of a new evaluation program.

Other topics discussed at this Institute were: the necessity
of identifying the measurable performance elements of objectives;

the' establishment of criteria or standards to,be used for com-
paring the student's actual performance_mitif what has been de-
termined to be acceptable, adeqUate, satisfactory performance;
how to confront a failing'student; the division%of evaluation
responsibility...between academic'add c ical staff;wheEher or

. not the American Physical Therapy Association'should provide'a
standard evaluation form; and what information should be pro-
videdto the clinical faCility by the school aboUt.the student
they 'are sending to the facility.
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382.

. .

McDaniel, Lucy V. "The Critical Incident Method in Evaluation."
Journal of the American Physical Therapy Association, 44 (April,
1964), 235-42.

ThisTh is the report on a study of practicing physical therapists
in which the critical incident technique was used to,compile a
list of,characteristics.descriptive of the ideal physical- theta-

..

pist. Critical incidents were collected from questionnaires.

:
which were.ient
ficatio.of- 4 usable ritical incidents whith were categorized
info six areas of behayior. The profile of an ideal phylical
therapist (pp. 235-36) emerged, from, the subsequent study of these
inadents,,,and the author feels that the profile offers the most
valid criteria available for evaluating' physical therapy person-
nel. It can also be translated into objectives with which to
evaluate the effectiveness of professional curriculums or for _'------

designing 'inservice education programs.

383.

McGregor, Douglas. "An Uneasy Look at Performance Appraisal."
Harvard Business Review, 50 tSeptember- October, 1972), 133-38.
Rpt. (Harvard Business Review, 35 May-June, 1957.)

The author is a strong proponent of "management by objectives;"
perfoimante evaluation initiated not by management, but by sub-
ordinates. The system calls for the subordinate to establish
sho=t -tern goals for himself--shifting to himself the responsi-
bility for assessing his strengths'and weaknesses; his super-
ior's role is one of helping him relate his self-appraisal,
specific goals and plans to the functions of the organization.'

384.

Metcalfe, David H.; Chir, B.; and Mancini, Joseph C. "Critical
Evellef'Outcome Studies Used as a'Teaching Tool." Journal of
Medical Education, 47 (November, 1972), 869-72.

These authors describe.a system devised to teach residents in
family medicine how.to keep records and cross index them so,that
their precipices generate data as a basis for'self ancepeet re-
view, continuing education, operational planning, and butreach.
Essentially the system employs'Ithart reviemtomeasuremciVal
care against a. profile of the"Melll:managed patient with a cer-
tain disease (profiles are derived froM a review of-the. litera-.
to re). Meetings are held to discuss the disease, the ideal pror
file; the resultfof the chart audit, and the problems of treat-
ment. If a physician's care of hie patient has been shown to
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fall short of the ideal he is notified privately. The system

serves two purposes: improving patient care, and teaching phys-

icians to evaluate themselves in terms of the quality,of care '

delivered.

385.

r, Herbert H.; Kay, Emanuel;and French, John R. P., Jr.

"Split, Roles in Performance Appraisal." Harvard Business Review,

43 (January.-FebruarY, 4965), 123-29. .

The authors summarize findings of a study to evaluate the effects

orperformance appraisals conducted at General Electric. The

conclusions drawn were four-fold:1W) annual performance ap-
praisals seldom motivate improved performance (in fact, employees

made less effort to improve in areas criticized); (2) criticism

Isqd coaching are more effective as motivation for improvement

,if offered oft a regular day-to-day basis; (3) criticism should

be avoided And replaced with goal, setting; (4) separate apprais-

als must be held for different purposes, i.e. employer should

/4 not be discussing performance for the purpose of improving per-

formance and makfhg decision on a salary action case during one

appraisal session.

386.

NatXnal League foj Nursing. Evaluation: An Objective Ap-

proach. Report of the 1971 Workshops of the Council of Diploma

Programs. New York: National League for Nursing, 1972, 49 pp.

(NLN pub. no. 16-1446.)
,

This document contains four workshop presentations on evalua-

' tion. These are summaries of some of thg generally-accepted

con4lusions about evaluation, and they discusssuch topics as

relating evaluation to objectives, grading, level of competency,

the process of feedback,-ranecdotaal records,raring scales peer

ratings, self-gvaluation, the purposes o evaluation, and

sources of error in evaluation. Evaluat on of the student is

the main focus.

387.
. ,

National Leqgue for Evaluation: 'The Whys and the Ways.

Report of the 1964 RegionAI-Woskshops of the Council of Member

Agenpied of the Department of,Diplor4S-and_Associate Degree Pro -

rams. -New York: National League for Nursiftgi-lgpartment of

D p Associate Degree Programs,1965, 66 ppv.7--(NLL-pub.

no. 16-1172.) . 51 t

This NStiorial League for'Nursing pamphlet Contains six lectures

0
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on educational evaluation presented at various regional work-'
shops of the Diploma and Associate Degree Programs in Nursing.
Their emphasis is on design of the total evaluation program,
stressing the,necessity for evaluation in nursing education.
Some of the topics touched upon by the various lecturers were:
philosophic and pragmatic-aspects of evaluation) evaluation as -

the application of the scientific method to educational phenom-
ena.; the evaluative roles of the-administrator, the faculty, :
the student, and the evalUation consultant; reasons for program
evaluation and-the need for faculty involvement in it; and in-
stitutional evaluation.

,

388.

Newman, Sidney H.:IR/Dwell, Margaret A.; and Harris, Frank J.
"Forced Choice and Other Methods for Evaluating Professional
Health Personnel." Psychological Monograph's, 71, Whole No.
439, 1957, 27 pR.

This is a report on a U.S. Public Health Service study to com-
pare various methods of performance evaluation. The authors
support their preference for the gorced-choice technique with
this presentation of their findings on the following different
evaluation methods: (1) forced-choice tetrads, (2) a 10-point
scale for rating job proficiency, (3Y eight 10.-pOint scales for;
evaluation of personalqualifications, (4) a 22 -item checklist
developed from an effiCiency report, (5),eleven5 -point rating
scales for evaluating performance, in the Public Health Service,
and.,(6) narrative comments, The forced-choice method was judged
to have higher validity than any of the other methods,lwith va-
lidity coefficients higher when work'performance was the triter-

' ion rather than' personality. Ratingsceles'and narrative tom-
ients list, as adequate as any techniques other than forced -
choice.

389.

Payne, David A. "A Perspective on EduCational Assessment."
The Assessment df Learning: Cognitive and Affective. Lexing-
ton, Mass.: D. C. Heath and Co.,. 1974, pp. 3-23.

Thii chapter in Payne's textbook written for public school teach-
ers draws upon the gekeral literature on'educational,evaluation.

It included a list of paiallel elements iwinstruction and evil-
uation which make them effective, and disCussions of eprriculum
evaluation and accountability. .

390. . _ '
Remmers, Hermann HEnry. "Rating Methods in Research on Teach-

,/
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Nr

lag." Handbook of Research on Teaching. Edited by N. i.cSage.

Chicago, Ill.:, Rand MhNally and Co., 1963, pp. 329 -78. ,

Remmers emphaSizes that the measuring device of a rating scale

is !km the paper form, but rather the individual' rater. Hating .

scales shduld be judged by their objectivipy, reliability, sen-
sitivity, validity, and utility. Various kinds of rating scales

are described in this section'which basically follows Guilford,

but includes a review of other literature, particularly on
forced- choice' rating scales.' "Semantic differential" as a so-'

phisticated use of graphic rating, scales is discussed in some
detail, as are the virtues and defects of the OFtechnique A

self-anchoring rating scale is described which requires indivi-

dual interviewing, content analpeis, and eliding. The literature

on rating methods as applied to teaching is discussed, and merit

ttrating and student ratings of achers are coveted. ''The.author

considers the question of what ontent should be covered in rat-

ing scales and offers three possible bases for contents, (1) a

systematic conception of teaching; .(2) the consensus of compe-

tent judges; and (1) critical incidents. Four types of bias are

mentioned as operating in observations recorded by means of rat-

ing scales: (1) oppdrtunity bias (possible*dergampling).; (2)
experience bias (varying degrees of experience'im the persons

_being rated); (3) criterion distortion (the possib ty that if ,

several similar correlated behaviors are included, ce in be-

havior may be weighted disproportionately); and (4) rati
biases (Such as halo effect).

391,

Scriven, Michael. "The Methodology of Evaluation." yerspec-
,

tives of Curriculum Eva4uation. .Edited by Ralph Tyler; Robert

digni; and Michael ScriVen. AERA Mondgraph>Series on Curriculum

Evaluation, Number 1. Chicago, Ill.: Rand McNally and Co.;

1967, pp. 39-83.

This paper attempts to show and/reduce some of the philosophical

and practIcal deficiencies Of current conceptions of the evalua-

tion of educational "instruments" such as curriculums, teachers,

and programmed texts. This landmark theoretical study of curric-

ulum evaluation presents a complex model of adequate evaluation

..,'study which'covers the following topics: goals 'versus soles of

evaluation; formative and summative evaluation; professional
versus amateur evaluation; evaltation studies versus process

studies; evaluation versus estimation of goal achievement; in-

trinsic versus pay-off valuation; practical procedures,' for medi-

ated evaluition; the possibility of pure pay-off evaluation; com-

parative versus non - comparative evaluation; practical procedures ,

for control group evaluation; criteria of educational Achieve-

ment for evaluation studies; valUes and costs; and explanatory
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1

I
Stanley,'Julian C., and Hopkins, Kenneth D. Educational and
Psychological Measurement. ,EoglesoodiCliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1972, 520 'pp..

,o

This tgok, primarily about testing, appears to be a4med'chiefly
at t4 public school teacher: It ctoes, however, contain'a thaplei
ter on assessment of theaffective domaiq and a chapter on grad-
ing. Thy, authors discuss some of t4e-problems.of affective meat-

. suremen't (fakability, self-deception, semantits, and criterion
inadequacy),.and Urge Oat affective assessmeni not be neglected:
if you have affectiveobjectivea

you need to find out whether or
nott4ey 'are being achieved. The techniques discussed for mea- .

J suring affec',t are Thutstene, Likert, rating, and semantic dif-
'ferential scales, and Q-sortbechnique. The authors appear to

afavor somewhat traditional grading piactices and strongly'oppose
the abolition of grades.

,

393.

Stufflebeam, Daniel L. "Alternative Approaches to Educational
Evaluation: A Self -Study Guide for Educators." Evaluatfw in
Mucatlon: 'Current Applications. Edited, by W. James Popham..
Berkeley4 Calif.: McCutchan Publishing Eorp., 1974, pp. 95 -143.

This articlepreseots in 'a self-instructional format a summary
,df two approaChea to evaluation: the conceptual frameworks of '
Michael Scriven gnd Daniel L.'Stufffebeam.' The material on'
Striven is aisummary'of his ideas on goals versus roles of..aval-
uat'ion, intrinsic versus pay-off evaluation, amd goal-free eVal,
liatlq1, and it includes a #escrilAion of the-Pathway Comparison ,

Model: a checkliit of steps .for eValuatlng progreMe. Siuffle-
beam's apprOach, develispfd by' the Phi"belta Kappa'National, Study .

Committee on Evaluation, is called the CIPP Evaluation Model be- .

cause, it consists of four typii"of evaluation: evaluation of.-ren-
, text, Input,,:Process, and Product. The CIPP model is designed toassist i oth.4ecisidn making and the deterdimation_of account-

abiliti

394.

Tate, Barbara L. Test 'Uts. arHursina-Rtrformance.EValuation 10-
strument. 'New York: National League for Nursing, Research and
Studies Service,- 1964, 99 pp:',..-(NLN pub.' no. 19-1121:),

This pamphlei is a description of e trial use.of a rating form
to determine its practiCality, valid

iandralabllity. k .,
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preliminary trial and three stbsequent,triels were conducted in
three.different ,hoapitals, using the forM,to evaluate- the per- .-.

forMance of staff nurses on the nursing service. It was con -

cluded that the form was practical despite some complaints by

head nurses-that it wasroo time-consuming. Validity was not

formally measured,. but all items save one had face validity for

all concerned: Two of the,scales had apparently adequate reli-

ability, hilt Chs reliabil ity of the other three scales was

questionable. the conitructibn of the instrument and orienta -

tip to its use are also described. Reprints of journal arti-

Iles about tbe nonstructia of the rating scale areappended.

395.
,

Thorhdike, RobertLadd,..ed. Educational Measurement,' 2nd ed.

Washington, D.C.: American Council_on_Education, 1971,"768.pp.

Though primarily about testing,,this large anthology does con-

tain some information useful in evaluating performance. There

is a didactic and intormatiVe chapteron "Performance and"Prod-,-

'uct Evaluation;' -by Robert Fitzpatrick and Edward...1.,,,Morrieon.

(pp. 237:-270)y4rhich reviewa some of the literature 6i-simula-

tions, situational tests,.in -basket, tests, and*work -sample

tests, amd discusses the deyelopment and administration of per- :

foemance.testg., There is awhole section on measurement themry, .

which contains rather technicaLarticles on "The Nature of Mea-

'surement," "Reliability," and "Testyilidation.'t The chapter -

on "Measurement in Learning, andInstiOntion," Eby Robert' Glaser

and Mthony; T: Nitko (pp. 625 -670), ouched-upon such topics as

.
the analysis and definition of performance-domains, placement

in& diignosis, criterion-referenced testing,. -and formative eval-

uation. The final chapter, by Alexander W. Ostin-and Robert-J.

Panos (pp. 733-751)s reviews some of the conceptual and method-- .

ological issues cOpcerning "The EvalOation of Educational Pro-

grams." Theirs is an "outpA, input; and operation" approach.

396., ,

''`-,

.

x

Thorndike, Robert Ladd, and Hagen; Elizabeth P. Measurement

and Evalustion,in Psycholoay'anditEducation,3rd ed. New York:

John Wiley and Sons, 1969, 705 pp. ,

..-
a.

This is a general, httodUctory text onmeasurement, with the

major part of the book devoted to testing in the classroom.'

Chapter vi, "Qualities Desired in-any Measurement Prqcedure,"

discubses retiabtlity, validity, And practicality id a $airly

oomprehensive'way. Chapter are "The Individual es :Others See

Him," contains Igo, lengthy discdtsion of rating' scales,

which notes :tome" of the pr



makes suggestions for improving the effectiveness of ratings.
Chapter xiv, "Behavioral Measures of Personality," offers some
general remarks about systematic observation and comments on
anecdotal records, but it focuses primarily on observation pro-
cedures developed iv connection with studies of young children.
Situational tests are mentioned.

397.

Norman P. "Identifying College Goals the Delphi Way." 'Ad-
ministrationand Organization Topical Papers and Reprints 12.
National Laboratory for Higher Education, Durham, N.C., n.d.

The Delphi method for opinion gathering allows for exchange of
information without bringing participants together in time-
consuming or opinion-distorting face -to -face meetings e
author outlines how it has been applied ip polling and cooldinat-
ing the views of administrators, faculty, students, trustees,
etc.. Each participant is first asked to complete an "opinion-
naire" on specific tsigics, evaluating his opintions based on a
given criterion. He later receives a summary of all other re-
sponses with .a requesrtbat if his is d erent he must explain
why, or revise his opinion. As a fina ma ling the participant
receives an updated summary--including in rity opinions--and
he either repeats or revises his opinio . This' controlled feed-
back on the responses of other participa is provides anonymity

.and minipizes the influence of personal political interests.

398.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and WelfareiPubltc Health
'Service. Proceedings of the Hegional Medical Programs Motional
Conference an4 Workshop on Evaluation, 1970. Approach to,
Evaluation for, the Regional Medical Program," by Donald A.
Schon. 1:111p1 Publication No. (HSM) 71-70/0, Washington, D.C.:
Goveriment Printing Office, 1972, pp. 1-20.

Schon't discussion of evaluation centers around the distinction
he makes between "systems rationale". (a set of formal objec-
tives, operations for achieving them, and methods for appraising
the effectiveness of operations in achieving objectiVes). and

discovered system" the isformal, homeostatic structure of
an ownization or program, which results from the fact that
cial systems do not behave exclusiVely in termi_uf the rational
purposes assign thel). EValUation is usually thought of
fr aithe point oft of a, "rational Tanager" for -whom the
systems rationale Is fixed and given.' "Evaluation tends to be-
come an auditing process in which a third, party assesses itehav-
r in terms'of systems rationile and sends information towards

the top of-the syitem for justification and `control." Paoli ,

Q
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argues that this may constrain freedou of Action, responsive-
ness and creativity whith ,can exist better in the discovered

system. He wants program evaluation to take into consideration
the fact that within any program the rational manager'S model

and the discovered system coexist. He also points out that op-

portunities for learning exist primarily ih the discovered
'system.

399.

U.S. Department of Health,- Education, and Wel a e, Public Health

Service:- Proceedings of the Regional Medical-Programs National__
Conference and Workshop on Evaluation; 1970./ "Measuring Changes
in Clinical Eerformance," by B. 3%,Andrew. /MEW Publication
Rd, (HSM) 71-7010, Washington, D.C.: GoVernmtnt Printing Office,

T972, pp. 55-59. /

' /

This is a product of a worksh
/

op on ring changes in behMelor.

A general discussion of what is invol in measuring clinical

performance is followed by-a very gen al review of-some of 'the

literature, and a selected bibliogra . Thefauthor-preients---
the item-by-item list of activiti /developed by the workshop to
define the steps of a clinical problem- solving process. Abput

the evaluation of clipical activi ies he writes, "The measure-
sent of clinical performance tan focus either on the entire
problem-solving process or sod on. the frequency with 'which

certain behaviors within thb p ems are observed." The valid-

ity df the measurement depend on the quality of the instrument

\\)c3e

devised to record the probl solving behavior. The factors to,_

considered, the-procedur to follow, and several types of

lfnical performance measnr t are all included in these'

guidelines for evaluators. 4

400.

Wilhelms, Fred T. "Evaluation-as Feedback." Evaluation as Feed-

back and Guide. Edite by Fred'T. Wilhelms. Washington, D.C:

Association for Supe icion and Curriculum Development, NEA,

1967, pp.'2 -17.

'This chapter, in which the editor presents a general'introduc:
tory description of evaluation uses, defines several'criteria

'for determining an evaluation.system's effectiveness: "Does it

. deliver the feedback that is needed, when it'is needed, to the .

,.person or groups who need it?" The user must decide if the

evaluation (1) facilitates self-evaluation, (2) encompasses
every objective valued by the school, (3) facilitates learning

.
and teaching, (4) produces records appropriate to the purposes
for which recordeare-essantial, and (5) provides. continuing

feedback into larger questions of curriculum develoPmept and

.
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401.

Williamson, John W. "Assessing Clinical Judgment." Journal of
Medical Education, 40 (February, 1965), Special Issue, 180-87.

The author describes a eechnique which uses a pencil' and paper
test of patient-problem simulations. with which to measure clini-
cal Judgment. On the basis of information the physician. re-
ceives in the introduction b0 the patient problem, and through--

--out the subsequent steps of his diagnosis, he selects the pre-
cedurea which lead, in a diagnostic progression of selected re-
-sults, to the solution of his_patient's problem. He is graded
on the efficacy of his selections; his diagnostic and thera-
peutic strengths are identified. The information thus obtained
can be applied to designing and evaluating the clinical program.

402.

Williamson, John W., and McGuire. Christine. "Consecutive Case
Conference: An Educational Evaluation." Journal of Medical
Education, 43 (October, 1968), 1068-74.

This, article is the report of a pilot study designed to evaluate
the effectiveness-of an instructional technique knOwn as the
Consecutive Case Conference (CCC).. A CCC is a hospital staff
meeting in mhich a panel of outside specialists analyzes the
charts of ten patients-who have been conslcutively discharged,
each with a particular diagnosis made by staff physicians.
Staff members are thus afforded the opportunity to evaluate
their past performance and to improve their clinical decision
making by comparing their own diagnoses with those made by ex-

'perts. The study was an effort to show. (1) that either method
'of instruction, CCCs or lectures,' would result in ipproved clin-
ical decisions by participants, 'or (2) thattheCCCs would
Prove to be a superior technique. Neither hypothesis could be
suptorted, as no significant change in clinical judgment as mea-
sured'by Patient Management Problems could be docpaented for
either method. ln:addition, it-was found that none of the three
groups studied'in the test achieved better than -50 per cent

' agreement with expert opinion about the management of problems
ar presented on the testa.

403.

Wingard, John R., and Williamson, John W. "Grades as Predictors
of Phyticians' Career'Performance: An Evaluative Literature

*iit41/1:4
of Medical' Education, 48 (April, 1973), Part-1,

r
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This article is a review of the literature from 1955-1972 relat-
ing undergraduate grades to subsequent career performance in
77.edicine and other professional areas. Little concrete informa-
tion exists on attempts to correlate medical training with post-
academic perfOrmance, not becauseof an inability to obtain data
but because of the paucity of such investigations. The few

av4lable research findings indicate little or no correlation
between academic and professional perfordanob.

The authors recommend that techniques to assess the product or
outcome of medical education need to be developed, and that it

.should not be assumed that grades predict career performance.
= D.2finitions of what grades do measure -need to be clarified.

".1:,,,3r,1 and Williamson suggest that Various types of performance

should not be lumped together for one value judgment, but rather
t!-at a single grade shou114-be broken into a spectrum of comr
D.,nents, e.g., knowledge,-skills; interests, attitude, under-.

etc.,each to be graded separately. The profile of

student shouid reflect both strengths and weaknesses.,

_.;:4ER ENTRIES neated to evatuation zee aLao:

114,.117,.- 162, 164, 175, 186,/233, 238, 240, 247,

268, 275, 279, 284, 293, 299, 312, 323, 326, 557.

".
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Evaluation of Student

-404.

Barbee, Robert A.; Feldman, Sol; and ChOsy, Louis W.' "The'Quan-
titative Evaluation of Student Performance in-the Medical Inter
view." Journal of Medical Education, 42 '(Narch, 1967), 238-43.

. r

The authors report the results of the initial phase of a long-
term study being competed at the University of,.Wisponsin Medi-
cal School. The first eo and final two_patient interviews done
by ten second-year medital students in an introductory, course in
clinical medicine were audiotaped, and each tape was independent-
ly evaluated at least once by each of four raters, all faculty
members in theDtpartment 'Of Medicine. The evaluation foie had
two major sections, one dealing with the comgetenesaof the
data obtained in the hiStory, and the other with the technique
-by which those data vere obtained; Three of the failrrraters
were trained and one waanot,. so as to serve as a control.

The most important findings were as follows: (1) only the
trained raters achieved significant inter4rater agreement; (2)
less agreement was achieved when communication and the. doctorr
_patient relationship were being rated; (3) students were rated
higher on their final interviews than on their first interviews,
though the raters were not told which was which;.(4) when some
.of the tapes were re-rated by all the raters six months later,
the previous ratings were nertre-duplidated successfully..

405.

Berner, Eta S.; Hamilton, Lewis A.; and Etst, William R. "A Nee
Approach to Evaluating Problem-Solving inMedical udenta."
Journal of Medical Education, 49 (July, 1974), 6 72..

This article describes the "sequential manage nt problem" -(SMP),
a modification of the problem-solving method of evaluation. The
authors detail the process of evaluatipn usi g the "SMP." Essen-
tially the differences and advantages over o her methods are:
(1) the student is given more frequent feedb k at different
stages-of his management plana;'and -(2) error are not cumula-
tive dfi in "patient management 'problems" (P1411 .

406.

C: M.:- "An Examination o4 the Final ..Examination imMedi-
eine." Lancet, 271(August-25# 2956) 368-72.

r .
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This article reports the results of some investigations of the
"efficacy" of the final examination in 'medicine at Queen's Uni-
versity of Aplfast.. Much of thAliscussion refers only, to the
marking of paper and pencil teats, but marks on thecliniCal
part of the final exam are also discussed. To determine the
examiner's contribution to Variance in marks, examiners /worked
in pairs while observing students working with patients, each
member of the pair allocating marks independently and trying
to avoid influencidg each, other. Correlaxions between the marks
of each member of the pair were "encouragingly high," averaging
0.74. The correlations between different parts of the exam were
also,calCulated,'a different pair of examiners and a different .

patient being involved for each part, and moderately good agree-
ment was found between the two sets of exaftiiers (average r

0.59). The author cot4uded that the problem of different pa-
tients for different students is not seriously affecting the
results of the exam.

A further,"simple pilot study" suggested that the ability-to
express, oneself ("power of expression").ffiight,be important to
passing the'exam, partiCularly the orals section.

407.
.

Chuan, Helen. "Evaluation by Intervtew:% Nursing Outlook, 20
(November, 1972),726-27.

.

' This article describes an evaluation instrument devieed.by a
, nursing instructor for use beginning -level clinical students

"to deteraine.how yell students'understood and were,using the
nursing preCess." The instrtinent consisted of a qpistionnaire
used as a basis for a structured interView with the student;

_,the questions all related to the student's care for one patient.
Scorinrand grading took place after the interviewl'which was

. 'recorded; but-basis and criteria fop- scoring,and grading are not
presented: Method was used primarily as a teaching tool and not

as a grading process.

t,
408.

, . .

Clink, MarvidG. "A Film Test ofloClinicalSiills .n Medical

Students." Journal of Medical Education, 36 (August, 1961) ,

908113., . . ',
. . .

.

.

Objective test based on sound-Colot films which were made of
"highlor planned.and realistic situations in Medicine" were. ad -,

ministered to-third- and fourthyearsedical students and ten-
eral,practitionerAWITbmia films showed physicians iateiviewing
and examining actual qnreheprsed,-5'hospitalised- patients. .4.,.

.
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Test results showed high reliabllity,coefficients. Validity was
indicated by the fact that score's fpr each of the three groups
varied directly with the amount of experience of the group.
Correlations between an individual's scores on different film
tests were low, which theauthor attributes to uneven develop-
ment of skill on the student's part. The tests did not discrim-
inatevithin the middle level' of skills measured as well as it
did at the lower levels.

409.

Colmoie,.Johri P. "Evaluation of Daily Student Performance."'
Journal of the American Medical, Association, 198 (October 17,
196,),.293 -95.

This'study reviewed the results of an,evaluation of eightAuC-
cessive Classes of senior medical students, in the Department of
Medicine at the.Universiti of Oklahoma Medical Center, to see
whether evaluation of daily performance in the outpatient teach-
ing'clinic was a predictor of performance On the final examina-
tion.-, The performance of top level students Was consistent in
.daily work and in the exams, but the exam grades of most stu:-
dentsicorrelated,very poorly with the' supervisor's evaluation of
performance in the clinic. This finding raises the question of
which grade Se more predictive'of performance of the phySician
after completion of his training. (It should be noted that',
these exam grades were normative and thst.the form used to rate
clinical performance was very general- -its items were not be-
haviorally stated.)

410.

Council of Physical Therapy School Directors. Principles-end
Practices of Evaluation and Publication. Proceedings of the
Annual Institute. Philadelphia, Pa., November 12-16,.1962, 02
'pp. (Only pp. 76x159 are annotated.)

//

In these,proceedings ,Christine 84. McGuire touches o; s ral
topics of interest. She describes simulated patient, agement
problems, the National Board of Medical imaniners p ctical exam
and the rating ferm use by thekeXamAner, and the films
used to A.isr,vhe studente', skflei'Of observation. he also
states that she feels traditional grades should be bandoned. A
detailed profile should take-the place of a letter $ ade, and
students should be certified at having done satisfac ryor un-
satisfactory work, with only a few designated as outs anding..

POur.groups 6f participants reported the results of the r dis-
cussions ofeetheds of evaluating clinical skills.'

174



Thd other content of this Institute was not relevant to clini-

cal education.

411.

Cowles, John T. "A Critical-Comments Approach to the Rating of

Medical Students' Clinical Performance." Journal of Medical

ducation, 4Q (February, 19f5), Special-Issue, 188-98.

This study is an analysis of the comments, made on rating-forms-
used over a period of three years in the University,of- Pitts-
burgh Department of Medicine to rate the clinical performance

of medical students. Comments were, individually rated for'qual-
ity of performance on a descending Scala of 1 to 6 and placed

into one of the following categories: (1) knowledge and under-

standing of facts and theory; p) rapport with patients; (3)
assumptionof responsibility for'care and follow-up; (4) accur-
,a6 and thoroughness of observation, physical skills; (5)' diag-

nostic skills; (6) conscientiousness,recognition of limita-
tions; (7) motivation; (8A) general intelligence; (8E) matur-
ity; (8C) general miscellaneous. Disregarding (8G), categories
receiving the largest number of comments were (4) and (7). In

performance rating, comments in categorlei (1), (4), (6) were
evenly distributed throughout scale; in categories (2), (3), (5)
comments,were very favorable or very unfavorable; in category
(7) comments were mostly favorable. In evaluating the study an
effort was-made to discover what kinds of comments were most
reliably rated and to evaluate the evaluators.

412.

Cowles, John T., 'and Kubany, Albert J. "Improving theMeasure-
ments of 'Clinical Performance of Medical Students."' Journal of
Clinical Psychology, 15 (April-, 1959), 139-42, -

The authors describe'the developMent and use of,the Clinical.
Performance Record,'an evaluation instrument they-used atthe .

University of Pittsburgh SchOol of Medicine to rate the clinical
performance of third- and fourth-year medical students. pt.el

purpose, to improve measurement of clinical performance, stems
frofil their_search for better ways to Validate medical school se-

lection techniques. Here they report on how they drew on the

expertille of 2 medical school faculty members to determine the
.most important characteristics for a student to possess or ac-
quire in keparation for general practice, and how theydevel-
oped a rating form in wh$01 each student observed in the clinic
could be rated on the degree-to which he possessed each of the,
characteristics.. The article reports good results from the use
of the instrument, which appears to have concurrent validity in
realt'ion to,major subjects of the fourth year ofmedical study,
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and produced average ratings with a. reliability of +.50 (signi- 6

ficant at the .01 revel).

413.

Crocker, Linda; Muthard, John E.; Slaymaker, Jane E.; and Sam-
son, Louise. "A'Performance Rating Scale,for Evaluating Clini--
cal Competence of Occupational Therapy Students." American
Journal of Occupational Therapy, 29 (February, 1975),.§1-66.

The authors report on a study to determine the validity and re-'
liability of the Field Work Performance Report (FWPR), a 53-item
rating scale for evaluating occupational therapy students. Their
findings indicated that concurrent criterion-related validity,
inter-rater reliability, and internal consistency for this eval-
uation instrument were all good. The FWPR rating scale measures
five major areas of clinical performance: (1) data gathering,
(2) treatment,planning, (3) treatment implementation, (4) coat- .

munication skills, and (5) professional characteristics. Each
item is a description of.an individual observable behavior,of
competent clinical performance. Using a group of 934 students
in field work.in 197240 the U.S., the authors compiled FWPR
profiles of each student, by_two staff therapists, who also rated
each student on his suitability for hiring, then on a composite
FWPR and on a predecessor of the FWPR form. The article provides
anaccount of the analysis performed,by the authors Whi,ch led
them to a favorable assessment of the rating form.

414.

Crosbie, StAnley, and Cilberettadi, Harold: "Contrasts Between
Several Means of Appraising Physicians.". Journal of Medical
Education, 36,Part 1, (October, 1961),'1310-15.

Thew authors'report on a study,in which four different' methods
of evaluating the o first-year medical residents
were compared: (1) ranking by supervising physicians, (2) ward*
pariormance rating by nurses, (3) patient' evaluations, and (4)
independent chart review. Ratings of competence by patients'and

'staff corresponded to ratings by chart review at a better than
chance level. SUpervisory stiff'evalustions shrwed a high level
of agreement with furies' evaluations, and staff 'evaluations
were considered:siiihtlpipreferable to chart ratings. -Woe
felt that a combination of staff evaluations with' chart ratings
might-be optimal. Patients' evaluations did' not agree with
staff evalUitions' orchart ratings: patients were probably in-
dicating personal reactions of liking rather than trying to eval-
uate.
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415.

Dickinson, Ruth; DiMarino, Jean; and Pfitaenmaier, Joan. ,"A Com-

mon Evaluation Instrument," Physical Therapy,'53 (October, 1973),

1075-80.

The authors.suggest (for general adoption) A two-part evaluation
instrument designed for narrative reporting of characteristic be-
havior of theetudent physical therapist. Part 'I concerns pro-

fessionalttitUdes and relationships; Part II deals with mastery
of clinical skills. In testing the form the need for detailed
analysis of goals to be achieved in 'speeific clinical settings
was found to be of paramount importance: Rewritten, with clear-
ly defined objectives. (for' use in orientation, mid-evaluation,
andfinal evaluation), the form fills the need for evaluating'
any level of physical therapy student in a clinical education
program.

416.

"An Evaluation Design for-Clinical Training." Trends in Medical

Education. Newsletter, Office of Medical Studies,-School of
Medicine, University of, North Carolina at Chapel Hill, February,

1975.

The design for evaluation of clinical training described in this
article was approved by faculty membere represpnting six clini-

cal disciplines in medical education. It refleati a single eval-

uation policy which was agreed upon for use by all the clinical

.areas at the University of North Carolina Medical School. It

was felt that clinical evaluation should serve the two basicefuner
tions of (1) internal quality control over technical skills not
tested on certification examinations, and (25 serving faciIty. and

students as a form of improving communication which should en=
able them to improve their teaching and learning. Final grades

in all courses comprise cognitive, technical and'clinical achieve-

ment and performance.

417.

Fidler, Gail,S. "A Guide to Planning and Measurins Growth,Ex-
periences in the. Clinical Affiliation." American Journal of Oc-
c6pational Therapy, 18 (November-December, 1.964) 240-43. .

The author of this article was writing as blinical enerdinator7of
the master's degree program in psychiatric occupational therapy
at New_ fork University. ,She listrutheabjectives of thAt pro-
gramts clinical affiliation, and reprints the "Guidetethe Eval-
.uition of Student Functioning," which serves for both self- and'

supervisor evaluation. Emphasis in the clinical experience is

177 4
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on growth asa person, use of self in therapy,
40,r

alizadon
of potential. ,The guidelines for evaluation call for student
and supervisor to rate st dents on a scaleof 1 to 7.in a total*
of 16 .categOriea, a comprehensive list of descriptive items en-'
compassing all areas stressed in the objectives. The guide,"
does hotqmake clear, however, how toiuse_the scale to measure
the nualitie; (which are not behaviorally-stated).

. .

Ggertsma, Robert and Chapman, John E. "The Evaluation of
Medital Studentsurnal ,of Medical Education, ,42 (October,
1967), 938-48. , t.

This article describes a system of eyaluating medical students,
-

in all thenmajor pre:-clinical and clinical courses. The sys-
tem uses ratings of cp,perior,'satisfactory, or unsatisfactoty
on eleven yeas of performance, on pirdonal characteristics,'and
on more genirzil dimentions of the students` performance, or

.

theiryrobableperformance in given situations. All the'evalu-
_,atidns for '180 stu#nts were subjected toactor analysis of
tht ratings, which were found to polarize into a Cognitive and
a non-cognitive factor. Instruefors'had a..tendency to give un-
satisfactory ratings on cognitive dimensions'and superior rat-
ings on, non-cognitive dimensiens'(where an-unsatisfactory,rat-

. ,ing,might'be harder to defend). . Clinical instructors were more
favorable in their evaluations than pre-clinical faculty. Eval-,
orators at the University of Kansas School of Medicine, where
this'study was earried out, felt the system was preferable to
psingetter grades or hamerical standings. A complete hiscuso-
sion of the results and how they reached them'is presented.

They
recommended use of the criticartnci4ent method to derive

a revised set of dimensions for evaluating non-cognitive per
formance.

--,

419..
.

, ,

",
1

, .

Glass, pObert L. "Evaluratioa of student Clinical Performance."
Journaltof-Dental Education, 29 (September, 1:90),

J
256-59..L.

, THIs.article describes an instrument for rating dental' students

nenclinical,achievementr and "professions/ attributes. " ,1,ei-

ther oftpese categories la brdken-down into specific behaviors,
items, or subcategories: only one rating is given,fOr'eactl.-- A

:

"---- six- point scale is used for rating clinical achievement. eCcord-
ing to whether it is above or\below,"the 'standard expected of a ,'

dental student." A similar four-point scale'isasid ,for rating
_ .,...---

profeasional'attributes.

C
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420.

Gough, Harrison G.; Hall, Wallace B.; ands Harris, Robert D.

"Evaluation of Performance in Medical Training." Journal of

Medical Education, 39 (July, 1964), 679-92.

This article reviews, and discusses some of the literature relat-
ing to the reliability Of Grade Point Average, faculty ratings,, ,

and peer evaluation an meaningful indices of the performance of
nedital students; /the authors seek to identify the sources of
criterion info ion for predictive studies of performance..

Their ronclus ,is 'that past research indicates that GPA, facul-

ty ratings nd peer evaluatien'are all adeluately reliable. In

!additio the article'reports on the authors own study of 81
medi students in whicWthey were seeking intercorrelations

g these three types of criteria.,--They report "general com-
munality" among the sources. Correlations showed close but not
complete agreement.

421:

Graham, John R. "Systematic Evaluation of Clinical Competence,"

Journal of Medical Education, 46 (July, 1971), 625-29.

This article describes a form used by the psychiatry department
at the University of New Mexico to evaluate clinical competence.
It has nine sections- (1) attainment of global objectives, (2)
characteristics descriptive checklist, (3) clinical_ erformance
checklist, (4) narrative section for criticallecidents, (5) Bug- A

gestionsicomments,, (6)career choice'recombendationa.; (7) degrees - --

of change, (8) other comments, and (9) final evallation,(Padis,
fail, superior). The form is distributed to students for selfL-

_evaluation'at the beginning of ,their clerkships, and again :at the
end. 'Self-evaluations"are compared with teachers' evaluations

using the.aane fore. The'information obtained can be used to
e

help students Latin* responsibility .for self7education and cbte-
'tipued learning,,of even to point out the teed for therapy.

t 1

422.

Helfer, E.' "Peer Evaluation: Its Potentia,l'Usefulness in .

Medical Educ: ion." British Journal -of Medical Education, 6

(September, 972), 224-31. -: ; 7 A,

This,artit-erdeals iith the basiCooncepts of peer evaluation...1nd, '

summarize the ways in which 'peer eval4stion has been.t ed, em-
phasizing studies in the field ofineOical education. He ser-
hriefly reviews.some,of the literatAki on the characteristic,, 9''

ai gdod judge otAnotW'teperforma e, the construction of sating

sealeafatar cOvr, 'anCrell ity and validity, all as tioy '

,



N.'relatii.to peer evaluation. A suggested peer rating form"for med-

.% ical students is ptovided which evaluates the following factors:,

doctor=patient relationship, responsibility as a physician, emo-
tional stability, and overall competence.,

Th e'Author cautions against using peer evaluation if another form'
of evaluation is more reliable and valid, as- in.the case of fac-
tual recall and problem-solving. The data presented suggest that
medical students will accept peer evaluation if it is presented
non-threateningly. Helfeefeels'that peer evaluation shows great
promise,in,measuring interpersonal relationships.

fio

423.

.*
,Herzberg,, Yrederibk; InileY; Scott; and-Adams, William II," "Some
Effects on the Clinical Faculty of a Critical Incident Study of
the PerfOrmance of Students." Jourhal of'Medical EduC4tion35
(July,.1960), 666-74.-

%"This paper is concerned with the many secondary gains that ap-
pear to have resulted from ep4lot critical incident study of
students performance at the dioup Clinic of the Western Reserve
University School of Medicine." The mast important gain was an
improved understanding of the process.of performance evaluation
among the faculty. The authors recommend a shift away from the
weaknesSes and pitfalls inherent in .traditional methods of eval-
uating student performance, the resultant low reliabiliti, and
the general disrepute of,most efforts. They suggest that-the
use of the "critical Ancideht" evaluation technique can trafh
teach4rs to make valuable, systematicA)exformance assessments.
In'this study using critick.incident pWcedures the authors re-

,. ported significant' changes in faculty attitude and approach to
evaluation. Instructors learned to disregard general impressions,
to consider the specific incidenteat-Ft a singletteit of perfor-
mance- -anti to make thy:final evallation'pf ,the student baSed on
the, accumdlative retord of his separate performances.

4101a critical-incident technique reduces the difficulty of-making
4;a/el-all-value judgments (and confronting the,queition,of what
,constitutes a global.effective practice) to avorkable process
of describing Singie performandes, upon which judgmental agree-
ment can be established.

424
. '

,-
Hess, Joseph W. "A CompaileOn of Methods for Evaluating Medical

'Student Skill in Relatingith Patients." Journal of Medical Edu-
!cation,'44 (October,1960); 934-38.,

4 .
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This article describes two methods used to evaluate videotaped
interactions in the clinic between medical students and patients.

The stems differed in their basic foriats. It was found that

the sys which used the "interaction analysis" format was'the,

more reliable. is required that raters Classifv single units
of student behavior under one or sore of eleven categories, e.g.,
"verbally invites expression of.patient's concerns." The second

method contained descriptions of visible behaviors- and required

that raters make global judgments. It was concluded that the de-

sign of a raring'system is important to ila,,reliability and ef-

fectiveness, and that interaction analysis is useful in provid-

ing corrective feedback to students.

425.

Hinz, Carol F., Jr. "Direct Observation as a Means of Teaching

and Evaluating Clinical Skills." Journal of Medical Education,

41-klektruary, 1966), 150-61.

DesCribed in detail in this article is a' method of teaching and-
evaluation which involves direct observstion'of medical students
sit they take patignt histories and perform physical examinations.
The author recounts a studx in which the various steps of a diag-
nostic workup with suitability for testing by observation were
rated on a.four-point scale, according to whether, he steps were
performed competently or incompetently, appropriately or inap-
propriately. Senior residents were traided and used as bedside

raters.

The overall'conclusions were favorable. Direct observation as a''

quantitatrive device for grading purposes or to, uantitatively
assess teaching progress is. limited, but directlobservation- ills
potentially useful,tool for qualitative evaluation of student,

performance. Findings indicate that students welcome the tutor-

. ial assistance; instruction can be individualized; aspects of
performance are revealed that are not obvious in ward rounds;
'and faculty is able to witness and remedy deficiencies in student
performance or in teaching.

Hobson, Pamela, and Hollowayi P. J. "Continuous Assesssent of

Dental Students." British Dental Journal, 135 (September, 1973),

200-04.

This article describes a "monitoring" system used instead of a
-,
program of formal assessment to grade a student's progrees

loctbroughout the years'of his clinical training in British dental

Schools; The term "continuous assessment" actually applies toil-
three-times-a-year evaluation in which the student is rated ex,
callent, satisfactory or causing astern in each of three
mini (Cognitive, affectiVe, and psychomotor) in all his courses.

iii
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The system is designed to keep the student informed of facility
assessment of his progress; students whO need counseling can be
identified.

427.

James, D. E., and Loveland, Ma n K. "Health Visitor Students:

Asseising'Practical Work in Su rey." Nursing Times,69 (May 3,'

1973), 563-64.

Students working toward a health visitor diploma at the Univer-
sity of Surrey do fieldwork in the county of Surrey, This arti-
cle describes research aimed at appraising the assessments of
students being made by fieldwork instructors. University staff
.(academic instructors) were asked to list the aspects of perfor-
mance which the felt should be evaluated; fieldwork instructors
were asked to list the main qualities they looked for in students
in their charge And to list hoin these qualities might show then-
selves. To make assessment more objective, each o the qualities
listed by the fieldwork instructors was converted to five
graded statements. A rating fora was thus d and was

amended after some use.

428

Johnson, Dale M. and Wilhite, Marx J. "Reliability and Validity
of Subjective iv:Inetion of Baccalaureate Protons Nursing StUr_

gents." NursinlOese4X_Ch, 22 (May -June, 1971),,, 157-62.

The purposeig/the study analyzed by these authots was to deter-
mine whether subjective ranking.of a group oi junior nursing
students ( ed on faculty's belief in the students' potential
to meet p gram objectives as graduate nursts) would correlate

with an jective teacher -made test and with National League of

Nursin achievelent.testa. A related purpose.was to explore the
reliaity of independent subjective rankingi by faculty. The

aut rs claim in this article that they establishedreliability-
validity for the subjective ranking of students based on

,p gram objectives. It might be pointed out that their study is
aced on a eery smell number of students, and the rank order cor-

relation they found is low, even though it if significant.

429.

Kennell, John H.; Tampico, Caroline R.; and Wile, Marcia Z.
"Self-Evaluation by First-Year Medical Students in'a Clinical
Scienee Programme. British Journal of Medical Education, 7

(December, 1973), 230f38.-

7
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This article describes an innovative use of self-evaluation de-

signed to-enhance medical, students' professional development and

pt-facilitate the formal evaluation process (both formative and

Vummative). The self-evaluation is not considered a substitute

-for evalUation by the students' supervisors, but rather an add-

tion to it. Students each worked under the supervision of two

tutors, whose role in the sell-evaluation process was to confirm

or modify. each student's own impressions of his attitudes, behav-

iors, anki performance. The article describes the guide es bi

!iliwhich thb self - evaluation process was structured and th ocel

dure that was followed. One author of the article undertook a

study to investigate the students' "retfospective assessment" bf

the self-evaluation experience and its effects. All of the stu-,,

dents who had participated (17) were interviewed. Respondes

were mixed.

430.

Kern, Barbara, and Mickelson, John.
"The Development and Use of

an Evaluation instrument for Clinical Education." Physical Ther-

apy, 51 (May, 1971), 540-45.

The evaluation instrument described in thi4 articl- was desi:.r.

to assess student pefformance In the cliOtal se ing based . a

rating scale.of levels of supervision4uired or the stu to

meet the objectives defined for -his clinical ducation. acuity

members agreed to define objectives inbeh ioral to (that!is,

the overt activity the student is expect- to display , and three

levels of required direction were the teria for dgaent:

guidanee, supervision, assistance. instrumen also provides

feedback about the effectiveness of rogram and urriculum.

431. '

King, Helen M. "Ward Reports An Effort o be Fair." Nursing'

Times, 64 (F bruary 9, 1968) 21-24.

Ito

a

This article describes th- Aevelopmen of a rating form designed

by a group o4 nurses to eplace the arrative ward reports which,

they had beed making w out guide nes. The rating-form has 25

items covering five a as: appli :tion to work, quality of work, -

attitude to patients attitUde't co-workers, and professional be-

havior. Eachlipem nsists of o statements, one describing

positive behaor d one desc ibing negative behavior. The rater

indicates that ei er the pos Live or-negative statement 'applies,

that the nuts* t s toward e positive or the negative, or that

the nurse is 4v age.. The nstructions to raters are good.
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432.

King, Jacqueline. "Use of the Critical Incident Technique in a
Physical Therapy Curriculum." Unpublished master's thesis, -Stan-

'ford University, 1968.,

The author ofthis thesis presents/an excellent review of the
literature on the critical inclderit technique; Flanagan's work
in particular is discussed in great detail. Literature pertain-
ing to the various applications of the critical incident tech-
nique in education is reviewed, s is literature about its-hse
in the medical field. McDaniel' study is summarized. Several
studies are cited which indicat that different people judge per-
formance by different standards e.g., doctors and patients look
for different qualities in a nu se.

In her own study, King collect 229 usable critical incidents
from 21 clinical affiliations .f Stanford University. Each inci-
dent was classified by two caters as it related' to one or more of
the 20 categories on the Stanford University Student Evaluation

tm. Two examples of effectipe and two examples of ineffective
b avior were then listed for each of the 20 categories, and from
th list profiles of an effective and an ineffective physical
the py student were drawn.

433

Kle , Robert H., and Babinec , Raymond. "Evaluating the Compe-
tenc of Trainees: It's Hoth ng Personal." American Journal of

,

Psychiatry, 131 (July, 1974),'788-91.
t

1 1,
1 ,

/

. . The focus of interest in this article is on the emotional/in-
volvement of student and evaluator during the evaluation' process.

. .The authors believe the first prerequisite to success in the
evaluation process is to allay the anxieties of 'the student about
the consequences and implications of his evaluation.' '(Tliis would
include giving him specific information about, his expect per-
formance and about the final repository of the evaluati report.)
Recommendaeions are developed for how to eyed or dimdn ah the '

intrusion Of personal irrational factors and conflicts,fand how
institutional policy should create optimum conditions f reffec-
five evaluation programs.

.

,

434.
,

Korman, ifaurice, and Stubblefield, Robert L. "Medical School
Evaluation and Internship Performance." .Journal,44MaldFeft1S115,7.

ibication, 46 (August, 19/l),.670 -73.

These authors cite a-studiat the Texas Southwestern Medical
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School which indicated the possible predictive value of peer eval-

uation. Sixty-eight graduating students)Were rated at the ,com-

pletion of their internship, using a modified Cowles and Kubany

instrument. These ratings of their cynical performance as in-

terns were examined-to see whether they correlated with (1) -grade

point averages in medical school andfor specific clinical course

grades; (2) ratings of."physiciandhip" by clinical and pre- rF

clinical faculty; and (3) peer ratings. The best predictors of,

internship performance were the peer ratings (completed by the

entire class for each student). Grades showed a consistent lack

of correlation, although-clinical faculty ratings in the surgery

department produced slightly higher correlations. The highest

correlations for peer ratings, though significant, were only in

the .30 to .40 range. The authors thus acknowledge that their

predictive meaningfulness'is limited.

435.
/

i

Kubany,-Albert J. "Use of Sociem4tric Peer Nominations in Me 4-

;'ecal Education Research." Journal of Applied Psychology, 41 ( -

cember, 1957), 389-94.
t

tu

Kubany explores the Usefulness.of peer nomination in medical'edu-

cation, which he ftels can produce useful criteria for meas6ring

student performane where personal qualities are involved.. It is

the author's belief that students' evaluations of each other war-

rant the attention of educators because students have more time

than their instructors for observing -their fellow students, and

that their infqrmal social contacts permit them to observe each

other more canplidly and honestly. The system outlined in this

article consisted of asking each member of a senior medical class

to nominate p4e three students he felt were the most effective

individuals in each of eleven areas. There were eleven variables

in a lift of rating criteria, ranging from "Medical Facts" to

"Friend and Associate." The author reports the findings in de-
,

tail. Among them are the fact that correlation between peer

nomination.and instructor evaluation on comparable measures was

+.44, significant at the .01 level. Correlations between peer

nomination and grades were all positive and usually significant-

ly different from zero.

436.

Lamont, Campbell T., and Henneic Brian K. E. - "The Use of Simu-

' lated Patients in a Certificatiam Efts: in Family'Medicine."

Journal!of Medical Education, 47 (Oct. ber, 1972), 789-95.

This article .4.mose'of tages'and disadvantages

of using s atients 04 detcribes their use as part of

the certifying aa of this- Collets' Family Physicians"6f7Cana-
L
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ada. Actors were programmed to portray patients presenting prob-
lems commonly encountered in family medicine, and the candidates
conducted interviews with the "patients" while being observed and
rated by examiners through a one-way window. The candidates were
rated from 0-12 for factual recall, observation and interpreta-

tion,_problem solving, attitudinal skill's, and overall competence.
Points were also awarded for specific behaviors: for example,
three points might be awarded for reassuring a patient. The sim-
ulated patients were asked to assess each candidate'b attitude,,
approach; and manner, using an adjective checklist, nd dike

° asked whether they would want him as a family physician. Candi-
dates were asked their reactions to the exam. It was concluded
that the simulation-was valid in the context in which family phys-
icians interact with patients, and that this was an effective .
method of assessing a doctor's personal skills in interacting
with patients. 'Examiners and candidates were favorably impressed
with the "reality" of\the situation.

437.

Langsley, Donald G., and Aycrigg , John B. "Filied Interviews
for Tektingtplinical Skills." Journal of Medical Education, 45
(January, 140, 52-58.

Six-minute excerpts from filmed interviews with patients were
used to teat-,first,, second-, and fourth-year medical students,
residents, and faculty. It was found that each group scored
higher than all of those at a lower level, faculty scoring high-
est. Each group was also foupd to be distinguishable from the
others at the ,05 level or better by a "t" test. It was there-
fore concluded that these tests measure a clinical skill which
increases with time spent in medical school and with residency
training. The tests asked students to rate patients on a number
of seven-point'scales. dorrect or criterion ratings were derived
from a faculty group.

438.

Levine, HarOld G., and McGuire, Christine H. "The Use of Role-
Playing to Evaluate Affective Skills in Medicine." Journal of

"Medical Education, 45 (September, 1970), 700-05.

This article describes role- playing tests (r erred-to as Simula-
tion orals) which.were developed as part o the Orthopaedic Cer-
tifying Exam to Measure ability to relat to Patients and col-
leagues. 'Each test consists of 30 minutes of'oral Simulation's,
where two trained examiners alternate in taking the role of a

......specified patient, colleague, or allied health professional in a
set -BY-melp4ardized encounters. The examinee must play the role
of the,pilysicien in situations such as reassuring an anxious pa-
.fientwdoiinigig the palent's cooperation in a proposed treatment
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plan, discussing an unfavorable prognnsis or an unforeseen bad
result with a patient, instructing a nurse, dealing with a coat-,
plex,legal situation, confronting a colleague with whom one dis-
agrees, etc. The examiner who is not engaged in role-playing com-
pletes a rating form (which the article does not describe). Re-
liability for these tests was felt to be adequate, with content
validiei acceptable, construct validity probable, and concurrent
validity ambiguous.

439.

Levit, Edithe J. "The Use.of Motion Pictures in Testing the Clin-
ical Competence of Physicians." Annals of the'New York Academy
of Sciences, 142 ch 31, 1967), 449-54. _

This is a good de ription of the National Board of Medical Um-
inerstesting films. Levit details the method of film productiaU,
covering patient selection and film planning, the actual filming
itself, the creation questions: and initial editing, the use of

expert panel review and revise'questions, final editing and
printing, test administration.

440".

Linn, Bernard S., and Zeppa, Robert. "Measuring Performance in
the Surgical Clerkship." Journal of Medical Education, 49 (June,
1974), 601-04.

The authors describe their study of a comprehensive evaluation
procedure employed for measuring a surgical'Clerkship. At.the
completion of the clerkship information was solicited from the.
students about their attitudes toward both the teaching and the

4 grpgram. 'Along with this evaluation, several other factors were
weighed: tBME scores, student's rank in his clam, faculty and
staff evaluation of the student, and the student's final-grade in
surgery. Forty-three variables were intercorrelated and factor-
analyzelic

The piima*finding was that certain attitudes 4411ted"a"liihavior
and (to a lesser extent) to grades and NBME scores, and thit be-
haviors formed a separate dimension of competence from NBMI scores
,and grades.- Students who had indicated that they needed more
study time were better performers.

441.

Wake, Ralph B.; Ort, Robert S.; and Ford, Amasa B. "Clinical
Performance and Related Traits of Medical Students and Faculty
Physicians." Journal of Medical Education, 39 (Januaiy, 1964),
69-80.
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This is a review of an evaluation study of the clinical perfor-
mance of students and physicians by ratings (based on global opil

ions) solicited from their peers, superiors, and subordinates,

from which the authors sought to establish relationships between
the ratings obtained and individual traits of personality and

biographical data. The evidence collected for this study suppor-

ted the following hypotheses: (1) Low performance ratings are -

associated with the tendency to see doctor-patient relationships
in terms of attributes and limitations of the patient. (In the

case of student, low performers are likely to have professional
fathers and to view others impersonally, while they tend to seek

_recogiiiiion and attention-for themselves.) (2) High performance

ratings are associated with the tendency to define doctor-
patientproblems in terms of doctors' own. limitations. (Students

in this group are likely to have non-professional fathers and to
be humanitarian and responsible in their relationships with
others.)

442.

Margolis, Carmi Z.; Sheehan, T. Joseph; and Stickley,, William T.
"A Graded Problem-Oriented Record to Evaluate Clinidal Perfor-

mance." Pediatrics, 51 (June, 1973), 980-85.

This article is an investigation of the use of problem-oriented
medical records in the evaluation of medical students. The

problem-oriented record was divided into 14 sections, each of
which was graded for structure and, completeness, with a maximum

possible score a 162 points. When eight teachers graded a sin-

gle workup, the coefficient of variation was only 2.8 per cent.
In two observed workups, observed an4 recorded data correlated

high ?y. Three clerkship groups handed in a total of 66 problem-

oriented records with a mean score of 101.75 points. It was con-

cluded that the graded problem-oriented record could objectively
measure facility at data collection, data recording, and problem
solving, and that student, were taught these skills by grading a-

workup'themselves.

443.

Marshall, V. R., andLudbrook, J. ,"The Relative Importance of
Patient and Examiner Variability'in a Test of Clinical Skills."
British Journal of Medical Education, 6 1September 1972), 212-17.

i '1410'
',1"-'''Thiel.s.a.report-eeih-4xlikerimentareftbro-veduce inter-

examiner variance by controlling inter-patient variance. Four

pairs of examiners each examineOsendents-laIa control pituation
and in an experimental pituation. The authors were u le to

show that controlling inter-patient variability red ed.inter-
'

sepaminer variance ih their study.. Variance was, fact, margin-

ally increased. These authors met with failure in an earlier
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attempt to reduce.inter-examiner 'variance, and their conclusion
now is that it can't be done, that judgments of clinical skills
in a conventional test setting are purely personal. They contend
that we should not labor under the'illusion that we are measuring
anything in clinical perfofmance evaluation--that we are only judg-
ing,whether a student is fit to join the club (of registered prac-
titioners). The authors describe the methodology. they- employed

in their study, as well as a number of collateral findings, the
most important of which is that the correlation between grades
awarded by individuals was significantly higher when they worked
in pairs than when they worked separately. Also grades awarded /I

to students examined-early in the day are lower than those exam- --
fined later, in the day.

444.

Maya, Mary Jo. "Reliability of a Method of Evaluating. the Clini-
cal Performance of a Physical Therapy Student:" Physical Therapy;
53 (December, 1973), 1298-306.

This article is the report of a study which developed a shorten
and more reliable torm-ro-Fevaluating the clinical performance of
physical therapy students by having clinical teachers.rank the ob-
jectives and their criteria, which ,appeared on a longen.form, 4in
order of their importance. Agreement among raters ranking ob-
jectives was significant at the .001 level. The grades which:atu-

'dents had received on the four highest-ranked objectives were
found to co elate highly with each student's overall grade. For
this reasona shorter evaluhticin form was developed, using only
the fou top-ranked objectives. These were (1) application of
basic owledge to physical therapy procedures, (2) application
and eaching of physical therapy procedures, (3) needs of patient,
a (4) observation. Items not included were relatively unimpor-
tant, inconsistent, 'or unstable. The author suggests that clini-
cal,evaluation-forms should pg0 the evaluation of less important

conce4rating on skill, and,kaquledge. :ACtop)i:of the '

improved form is included.

445.

Menges, Robert J: "Assessing Readiness for Professional Prac-.
tice." Review of Educational Research, 45-(Spring, 1975), 173-
207. //

.

The assessme f individuals t o determine their readiness to
practice elping profession (assessment for purposes of certifi-

"catio r registration) is the primary focus of this'article,
which reviews a great quantity, and variety Of literature on the

. 'topic. Four types of evidence which may be utilized in determin-
Anireadiness are discussed:, (1) personality characteristics; -'

l89
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(2) knowledge of subject matter; (3) application f subject mat-

ter; and '(4) actual or simulated pe formance on. the job. The

author makes the following general cations on the b sis of his're.

view of the literature: (1) Defin tions of effectiv practice

should emphasize many discrete behaviors and characte stics rath-

er than global definitions. (2) Measures of these chars teristics

should be as similar to the criterion itself as possible. (3) Mul-

tiple assessment devices should be used so that no single type is

overused. Measuresof subject matter *nowledge should be less

heavily weighted.'(4) Data should not be used for decision-making
until longitudinal studies demonstrate adequate predictive valid-

-ity. ,

The author also feels that professional readiness should not be

assessed in a competitive context where the examinee may feel the

examtner adversary.

,446.

Miller, George E. "Evaluation of Medical Education: A .New 1,041,"

Journal, of Medical Education, 39, (March, 1964), ,289-97.
0'

Miller argues inthis article in favor of criterion-referenced

evaluation' based on behavioral objectives, and stresses the nee(

to identify thestudenf's Strengths and weaknesses. He feels that

helping the student determine how tench he has learned and how much

he has yet to learn is more important than certifying that he has

learned enough. To help the student identify his,needs reqUires

setting clear, measurable eduCational Objectives/On which to base

evaluation, and then maintaining ahsolute standards of performance

for tafting. He recommends frequent assessments of performance

for the student's guidance and infrequentnisessients for deteX-

mining whether the student is meeting minimal reqhirements. 'Miller

favors item analysis of written exams' i6 order to see what specific

.information most students'faifed to gain from theiie in truction.

Howeyer,,he deplores the to ency tp assume that ituden success

points to'excellence of in tion and studentfailure oints to

student shoricilMnga.

447.
_

' Oaks ilbur Sch$inok, Perry A.f.and Husted, Frank L. "Objec-

tive. valuation of Method of Aispseing student P formance in a'

'Clinical Clerkship,.' Journal of Medical Education, "44 (March,

1969) , 207.13.

The method of assessing student performance under examination and

statistical analysis in this article wai inuse at Hahnemann Medi-

, cal College; Philadelphia, at the time these authors,were writing.

The school wee employing a rating scale instrument which Com-
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prises eleven /different student Attributes on which to fate clini- t

cal performance. However,Chis objective rating scale score'is

used only as a guideline in arriving at a student's final grade.
The student receives a final grade in the formof ajubjectiyely_,
deftrminedmumber grade between 65 and 100, which is his,
tor's "impression of the student's overall ability," ting the

final assessment from a judgment of,performance to evaluation

of ability. In order to evaluate their grading system the auth-
ors compared the subjective final grade to the morejobjective

rating scale scores for each student. One hundred/eight (108)

out of 253 grades were found to be a mismatch, i.e. the rating
scale adore did not,fall within a three per cent range of the

final grade. Other statistical findings are included.

448.

Patr, Mary Ellen. Self-Evaluation,of Nursing Performance Based

on Clinical Practice Objectives. Bos es.: ?piton Univer-

sity,Press, 1962, 173 pp.

The primary aim of this study p to determine the degree of ac-

curacy with which'-students,cou d-hte a rating device for evaluat-

ing clinical performance (which theauthor had previously devel-i
,oped and shown to be valid and reliable) to establish their owl/

clinical practice grades. A corollary aim was the identification

and assessment otother factors involved in the self-evaluative

process.. This venture in self-evaluation produced results very
satisfactory to the author, who concludes that students can evalu-
ate themselves accurately, and sees many benefits accruing there-

fro& to all concerned in the educational process. The Most bene-
liciallittpect of the whole experience seems to, have been having

the students write anecdotes on various aspects of their clinical

performance. These anecdotes consisted of reactions to carrying

"out various nursing measures, evaluative comments'on the perfor-

mance of procedures, reflective thoughts on interactions,with pa-

,tients, analysis of problems, and statements of personil
/

'449.

/ Printen, Kenneth J.;

ical Performance E
of Medi

ppel, Walt; and Whitney, DoOglas R. "Clio+

tion of Junior Medical Studenti" Journal

48 (April, 1973), 343-4.

The authors descr e a procedural comprehensive system r eval-

surgery c rkship performance methods used wer oral

(countin ten per cent), molt`' oic (25 per ent),

est of/psych tor skills 15 Vet' cent , and clinics ce

evaluation n which t is rated on a scale from 1 to.5i.b

at 4eakt s, on ten variables-counting 50 per cent.)

An iota ate a lab 1 ty coefficient is computer calculated from

ater score's for eat tudestOihen'this coefficient is belOw 0.75

191 :"
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the clerkship director investigates the reason. (It was found
that rest ents tend to give higher ratings than faculty gixe.)
This sy em offers the obj ci provided by the use of three

essmentraters, an a e realization of cognitive and psycho-es

.motor object ves,-sfid a de ailed profile. One drawback to its
use Was four in thebreluc ance of the raters to use the full ,

breadth of the'l to 5 rati scale.

, Eugene A4an SIoop,,E. Wayne. "A Method for Identify-
ing Criteria of a'uOod Performance in a Medical Clerkship
Program." Journal of Medical Education, 47 (March, 1972), 188-97.

This article descrthes an analysis of student evaluation data from
, six clerkship depar meats undertaken in an effort to identify the
criteria of a good linical performance: Five top criterion cate-
gories emerged in, he listings from the six clerkships%: (1) de-
gree of inVolvement, '(2) medical knowledge and skilla, (3) human
relations skilli, (4) student role, and (5)ipersonal traits. The
criteria were ranked differently' by the different departments,
with the most striking disagreement among them an follows: two

departments ranked human relations skills as4:mong the most im-
portant criteria, while three other departments ranIced human rela-
tions skills at the bottom of theme. The results of the study .
raise the natural question:--Wfiii effect do these changes in cri-
teria have upon the, learning performance, of the medical student?

451. ,,,-

r /

j Rines; Alice R. Evaluating Studen5,PrOgress in Learning the Prac-
tice of Nursinik. New York: Published for the Department of Nurs-
ing Education by the Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
ColOmbia. University, 1963,,a7t pp.

,,.,

,

f ,-

This short book is a very. general discussion of'te evaluation of
clinical performance in nursing, based on the conclusiois found
in -the literature and/on interviews with/nursing instructors at

.aeveral different colleges throughout the country: These inter-
views were carriedut during the Co- operative Research Project
in Junior and Community College Education for Nursing, 1952-195;.
Hence the book is rather dated, although it was regarded as quite
good in its time. It lists and discusses briefly the principles
and purposes of evaluation and suggests the use of anecdotal rec-

' ords, checklists; rating scaled! (which were infrequently used by

limitations), student self-reports, and p at' evaInationi.

the instructors interviewed,,Who regarded as having grave.

There is a brief chapter on learning thebry.thich touch6 on leays
readiness and transfer of learning. The author offers'propos-,

, ...

i- 4

f4-
.

------...
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r

els -for aRroOam of,,,evaluation, discussinnwbat, how, when, and

how-ofi.gi fd"eVeluate. *-- '

452.

Salzman, LeOnard F., and Romano, John. "Grading Clinical Perfor-

mance in Psychiatry." Journal of Medical Education, 38 (Septem-

ber, 1963)9 746-51.

This article describes an evaluation method which utilized a 9-
point rating scale ranging frOm "failed" t' "outstanding" to de-
scribe the clinical performan4 of psychiatry students. Ten 4119-

atAte categories,ftre provided on which to rate the students.
They covered all.areas in which the clifiical behavior of the stu-

dentscOuld be asseseedOnclucling measurable aspects of students'

relationships in the clinical 14tting. The method described is

1 A ' -conelHered to be superior to a more subjective method of evalua-

tion. ., A 111 -,

'453:' '
.

Schumacher, C. F. "A Factor Analytic'Study of Various Criteria

of Medical Student Accomplishment." Journal of Medical Education,

39 (February, 1964), Special Issue, 192 795.

The study deicrtbed in this article utilized data collected from
the evaluation of 306 medical school graduates from four different

schools. Eleven criteria for measuring student accomplishment ,

were subjected to factor analysis. .The various criteria included(
the students' grades at the end of each of the first three yespg#

ofmedical school, scores-on each of the several sections of NBME
tests, and peer ratings of three characteristics: functional med-

ical knowledge, diagnostic skill, and effective patient 'relation-

ships. The findings suggest that a majority of these measures of
student evaluation measure a single, general, complex dimension

labeled general medical knowledge, which is reflptted in grades,

edam results and peer ratings. The principil components analysis

_revealed only two orthogonal factors: general medical knowledge

and Skill in patient relationships, the first of which accounted

for 44 per cent of variance and 83 per cent of correlation in tlig

originAl matrix.

454.

Schwab, Edward, Jr., and Schwab, Reik 'Valuation." AHIP News,

2, October, 1973.' Center for Allied H "Instfuctional Person-

nel,
. .

Uniyersity of Florida, Gainesville, pp.

This article focuses attention- on perk> nce evaliation in allied

health programs, where evaluation-provides'informatiosabout the
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students' 'mastery of performance, not for grading purposes, but
rather for diagnosis of the learning process. The authors make
clear in what ways such diagnostic tests differ from tests of , -

knowledge (administered as tests of certification). They offer
a list of explicit suggestions to aid in.selecTion df tasks with
which to constrEtn.diagnostic test of performance.

455.

Scott, Hugh M., and Snidernan, Allan. "Evaluation of Clinical
Cospet6nce Through a Study of Patient Records." Journal of Medi-
cal Education, 48 (September, 1973)r 832-39.

This is the report of a two -month evaluation study of the perfor-
mance of a medical house staff team (comiating of three foUrth7,
year medical students, xvo interns, one junior resident and one
resident). Patient records (which had been nodifiedto include
recommendations of.juniorbeibers of the teas before consultation
with their Ouperiors) were analyzed by the chief resident and the
attending physician. The performance of each teas member was
rated-in-seWeral categoridet (1) number of problems-Identified
at the time admission, (2)bl-dB:logo in patient klitory and

-physical e tion, (3) missions in investigation and-therapy. '2'.
(4) probl not detected, (51,problemeinedequately resolved,
(6) new 'pro ens detecild, (7) errors with potentially major harm-,
ful effect patient welfare.

Comparing t scores of trainees on different levels indicated.,
that capability increased with experience and training, but com-
paring the qcOres,of traineea_on the seii-levei-indicdted
individual mnpabilities, both -strengths and seaknesses--and, need
far-Andivid '1440 remedial education. Evaluating pale% care

-enema res t had primary responsibility and evaluatingvhenhe
had supervi ry.responsibility shoved that emit in the seco nd In-'
stancewas tznksessarily as good as in the First. Very little_
team action drigicate8. Mere effective cliniCal teachers
seemed need \

i-,.-
..7 ,.:

The authors conclude thae the technique.miployed, in thin study
,

could, be usexladvantageoulY-te find and correct errors in patient
care,,to,de ct deficiencies in cliniCianal,knoSledst and parfor-
14e,'to a ieptogrem addessnent, and ro'help in setting sten-
dards'in7ri ical expifienCVand standards or competence of k
trainees fo purposes of prnesaional cealfiCiiiOn.

,...... ` .'""ii.

456.
', ,,_,

. t ..,0,
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, elsyneker, 'Estner; CtockeTVLinds M.4,,,and'MOtherd, John E.

...
%Fieldwork tornence Report. Mmeinal: -.410e,11 tori-inNI\Develon-
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tion, 1974, 34 pp. plus unpaginated. appendic

This manual for users 'of the Pialchfork Per e Report Manual i

(the standardized rating form used for eval tin .the performance

of all occupational therapy students durtn clip cal education)

has three parts: (1) instructions to user =, int dtng a state- I

Went of purpose stressing the need fpr a flora ating protOure
(thAi-section isiTnnusually thorough5; (2) hist° of the devel-

opment of one FWPR; and (3) validity and r 111611 ty of the FWPR.

A copy of the FWPR itself (the observiti ratio scale);ds in-

,. 4'.aluded as anappendi;. as are a rdter's gu de, a soret's,guide,

.

457.
*"

Straesman, HarVey D.; Neis, Alexander; a McDonald, Evelyn,

"M Attitudinal Objective: Its Measur t,Through the 'Uwe of

Taxonomy, II." Journal of,Medical Educ 42'(March,'1967),

Special Issue, 201-06. v

The authors tite,a btudy of elevenmedies staden o engaged in 4:

clinical clerkship in,mbieh there was an ffOrt made to-assess

attitudes displayed by the students towdr tharir,patienrs, and to'

evaluate the success of teaching attitudinal objectives. .7Ie in-;
strument devised for the evaluation rated various bs.haviaral at-

tiont on a taxonomic scale which the authors felt refiecbSd
quately the accoMplishment of attfiwilnaiobjectivesby students.

,..,

-
458.

. ,

Turner, Edward V.; Helper Malcolm it,iA4pka,i't. D.;'S er,

Stanford A.; and Ruaa, Steven J. "Evaluating, Clinical lli of-
St4dents in Pediatrics." Journal of Medical Education, 4V 115,-

w.

'

.

cem ,
" 'ber,

1972), 959-65.
"4.

The purpose-of this well- designed fituopires.io eXaminesthe fad-

tors wh&ch influence Interiater rellabilik* in pe'FfbcF--eial-

uation. The authors report on the evaluation- ratings of $0

1:dent-patient visits by third-year students in pedia4ic0. e ;

visits were recorded by videotape. The plan wasaqeffort'to.
obtain Tellable ratings in th6e skill areaii communiebtion,..

interpersanai'relattonships, physical examination. Ratinin of

eaCh tape were perfOreed by four rater -phlpiciAhs. it vu found

that the degree of agreement among raters depended upal,both the
:

astute of the, rating process and the exact arithietic operations

used to translate tally marks into an overalliicore. Findings

also indicated' that the variables rated oan be asapead=boasismwwww10,11160

through tabulation of'specific acts than thtmuldvgAopsl-judgments.

The suthars concludsd'(1) that evaluatioq of clinical performance .

suit be- approached with care (the ratings showed taatjintirper-
-
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O 0

'sonal behavior was a more important factor to aciod physical
examisatiOn than communication skills--an unexpected finding),
arid (2) that "opinions of capability not based on observed speci-
fic actions impartially juVed probably will not be reliable."

459.

Vigliano, Aldo,.and Gaitonde, Hangesh. "Evaluation of Student
Performance in Clinical Psychiatry Clerkship." Journal of Medical
Education, 40 (February,:965), Special Issue; 2054-13.

Instead'of outlining oriproposing a design ,for student evaluation,
these authors report on a systematic study of a set of written
narrative statements of evaluation from h system, already in use
in a program'to rate medical students in psychiatry. The purpose
was to determine from a study of theie statements exactly what

implied criteria of evaluation the faculty Was using to fashion
these narrative descriptions oristwients. The.statements were ,

first distilled, to a list of 50; which fell into seven criterion-

eategoriei. Then the.facolty members individually rated each of
these 50 items on a scale of one to four to indicate their judg-
ment of how much weight each item carried as a criterion of stu-
dent performance.' Thus itwas,poesible to make a listing of the
important criteria of evaluatiOn Which Oe 'faculty was using.
The authors point, out that so9e aiiterialhight be discarded and
others revalued after such aroevaluation. The study might also
bebeneficial to aid faculty in Flarification or modification of
educational objectives.

460.

.

Wandelt,:Mabel A., and Stewar t', Doris Slater. Sister Nursing Cosy
petenties Rating Scale. New York: Applettin-Centurr-Crofts, 1975,
101 Pp.:

.

0. 4

. .

This book descriheis the Slater Nursing Competencies Rating Scalev
amplifying upon previously published information about the scale.
The scale "got o#1y provides means for accounting'for the quality
of a'nursing'staff's performance and for Identifying ireas of
'Strengths and weaknesses, but also provides descriptions of the
-strengths and weaknesses Which servq directly for planning ways
to etrengden and impfove the quality of nurse performance. The
stale repeatedly has been demonstrated to be sensitive enough to

- measure Changes that .occur (learning) in as brief a time as two
..* weeks." Pointing out that measurement is objective, and that eval-

uation X. a'subjective judgment based on many measurements, the
authors stress that nurses should not question the validitat
their *valuation metely becIpmse. it is based on subjective judgr

.

,

ment..' On the coatrary,.they.peintain,. since clinical instruction,
.

:'
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ical judgment in supervising their stud s'

cal instructors have no need ro doubt the
their judgment to evaluate Vhe results o

helm, Irma J. "Q-Methodology in Rati g the Clinical Competency

Physical T erapy Students: A Model.' Physical Therapy, 49
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Wood, Vivi . "Evaluation of Stu

A Problem
(No. 4, 19 2), 336-43.

hat Won't Go Away." I

This anti
problems
tion of

on impro
studies
of rati
of her

le opens with a general
o exist in clinical mea
udent nurses. It inclu

e Q-methodology technilue
in measuring clinical per-

. She describes and offers .eo

sions, designed to identify
ins, and levels of cOmpeten-

ent Nurse Clinical Performance:
ternational NursinfLReview, 19

discussion of the fact that
urement, testing, and evalua-
es a review -of the liteFature

ing clinical evaluation of student nurses. Six major°

re briefly summarized. The author leans toward adop6ion

g scales based on clinical objectives. She discusses one

studies, which.indicated that differences frequently

exist between written reports and verbal evaluations of the'per-

formanie of a particular student (implying that supervisors are

more reluctant to be negative on a written report).

463.

Zacharias, A.; Fisher, L. A.; and Duggan, H. E.... "Resident Evalua-

tion . . . Is Your Method Effective?" Journal of the Canadian

4
Association of Radiologists, 24 (March, 1973), 12-17.

4'

This article discusses the importance of evaluating residents in

radiology and describes the objectives, evaluation procedurea,

and evaluation instruments used in the Diagnostic Radiology resi-

dency program at Foothills Hospital and the University of Calgary

in Alberta, Canada. The focus of -the evaluation program is on

helping the -resident to determine his own degree of competence

197.
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to recognize his assets and his liabilities, and to develop pro-
grams of future action to capitalize on,the assets and minimiie
the effects of the liabilities. Both a rating scale based on.
objectives and a form for recording critical incidents are used
to evaluate the residents.

FOR OTHER ENTRIES utated .to student ivaaa:tion Ate at4o:

7t1,, 330, 484, 505.
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Grading

464.

Becker, Roward Saul; Geer, Blanche; and Hughes, Everett C. Mak-

ing the Grade: The Academic Side.of College Life. New York:

John Wile* and *Sons, 1968,'150 pp.

T4is.highly readable book by the authors of Boys in White is the _

frrst volume of a report of a study ofthe sociological aspects

of e'oJlege life. The study utilized the method of partlicipant_

observation. Many quotes from college students themselves about
the importance of gradesin college are included. The authors

conclude that the pressures of grade-point average requirements
have a negative effect on the student and on the student's abil-
ity to pursue his own interests and develop into the sort of

scholar that the university purports to produce. They favor the

total abolition of grades for record-keeping purposes. Pass-

fail grading they consider a useful half-measure. They see no

necessity flat* the university to distinguish aZngsits graduates

for the sake of consumers (i.e. graduate schools and businesses).

465.

Bender, Robert M._ "Attitudes Toward Grading Systems Used in MO-

ical Education." Journal of Medical Education, 44 (November,

1969), 1076-81.

This article opens with a discussion of pass/fail glades and let-

ter or numerical grades,'and evaluates these systems in terms of

the functions of grading,"hich are administration, information

for the student, guidance, and motivation. The author concludes

that the guidance and information functions of grading are lim-

ited when a single symbol is used as a grade, that-the adminis-

trative use of grades overemphasizes non-significant different

in numerical averages, and that the motivational function of

grading is harmful because it does not encourage the student-

physician to be self-directed. !TheAuthor consequently favors

the simplest possible mqaas oLcertqfying satisfactory comple-

tion ofa.body of subdect''Maiter, e.g7, pass/fail:

The author than proceeds to report the results of a sure) of all

AANC.medical schools to OWtiin the attltudes.ot4the deans and of

selected students towards grading systems. This survey revealed

de-emphasis of grades per se, and stimulation of_self -motivation

and' interest to be an important current consideration. Grade

emphasis was felt to be less At schools using a pass/fail system,-
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and the majority of faculty and students favored such a system.

466.

,

Chambers, David W. "Criterion-Based Grading:" Technical Reports
on Evaluation, No. 6. San Francisco, Calif.: University of the_
Pacific Schogl of Dentistry, 1971, 27 pp. (Mimeographed.)

The authorstateln, "The defining characteristic ofa good grad-
ing system A,that the grades given can be used by a third party
to make effective and accurate decisions about a student's fu-
ture." Here he describes the shortcomings of two alternative

methods (pass-fail and norm-based evaluation) and points out the
superior features of the criterion-based system which distin-
guish it from the others: "the two f dements' educational inno-
vations which provide the foundation or criterion-based grading
are the statement of objectives in be vioral terms that are con-
gruent with the image of an excellent practitioner and the tailor-
ing of instruction to fit objectives rather than the tailoring of
evaluation to fit the existing distribution of student abilities."
Included are suggestions for reestablishing the criteria, and
for utilizing a timetable of instruction and evaluation that
would effedt the greatest benefit.

467.

Chaneky, Norman M. "Resolving the Grading Problem." The Educa-
tional Forum, 37, No. 2 (January, 1973), 189-94.

This article opens with a biief review of some of the literature
pertaining to the perceived inadequicy and harmfulness of the
traditional grading system. The central tontent of the article
is the author's contention that in evaluating college undergrad-
uates the grading system should vary according to the purpose
for which the course is offered and the motives of the student
taking It. While he favors the retention of some modified ver-
sion of multi-step grading (A-B-C-D-F) for undergraduates, the
point is made that this type of grading becomes less valuable as
the student draws.nloserto the foreseeable, planned end of his
training.

-)

468.

Hullinger, Ronald L.; Moon, Charles E.; and Render, Gary F.
"Evaluation in Support of Learning." British Journal of Medical
Education, 7 (September, 1973), 182-85.

These authors_ present a brief, well-vritten'article on the de-
,structiveness of norm-referenced evaluation, and propose changing
to a pass/not pass system of rating using criterion-referenced

.240
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instruments. They suggest that students must be moved from ex-

ternal-to internal motivation if professional education is to

effect its real purpose of teaching students how to learn. In

their opinionlailing grades should never be given. Instead, a

student should receive a rating of "pass" if he has attained mas-

tery of the skill in question, "inc" for incomplete if he has-not.

(A student who repeatedly failed to attain mastery wouldrhave to

be'counseled to leave the profession.) The point is made that a

non-graded system facilitates self-evaluation.

469.

Layton, Janice. "Students SelectTheir Own Grades." Nursing

Outlook, 20 (May, 1972), 237-39.

The author describes a grading system in which requirements for

the letter grades A, B, and C are made known and students are al-

lowed to work for whichever grade they choose. The advantages

and disadvantages as seen by students and,faculty arediscussed.,

The system's main advantages are eat it encourages 00.4.4etting

and self-direction, and by eliminating all ambiguity it de-

creases a student's anxiety about grades.

470. r-

-"Logan, Nelson S., and Taft, Thomas B. "Perspectives on Evalta-

tion Techniques: Making the Grade." Journal of Dentak Educa-

tion, 37 (April, 1973) 10-13.

This article is a discussiod of the dubious value of traditional

grading and the desirability of moving to a system of criterion-

referenced measurement. The author's orientation is humanistic

and Rogerian. He brieflyreviews some of the literature indi-

cating that grades baye little to do with adult accomplishment

and indicates that he favors a flexible dental curriculum based

on mastery learning.

471;

McGuigan, F. J. "Amount Learned: Am Empirical Basis for Grad-

Teachers and Students." Teaching of Psychology, 1 (October,

1974), 10-4.2

This author feels that' the primary criterion for evaluation of

teachers and students should. be the measure of the amount the

student has learned, In this study of three psychology classes

at Hollins College the author recounts how he used a "G" statis-

tic as an index of the amount learned, AevelopitICS-WriaTAT-Ilm

(T2 - Ti)/(r -'T1),where Ti . the pretest SeoreAT2 - the post-

test score and r .0 the possible score. He computed,P-stafistics

201
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and G-grades (based on degtee of standard deviation of G-
statistic from the class maanYforall students'and found signi-
ficant correlations between post-test gain, G-statistic, G-grade,
and normal course grade values. The.cotrelation between stu-
dents' opinions of how much they learned and more objeCtive cri-
teria of amount learned wag not significaAt. G-statistics for
all three courses were high. ,Student opinionnaire results (stu-
"dent evaluation of courses) were also positive.

The author adl;ocates basing a final course ,grade op some amalgam
of the.G-statistic and the terminaf'lever performance determined
by aptitude of the student,

C
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Evaluation of Faculty

472.

Armington, Catherine L.; Reinikka, Evodia A.; and eighton,

Helen. "Student Evaluation -- Threat Incentive?";,ilursine Out -

look, 20 (December, 1972), 789-9

The authors offer both a brief discussion of whether or not stuL.
dents should be allowedro evaluate their teachers and a brief,'
review of the literature relating to techniques of assessing

teacher effectiveness. They conducted an evaluation of teacher

effectivenessby mailing out questionnairem to 1,9,84-atudents in

20 nursing schools. The following profile of instrucEOrs with a

rating. of above.the mean emerged: ". . . enthusiastic about

their work, impressed students as being.experts in their:fiel0,'

encouraged students to think, and were easily accessible to

them."

473.

Barr, Arvil Sylvester, Project Director. Wisconsin Studies of

the Measurement and Prediction of Teacher Effectiveaess: A Sum-

nary of Investigations. Madison, Wis.: Dembar Publishing Co.,

1961, 156 pp.

This volume summarizes more than 75 doctoral studies made at the

University of Wisconsin-and-attempts to present- -a critical over-

view of these studies. The follbwing_questiontrare addressed:

What were the methodology, criteria; statistical techniques, and

assumptions of these studies, and what conclusi3ns can be drawn

from - 'them ?' What are the personal and professional prerequisites

to' teacher effectiveness, and how can.good teachers be distin-

fr m
tential and p

sults? For t
ploratory at

were used in

In additio t

chapters b

with refer
tion and r
complex: n
patterns o
teachers; nd
A final ch pt

r ones? What are the-discrepancies between po-
rformance, and what theories might' giVe bettir.re-

e most part, these studies are descriptive an
er than experimental. Many-data- gathering

,hese-studies and they are snakzed here. .

the review provided by Barr,.the boo ontains

rious authors which discuss the following topics

to theSestudies: the uses and abuses of correla-
ssion techniques; factor analyses of the teaching

measures of effectiveness; abilities and
of good and poor teachers; motivation of

persol prerequisitei to teaching effectiveness.

r by Barr summarize. the major findings of this

ditto

b havld
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series of investigations.

474.

0

' .

Caffrey, Bernard, a host, GlenE. "Student Evaluation of a
Public Health turr ulum." American Journal of Public Health,
61 (May, 1971), 1 2-29.

Theise authors port on-a study that measured faculty performance
ins public-h lth curricul6m. The, study employed a modified
Isiiicsop,scale consisting of 20 items. 'A principal components
factOt.in000s shoaled tha.t responses to. the items could be sumr
marized witheiwo independent dimensions: proficiency, or teach-
ing ability (Factor I), vihithmas qua to be relatively indepen-
dent of tudent-teacher interaction, or rapport (Factor II).

To asses lidity it was hypothesized-that Factor I would not
be corre d significantly with class size, but that Factor II
would be co related. Both hypotheses were supported, and the
authors conclude that the results shale that an evaluation of
teacher performance can belmade.independently of student-teacher
interaction, or teacher "popularity.".._

475.

Centra, John A. "Self-Ratingb of College Teachers: A Compari-
son with Student Ratings." Journal of Educational Measurement,
10 (Winter, 1973), 287-94.

In this study 343 facdltymembers from fiveceolleges rated themr
selves and were rated by their students.on a 21 *itedinstruc-
tional report questionnaire. Comparison of the ratings showed
a median correlatiboof .21, showing a general lack of-agieement
between self - evaluation and staden't evaluation. There was a
tendency for the teachers as a group to give themselves better' ,

ratings than their students gave thaw. These was nO finding that
related the discrepancy to the sex.or to the teaching experience
of the teacher.,

.

A comparison across items produced-a rank cortelation of .77, in-
dicating a good deal of similarity in the.way the two groups
rank - ordered the items: 'Tbis suggests that instractors are 'Fire_
of many of their teaching strewths and, eaknesses, despite/the

Iviuctors.fict,thatthey see theme
eccurately,witb other inIes
more favorably in absolute-erms

and may not compare theme
It may be concluded-that student eviluations can provide useful
infortation fOr faculty members, and that self-rating can high-"A
light for the individual what he might otherwise fail to realize
about himself as a teacher. .
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'476.

Centre, John A. Strategies for'Improving College Teaching. Wash;

ington, D.C.: American Association for Higher Education, 1972,

51 pp.

This report discusses ways of improving college teaching. The

author presents a general model of teaching and learning in a
college course'and briefly reviews some of the literature which
has research implications for teaching and learning, providing a
cipsule'of relevsnt findings and their implications for the im-
provement, of teaching. The chapter entitled "Self-Analysis and
Teaching Improvement" reviews literature -on self - evaluation by

teachers, addressing the question of whether teacheraaan see
themselves realtatically.. It also considers the use of outside
teams,laculty.colleague observation, and audio-video feedback

to aid self-analysis. The chapter on student ratings notes that
Students tend to be optimistic about the effects of their ratings
and cites several studies of the effectiveness of 'student feed-

--baok, describing Centra's_own five-college study in some detail.
Institutionai'programs,for teaching improvement (including fac-
ulty development programs and programs'to prepare college teach-
ers) are also discussed, as is technological impact on teaching

improvement.

'..

477.
:1

Cohen, Arthur H., and Brewer, Florence.B. Measurihg Faculty Per-

formance. Washington, D.C.: Americafi Association of Junior Col-

leges, ERIC Clearinghouse forJunior College Information, 1969,
81 pp". -

Cohen and Brewer. propose that student ga in toward speeffic learn-
ing objectives be recognized as the ultimate criterion in'assess-
ing the effects of teachers and teaching situations. 'They define
teaching as "causing learning," and maintain that learning can be .

appraised objectively. The criterion for evaluation under this
,definition is demonstration'of student learning which may be pre-

sumed to result from the efforts of the teacher in question.

This pamphlet Is divided into twciparts. Pirt I is a discussion
of current practices.in faculty evaluation and a report of re-
search in the field. -Chaptir i reviews rating schemes in cur-
rent use and discusses problems'Of rater bias, ambiguous wpose,
and indefinite criteria.. Chapter ii reviews attempts to relate

' teacher personality and teaching success. Chapter iii presents

the inconclusive results of some studies of the relation berpeen
the personality of new teachers and their success on the job.

- Part II presents a critique of current practices of faculty ap-
praisal and presents the author ;' case for changing the purpose.,

k

.-
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methods, and Criteria of faculty evaluation.

478.

Cotsonas, Nicholas J., and Kaiser, Henry F. "St nt Evaluation
of Clinical Teaching." Journal of Me ical ucation, 38 (Septem-
ber, 1963)', 742-45.

, .

The,authors report on a. study of an etaluation bf medical 'school
teachers by students and by faculty. In comparing the evalua-
tio they concluded that (1) the degree of knowledge posfessed
by eachers is hot an important NAriable to students,ia ranking

ir)teachers on the baiis of what they want fromthem--how-
e er, students are able to-distinguish teachers' kpowledgeability
d do not make rankings influenced bY the "halo effete; (2) on
he other hand, faculty members rank other.faculty members almost

exclusively on the criterion ,of
much-influenced by the "halo effect";,and (3) students in the

*towl dgeability; and they are

clinical sett aWrprobably canrecogoiaethree factors in their
teachers' performance: -attitude toward patients and students, ,

teaching techniques, and knowledge./

479.

Daugherty, Hope A. "Appraising College Teachers." Improving
College and University Teaching, 16 (Summer, 1968), 203-06.

This article poses some fundamental questions-about teacher eval-
' = uation (e.g.,-Which are the measurable objectives? Who should

make the evaluation? How erg the results to.be,used?) and re-
views some of the problems involved in measuring quality of
classroom instruction.. The discussion is general.- The author's
purpose was not io explore scientific thinking about evaluation,

. but she,does refer tcrsome .of the literature and presents a'iange
ofopinions on each question.

480.

Eble, Kenn4th Eugene. !The Recognition and Evaluation of Teach-

'.'s ing. Salt Pales' City,-Utah: Project to Improve College, Teaching,
1971, 111 pp. . .4

. .
- ,

,

This is a Monograph on the recogniionisnd-evaluatieirof college
and university classroom teaching.....lbe author favors sUident
evaluation of teaching and this is the major focus- of the mono- -I
graph. Arguments in support of student evaluation are,presented, N
as,well as more common criticisms. Evaluation instruments and
progriMi are discyssed. ,The impact of student evaluation and

.0
its implications, for faculty review are considered. The mono-
graph concludes with a series of appendices consisting of

206
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accountslof itudent evaluation systems-st.vaii is i4ersities.

481. 4

Gessner, Peter K." "Evaluation of Instruction." Science, 180

(May 11, 1973), 566-69. .

This author reports on an evaluationtudy of a iedical faculty's

instruction A second-year medical students, and the correlation

of the students' performance on the National Board Medical Exams

in a givensubject area (here a basic science) with theircatings

of faculty instruction in that subject area. It was found that

higher ratings of Instruction correlated with higher clefts scores

received on the NEME. However, no correlation was found between i,

student roanss of instruction and class performance on depart- \

mental exaarnations given at the school 1pvel. The author sug-

gests that both student ratings and class perfoimance on na ion -

al normative examinations are valid measures of teaching ef-

fectiveriess:" . . :11..

,-

Lessner presents* critique of a- study by Rodin and Rodin (Sci-

'/OnCe, 1972, pp. 1164-66) and takes the posittgit that grades are

7 not nece**arily a more valid indication of teaching effectiveness,
-than. Oleetudent_ratings jqst because the twoare different.

,
.

482. '

.\--

,

11

44( 7 ' .

Goodenough,' Eva E. "Forced Choice Technique as a Method for Dia-

- covering Effective Teacher Pe;sonality." Journal of Educational

Research, 51 (September, 1957), 25-31. -- _

f.'s....
_ ...

This article reports on an effort to discover what teacher per -,

sonality traits are associated with "effective discipline."

School teachers were asked-to rate two or three colleigues, one
V% consi4ere# very effective.in discipline and one very ineffective.

..

:::tawere'alls. asked to .ateodhe teacherW"fabi.:*amotwhere be-- ,

the row extremes. The,rating Instrumea for this,survey,

employed the. forced-c,bnice teplmique.; `-,...:
..

. .

Coodenough's findings were that the items asaocited with effec-.

4.tive discipline reflected pernonality traits of kindness; coop-

oration, sympathy, and tact, *ore than self-coniidence,'indeikin- .

;hence, fttankness,r modesty. She feels _t the forced-choice

techniquell:4:valuible method for isolatin deterstiniag-tha.

relative , of various traits to effectiwene 'her

personality: ,, '- ; . -,, ,

-..----
48).

4 ( \ '.. , N..
t'-' ' - .

Grolisth, Donald.; laafard,'Josaph C:, Jr.; louse, "Ste,ati

so 1 : "

.

e

Mk
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Salle, Sanfor4 inii in, Samuel. "A Comparison of Student'amd

. Departmental-Chal Evaluationi of "Teaching Performancts. /
Journal.of Medical abcition, 47 (April, 1912)', 281-84.

-,,,,

. A questionnaire debt or student evaluation wa# gpvenro:

.
both students and de tel.; chaiemen in a survey to rate.tbe

teachingperforMance 4 medical school instructors: ,Theanthr- .\->
Ornreporethat n4e of the' correlations beteden.x4nkinge.based2' .

omoudent ratings-and rankings based on chairman' ratings' .

,,, :

statistically significant. The validity oft he-ratings waa.'mof

.....-- determined. -

.

I

q.4841

4.j' ,

Grush, Joseph E., 40a Costin, Frank:* "The-Student. air Consuizier ,

of the Teaching Process." American 5374Zational Research,Joutnal,:
12 (Winter, 1975), 55-56.

'

.

. -

his study indicates tbae-college students-ardAibjecive coma m -

ers-of the teaching process and dUt.theis judgment'sfionld;he

. ,solicited to identify the teaching traltalanclaparbombeliavidrs:

4Z°

most instrumental for effective teaching. /A series' f evalua*ion /
aprocesses were carried out which included students' ArialtiatianS /.'

. of their own personalities as -well as behavinee'a ;personality".

traits of their teachers. The data elicitediiere, 'asured A00' ,-.
compared, with these results:, ,-(l) that'stddenteown per4Oituw
traits do not contaminate their evaluations of their teachera
skills, and (2) that students can discriminate betweenattraction
to instructors as teachers and attractitn-tn them es-:pete.son , ''

. .

The authCfre present a full description.. and analysis of the methodo:-
ology of their testing, all significant finding.; and a complete
portrait of what students consider to be the tpportant'Vharacter-
istics of good teachers. , 4

." .

485. .
Heath, Robert W., and Nielson, Mark A. "The ResearchUSes for
Performance-Based Teacher Education." Review of Educational Re-

search', 44 (Fall, 1974), 463 -84.
.*

Re parch and analysis offterfe,"litetslaturer.nVeitiordknc.e-based
teacher education reviewchvby these two authors led. then to

these principal conclusions:

(1) 4eview. of R literature and analysis of research on

`the relation between teacher skills and student achieve-
meat fails to reveal a basis for performance-based
teacherseducatioh (performance-based teacher education
fails to prescribe teacher- training objectives).

.
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,(2) "Literatvre fails to TroVide such a basis . . , because

of sterile operational definitions of both teaching and

achievement, and tecause of fUndasentally weak research

designs".(p. 481).

(3) "Given tht well-documented strong association betyeen
2 itudenCachievementand variables such as socioecmoetit

andethnic 'status, effecti of teaching on'aqhieve-
/

mint 1;a defined in the research analyzed/ are likely to
be inhetently trivial" (p. 481).

' 486.

Leftwich, William R, and Remmers, Hermon Heniy. "A Caliper's=
of Graphic and Force4-Choice-Ratings of Teaching Performance at

the College and University ieVel." Lafayette, Ind.,: Purdue Uni-
versity, Division-of Ediscational Reference, Studies in Higher

Education, Vol. 92, 1962.
_

In this study 80 faculty- aenbers were rated by 2,109 students.on

.
.two different. rating devices, the Purdue Rating Sbale for In-,

atructors la graphic rating scale) and the Purdue Instructor Per-
formance Indicator (a forced-choice sale). Results'from the two

devices were compared and scores of the two Ins.truments were
found-to be correlated to a substantial degree".*.The graphic
scale was more susceptible to rtter errors of leniehcl and halo,.
,but the forced - choice acala wasfound to be."fake-abte."..7

,487.

- .
. .

Lewis? Jamesi...Jr-. Ap04aisin'g Teacher Perforiance: West Nyack,

N.Y.; Parker-PUblilhing Coipany, Ioc., L973, 227 pp.

This book describes ab overall StOroaeh.to performance evalqatioa
and applies ft, to tie evaluatiotog,teachers. .Theauthor has,.
taken tVe concept of management'by :objctives frowthe bust-
ness work& where:At hai been used 6y maniigers to 4pp-ratite ear.

gloyees,Iiiid shown how it ten be applied to. school systencasd-'

Aliment at toAtItpeitqmatice'appraisal ,of administrmOrd-and

teachers. ...
,

o
%

4

r
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The "results"approach to evaluation advocated bY the author
rests on the assumption that the teacher does want to improve
his or her performance and to do as good a job as possible.
Change can thus be brought about by being as supportive as pos-
sable of the teacher in his or her efforts to change. Change
will be motivated when the teacher is personally choosing
the problems and goals to be tackled and feels help is avail-
able.

The book discusses: (1) hOwinitially to implement this system
of evaluation; (2) needs assessment and the setting of long-range
goals by the scho9j_system; (3) how to write well-defined perfor-
mance objectives;'(4) the unique aspects of setting and Achiev-
"Tag the four types of performance objectives (professional skill'
objectives, personal-development objectives, prOblem-solving

, objectives, and innovative objectives); (5) appraisal counseling;
and (6) the implications of motivation and perception for

,proving-performance.

488.

_

McKeachie, Wilbert 4. "Studeni Ratings ofjaculty." AAUP (Amer-. ,
ican Association of University Professors) Bui/etib,--55-(Wintnt,
1969), 439-42.

)

This is a Teview of research on faculty evaluation by Students.
The goals outlined are fourfold: .(1) to.malte Comparison judg-

ments of teaching effectiveness'; (2) to heti, in*tructors improve
their teaching; (3) to raise the level of the Student's morale" ---
and increase his interest in his educatiOn; (4),to provide infor-
mation for the Student's use in choosihg courses.

General recommendations for conducting the evaluation Andlude
using a form7,of scale rating which'allows easy tabulatign but in-.
nudes soue essay-type questions, encouraging wide; participation
and acceptance by faculty keeping students' comments specific,
and-assuring anonymity to. the.studeat: The author summarizes,

".-. . student ratings dd have some validity: Teachers-rated as

effective by students tend to be.thoie whOse students.learn
most."

lb

4
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489.

Menges, Robert J.. "The New Reporters: Students Rate Instruc-

tion." Evaluatfng Teaching and Learning,. Edited by Robert C.

Pace. New Drrectionsin Higher Education, No. 4, Winter, 1973.

San Francisco, Calif.:. Jossey-Bass, pp. 50-75.

Aik

In a classroom Nettudents and the teacher are the only first-

hand observers of teaching-activities. Therefore students can

_have valuable input ipto the evaluation process of their instruction.

tion. This article stresses that student ratings are one source

of information about teaching effectiveness, however; the faculty

must weigh and interpret student ratings. Four general ap7

proaches to constructing format and selecting items for an-eval-

uation form are discussed which the author breaks down'into

eral categories; ,(1) developing a fori based on intuition and

consensus; (2) basing item selection on factor analysis; (3) 1

choosing criterion groups as guides; (4) using instructor's goals

as criteria. Specific rating forms_are described and reviewed

for content and format.
_

Analysis of the factoFs affectingreliability and validity of

student evaluations shows no correlation between a student's

rating and his' year in school,,grade point average, expected

grade, age, number of pfevfmms courses in the fieldiMex, or mar-

'lea' status. The value's of ratings --to students, faculty, and

aaministration - -can bmsign4ficant if objectives, goals, and

uses of the evaluation proCess are spelled out before the program

'begins.

490...
,

Miller, Martin Tc.;:".InatrUclorAtitudes,Toantd,,andjpeir Use

of, Student Ratings ofanschers.' Jii.rnef'dflEdkaiionekil**_.

al,. 62 (June, 1971)!_235 -39.

jiltet-presg#0,_antudrdesigned:tM-daterMine4hether providing

instrucgoraiwith_liformiiiMd'fram
studentratIngs4mCeffects on

their subaequent ratings by stuaints-W-M4 Atludent-achleaigment:.-i.

_For the 'study, which alsotrie& to winther-theme-effects.,'

were A function of igstructor 'attitude toward student ratings, '

3f, instructors were:divided.datn.rwo. groups, thoie who-believed .--

student eValia4on could be e.iiinable-sourCe.,:ofjuggestions for

...;_chinOnglehavior end those wfio 'did- not: flialtorPach_trbuli

feedback,-rme ttodent-ratine-In4.boif.Od not- 'ilia-1914,

of 'coya lance irtrdlceted thai40-at.simeeterliiiiAlinkenot404.-
eAtordirii to whether or

not the instructor received leedbad firm the,..ratingsioOr did

they differ significantly secordink to whether or not theinstruptor*

bad a favorable9attitud." In 'one course-he mean final eiam 8'

0 .0-

* .
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scored differed according to whether the instructor had feedback:
exam scores were higher for those who had feedback, even though
ratings stayed the same. .

491.

Miller, Richard I. Developing Programs for Faculty Evaluation:
A Sourcebook for Higher Education. San Francisco, Calif.:
Jossey -Ease, 1974, 248 pp.

This book is notable for'its 132fpage selected annotated bibliog-
raphy.on faculty evaluation. In the main body of the book, Hil-
ler discusses strategies*for developing a system of faculty eval-
uation, evaluation criteria, student evaluation of classroom
teaching, and the evaluation of educational administrators. Var-
ious sample appraisal forms are included; including one for eval-
uating administrative effectiveness.

492.,

-Hiller, Richard I. Evaluating Faculty Performance. San Francis-
co, Calif.: 'Jbasey-Baii, 1972, 145 pp.

Some of the basic assumptions presented in this book areas fol-
ldws: that accountability is a growing trend; that merit evalua-
tion is desirable; that overall evaluation is inevitable; that
evaluation should facilitate professional development; and that
appraisal should provide feedback and guidance as well as judg-
ment. :ftaluations by students, self- evaluation, and classroom
visitation are all recommended as inputs into thejvaluation of
teaching. There is recognition that a professor is more than
just a- teacher, and it is suggested that he be appraised in his ' -

capacity as an advisor,. and that his faculty service and rela-
tions, his administrative effectiveness, and his mrofessional
status and activities be appraiied as well Evaluation forms are
presented for appraising all these areas, and'also for appraising
ipublications and public service. There is a 44-page selected en-.
notated bibliography on facultevalustion, but it has been super-
seded for the most-pert by the annotated ibliogropkr in DeveloO-
inOteltrame for'Faculty Evaluation (also by Miller).

493. 4

'1"

Naftulim, Donald E.; Ware,-John f., Jr.; and Donnelly, Frank A:
"The Doctor Fox Lecture: A Paradigm of Educational Seduction.",
Journal bf Medical Educatibn, '48 (July, 1973), 63035.

Tile is the report of a managed experiment in teacher evaluation
carried out in the following fashion: lectFer supplied with
impressive but sputious curricula* vitae was presented to a1/4,SFOUP
of experienced medical educators acting as students ine.mgw.,
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learning situation. The leCturerts presentation was completely

irrelevant, conflicting, and meaningless in content. In evalua-

ting the lecturer the educators rated 410m favorably at the signi-

ficant level. The inference is that teacher evaluation is not

necessarily related to teacher effectiveness; personal popular-

ity may create a halo effect which distorts the process of evalu-

ation.

494.

Noyes, Ward D.,'and Ettinger, Mark P. "Medical Student Evalua-

tion of Teachers and Curriculum." Journal of Medical Education,

48 (January, 1973), 102-03.

These aUthors describe evaluation forms used at the University of

Florida College of Medicine for rating of pre-clinical and clini-

cal courses and faculty performance. Evaluations by students

were considered useful in assessing teacher performance and plan-

ning changes in course, content and organization.

495.

Rodin, Miriam; and Rodin, Burton. "Student Evaluations of Teach-

ers." Science, 177 (September,29, 1972), 1164-66.

This is a report on a study which led the authors to make the

claim that "Students rate Most highly instructors from whom they

learn least." Their bases for this conclusion derived from a

study of 293 students and 11 instructors participating
in a large

undergraduate calculus course. Results of the study of student

evaluation and class performance showed that the instructors

rated most highly by students had the classes with the lowest

mean grades (ititial ability being held constant), and vice versa.

The authors conjecture that possible explanations, for the resul1ts

could include the following: students may resent instructors who

make them work too hard and learn more than they want to; as

t.

students earn more they may become more aware of the weaknesses

of their nstructorsCevaluation.of an instractormay be based

on who he is rather than wharhe does. (Gessner, 1973, ScieCce,

pp. 566-69, provides a critique of-theRsdin apRroach.)

The authors discuss at length the result of studies of student

evaluation and class performance by Remmers (1928, 1930, 19494

and Elliot (1950); taking issue with the conclusion often drawn

frbm theit vork that there is a pdsitivt relationship between

the object-ive and thesub/ective criteria of teaching effec-

tiveness.

-
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496.

bus, Stephen N.; Bamford, Joseph,iC., r.; Cromlech, Donald;
- .

Rubin, Samuel; and Sall, Sanford. "The Improvement of Faculty
Teaching Through Evaluation: A Preliminary Report." Journal of
Surgical Research, 11 (June, 1971), 311-15.

The authors present a New York Medical College plan for student

evaluation of faculty teaching which Was designed to improve the ,
quality of instruction. The program encouraged faculty members
to submit voluntarily to their students' evaluations And to sub-
sequent counseling by a Medical School Committee on Self-
improvement in teaching. Twenty-seven teachers volunteered to
have their students rate them on seven key aspects of teaching:
(1) planning and organization, (2) communication, (3) cognitive
teaching personality, (4) affective teaching personality, (5)
motivation, (6) instructional techniques ormethods, and (7)
subject or content. It was felt that the evaluation could bene-
fit-the teaching progrim in two ways: first, the individual
teacher could profit by using the knowledge gained about himself,'
and second, the tIsching program could be better planned witivrthe
knpwledge gained about the faculty's strengths and
The results of this program were Odb/Isherffia litir article'
which appeared in the Journal of Surgical Research, Vol. 13
(1972), pp. 262-66.

497.

:Roue, Stephen N-.; Bamford, Joseph C., Jr.; Cromlech, Donald;
Rich, Herbert; Rubin, Sam; and Sall) Sanford. "The, Improvement
of Faculty Teaching Through Evaluation: A Follow-Dia Report."
Journal of Surgical Research, 13 (November, 1972), 262-66.

This article is the second part of a report by these authors .

which described a voluntary program of student evaluation of-the
teaching faculty at New York Medical College. The faculty mem-
berswho participated received teaching profiles which graphical-
ly identified their strengths and weaknesses in five areas of
teaching (an earlier, longer form was modified, and shortened)..
None of the participants sought teaching counseling from the fac-
u/ty,gtoun which had been organized to offer it. After periods
of from one to three months 16 of the original 27-participants
were evaluated a second time. Mean improvements for the group

---- 'were statistically significant in all categories except; "teach -'
ing approach.'

498.

Rugg, Edwin A., and Norris, Raymond C. "Student Ratings of In-
dividualized Faculty SupervisionS Dedeription and Evaluation."
-American Educational Research Journal, 12 (Winter, 3975), 4fL53.

214-
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1

This article describes a factor-analytic study involving 125

graduate students in psychology who were asked to identify behav-

ioral dimensions of faculty supervision in the students' indivi-

dualized learning situations. The rating instrument (a question-

naire) had two facets: (1) descriptive, in which students esti-

mated the frequency of occurrence of certain supervisory behav-

iors, and (2) evaluative, in which students rated their level of

satisfaction with various aspects of the supervision and their

experience. This was to permit examination of the predictive
validity ofthe descriptive ratings with evaluative criterion

variables. Ten dimensions of supervisory behavior emerged from

an analysis of the descriptions of the supervisors, but none of

these was a strong predictor of student ratings of the super-

visor or of the experience. It was found that descriptive rat-
ings df faculty behavior accounted for less than 30 per cent of

the variancein experience evaluation scores, suggesting that a

single emphasis on faculty evaluation neglects other-important

aspects of the educational situation which affect students' elal-

uation,of learning experiences.

*99.

David G. "Notes on the Ratin, of Teacher Performance."

JourngT'OCHairatAhal-Sesearch, 4 (May, 1954), 695-703.

......:,The author says there are four chief reasons-why teachers tend

to object to teacher performance rating: (1) judges or-raters

may be prejudiced; (2) ratings are sometimes unreliable; (3)

profestional status of teachers should preclude rating of their

performance; and (4) the teachers feel threatened. He does not

agree with the validity of the latter two reasons, and feels

that the first two can be -oVerceme with better rating techniques.

The two rating instruments he advocates are the "Forced-Choice

Performance Report" and the "Classroom Observation Scale.". A

forced dloice. rating scale fequires'rateis to choose a most de- t'

'scriptiVe and'a least deicriptive statementto describe a parti-

cular teacher behavior. The classroom observation scale poises-

see several unique and advantageous features, Which can be out-

lined as follows: (1) Judgment of teacher behavior is baled on

immediate observation of teacher's performance and on inferences

regarding teacher behavior derived from pupil behavior. (2)

Many teacher traits o'r qualities constitute dimensions of behav-

ior with opposite polesl-these are described precise4g by refer-

. king to specific behaviors. (3) A central tendency is avoided

by forcing rating in direction of one pole or the other. (4)

A detailed glossary is provided to describe teaching ,behaviors,

'Nand a thorough acquaintance with the rating device is demanded

of .the rater:
a

d Correlation coefficients of .80between ratings of different

. ;
to

J
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judges have been obtained with the Classroom Observation Scale.
The author makes clear that, with any instrument,Judgments must
be based on actual,teacher behaviors and that observation must
be extensive in order to be representative.

500.

Slobin, Dan Y., and Nichols, David G. "Student Ratings of Teach-
ing." Improving College and.University Teaching, 17 (Autumn,
1969), 244-48.

The authors present a general discussion of frequently-heard ob-
jections to the use of student ratings of their teachers. They
defend the principle of student evluation of faculty, and refer
the reader to the studies in the literature in support of its
usefulness. The bibliography draws mostly from articles of the
'30s, '40s, and 150s, with the-most recent from 1967. Two differ-
ent programs of student evaluation are described briefly.

The authors also touch on the extent to whichratings may be af- t .

fected by variables irrelevant to teaching"; e.g,.-class size,
required versus elective course, and halo effect. They point
out that student evaluation takes place whether the teacher likes
it or not. The teacher's only,eloice is whether to inform him-
self in a formal way about the evaluation Which the students
have already done informally.

501.

Wolkon, Gebrge H.; Naftulin, Donald H.; Donnelly, Frank A.; and
Johnson, C. Warner. "Student and Faculty Evaluation ofInstruc-
tor as Measures of Teaching Effectiveness." Journal of,Medical
Education, 49 (August, 1974), 781-42.

The evaluation described involved medical school faculty and stu-
dent ratings of, the same basic sciences lecturer. When the eval-
uations b3Lthe two groups were compared, it was fodndfthetAauumk-----4
was no statistically reliable simiTirity in mean retingi. The ,

authors suggeit that if student evaluations of.faculty are to be
used for the purpose of improving teacher effectiveness, then the
teacher also should be provided an evaluation by other faculty.

4 No relationship was found between student evaluation of faculty
effectiveness and student achievement as measured by exam grades.

0

502.

-,,/
Yarger, Sam J. "Competency-Based Teacher Preparation: Is there
a State of the Art?'--KaPPS,,Pelta Pi Record, 10 (December, 1973),''
36-38.
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44
The author raises his voice against the concept of measuring .

teacheraffectiveness in terms of student behavior sincethe
linkage between the twollas not been clearly measured. He

charges educators with ignoring "the historical, philosophical,
sociological% and psychological foundations upon which any
teacher preparation program bust be built" and contenOs that in

the future, teachershould be evOuated on the basis of their

,own behavior, ra her than that of their studenti.

A

FOR OTHER ENTRIES nelateckto peaty evaluation see at4o:

113, 134,'138, 441.
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evaluation,- of Program

503.

Abrahamson, Stephen. "Evaluation in Continuing Medical Educa.L"
tion." Journal of the American Medical Association, 206 (
ber 14, 1968), 625-28,

The author stresses three goals of continuing education prro ams_
for, physicians. He describes the.effective program
enables the physician to (1) learn, new infprOatior
the retention of old informat*on, (2) learn neW
grade old ones, and (3) develdp favorable .attit_atiko
old ones: WO determine the degree to-whicll these objgctIv98:,,
are met he suggests measuriliu11)! by the reactions of?Ilartia-'

pants, (2).by achievement tee s, and (3) by physician Orfor- -

mance.

504.

American Medicil Associlti., Cou it on 4edical Educarion.t
Sel - ne fo lied He th Education °Pro ra .

Chicago, Ill.:. Ameri Medical Ass. iation, October, 1973,14
pp. (Mimeographed.

This pamphlet is provided for the use o administrators and edu-
cators in determining the needs and reso ces of allied health

, education programs as part of the accredi tion process. Billed
as."an,in-depth evaluative instrument" to 1p those involved in '
the-educational program"review its quality, it, is intended for .,

use as. a "standards" mechanism by which prog ams can be' examined
for strengths and limitations,. The ardht in hich general stein* .

, dards are set forth and very briefly elaborated upon include cur-'
ricaum.design, administration, faculty, admissions, evaluation,
resources and physical facilities, student services, student
participation, And long -rang plannihg.

505:

Angus, Edward L. "Evaluating Experiential Education." Imple-
menting Field Experience Education. Edited by, John Duley. New
Directionsator Highet Education, No: 6, Summer, 1974. San Fran- "
cisCo; Calif.: Jossey-Baas, pp.77 -84.

This 'article was written to offer guidelines for techniques of
evaluating a program of experientialeducation. The author
points out that the'purpose of evaluation should be twofold:

218
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(1) to evaluate individual student performance in the experien-
tial learning progiam, and (2) to evaluate the total program.
To assure effective evaluation the program itself must comprise

these five specific components: (1) clearly defined objectives,
(2) pre-field orientation, (3) an individualized learning cony
tract' and reading list, (4) an evaluatibn of student perfor-
mances, and (5) effective means for evaluation of the program
(specifically, survey instruments to collect data do which to

base evaluation).

For evaluation of the individual student's experience a number of
prAtices are set forth -- standard reporting and evaluating der
vices, intetmedlate workshops, exit interviews, and self-,
eva:i.uations:

506..

Dauria, Anne M. "Evaluating Continuing Education." Journal of

Continuing Education in Nursing, 4 (July-August,'1973), 18-4.

Ms. Dauria describes the features of the continuing education
program at the Virginia Commonwealth University School of Nursing
which have contributed to its success. She suggests that the
program can be evaluated by the way in which it meets the fftlibr-
tent objectives of effective continuing education: (1) meeting

the perceived needs of the adult learners, (2) respondjug,to in-
creasing awareness of educational needs, (3) exposing the nurse-
students to current theories and techniques, and (4) introducing

't the nurse to a resource person or persons Oho can be of essis-
t- tanc, to him or,her,and to the employing agency.

507.

Deniston, 0. L.; Rosenetock, I. it.; and Getting, VI A. dEvalua-

fion of Program Effectiveness.", Public health Reports, 83

(April, 1968), 323-35.

This article offers a-comprehensive, systematic approach to proms
c gram evaluation which is aimed at improving the evaluation of

Program effectiveness of public health programa, but the evalua-

tick modeloffered could be applied as well to other types. The

basic approach Presented is ad follows. ,

Every program is,characterized by program "objectives" which rep-
resent the desired end result of program activities. Each objec-

tive implies one or more necemsary conditions ("sub-objectives")
which must be accomplished in order to accomplish the program ob-

jective. "Activities" are performed to achieve each sub-

objective. "Resources" *re expended to support the performance

of activities. Every program plan makes three assonipflons: (1)
A

A
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The expenditure of resources as planned will result in the per-

formance of the planned activity. (2) Each activity properly
performed will result in attainment of the sub-o ctive it is

linked' with. <3) Each sub7objective must necessar be accom-
plished before the next orie can be achieved, and i all sub-
objectives are attained, the program objective will be attained:
Program evaluation must determine the extent twhich each of
the three assumptions di every program Olen is true.

.Theauthors have Lased this model of program evaluation on a num-
. -

bet oftontributions in the literature, but they feel they are
unique in their attempt to be comprehensive, unifo? and consis-
tent in their definitions and logic.

508.
,,

.

Gurley, Laverne Tolley. "Criteria for the/Evaluation of an In-
service Educationjrogram." Radiologic Technology, 42.1 hMarc, ,
1971), 527-34.

This article offers general sugges ns for the evaluatidil of in-

service education programs for ra ologYperaonnel. The author's

approach IS that evaluation sho d ascertain both the adequacy
and the effectiveness of the ogram. .Adequacy is defined as the -'

extent to which the object a of the inservice training program
meet the needs of the pe onnel involved and the needs of tfie

department, the hospit , and thi community. Effectiieness is ,
the degree to which 'oge objectiyes are achieved. Some specific

objectives of ins ice education progrfin,for radiology person-:
nel are listed, ^ d suggegtions are made for measuring the
achievement' eachc,

509.

0A,

This Aticle discusses the merits,<otthi Pediatrit Housesiiff

A Training Program at Johns Hopkins and presents the results of a
survey of the training Prograh's graduates. The authors feel,
that, although a survey of graduates from the 'Pediatrics Residen-
cy Progranvis7.0hvithiely not sufficient alone as a mode of program

/ evaluation," it is an essential component. In this article they
include Wdiscussion of the problems inherent in this type of

7r survey research: bias in favor of alma mater; length of ital."'
which may have elapsed since association; change of doecepts with
time (in retrospect one might wish fir more interaction with fac-
ulty:, whilevat-the time one wanted onletb be independent); and '

t H.; Dempsey, John J.; and Freeman, Gloria M.
n of-the Johns Hopkins Pediatric Housestaff"Training

by Past and'Preeent House Officers." Johns Hopkins Medi-

Journal, 135 (October, 1974), 229-44.'
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r
the fact that program weaknesses are more
lime than they-ire years later.-

. .

510.

aggravating at the

Hutchins; Edwin g., and Wolins, Leroy. Factor Analysis of State-
ments Describing Student Environment in American Medical, Col-
/eges.. (Paper presented at meeting of Midwestern Psychological

Assdciation.) Office of Basic Research, Technical Report No.
L01. Evanston, Ill.: .Division of Education, Aisociation of,
American Medical Colleges, 143.

%

This paper rigas an instrument developed by Hutchins to de=
scribe the g envirepment,in.U.S. medical sdhodla, called
the Medical Sthool ,Davironment Inventory (MSEI). The MSEI con-
tains 180 descriptive statements about medical school., and the
`student

true of his school. The statement
lrefer"tudeni rates each statement on a scale of 1 to 4 accoingo

. whether or not it
to the general envilonment of the school, including facilities,
facultyt and student body. Some sample itempare:

"Man/ of the facult*,seem bored with their teaching.assign=
cents."

"The prdblep of comprehensive patient
attention here by the students."'

"Faculty meibirs here really push the
to their limits." .

care is'given little \

students' capacities

,

"Many students here are content just to get,b7."
-., .

"Persona -- hostilities are nsualIy.concealed or reel:lived as

quickly as. possible."

, . .

"Students are concernect-e47 with the Work at hand and have

few interests beyond this art:11,Z_

"The goals, and purposes of the work are-Clearli defined for
I I

the student."

le

I. factor analysis of the 180 statements revealedsix,factors,
general esteem, academic interest and enthusiasabextrinsic anii-

yatlop for academic achievement,breadth of interest,cintrinsic-
motivation, for academic achievement, and'clear, concise, enCap-

sulsted instruction ("spoonfeeding").

511.

-Bsiirneaq Harold V. "Approaches to. Program Evaluation."

2Z1
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Proceedings of the Regional Medical Programs NatienaleConference
and ILorketipp_on Evaluation, 1970. Washington, D.C.: Department'

of Health, Education, and Welfare, Piblic Health Service,'1972,
DHEW Publication Na. (ESN) 71-7010, pp. 99-104.

The observations made here about program evaluation are very gen-
eral, Consisting ofbasic ground rules for conducting.evaluatioh
as a means:of identifying activities in the program which show a-
need fbr thange. Keairnes stresses that the evaluation should
systematically describe past experience and achievement but

Apt the evaluators Should avoid being judgmental. Their pur -
"Noose is to provide information and observations useful ta-;those
who will make decisions for the future of the program.

512.

Keairnes, Haiold W, "Behavioral Evaluation of a Continuing Edu-
cation Program." Physical Therapy, 49 (October, 1969)v-1999-
1103..

This article descrDbes the use of behavioral evaluation by tele-
phoneinterview to evaluate the effect of a three-day workshop
on nig (proprioceptive neuroWuscular facilitation) in Kansas.
Interview, are Included. Data collected five weeks and
five months after the course were the same: 78 percent of the
participants were Jibing PNF for their hemipkegic setients-whiie.,

'only 31 percent of a control group were. Before the course onlj.
40 percent of the participants had used PNF for any kind of pa-
tient, while after the course.100 percent were using it. A
follow-up evaluation afthr 12 months was planned.

fte

513.
x k\ /

.

Keairnes, Haiold W. "Program Evaluation Workshop--A Case --"" -

Stud7." Proceedings of the Regional Medical Programs National
Confertnee and MorkshilkonJEgalustioni, 1970 .,.,,Washington, D.C.;. ,

Department of Health, Itiu tion, and Wolfe Pablic Health Ser...

vii *. 1972, DREW Publicat on No. 4HSM) 71- 010, pp. 104-07. /

',The ycrrkshop deseribed keiirnes provid4d a summsrf'of the
role of tie evalpacor program evaluation and of the process
of,prograt evaluation., The disttnction 'between program and --

project..eValuation. is ed, and. the uses of evaluatiom-are dim--
cussed.. It is point out thit gvaluition peed for justifica-to
tion must deaL.with eitablis judgmental Criteria; evaluation.'
used for control Must ac;ivities and their effects4,. -. ...

Viluation used for leirming_er planning moat provide contiguous
NeedbaCk,'to isprovefeuslity of decisions affeCting future

.
.grims. r-

00. J ., )
. ; / '.
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51.4.
_

ihol, Timothy; Matety, 'Robert; and Turner, John. "Evaluation of

APA Internship Programi: A Survey of Clinical Psychology In-

terns." Journal of Clinical Psychology, 28 (October, 1972),

'562769.

This article describes a survey of interns at ell API, approved%
faci14ties which was conducted in order to collect information /
about internship programs which could be useful to prospeitive
interns in selecting their internships. The questionnaire
was used,amicad the_ipterns for information about,(1) the the°-

. retical orientation, (2) the felitive emphasis of training ver-
'sue service; (3),the'opportuniti'of interns fir
decisions whillh,affect them, (4) the'extstence'of ani rival-

_ _ _ conflict among the-staff, (5)_the quality of diagnostic super-
vision, (6) the callity of therapy eoPerPisi;f0m. (7)itbe_rela
tionshig biiimothe deparrieuts of peychgiugy and psychiate5'.
(8) the overall quality of the internshitc,(9) the hours per
week spent in *erious activities, and a figil_spiestion-4111
"Wodld you accept the ties internship again ? ".

r

515. c .-

Moore, Margaret L: ,"griteria for Evaluating a Clinical &Inca= _

tionil Program -in Physical Therapy." Mosiltald,d40 (JUne, 1966),

82-85.
- -

.
4

In ,thjiarticle Dr. Moore discusiia the ob)ectivesuAnd criteria .

on7which the clinical education rogram'in physickl therapy, -.

shbuld be evaTuated,.lfsts the 'c teria for selecting the site

folica elinicaucation and reviesis the benefits: whiCh

s crue to a center which serves as an affiliation for clinical

iiaching. She stressed that;a tenter functions for the purpose -,

o teaching ratber than suOirvising,,hend eaphesfies the need for

clinical staff who are effective.initructors. She warns against

overemphasis ag"gradei, and urges rather thatTevaluation be a
B eams to determine cress in the curriculUm where. weaknesses exists

and to aid in subsequent modification of the program.

516...
,

fictional Leagv. for Nursing. Criteria for the Evaluation of

Educatiobal /roams in Practical Nursing. .New fork:. -National

.
league for Nursing, Department of PractiCal Nursing Programs,

1971, 17 pp.,(NLN pub. no. 38-1178.)
. .

- This,pemphlet is intended to serve.aira tool for (1) sell- .

evaltotion'of edbcatiogal programs in- practicifnurcing; (2)
evaluation:Of ProgreimatOr whicSliaelonal League for Nursing

,
.
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+IP

accreditation is sought; and (3) appraisal of plans for the de-
verbpment ofnew practical-,nursing programs. These criteria
were formulated by practical nursing educators, after study of
the level of achieve ant attainable by such programs; the state-

ments reflect" acEifillible-stagaards, not ideals or maximum goals.
Fairly specifiC.guidelines are biqered as interpretttions of the
criteria, which are quite genera?. The following areas are
covered: philosophy and objectives, organization and administra-
tion, students, -facilities and resources,
records arid evaluatione.,

.

National Lea _Nursing. Criteria fob, eke-Evaluation of
- Educational Programs in Nursing-learlin to'an Associate Degree,
3rd ed., rev. Mew,York: -Natio Leagasqqr Ndrsing, Department
of'Associate_Deiroggau41 1973, App. '$$LN pub; no. 23-

t"- This brief pamphlet is intended to serve a 1) information for
the Use of faculty and administration of associate degree pro=
grams in nursing, (2) a guide for faculty tojuss it

and program review; and (3) an evaluation toe/ for
the Board pf Review tO use ih the accreditation process: .Th
statements of criteria contained herein reflect Acceptable stan-
dards formulated by people involved in associate 'degree programs;
they are guides to action and yardsticks by which achievement
can be measured..- These very general criteria cover Ehe following
areas: (1) philosophy, purposes, and objectives; (2) organiza-
tion And administration; (3) faculty; (4) Students; (5) program
of learning; and (6)'resources, 'facilities; and services.

518.

NelsOn, Charlene.: " Evaluation of a:Physical TherapyCurriculum:
A-Method." physical Therapy, 51 (December-, 1971), 1307-13.

article describes- a curriculum evaluation design utilized

. to evaluate the fout-year baccalaureate program at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel- Hill. The method employed ln=
cluded surveys of physical therapy graduates, employers, and stu-
dents, plus evaluation of admission information and a review. of

. trends in physical therapy education and practice. ,Both ques7
tionneites and interview were -used. The.author- was able to make
several interesting points about this study. Among them are:

..

(1) Surveys of.graduates provided the Most valuable source
,...,-, information. '(Kedging C ,tine delay between graduation

..-44" . "-atstani-Verfi'sretemnended. 4.TIftb-Atudy included only-
-9""-iraduates.who had been eaVIOyed-for ttWor.mOre years

.. , ?,-
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519.

and included graduates since 1959.)

(2) Interviews with e4loyers did not provide a valid evalua-

tion.

(3) Stient participation in curriculum evaluation is very
beneficial and desirable.

-a A

Shapiro, Alvin P.; Schuck, Robert F.; Schultz, Stanley G.; and

Barnhill, Bruce N. "The Impact of Curricular Change on Perfof-'.'

mance on Nat -84ard Examinations:" Journal of Medical Educa-

tion, 49, (Dec

"

r,,1974), 1113-18.

The authors report dat a decline in student performance on Ma-
.

tional 3oard Exaain tions was recorded at the University of

Pittsburgh Medical chool after a major curriculum change. Bow-

,ever, performance recovered gradually, and the authors suggest'

that a 4ongitudinal accuaulation of data would be' necessary to

make any final evaluation of curriculnm effectiveness. They

also raise the basic question of the appropriateness of using
National Board Examinations to-evaluate curriculum and curricu-

lum changes.

520.

Steele, Sara M. 'Contemporary Approaches'io Program Evaluation
andTheir Impli4tions for Evaluating Programs for Disadvantaged

Adults. Syracuse, N.Y.: ERIC Clearing&ouie on Adult Educatiotir-

197, 250 pp. '
- . t

'Despite its title, very little of this book $." specific to dis-

advantaged adults' (althoughelot of referenc4" are, to the liter-

ature on adult learning). The bqpk opens with a general discua-

sion of contemporary idea* about program eialsation, and its in-

. ' tent Th'to serta 8111,41 useful reference Work.' It contains a table

which lists problem" add needs in evaluation and matches them up-

kith the various program evaluation approaches which offer solo:-

'tiont or help'in meeting, those needs. These evaluation approaches

are described in a,summary fashion in SeCtiOn'III ef.the book,

which in itself constitutes a fora of annotated, bibliography

prograa.evaluation.
s

531.

Surveyor's Handbook of,Iaformation'eohcerning'the Qn-Site'EValn-

arlon Of an Educitional'Prograa Lip!' the Wyti,Cal Therapist.

American Physical'Therapy Asseciatien, 1974.
,

,"N1_
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"The purpose of-this handbook is to assist Ai'TA representatives

conducting on-site eveluations'to make maximum contributions to
the evaluation process. The handbook contains basic items of in-
formation pertinent to the accreditation process as well as sug-
gestions to help the on-cite evaluation team members to under-
stand their role in assessing the extent to which an educational
program complies with the Essentials of an Acceptable School 2f
Physical Therapy (1955)" (p. 1).

522.

Ware, Carolyn E. "Evaluation of Public Health Content in the
Physical Therapy Curriculum." Physical Therapy, 46 (August,
1966), 847-55.

The purpose of this study was to enemas the- level of public
health knowledge acquired by students in the physical therapy
educational curriculum. Findings in a program at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill indicate that a,content area
such as public health can be integrated in a comprehensive manner
and that significant gains can be made to prepare physical ther-
agets who will demonstrate attitudes and abilities appropriate
for graduates of basic professional education.

FOR OTHER ENTRIES MLated to lotognaievatuation see 6401--

10, 494.

.
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COSTS AND FINANCING
Allocation Methodologies and Studies

523.

busby, Daniel B.; Leering, Jamel'C.; and Olson, Merlin I. "Un-

identified Educational Costs in a University Teaching Hospital:

An Initial Study." Journal of Medical Education, 47 (April,

1972), 243-53.

The authors present lindings of a study at the University of Kan-

sas Medical Center whdeb was an effort to examine the program

cost allocation (PCA) studies sponsored by the Association of

American Medical Colleges aethe Center for the fiscal year thjt -

ended June 30, 1969. The purpose was to identify and measure

factors in major teaching hospitals that result-in patient care

costs which are higher than'the patient care coats in non -

teaching hospitals of comparable size. The study identifies ad-

ditional costs allocated to,educational programs, citing some of

the major hypotheses as follows: in contrast to comper7,

able non-teaching hospitals the University of Kansas pedical'Cen-

' ter experiences a higher medically indigent patient load, oper-

ates outpatient clinics whichsre larger and more diverse, has a

lower occupancy rate, has a greater utilization of diagnostic

services, has a higher nursing staffing expense, provides a,

greater :nigher of specialiltd medical services, and has a greater

_investment in clinical facilities and that each of these factors

is related to or is influenced by educational programs. . . ."

The ariiclt presents findings pertaining-to the first 'five hypo-

theses; findings were inconclusive and are still under Study for ,

the last two.'

524.

Carroll, Augustus J. 'Program Cost Estimating in a Tescaing,Hos-

piZal: A Pilot Study. Edited by Thomas J. Campbell and Mary R.

attlemeyer. Kashington, D.C.: Association of American Medical

Colleges, 1969, 149 pp.

This pilot study, notable in 1969 as an "original" in:the-field

of,program cosi estiiating in teaching hospitals, hed'tee objec-

Jtivei: "(a) to describe a pilot 'Study for developing criteria'

And procedures that hospitals can use to distinkuish the costs

of their patient care,- educational, research, and coMmunity ser-

vice programs, and (b) to present thiscriteria6amd procedures a.

Appolosakthat 44114colitde guidelines for hospitalWthet want to

,. do a similti pidgin cott study of their awl.* The reporeofferi
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. concrete recommendations for establishing the criteria and pro-
cedures with which to compute "accurate and equitable" program
cams in the various areas of the hospital.

525.

Fein, Bashi, and Weber, Gerald I. Financing Medical Education.
New York: liGrawHill Book Co., 1971, 297 pp.

This book on financing medical education provides an analysis of
alternative policies and mechanisms. It is often used as a basic
source in this subject area and was cited in the report of a
study, "Costs of Education in the Health Professions" (a U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare publication).-

526.

Hilles, William C. "Program Cost, Allocation and the Validation
of. Faculty Activity Involvement." Journal of Medical Education,
48 (September, 1973), 805-13. ,

The author presents an historical review of theute of the' effort
measure technique in cost allocation studies and takes' a look at
the criticisms of'effort reporting. He cites recent attempts by
academic health 'centers to develop more acceptable-and valid
techniques to measure thy education functions in medical educa-
tion. Hilles offers an alternative methodology which he feels
can better identify full program costs, one which makes a clear
identification of*the cost of educating medical students, not
solely the cost of their instruction.

527.

Freymaan, John G:.,and Springer, John K. "Education and t1 Hos-
pital: Cost of Hospital-Based Education." Hospitals,47 (March
1, 1973), pp. 65-67, passim.

The authors present a detailed review of a, study recently com-
pleted at Hartford (Connecticut) Hospital, which demonstrated
that if all education programs within to hospital were abolished,
it would co k more to provide the same quality of essential hos-
pital servicea. .The study was undertaken in response to the in-:
creasing criticism that hospital-based education programs are in-
flating Ahe costs of hospital tare to the patient. The authors,
postulated that if a dollar value could be placed on the services
performed by the enrollees in all the teaching programs, the re-,

sidual cost of theprograps-themselves might appear more accep-,
table.- FtOmheir investigation into the cost of-maintaining

?28
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hospitals without the presence of education programs, they ar- .

rived at4.ertain conclusions kihich they feel justify including
educatidtin the operating budget of health care institutions.
The article includes-tables which illustrate how they made their
cost analysis.

528.

Johnsen, Gordon N., and -may, Carol M. "How Much Does Diploma
Nursing Education Really Cost?" Nursing Outlook, 20 (October,
1972), 658-64.

This article involves a look at diploma nursing education and its
costs from the point of view of a hospital administratdr and a
nursing director. Part I, the administrator's viewpoint, de-
scribes a study which was designed to take a close look at avoid-
able costs in several scattered hospitals in order to evaluate
the financial operations of their diploma schools of nursing.'

Part II, the nursing director's view,, describes the problem of
increasing educational costs in relation to the need for direc-
tors of these educational programs toaccept the responsibility
not only for the quality of nursing education, but also for the
economical use of a large sum of money.

539.

Koehler, John E., and Slighton, Robert L. "Activity Analysis
and Cost' Analysis in Medical Schools." Journal of Medical Educa-
tion, 48;(June, 1973), 531-50.

-The authors cite the impossibility of arriving at a true analysis
of the cost of an ongoing program when that program involves
overlapping activity costs of joint production. One can break
down the total cost into "pure and "joint" program costs, but
other considerations must come into play, i.e. classical cost
accounting procedures must be modified to allow the polity maker
to ask of the program - -is it "worth doing" or "paying for it-
self"? The policy question will help determine the appropriate
procedure of assigning'costs. This article is a detailed presen-
tation of how to assign costs of simultaneous activities in order
to obtain reliable Cost estimates.

530.

MacGraw, R. M.; Hahn, 4. J.; Autrey, H. L.; and Preissig, J. L.
"Perspectives from New Schools--The Costs and Financing of Medi-
cal Education." New England Journal of Medicine, 289 (September,
13, 1973), 5S8-62.

0

This article discusses the costs and financing Ofmedical educe-
,
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tion through the perspective of new schools. This study was

based on four new semiautonomous clinical or-basic science medi-
cal schools developed by the University of Illinois over a three-

year period from 1970 to 1972. These were developed within the

academic framework of a single college of medicine, but under
differing ldtal conditions and in scattered geographic locations

in the state. The experience in starting the new medical schools

and of concurrently restructuring the Uniiersity's long-.
established - school in Chicago, into' a basic science and-a clinical

school ."provided unusuaLoppottunitlea for fiscal comparison.
and analysis, and brought into focus the perspectives about the
cost and financing of medical education that are reported here."

531.

Moran, Linda F. "Measurement of Partial Costs of Clinical Edu-

cation." UnpUhliehed master's thesis, Boston University, 1974. .

The major focus of this study of the cost of clinical education
is'the method of measurement devised-by the investigator. The

author chose one aspect of the cost of clinical education, the
factor of time, and analyzed the time that physical therapy clin-
ical supervisors spend in student training activities compared w

with the time that students contribute in patient care activi-

ties, In her thesii the author gives backgroUnd for the positive
and negative aspects Of affiliation for both the students and the
affiliating institution, describes various methods of determipieg
and allocating costs (citing several previous studies of cost -_

analysis), discusses time and motion study methods, and concludes
with-a full description of the time study method which is exam-

ined in this paper. The study encompassed two pilot investiga-

tions, with a third under consideration. Moran presents data

and conclusions based on the two completed studies.

532.

Patton, Frances L. "Physical Therapy Education--Who Pays?--Par

tient--School--Student?" Department of Hospitals, University of

Southern California Medical Center. August, 1973, 2 pp.

(Mimeographed.)

The author reports on a survey of physical therapy school direc-
tors to ascertain the costs of physical therapy education for

the year 1973. Questions submitted tothe directors, requesting
costs for students and coats for schools, are provided. This.

mimeograph presents a compilation of the results. Also reported

is a studyoof 30 University of Southern California students in

their-first month of affiliation, to detawmine the range of in-

come produced by them through patient treatnents; eiiher based

, on actual average coat per treatment or using a figure of $8.00.
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The average was
/

$1,179,00 with a range (.4 $600.00--$3,120.00.

533.

National Academy of Sciences; Institute of Medicine. Costs of

Eduction in the Health Professions:. Report of a Study,Parts I

and II. Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1974 284 pp.

This is a comprehensive report of the information requested by -

Congress in a series of legislitivecharges set forth in,Section
205 of the Copprehensive Health Manpower Act of 197 (Public Law

92,457) on the coats of education in the health professions (par-

ticularly; medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, optometry, pharmacy,

podiatry, veterinary medicine, and nursing). The charge re-

quested estimates of average costs of education per student per

year in the various health professions, and alsa_tecommendationa
for using the estimates to establish rates for capitation payments.

534.

Sprague, Charles C. "Analysis of Program Costs of Academic Health'
Centers." -Journal-of Medical Education, 48 (September, 1973),

793-94.

The author deals in this editorial with the increasing interest

in developing a better methodology for determining program costs

0111
of academic health centers. The current quest for.adequate meth-

odology is_due to (1) the increased ecognition within the cen-
ters of the need to create better systems to improve the manage-

lent of the institutions, and (2)' external pressures that demand

progriacost analyses(e.g., Congress-ordered national studies).

Sprague's contention is that how we arrive at accurate program

costs, i.e. methodology, is far'less important'then'how we inter-

pret thedata which are compiled. He says cost data onanAndi-

'vidual programs such as undergraduate medical education (where '

an analysis is made of a single-"product" prchgram) leiid out the

matrix of talent, facilities, services and other programs -(such ,

as residency training) essential to produce the product. In ad-

dition, he points out that cost data on individual programs do

. not deal with the complex institution which encompasses the pro-

gram. Hawarns against the dangers posed by legislative and ad-

ministsative officials who will demand more cost information

than has ever been provided before, and may make errummeemmes.w.mftwomeow'

sumptionsin their efart to obtain simplified answers to comr

plex budgeting questions. : ' .

535.

Sprague, Charles C. "Undergraduate Medical Education: Elemental"

Objectives, Costs." journal of Medical Education, 49 (Jan:Miry.

2A1:
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X974)', 97-128.

The author, Chairman of the Association of glerican Medical Col-
leges Committee on the Financing of Medical Education, reports
on the first phase of the Committee's study,to determine, the an-
nual coat per medical student of the educational program leading
to the M.D.egree. The tommittee geviewed cost studies con-
ducted' at 12, medical 'schools representing a-considerable degree
of variation in institutional,approach to undergraduate medical
education,- 'Findings show a range of'costs per studentifrom
$16,000 ,to $26,000 in'1572 dollars, Sprague presentslhe.basts
for the allocation of costs and the elements of total education
for which costs for undergraduate education were considered,
stressing the complexity of identifying contributing activities .
and allocating their costs. The methodology of the study is.de-
scribed and a-full summary of findings is included in this
report.

536.

Stoddart, Greg L. "Effort Reporting and Cost. Analysis of Medicali

Education." Journal of Medical Education, 48 (September, 19731'-.

814-23.

The "effort" or "activity" report,is the technique most frequent-
'ly used to collect data on which to make a cost analyeisnf med-
ical education. The author states that finding an acceptable
technique for allocating direct salary expenses between the pa-

tient care and education functions presents brobleharihich have
not been entirely overcome by those who deVeloped the process of

effort reporting. Stoddart offers an hiScorical review of ap-
plisetions of effort reporting, comments-on key methodological
ism; limid describes a revised methodology which features,',
two-step estimating process ". . . which addresses the joint-,

production problem and introduces enough flexibility to AcCom=,.

sedate a multidisciplinary medical education Betting."

537;
"

Watts, Nancy T. "Costs and Benefits,ofaihing, Health Person -,.
net: 'Implications forcSducational Planning in DiVeloping

tries." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago,

196/4 284 pp,-- , r / "*.
This-ttudy examines the use ofrcost-benefit analysis in planning'

-'the training of modern health petsonnel., 1t identifies obsti-
cies to accurate cost4enefit analysis in?the health fields end',

uses the clinical apprenticbship'for American physical therapy
students as an illustration of how such an analytis procedure

can be'used. Economic as well asamsychic'coats and benefits are

-
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discussed from the viewpoint of the students, the university and

the affiliatingAplinical facilitrperticipating in the apprentice-

,ship program. °'

538."

'Watts, 'Nancy T. "Estimating the'Costi of a Student, Affiliation:

Costs.tb the' Clinical Facility." Clinical Education Workshop,.
Massachusetts Chapter of the American Physical,Theialiey Associa-

tion, May, 1975. (Mimeographed.)

The author outlines the methods designed to help clinical facil-
ittcs-for physical therapy education "identify'.the major sources

of potential costs, . ./ gather a limited amount of data on
these factors; and to use this in arriving at a reclpgh estimate

Apf net results." Procedures suggested in this article emphasize
the concept of net as opposed' to total costs. The procedure for
estimating net costs includes the calculation of total cost to
the facility followed by the subtraction of any income or sav-
'ings attributable to the student program. A basis for estimates
is.giyen whiehincludes total cost estimates of /direct and indi-

rect expenditures by the clinical facility, costkof professional_
time spent planning and supervising in the student program,, and
adnittlatrative overhead,.as well as income or savings attributa-

ble to the student program. Dr. Watts notes that net cost esti-

mations are generally a "more realistic basis for deciding wheth-
er to undertake, continue or expand an affiliation, and for de-

termining who should pay."

539.

Wing, Paul. "Clinical Costs of Medical Education." Inquiry, 9

(December, 1972),°36-44.

The, author reviews literature ceincerning the cost's of clinical
education in medicine and concludes that these studies, despite
the lack of uniformity in their objectives, methods, and find-'
ings, indicate that teaching programs inkhospitals do not result

in additional expenditures. Relative costs vary substantially'

among medical specialities, and there appears to be the need for

-detailed eost accounting studies to " estimate the cl'inical costs

more accurately and to clarify the surrounding issues."

Wing presents some preliminary calculations to estimate the sig-

nificance of clinical costs relative*to operating and,capital
costa in medical schoolsas compared to those incurred by
teaching hospitals in their educational role. He feels that the

most promising avenue for further, investigation is in hospital

accounting procedates and systems.

233 ,
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MISCELLANEOUS -

Selected Reports, Proceedings, Professional Studies

540.

Ailed, Virginia 0. Community Collie Nursing Education. Nev
'fork: John Ulley,and Sons, Inc., 1971. 173 pp.

This account of.the two-year college level 'nursing education pro-
gram at Newton Junior College in Massachusetts, describes the
growth and development of the program over a six-year period.
This program, which leads to an associate degree, was an experi-
mental pilot project to determine the feasibility and desirabg......_
ity of regional organization and cooperation in a major health
service. The project involved a public community college and
five voluntary hospitals in different communities.

541.'

_ .

American Physical Therapy Association. Guidelines for Physical
Therapist Assistant Programs. Washington, D.G.: AKA, n.d.,
,12 pp.

This pamphlet provides the guidelines approved by the. Epard of
Directors of the AmericanLPhysicaL Therapy Association for the
development of a physical therapist assistant education pro-
gram. It defined the role of the ,physical therapist assistant,
his or her function'and relationship with the professional phys-
ical therapist, licensing regulations, and membesehip eligibil-
ity in the APTA. A full descriptihn of the design for a'physi-
tal therapist assistant education program is given, with atten-
tion to standards, curriculum, administration, faculty, and cri-
teria for clinical facilities.

342:

I

American Physical Therapy Association. Handbook of Inforation
.Concerning Interim Approval of an Educational Program for.the
Physical Therapist Assistant. Washingtpn, D.C.: "APTA,
74 pp. (Mimeographed.)

Thii handbook, endorsed-by:the APTA,Boavd of DireCtors. in June,
1974, contains all the basic information necessary for,determih-
ing whether a physical therapist assistant educational 'Program
meets the essential requirements stipulated in "Essentials df an.
InteripApproval Educational Program for the Physical Therapist
Assistant." It is des4gned as an aid to those engaged in

134
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establishing new programs and to those evaluating such prOgrams
--institutional officials, faculty,and APTA representativep serv-
ing on Review...Teams. .All phases of the educationarprogras are

discussed.

54.
. v

American Physical' Therapy Assmc4ation. "What-is Physical Ther-

apy?" Washington, DC.: American Physical Therapy Association,

1971, 1 p. (Mimeographed.)

This is a briefbut,cotprebensive definition and description of
the Piofession of physical therapy:' the primary focus of-a phys-
ical, therapist's concerns, the knowledge and skills required of
the individeal,plysical therapist, the scope of physical therapy
activities, and the relationship of physical therapy to the dther

hearth prdfessions.

544.

American Physical Therapy Association,Committee on Basic Educa-

tion. Education foi Physical Therapy, 5th ed. Washington, D.C.:

American Physical Therapy Association, April, 1974, -le pp.

This4mphlet presents a well-otganited overview of physical ther-

apy education:, It offers guideline* for,developing new Progtimi

as well as for strengthening existing,ones. The4article-treats
all importantlaspeas'of the educational' program, specifically:
(1).Ae functions of the physical therapist and the' objectiveh
Of physical therapy preparation; (2) the administrative loca
tiara of a physical therapy education program; (3) the prerequi-
sites for curriculum development; (4) the qualifications, duties,
functions, and rebponsibilities of the AcadeSic and clinical

faculty; (5) the responsibilities, functions, and concerns of-:,
'the Director; (6) space reiiiiremente; (7) budgetary planning;

- and-(8) _the functions of the physical therapy program (policy,

philosophy ,-objectives,°staqdard4, etc.):

545. -

--American Physical Therapy Association, liocationar Rehabilitation .

Administration, Imeementation of the Evaluation- Process in

Physical Therapy.Bdtkation. Proceedings of the Annual Insti-

' tute, Lincoln, Neb., May 8-12, 1967. 'New"fork: Amemican Phys1.4-

. Cal Therapy Association,' 1067, 104 pp.
.

.

.Desitite Its title; this was not an institute primarily Concerned.

' with evaluation. It touches hilefly on a number of topics WIC ''v,

doe, not go intp ang sulijerct in depth. These pioceedings feature
Elizabeth Greenleaf, commenting upon today' young people,' the

, \
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affective domain, psychological growth, and effective counsel-
ing; Geneva Johnson, on the planning and organization of learn-

".ins experiences; and Anne Pascasio, on objectives, evaluation,'
and implementation.

546.

American Public Health Association, Committee on Professional
Education. PEducationar Qualifications of Physical Therapists
in'PubliG Health Agencies." American Journal of Public Health,
56 (FebrUary, 1966), 322-27.

11114 article addresses the range. of responsibilities,which con-'
fronts the public health phstcal'eherapist and considers the
requisite educational qualifications. The public health physi-
cal therapist must be able to handle a wide variety of activities
and serve in a number of different types of positions, at more '
than one level of responsibility. Descriptions of the general
scope of the field as well, as the specific functions of theie
physical therapy roles are given. A detailed discussion of edu-
cational requirements, treating the knowledge, skills and exper-
ience- essential for each position is offered. Recommendationa
for designing public health physical therapy education are in-
cluded.

547.

Association for Supervision and duiriculUm Development. Super-
vision: Perspectives and Propositions; Edited by William H.
Lucio. Washington, D.C.: Association for Supervision and Curric-
ulum Development, 1967, 53 pp:

. This book examines superVisory functions, instructional supervi-
Sory behavior, and sdperviiion as,teaching,.andssalkes recommen-
dations tor supervisory programs. intending to offer the reader
'material fsr developing his own conception of suigervision, Lucio
pinta out the following aspdctS,of supervision: .(1) the-goal-
setting and goalaccomplishing function, (2) the instrOctional
function, (3) the team approach to supervisory tasks, and (4)
the view of supervision as a function varying according to the
unique)a4uation.

548.

Eabbie,-fart R. Survey Research hethodsk BelmOnt: Calif.:
$adsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1973, 383 pp.

This ii's comprehensive handbook on.methods for'survey research.
ASpettli treated include'dlikussions on the scientific context of
survey research, the des4M and.analysls of survey research, and '

a
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the social and scientific perspective of survey research.

549.

Becker, Howard S.; Geer, Blanche; Hughes, Everett C.; and

Strauss, Ansel= L. Sops in White: Student Culture in Medical

School.. Chicago; Ill.: University of Chicago Press, 1961,

456, pp.

This eminently readable and informative book is a socioogical
study of the University of Kansas Nbdicil'School. It focuses on

student culture, and specifically, on thestudent perspectives
which determine the level and direction of student effort. The

study is presented in four parts: (1) background and method;

(2) student culture in thepreclinical portion of medical schhol,

--particularly the freshman year; (37, student culture in:-the clini-

tal years; and (4) student perspectfves on the future, especially
_their vocational futures,. The major method of investigation was

participant observation. The authors present'their findings in
great detail, including many anecdotes verbatim, and they dis-

cuss exhaustively the evidence for and against their conclusions.

Evidehtt is presented for the existence of three. erspectives

which make up student culture it the clinical years and exert a

major influence on dtudentattitudes and behavior during that_

time.' Dio,of these perspectives; the "medical responsibility"

perspective and the "clinical experience" perspective, place a

high premium on the opportunity tq_participate in apprentice ac-
tivity.which gives the. student a cfiance to gain clihlEal

ence (which he may be ridiculed,for- lacking) and to eiesCise the

strtof life and death responsibility which-is seen as tie-basic

key action of-.iht practicing physician. Stlidents judge the

worth of'any activity according to the extent-to which it pro-

vides such opportunities,.and are so united in their acceptance

of these perspectives that they tehdte-reject such leap "prat-

tical" directions for thelieffort as curiosity and the acquisi-

tion of knoWledge for its on sake. The "academic" perspective'

- recognizes thatthe faculty can prevent a-student from finishing

sChool.qi hake life difficult-for him even to the extent cif'pyb-

licljr or degradint him. This perspective .restalte-,,_

,in dotile.and placatory behavior ou the pirt of the student.

. 550.

Bohannan, H. M.; Rovin, Sheldon; Packer,' Morrill W.;kara-Costich,

Esiett R. .,"The Flexible Denial Curriculum.", Journal of the

American Dental Assoc ation, )14 (January, 1972), 112-24.

The authors identify review some of the external forces

palling the.dentaI pro ssion_to change its academic approach.

\ 237,
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They propose a flexible curriculum which allows students to pro-
ceed.througn-sbaaic prescribed course of study at their own
rate, acknoyleAging that mastery of required skills is achieved
at varying rates. They urge that curriculum changes be made in
(1) the basic sciences--to provide them in the predental curric-
ulum and exempt students in dental school who can pass qualify-
ing/exams; (2) the clinical sciences--to de- emphasize restora-
tive and technical training and shift emphasis to preventive
procedures and diagnostic techniques (the authors feel that fu-
ture dental practitioners will learn to use auxiliary personnel
for many procedures); (3) the social sciences--to prepare stu-
dents co;-deal with current concerns to provide dental health
care for more people, and to meet the demands of expanding_gov-
ernment programs.. Specific guidelines for implementing curricu-
lum changes are offered.

551.

Brollier, Chestina. "Personality Characteristics of Three Allied
Health Professional Groups." American, Journal of Occupational
Therapy, 200ttober, 1970), 500-05.

Ms. Brollier presents-somecomparisons made in a study of perbon-
ality differences k the health professional groups of physical,
therapy, occupational therapy and social work. Social workers
andpsychiatrioccupational therapists scored significantly
higher in their neggifor autonomy, suggesting that physical ther-
apists and occupational therapists whocItreat physical dysfunc-
tions are better fit d-by'aersOnSlity to a more structured work-
ing environment. In chipvement oals Aneseveral other cate-
gories they did not d ffer signifi antly. Social workers and
psychiatric occupati 1 therapist , along with exhibiting a
need for autonomy, did appear to aye less deferential atatalis----__

toward authority:-and more'domina g, personalities, two other

characteristics measured in thf5 study.

552.

Council of Physical Therapy School Directors. Guidelines for
Developing an Educational Program of ExCellipnce in Physical Ther-
apy:, Curriculum. Proceedings of the Annual Institute. Pitts-
burgh, Pa., November 1-5, 1965, 85 pp.

These proceedings deal with physical therapy education, including
AiscussionS on the selection of the'Physical Therapy School Di-
rector and on the skills and attitudes to be taught. Of special
interest are George Fahey's article on the "Teaching of Atti-
tudes" and the study entitled "Reports: Attitudes to be Con-
sidered in Planning an Educational progrtirtn-Phvaical Therapy,"
Fahey offers generalizationt on teaching attitudes and discubses---.

ti mob,
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certain problems that stem from preconceived attitudes. be
"gepOtts" lists traits of desirable professional attitudes, de-

veloped by four groups during thiS Institute.

553.

Council of Physical Therapy School Directors. Response of Pro-

fessional Education to Social Change. rroceedings of the Annual

Institute. Cleveland, Ohio, October 23-27, 1966, 56 pp.

During the course of-this Institute; the CPTSD examined the re-
sponse of professional education in the health fields to social

change. The, program, was developed in such /a way as to.enabl,

, the participants to recognize these-factors and to force them to

take'a critical look,d't their educational programs; themselves

as educators, and at their role and function as physical thera-

pists. Of particular interest are the "group reports" which

the members of the Institute gathered into small groups and for-
mulated more specific recommendations in the interest of defin-

ing and fulfilling these stated goals.

554. _

Council of Physical Therapy School Directors. Toward Excellence

in Physical Therapy Education. Edited by Ruby Decker. Proceed-

ings of the AnnUal Institute. Bloomington, Ind., October 26-30,

1964, 169 pp. 1

This Institute included lectures, reports, and panel discussions
which define excellence in physical therapy education, as well
as suggest how it can be attained. John Caughey's lecture

stresses that excellence in education cannot be defined, as it
involves intellectual, social, and emotional processes within an
individual which are manifested by his increased professional'
growth--his acceptance of professional responsibility which
grows with the development of maturity, self-discipline, andit-.

nate standards. Emily Holmquist describes how accreditation is hw

used in nursing education for judging excellence, and A. N. Tay-
lor discusses this same topic as it pertains to medical educa-

tion. Susanne Hirt offers a summary of the objectives of a cur-
riculum leading to excellence in education, and notes that these
objectives relate to the personal growth oT the studedt (intel-

lectually. socially, culturally, and ethically) as well as to

his professional growth
discusses

the areas of knowledge, skill and at- .

titudes.- Sarah Rogers discusses the process of evaluation of

- educatiOn by the survey visit, and Eunice Roberts stresses_the
---:"-differenee between training and education, praising the previous

speakers for their emphasis on the importance of flexibility.
is Institute also included reports on the education, training,

and se 'of non - professional personnel, including a CPTSD policy
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staternt concerning this issue.

555.

Englehart(Helen V. "An Investigation of the Relationship Be-
tween CollegelGradesdoAd On-the-JobPerformance D9ring Traininj

I of Occupational Theirepyitudents." American/Journal of Occupa-
tic:nal therapy, 11 (Par 2, Mare-,April, 1957), 17 -107. '

The subjects for this study were 104 graduates of the Occupa-
tional Therapy Program at San Jose State College. The article
reports on a study toiinveitigate the predictive value of per-
forMAnce: (1) in required college courses* for performance on-
the-job during Clinical training, (2) in required courses for 0.

the national registration examination, and (.3) ,on-the-job during
cliniCal training for the national registration examination.
No significant correlations were found in any of thp three areas
of,investPgation. The author provides a-summary of how the var-:
fables affected the results and what can be 6onjectuted from,
the findings. 4

556.

Jacobs, Richard N.; and Logan, Nelson S. "Continuous Progress ry
Eddc'ation: I. New Concept of Flexible Dental Curriculum.".
Journal of Dental4Education, 36 (November, 1972); 29-31.

These authors provide a concept for a more flexible dental cur-
. ridtlum designed to meet three broad objectives: to increase'

professional manpor.4er prOduction in dental colleges; to acknow-
ledge and reward student beh4viors which indicate early readi-.
ness of students to perform professionally; and to lower the
resource cost and increase the educational worth of dental
school operations by means of the first two pf these objectived.
The xurriculum they espouse eliminatei the, standard four-year-
dental-education program, as well as semester scheduling and
conventional ,grading. A student works at his own pace tb gain
behUvioral 'objectives, and is motivated to achieve by the Oppor-
tunity to enter practice earlier, saving his money and that of
the school.' The flexible curriculum allows him to take a,vari-
able number of courses at agiven time, lets him complete-a giv-
en course in a variable length of time, and offers him a flex-
ible academic piogram from which to-choose diverse advanced eled-
tives.

557.

,Keyes: Joseph A. "Students' 'Rights to School Records--The Buck-
ley'Amendment." 'HPEER (HealthProfessions Educators Exchange of
Research), 4 (December, 1974), pp. 1 and 3.
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Thisbiief discussion of the BuCkley Amend nt to tile Family

Rights and Privacy Act of'1974 suggestst t Congress 'may amen4

the statute "to preserve frpm disclosure i ormation obtained

ptior to a certain date under a promise of confidentiality,,and
to permit-students the option of voluntarily waiving their rights

to see,letters of evaluation." Keyes points out that the Act as

,
it now stands applies to all informatiOn'currently in the

school's files and allow waivers-or'reservations. He also

reminds the reade at requests to see the files must be re-
sponded to within 45 days; -that the student may challenge the
accuracy of the information and seek,correction of the files,
which the institution may voluntarily cleanse of inappropriate
information; that truth is a complete defenscsin any libel'suit;

that there are specific.limits nn the persOns (Otherthin the
student himself) who may have access to the records and under
what circumstances; and that students must be notified of their
rights under the Act.

7

558.

Kinney, Thomas D. Chairman of the AAMC Ad Hoc ammittee on Grad-

uate Medical Education. "Implications of Academic Medical Cen-

ters Taking Responsibility for Graduate Medical Education."
Journal of Medical Education, 47 (February,s1472), 77-84.

The author reports on-the study (by the Association of American
Medical Colleges Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Medical Education)
which addressed- the' subject of academiciiledicalocenterS assuming
tonal responsibility for all medical.education, which would di-

-
rectly affect the present systeA of education of clinical gradu-
at; students.,(interns, residents and clinical fellows in all de-
partments)' who.-have traditiOnally been under the control and su-

pervision of several Iragmented settings, i.e.. hospitals,-'speci-

alty boards, service chiefs, and others. A_consolidated approach

.as described in this article would mean that the faculty of the

medical center would hotdfull responsibility-forthe entire med-
ical education,process from establishing goals and policies to '

completing the program,--encompassioig both pre-doctorai'and post-\

doctoral leVels. The, chief advantage to this unification,would

'
be the achieving of an administrative Structure able to produce
continuititlpurpose and program.,

559.
o

May, Bella J. "identification of 8dsic Structures and Develop

ment of a ContintioudProgress Curriculum for PhysicalsTherapy As-

sistantt." Unpublished Ed.1)". dissertation, University OCMiami,,)
1970, 215 pp.

. ,

.

:. . ,
.

.

This study.w,hich developed aicdrriculum for physical therlpyas-
, 4
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sistants,eNouraged the use of a continuous progress design to I(

assure progriM filacibility,' the presentation of EMbject matter
in an integrate fashion, and the application of new concepts of
curtictilar and learning theories" -.- The author recommends that
clinical practice time be scheduled throughout the program, not-

_
ing that providing clinical experiences concurrently with didac-
tio education gives the curriculum greater meaning. May lso
suggests that the effective, use of indirmrctional metho s wi 1
helvto solve the ptobleM of faculty shortages as well as i rove'
learning experiences.

0.
560.

Mayhew, Lewis B.' Changing Practice in Education for,the Profes-
sions. SREB Research Monograph No. 17. Atlanta, Ca:: Southern
Regionaligducation,Board, 1971, 90 pp.

Surveying the major professional fields, the author finds them
all in varying degrees' of discontent, reappraisal and reform.
They are all ticklinvthe same problems: theory versus skills,
specialization'versus broad bases, whether to prepare candidates,'
for their first jobs or to give them,a bread foundation for con'
tinued development, the thrust toward sdbprofessions and the re-
lations between the parent profession and among the offspring,
content versus process, whether the professional schools should
seek to bring about innovations in theprofessions, how to select
the faculty, the relations between the professional school and
'the university, innovative teaching methods (such as earlier and
more field experience), the.use of the new media, hot,: much to
stress international asOtcts of.the profession, and how much at-
tention to pay to values and ethics and professional identity
and how to achieve the desired attitudes. "The'last element of

, curricular reform--continuing education--has developed from an
impressive set of premises but has turned out to be a pdny effort
on the part df the professional field." Cooperation between the
profession (whatevef it May Be) and the social and behavioral
sciences seems so necessary and of such mutual benefit that, de-
spite difficulties'such as the nature of the cooperative rela-
tionshipg, differing technical language and the applicability of
research findings froMone field to another, ways of cooperation
must be found.: More inter-disciplinary contacts, field experi-
ence and competent supervisors are needed. Erogrdm content mupt,
have personal, social, educational, and economic relevince, Be-

- havioral objectives of education must be specified anti outcomes
evaluated. .bore attention must,be paid to retraining and con-
tinuing education. (Fostering the Growing Need to Learn)

2427
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561.

McCauley-, Mary.,."HOw Individual Differences Affect health Care

Teams." Health Team News, 1 (April 1, 1975), 4 pp.

This article describes a study of the' composition and performance

of health care teams with regard to the psychological types of
personalities Among the individual members. Predicated on the

assumption that "Since health care teams have a complex
they need the talents of different types of people . . the

study defined-several personality types for inclusion on the

hypothetical teams: introverts, extroverts, sensing types, in-

tuitive types, thinking types, feeling types, judging types, and

perceptive types. Usilg these categories of personality types,
predictions were made on how the different personalities in a
health team affect the_team's leadership, cooperation; under-
standing, development, and decision-making,

562.

Michels, Eugene. "On Not Turning Out Physical Therapists: A

Critical Issue fat Education in Physical:Therapy." Physical

Therapy, 52 (December, 1972), 1292-96.

Michels' concern is:the-interpretation of the aims of physical'

therapy education. He wants -educators to ctistinguish'between
offering education for physical therapy and education in physi-

cal therapy. He supports the latter concept; belieliingthat
physical therapy should'be an academic discipline in its on
right, but he suggests that the metamorphosis of physical ther-

apy educational programs from clinics to universities has yet to

i.,
be completep realized. Michels deplorei the tendeney of educa-

tois.to '!turn out" physical therapists. He Points out that the

student who has acquired adequate education in physical'therapy -

can benefit more readily from the clinical experience.

563. .

Moore,!Margaret L. "Legal Status of Students of Health Sciences"

in Clinical Education." Physical Therapy, 49 (June, 1969),

573-41.

This'article.details the legal status of students and educatort

who spend part-af their time io the clinical setting. Of inter

est to these students and teachers are liability insurance,

.w0Fitmen:g compensation insurance, and contracts. However pro-

tection:against tort'liability is best assured by the quality of

the total 04cation,process, i.e. wise selection and retention

of hig1$Iy,q4lified students,"soundness,of education offered,

along with wise selection and development of clinical affilia4-
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tion centers and of associated professional centers.

564.

Mortimer; Kenneth P. Accountability in Higher Education. Wash-,
4ngton, D.C.: American Association for Higher Education, 1972,
58 pp.

This report is an'excellent review of the literature on account-
ability in higher education. It considers explicitly the major
uses of the term "accountability," differentiating "accountabil-

ity" from "evaluation" and "responsibility," and defining mana-
gerial accountability,. The author discusses external pressures '

for more accountability (pressures from society, government,
the courts, statewide coordinating boards, and various agencies),
and analyzes the difficulties of assessing internal accountabil-
ity. sProbable trends for the 1970s are summarize4S-the end of
the report.- The author sees future directions,inaccountability
as' being towards: equal access-to education for women and minor-

- ity groups; quasi - public utility status for higher education;___

more concern about management and attempts to relate managerial
efficiency to educational effectiveness; further codification
of the internal dasision-making process; more emphasis on behav-
ioral accountability (the relation of dollars spent to student

'aCComplishment);. more importance being attached to management
and educational technologies; and more centralization of manage-,
ment functions; with decentralization of academic functions.

- 565.

O'Brien, William M., and Bagby, Susan:, "An Attempt to Increase
the Number'of Applicants From Rural Areas." Report on National
Fund for Medical Education, University ofirirginia School of
Medioine, 1974, 19 pp. (Mimeographed.)

,This'report points dp the need for early counseling and gncour- '

agement of rural stddents,intereeted in health careers. ;It'sug-
gists that educators grappling with the problem of fill-
ing mabpower needs rural preset must' look beldw the college
level to seek out and tultilote the potential of students at the
secondary level. 41 a survey of3,635 rural high,school seniors
in a poor rural area (in, the class of 1974) it ryas -found that 18

percent of the white students and 2.6 percent of the black stu-
dents had the pqtential for applying to medical school. How-
ever, a survey,,of-'guidance counselors revealed that little had
been done to interesstudents in medicine ot other health sci-
ences as a career. A siirvey, bf the students. themselves showdd e
that irost (all but 18 percent) had dropped,anyconsiderstion of
medical careers, because of concerns about financing, length of
training, and /or discouragement over racism br sexism. The



,

authors.sugAitt a program to,interest more rural students in
medicine, arid they outline further study of the population they

studied.

566.

Pascasio, Anne..eEdutation for the Physical Therapist of the

Future." Unpublished Ph.q. dissertation, University of Pitts-
.' bUrgh, 1966, Dissertation Abstracts 27, 3348-A.,

The purpose cif this' Study was to determine the professional coso
pefencies necessary to'future physical therapists, 'upon which a
curriculum could be designed.' Among the desired competencies
were clinical proficiency in patient care, skill in teaching,
administration, as we/1,.as iftterpersonal relationships and con-

, tinued:Oroiessionilsgrowth. Besides,formulating determinarits
for the developmAnf.of a curriculum based ontfiese competencies,
the author recommends thaeresearcliThe continued on learning ex-
periences and on the most useful types oT continuing education
for physical therapy instructors.

567.

- Travers, Robert M. W., ed: Secdnd Handbook of Research on Teach-, .

' ing; A Project of the American Educational Research- Association.
'Chicago; Ill.: Rand McNally--College Publishing tonpany, 1973,

1400 pp.

This volume ig not merely an update of the Gage Handbook. It

tries not only to review the available knowledge that has some
Implications for teaching but also to function as a handbook of

ideas being explored. Narrower topics are covered than in the

first Handbook. The authOrs,here have reviewed the research, or

referred the reader to already published reviews, and chen have
proceeded to discuss the research issues. Deploring,the vast .

quantity of poorly conceived'research on teaching, these authors
consider how research should be undertaken if it_is to be pro-
ductive. This.emphasis on what is wrong with educational re-
search derives_from the perceived general level of inadequacy
the research, undertaken in the past, and the difficulty o rid-

ing significant research to report. The topics covere include
"The Assesament ofTeacher Competence" "The Teaching, of Affec-
tive Responses;" "Research on Teachet:Education," and "Research

on Teaching in Higher ucation."* 2 C

U.S. Department f Health, Education., and:Welfare, Health Re-

sources Mein trattbrq-Bur of Health Heiources Development,

Public Healt Service. Tr fs and Career Chan es of Colle:- Stu-
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dents in the Health Fields; A Summary Report on a Study Conducted
by the American Council on Education Policy Analysis Service.
Washington, D.C:: Governiint Printing Office, 1974. (DHEW Pub-

lication No. (BRA) 76-54.)

- -

This report contains a full description of the three phases'of
an American Council on Education study which consisted of (1) an
analysis of career changes of college students in health fields;
(2) an analysis of the historical trends in health career choices
of college freshmen and their characteristics; and (3) an analy-
sis and evaluation of the validity of health career choices made
by undergraduate students to determine to what extent their later
career decisions correlated with their earlier stated choices.
In addition, the report also features profiles of each of the
five most popular career occupational-groups, as compared with
health career applicants as a whole.

569.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health
Service, National Center for Health Statistics. Health Re-

sourceiStatistics.4 Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Of-

fice, 1969. (Published annuafly.)

,

This series of documents published by the National Center for
Health Statistics provides current statistics on a wide range,,'
of health areas (manpower and facilities) as baseline data.fOr
the evaluation, planning, and administration of health programs.
Additional detail is -obtainable by referring to the-sources and
published and unpublished materials cited in the-individual
chapters.

570.

Weil, Thomas P., and Parrish, Henry. "Development of a Coordi-
nated Approach for the Training of Allied Health Personnel."
Journal of Medical Education, 47, Part I (July,- 1967), 651-59.

The authors, exploring the possibilities for developing a core
curriculum for allied health personnel, found that a survey of
'elegen allied medical'programs' accregitation standards revealed

a significa, similarity in the basic science, sociology, 464
psychology requirements. They cite the advantages of coordinat-
ing a major portion of the first two years of all,allied health

. programs, tlarticularlremphanizing the opportunity this woul&
afford to indoctrinate students inthi interdisciplinary health
team approach. Other advantages, as well as-program augges-

.tions, are discussed.

0



571.

Worthingham,',Catherine. ';Curriculum Patterns for Basic Physical

Therapy Education." Physical Therapy, 48 (January, 1968), 7-20.

This article reports on a comparison of the minimum credits In

the subject areas required in 1965-66 for completion of the bac-

calaureate degree-in physical therapPith the same subject areas

. in six selected undergraduate fields: TiteIther fields Studied

were the, biological sciences, physical Sate mathematics,

humanities, social sciences, agriculture, and engineering.

572.
. c

Worthingham, Catherine. nhe'Environment for Baitc_Physical

Therapy Education, 19657_1966: The Acadeide or 'Theoratical

Phase." Physical Therapy, 48 (September, 1968)', 93s -62.

.This report is'the first part of Worthingham's comprehensive

study of physical thersapy education. It encompasses and

scribes a broad array of statistical data obtained by a question-

naire Survey of directors of physical therapy education program

in 42 different schools. Nbject areas are,broken down into:

(1) background information about type of school and, program

(certificate or degree); (21 ad trative structure and rela-

tionship to other schools; (3) space and equipment resources;

(4) enrollmefft and ratio to population; (5 teaching responsibil-

ity (natural sciences, physical therapy, clinical medicine and

surgery); (6) other types of health professional education pto-

grams in the institutions.

A second area of-inquiry produced ta obtained from question-

naires returned by 252 faculty memo- who answered a group of

questons related to their professions -talus and their rela-

tionship tome physical therapy adudatio program.

573.

Worthingham, Catherine. "The 1961 and1365,AGraduates of the

Physical Therapy Schools." Physical Therapy, 49 (May, 1169),

476-99.

This article, the fourth ion of the Study of Basic Physical

Therapy Education, deals with formation obtained' in a survey

of physical therapists graduat the calendar years 1961 and

1965. tighty-one percent (8.1%) of e 1961 graduates and 80'per-

cent of the 1965 graduates participat in the'study,. which was

undertaken tn.produFe facfi about studen ' employment situa-

tions, eduostional preparation, objectives 'further study,

and apparent deficiencies in 'basic physical th- y education,



These data are described for all resPondents, both employed and
unemployed.
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